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PPPPRINCIPLES OF TRANSLIRINCIPLES OF TRANSLIRINCIPLES OF TRANSLIRINCIPLES OF TRANSLITERATION AND GLOSSINTERATION AND GLOSSINTERATION AND GLOSSINTERATION AND GLOSSINGGGG    
 

Examples are cited in the form (case and state) in which they occur in the 
original text.  If a fragment of a text was omitted, the sign [...] is used to 
indicate it. The following symbols are used in transliteration1: 
 

 ™  ض À ا ، ى

 † ط b ب

 ²  ظ t ت ، ة

 ¸  ع ƒ ث

 ©  غ º ج

 f  ف ª ح

 q ق ® خ

 k  ك d د  

 l ل ¡ ذ

 m  م r ر

 n  ن z ز

 h  ه s س

 w, Ù  و š ش

 y, Ì  ي ‰ ص

 Œ ء ، أ ، ؤ ، ئ  

 

 The definite article is transliterated as it is pronounced, i.e. with 
assimilation. The wa‰la-vowel is written on the preceding word without 
hyphen, not on the definite article (e.g. a in mina l-bayti or i in da®alati l-
bayta). Proper names are left with no inflectional ending, as these tend to 
be neither written nor pronounced. Their gender and case is marked in 
glossing. In transliteration capital letters for proper names are used for the 
sake of ease of reading, even though Arabic writing system does not have 

                                                
1 Strictly speaking, the Arabic written are neither transcribed nor transliterated or, to put it differently, the 
transliteration is “actually a mix of transcription and transliteration” (Zaborski 2006: 187). Latin letters 
with diacritics rather stand for how the written text should be read. 
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them.  Punctuations marks (incl. quotations marks) are genereally 
disregarded. 

Verbs are not divided into morphemes nor glossed in order to avoid 
complications with introducting additional symbols. For the proper 
understanding of the present study simple translation into English shall be 
considered sufficient. 

The division into morphemes is indicated only as far as it is possible. 
E.g. buyÙtun ‘houses’ is divided as buyÙt-u-n and glossed as 
“houses.NH.PL-N-I”, the features ‘non-human’ and ‘plural’ being indicated 
after dots, both being expressed in the stem buyÙt-. If one Arabic unit 
needs to be translated by means of two English units, the latter are linked 
by means of a colon (e.g. he:goes stands for ya¡habu). 
 The suffix -n (tanwÌn) is rendered as the indefinite article, although the 
correspondence is not full. There are definite substantives which have this 
suffix, e.g. Muªammadun, on one hand, and indefinite substantives and 
adjectives, which do not have it, on the other, e.g. Œaswadu ‘black’ and ‘a 
Black’. In such cases indefiniteness is indicated directly (after a dot) after 
the case. 

Every example is annotated as to the source it was excerpted from. The 
information contains the abbreviated title (see Corpus list for full titles), 
date (of the issue of the newspaper), page and the beginning of the heading 
of the article (for journalistic texts). For ease of cross-reference, every 
example has a number, placed between slashes after the information on its 
source. Literal, or rather more literal translations (indicated by ‘lit.’), 
which are sometimes employed, are to be taken as working translations, 
provided only for an approximated indication of grammatical relations. If 
examples are quoted from other descriptive works, the system of 
transliteration adopted in this study is always used. 
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SSSSUMMARY IN UMMARY IN UMMARY IN UMMARY IN PPPPOLISHOLISHOLISHOLISH: S: S: S: STRESZCZENIE TRESZCZENIE TRESZCZENIE TRESZCZENIE     
 
 

TYPOLOGIA 
DWUSKŁADNIKOWYCH PRZYMIOTNIKOWYCH SYNTAGM HIPOTAKTYCZNYCH  

WE WSPÓŁCZESNYM LITERACKIM JĘZYKU ARABSKIM 

 

Rozdziały 0.1.-0.3: Celem rozprawy jest przedstawienie propozycji typolo-

gii dwuskładnikowych przymiotnikowych syntagm hipotaktycznych we współ-

czesnym literackim języku arabskim. Termin „dwuskładnikowa syntagma przy-

miotnikowa” oznacza, że tylko takie syntagmy są brane pod uwagę, które skła-

dają się z dwóch wyrazów (składników), z których przynajmniej jeden jest przy-

miotnikiem. Typologia bazuje na wymiarach syntagmalnych, względem których 

syntagmy mogą być charakteryzowane i porównywane ze sobą. 

 Praca ma charakter synchroniczny i deskryptywny. Syntagmy opisywane  

w pracy wyekscerpowane zostały z korpusu zawierającego teksty prozą, głównie 

artystyczne i prasowe, pochodzące z okresu 1961-2007 i powstałe przeważnie 

we wschodniej części świata arabskiego. 

 Rozdział 0.4.1.1.: Prace językoznawcze poświęcone w szczególności 

kategorii przymiotnika pojawiły się w europejskiej tradycji językoznawczej w 

wieku dwudziestym. Próby zdefiniowania tej części mowy, zwłaszcza w 

kontekście odróżnienia jej od rzeczownika, podejmowane były na różne 

sposoby, np. jako wyraz wyrażający jedną jakość lub cechę, jako hierarchicznie 

sekundarna częśc mowy lub jako wyraz spełniający prymarnie funkcję 

przydawki. Rozdział 0.4.1.2.: W tradycji arabskiej terminem najbliższym 

terminowi ‘przymiotnik’ jest ‰ifa dosł. ‘cecha’, który jednak z przymiotnikiem 

utożsamiany być nie może. Od samego początku powstania gramatyki arabskiej 

do czasów współczesnych termin ten stosowany był na określenie zarówno 

pewnej kategorii leksykalnej nominalnych części mowy, jak i funkcji 

składniowej, w jakiej mogą występować w zdaniu. Te dwa sposoby rozumienia 

terminu ‰ifa, leksykalny i składniowy, wynikają m.in. z faktu, że w języku 
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arabskim, tak klasycznym, jak i współczesnym, nie ma morfologicznego 

rozróżnienia wewnątrz kategorii wyrazów nominalnych, które pozwoliłyby 

jednoznacznie stwierdzić, czy dany wyraz jest przymiotnikiem, czy nie.  

Rozdział 0.4.1.3.: Problem przymiotnika w języku arabskim pojawia się także w 

zachodnich pracach językoznawczych na ten temat, gdzie ta część mowy 

rozumiana jest na różne sposoby. Wielu badaczy, podobnie jak gramatycy 

arabscy, uznaje, że jedynie konkretne użycie w tekście pozwala stwierdzić, czy 

dany wyraz jest przymiotnikiem.  

Rozdział 0.4.2.: Idea syntagmy, lub grupy syntaktycznej, pojawiła się w 

językoznawstwie europejskim z końcem wieku XIX. De Saussure rozumiał pod 

pojęciem syntagmy wszelki znak złożony, czyli także wyraz, złożony z tematu i 

sufiksu. Bloomfield posługiwał się terminem fraza (rozróżniając frazy endo- i 

egzocentryczne). Trubeckoj wyróżnił trzy główne typy syntagm: socjatywne 

(współrzędne), determinatywne (podrzędne) i predykatywne. Wchodzenie 

wyrazów w związki między sobą badane było w językoznawstwie z różnych 

perspektyw (należy tu wspomnieć m.in. analizę składników bezpośrednich i 

gramatykę zależności). W teorii przedstawionej przez Bańczerowskiego 

kwalifikacja rozumiana jest jako relacja między dwoma wyrazami, z których 

jeden kwalifikuje drugi, tzn. zawęża jego zakres oznaczania, a rozszerza 

znaczenie. W ten sposób powstaje syntagma hipotaktyczna o zakresie 

oznaczania węższym i o znaczeniu szerszym niż wyraz, który jest w niej 

wyrazem kwalifikowanym, czyli qualificatum. 

Arabska tradycja gramatyczna wytworzyła koncepcje, które w pewien sposób 

podobone są do koncepcji obecnych w językoznawstwie europejskim. Posługuje 

się ona np. pojęciem murakkab odnoszącym się do złożonych jednostek 

językowych. Już autor pierwszej gramatyki arabskiej opisywał język przy użyciu 

pojęć takich jak zgoda i rekcja między wyrazami. Jeśli chodzi o opisy języka 

arabskiego dokonywane przez językoznawców zachodnich, wydaje się, że nie 

stosuje się w nich jednolitego aparatu pojęciowego związanego z syntagmami 

lub determinacją (kwalifikacją).  
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 Częśc 1. Syntagmy hipotaktyczne. W pracy wykorzystywany jest aparat 

pojęciowy w znacznej części oparty na teorii J. Bańczerowskiego. Rozdział 

1.1.1.: Termin wyraz rozumiany jest jako najmniejsza jednostka języka 

przenosząca kompletne znaczenie leksykalne i semiczne. Określenie, czy daną 

jednostkę języka należy traktować jako wyraz, czy jako jednostkę niższego 

rzędu, wchodzącą w skład wyrazów, może być problematyczne. W niniejszej 

pracy czasowniki, które mogłyby być traktowane jako czasowniki posiłkowe, 

czyli takie, które wyrazami nie są, np. kÀna ‘być’, z racji tej, iż wykazują one 

liczne cechy typowe dla wyrazu, traktowane są jako wyrazy.   

Rozdział 1.1.2.: Wyrazy, jako językowe znaki proste, nie są w stanie 

samodzielnie służyć komunikacyjnym celom języka, gdyż ich zakres oznaczania 

jest w wielu przypadkach zbyt szeroki, natomiast ich znaczenie, które 

sygnifikują, zbyt wąskie. Trudność ta jest przezwyciężona dzięki możliwości 

tworzenia znaków złożonych, czyli syntagm hipotaktycznych. W syntagmie 

hipotaktycznej jeden ze składników, qualificatum, jest kwalifikowany przez 

drugi składnik, qualificator, czyli jego zakres oznaczania jest zawężany. 

Syntagma powstająca z ich połączenia ma zakres oznaczania węższy, a 

signifikuje znaczenie szersze. Rozdział 1.1.3.: Nierównorzędność składników w 

syntagmie hipotaktycznej może być sygnalizowana w wykładnikach 

morfologicznych wyrazów wchodzących w skład syntagmy. Wykładniki te 

mogą przyjmować trzy główne postacie: rekcji (rządu), kongruencji (zgody) i 

junkcji leksykalnej (przynależności). Rozdział 1.1.4.: Dla współczesnego 

literackiego języka arabskiego można wyróżnić cztery kategorie morfologiczne, 

względem których można charakteryzować nominalne części mowy (nie 

uwzględniając zaimków osobowych). Są to: kategoria stanu (określoność i 

nieokreśloność), kategoria rodzaju (męski i żeński w liczbie pojedycznej, męski, 

żeński i nieosobowy w liczbie mnogiej), kategoria liczby (liczba pojedyncza, 

podwójna i mnoga) oraz kategoria przypadka (mianownik, dopełniacz i biernik).  

Rozdział 1.1.5.: Wyrazy wchodzące w skład syntagmy hipotaktycznej 

desygnują dwa różne fragmenty rzeczywistości pozajęzykowej. Wyrazy te są 

wobec siebie nierównorzędne. Wyraz nadrzędny, najczęściej będący 
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qualificatum, wykazuje następujące właściwości: brak podatności na redukcję, 

determinowanie własności składniowych całej syntagmy i brak możliwości 

stanowienia odpowiedzi na naturalne i niezłożone pytania.  

W niektórych przypadkach, w zależności od języka i pewnych określonych 

czynników, ten sam fragment rzeczywistości może w syntagmach 

synonimicznych być desygnowany jako qualificator lub jako qualificatum. 

Rozdział 1.1.6.: Kwalifikacja frazowa łączy syntagmy z wyrazami lub 

syntagmy z syntagmami. Pewne konstrukcje języka arabskiego, np. takie, w 

skład których wchodzi tzw. ‘syntagma sentencjoidalna’, są opisywalne tylko 

przy zastosowaniu pojęcia kwalifikacji frazowej. Rozdział 1.1.7.: W pracy nie są 

uwzględnione syntagmy paraktatyczne, choć w wielu przypadkach mogą one 

mieć wpływ na składnię i morfologię syntagm hipotaktycznych. 

Rozdział 1.2.1.: Syntagmy predykatywne są szczególnym przypadkiem 

syntagm hipotaktycznych. Żaden z dwóch składników syntagmy predykatywnej 

z orzeczeniem nominalnym nie wykazuje jednoznacznie własności, które 

zazwyczaj charakteryzują qualificatum (brak podatności na redukcję, 

determinowanie własności składniowych całej syntagmy, brak możliwości 

stanowienia odpowiedzi na naturalne i niezłożone pytania). W syntagmach 

predykatywnych podmiot analizowany jest jako qualificatum, natomiast 

orzeczenie jako qualificator. Rozdział 1.2.2.: W teorii J. Bańczerowskiego 

przyjmuje się, że w granicach zdania każdy qualificator może kwalifikować 

tylko jedno qualificatum. Zauważa się jednak, że w niektórych konstrukcjach 

jeden qualificator mógłby być interpretowany jako kwalifikujący dwa wyrazy. 

 Rozdział 1.3.: Syntagmom, jako obiektom językowym, można 

przyporządkować cechy, zwane w niniejszej pracy własnościami 

syntagmalnymi. Własności syntagmalne, które dają się ze sobą sensownie 

porównywać, tzn. są homogeniczne, pogrupowane są w zbiory zwane tu 

wymiarami syntagmalnymi. Zaproponowano dziewięć następujących wymiarów 

syntagmalnych, w oparciu o które przeprowadzona została typologia:  
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(i) Status kwalifikacyjny przymiotnika w syntagmie: Wymiar ten pozwala 

charakteryzować syntagmy pod względem tego, czy przymiotnik 

funkcjonuje w nich jako qualificatum, qualificator lub oba jednocześnie. 

(ii)  Kategoria części mowy, do której należy współskładnik przymiotnika w 

syntagmie: Wymiar ten pozwala charakteryzować syntagmy pod 

względem tego, do jakiej części mowy należy wyraz, który wraz z 

przymiotnikiem tworzy syntagmę. 

(iii) Wewnątrzkategorialne zróżnicowanie przymiotnika występującego w 

syntagmie: Wymiar ten pozwala charakteryzować syntagmy pod 

względem tego, czy przymiotnik będący jej składnikiem należy do 

subkategorii positivus czy do subkategorii elativus. 

(iv) Rodzaj wykładników morfologicznych: Wymiar ten pozwala 

charakteryzować syntagmy pod względem wykładników morfologicznych 

wskazujących, że dwa wyrazy tworzą razem syntagmę. 

(v) Porządek linearny składników w syntagmie: Wymiar ten pozwala 

charakteryzować syntagmy pod względem linearnego porządku 

qualificatora i qualificatum. 

(vi) Linearna kontynualność syntagmy: Wymiar ten pozwala charakteryzować 

syntagmy pod względem możliwości, niemożliwości lub konieczności 

wystąpienia innego wyrazu pomiędzy składnikami syntagmy. 

(vii) Funkcja syntaktyczna przymiotnika występującego jako qualificator: 

Wymiar ten pozwala charakteryzować syntagmy pod względem funkcji 

syntaktycznej, jaką spełnia przymiotnik, który w syntagmie jest 

qualificatorem. 

(viii) Funkcja syntaktyczna przymiotnika występującego jako qualificatum: 

Wymiar ten pozwala charakteryzować syntagmy pod względem funkcji 

syntaktycznej, jaką spełnia przymiotnik, który w syntagmie jest 

qualificatum.  

(ix) Stopień wymagalności qualificatora przymiotnika: Wymiar ten pozwala 

charakteryzować syntagmy pod względem obligatoryjności lub 

fakultatywności wystąpienia wyrazu kwalifikującego przymiotnik 

funkcjonujący w syntagmie jako qualificatum. 
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 Część 2. Przymiotnik w języku arabskim. Rozdział 2.1.: W literaturze 

arabistycznej przymiotnik ujmowany jest na różne sposoby. Badacze zauważali 

brak poważniejszych różnic morfologicznych między przymiotnikiem a 

rzeczownikiem (nie uwzględniając stopniowalności). Problem ten ujmowano 

także jako możliwość użycia danego wyrazu w funkcji rzeczownika lub 

przymiotnika. Grande utrzymywał, że nawet w konkretnym użyciu w tekście 

niemożliwe jest rozstrzygnięcie, czy ma się do czynienia z przymiotnikiem w 

funkcji przydawki, czy z rzeczownikiem wchodzącym w skład apozycji. Dla 

niektórych arabistów własnością wyróżniającą przymiotniki jest zdolność do 

atrybutywnego kwalifikowania innych wyrazów. Rozdział 2.2.: W porównaniu z 

wcześniejszymi stadiami języka, we współczesnym języku arabskim 

przymiotnik jest kategorią bardziej wykrystalizowaną. Daje się w nim zauważyć 

więcej wyrazów funkcjonujących wyłącznie jako przydawki i wykazujących 

pełną zgodność w rodzaju i liczbie z wyrazem kwalifikowanym. Z kolei w 

języku klasycznym i przedklasycznym często można mówić o rzeczownikach, 

które, nie zmieniając swej formy, kwalifikowały inne rzeczowniki w apozycji.   

Rozdział 2.2.1.: Mimo znacznego podobieństwa, przymiotniki i rzeczowniki we 

współczesnym literackim języku arabskim różnią się od siebie pod względem 

własności składniowych (te pierwsze z większą swobodą funkcjonują jako 

przydawki, te drugie – jako argumenty, tj. podmiot i dopełnienia), a także, choć 

w mniejszym stopniu, morfologicznym (w liczbie mnogiej). Tylko te pierwsze 

własności, składniowe, mogą być użyte to jednoznacznego rozgraniczenia 

przymiotników od rzeczowników. Rozdział 2.2.2.: Wyodrębnienie przymiotnika 

wewnątrz nominalnych części mowy jako różnego od rzeczownika w języku 

arabskim nie jest możliwe w oparciu wyłącznie o kryteria pojęciowe, 

morfologiczne lub derywacyjne. Można jednak wyodrębnić klasę wyrazów, 

które powinno nazwać się przymiotnikami, bazując głównie na kryterium 

syntaktycznym. Rozdział 2.2.3.: Zdolność pewnych wyrazów należących do 

nominalnych części mowy do kwalifikowania innych wyrazów z tej kategorii w 

syntagmach atrybutywnych na drugiej pozycji – biorąc pod uwagę porządek 

linearny – przy jednoczesnej niemożności zmiany szyku w syntagmie, 
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traktowane jest jako główny wyznacznik przymiotnikowości tych wyrazów. W 

definicji przymiotnika ważną rolę odgrywa też kryterium morfologiczne. 

Przymiotnik zgadza się z kwalifikowanym rzeczownikiem w czterech 

kategoriach: określoności (stanu), rodzaju, liczby i przypadka. Dają się jednak 

wyróżnić określone kategorie wyrazów, które są przymiotnikami 

niewykazującymi zgody co do rodzaju i liczby z kwalifikowanymi wyrazami. 

Rozdział 2.2.4.: Do kategorii przymiotnika należą także elatiwy, które stanowią 

szczególną subkategorię przymiotnika, wyróżniającą się swą semantyką 

(przenoszą one znaczenie komparatywności i superlatywności) oraz morfologią 

(wykazują ograniczoną zgodę pod względem liczby i rodzaju). Przymiotnikami 

są także imiesłowy.  

  Część 3. Trzy rodzaje niepredykatywnych tautoptotycznych syntagm 

nominalnych. Możliwe jest wyróżnienie trzech rodzajów niepredykatywnych 

syntagm nominalnych, których oba składniki są w tym samym przypadku. 

Zgodność ta nie zawsze wynika z kongruencji (czyli zgody) – która nie zachodzi 

w syntagmach parataktycznych – dlatego na ich określenie użyty został termin 

„syntagmy tautoptotyczne”. Termin „syntagmy nominalne” obejmuje syntagmy 

złożone z nominalnych części mowy: rzeczownika i przymiotnika. W wyniku 

zastosowania kryterium przemienności szyku, a także odwołania się do innych 

wyznaczników (np. do zmiany znaczenia), wyróżnione zostały trzy rodzaje 

takich syntagm: hipotaktyczne, apozycyjne i  parataktyczne. 

Rozdział 3.1.: Nominalne syntagmy hipotaktyczne obejmują atrybucję 

przymiotnikową i atrybucję rzeczownikową. Rozdział 3.1.1.: Atrybucja jest 

rodzajem syntagmy, w której niemożliwa jest zmiana linearnego porządku 

składników. Na podstawie kryterium zgodności w liczbie i rodzaju qualificatora 

z qualificatum wyróżnia się atrybucję przymiotnikową i atrybucję 

rzeczownikową. Rozdział 3.1.1.1.1.: Niektóre przymiotniki, należące do ściśle 

określonych kategorii, nie wykazują zgody w liczbie i rodzaju z 

kwalifikowanym przez siebie wyrazem. Rozdział 3.1.1.1.2.: Niektóre syntagmy 

z pewnych względów mogłyby być interpretowane jako składające się z 

hipotaktycznych przymiotników. W pracy niniejszej takie syntagmy traktuje się 
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jednak jako parataktyczne. Rozdział 3.1.1.1.3.: Przymiotnik nie musi 

pozostawać w linearnej ciągłości z kwalifikowanym przez siebie 

rzeczownikiem. Rozdział 3.1.1.1.4.: Przymiotnik, który kwalifikuje rzeczownik 

będący qualificatorem liczebnika może przybierać różną liczbę, zgadzając się z 

liczebnikiem albo rzeczownikiem. Problematyczna jest tu kwestia, czy 

qualificatum przymiotnika jest liczebnik czy rzeczownik, czy może oba te 

wyrazy jednocześnie. Rozdział 3.1.1.2.: Atrybucja rzeczownikowa tym głównie 

różni się od przymiotnikowej, że jej qualificator, będący rzeczownikiem, nie 

zgadza się z qualificatum co do zgody i rodzaju. Rozdział 3.1.1.2.1.: 

Szczególnym przypadkiem atrybucji rzeczownikowej jest taka, w której 

qualificator jest przymiotnikiem w substantywizacji sufiksalnej, tzn. sufigowany 

jest do niego zaimek osobowy. 

Rozdział 3.2.: Nominalne syntagmy apozycyjne obejmują apozycję 

rzeczownikową i apozycję przymiotnikową. Wyróżniającą własnością apozycji 

(z pewnymi wyjątkami) jest możliwość przemienności szyku jej składników. 

Rozdział 3.2.1.: Apozycje rzeczownikowe są to apozycje, w których oba człony 

są rzeczownikami. Apozycje rzeczownikowe, w których jednym z członów jest 

rzeczownik będący tytułem, oficjalną nazwą itp., cechują się nieprzemiennością 

szyku jej składników. Rozdział 3.2.1.1.: Odróżnienie atrybucji przymiotnikowej 

od apozycji rzeczownikowej może być rzeczą problematyczną. Jest to jednak 

możliwe przy użyciu testu polegającego na zmianie linearnego szyku 

składników i identyfikacji zachodzących przy tym zmian w znaczeniu danej 

syntagmy. Rozdział 3.2.2.: Apozycja przymiotnikowa składa się z dwóch 

przymiotników i związana jest z substantywizacją dwóch parataktycznie 

połączonych przymiotników atrybutywnych. 

Rozdział 3.3.: Nominalne syntagmy parataktyczne obejmują przymiotnikowe 

syntagmy parataktyczne właściwe, przymiotnikowe syntagmy jukstapozycyjne i 

rzeczownikowe syntagmy parataktyczne. Syntagmy parataktyczne mogą być 

odróżnione od hipotaktycznych w oparciu m.in. o możliwość zastosowania 

spójnika lub poprzez wykazanie, że oba ich składniki kwalifikują ten sam wyraz. 
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  Część 4. Sekundarne funkcje przymiotnika. Przymiotnik, oprócz funkcji 

atrybutywnej, która jest jego funkcją prymarną, może spełniać także funkcje 

sekundarne. 

Rozdziały 4.1.-4.4.: Pod wieloma względami różnica między przymiotnikiem 

a rzeczownikiem użytym w funkcji predykatu jest zneutralizowana. Nominalna 

część mowy użyta jako predykat traktowana jest jako przymiotnik, a nie 

rzeczownik, jeżeli wykazuje przynajmniej potencjalną zdolność do 

kwalifikowania jako przydawka. Rozwiązanie to przyjęto dla czterech rodzajów 

predykatów: podstawowego, rozszerzonego, eksklamatywnego i sekundarnego. 

 Rozdział 4.5.: Wyróżnia się cztery typy substantywizacji, która rozumiana 

jest w sposób synchroniczny jako użycie wyrazu będącego w myśl 

zaproponowanej definicji przymiotnikiem w funkcji syntaktycznej typowej dla 

rzeczowników – chodzi tu o funkcje podmiotu i dopełnień. Rozdział 4.5.1.: W 

substantywizacji anaforycznej przymiotnik użyty jest bez qualificatum, które 

jednak znane jest dzięki swemu wcześniejszemu wystąpieniu w tekście. 

Rozdział 4.5.2.: W substantywizacji antegenetywalnej przymiotnik 

kwalifikowany jest przez rzeczownik w dopełniaczu, nabywając w ten sposób 

określone własności składniowe charakterystyczne dla rzeczownika. Rozdział 

4.5.3.: W substantywizacji sufiksalnej do przymiotnika sufigowany jest zaimek 

osobowy reprezentujący rzeczownik, który wystąpił wcześniej w tekście. 

Rozdział 4.5.4.: W substantywizacji niezależnej przymiotnik użyty jest bez 

konieczności lub możliwości wystąpienia towarzyszącego rzeczownika. 

Substantywizacja niezależna może być (i) prosta, (ii) z nadwyżką składniową 

lub (iii) z nadwyżką składniową i semantyczną. Rozdział 4.6.: Ponadto 

sekundarną funkcją przymiotnika jest kwalifikowanie czasownika, imiesłowu i 

nomen verbale. Tzw. przysłówek odprzymiotnikowy traktowany jest jako 

funkcja syntaktyczna, a nie część mowy. 

 Częśc 5. Pozostałe syntagmy przymiotnikowe. Rozdział 5.1.: 

Przymiotnik może być qualificatorem w dopełniaczu jeśli kwalifikuje tzw. 

‘rzeczowniki specjalne’ (np. ©ayr ‘inny niż’) lub jest użyty w substantywizacji 

antegenetywalnej lub sufiksalnej. Również przymiotnik atrybutywny ma formę 
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dopełniacza, jeśli poprzedzony jest przyimkiem trzyspółgłoskowym, np. qabla 

‘przed’. Rozdział 5.2.: Syntagmy predykatywne dzielą się na syntagmy 

predykatywne podstawowe (tj. niezawierające czasowników typu kÀna ‘być’), 

rozszerzone (tj. zawierające czasowniki typu kÀna ‘być’), esklamatywne i 

sekundarne (tj. takie, w których przymiotnik w bierniku wyraża własność, która 

jest prawdziwa dla obiektu, o którym mówi się w zdaniu, jednocześnie ze 

stanem rzeczy wyrażonym przez to zdanie). Rozdział 5.3.: Przymiotnik może 

być kwalifikowany przez rzeczownik desygnujący tzw. possessum 

„nieodłączne” i jednocześnie kwalifikować rzeczownik desygnujący jego 

possessora. Przymiotniki należące do subkategorii positivus kwalifikowane są 

przez rzeczowniki w dopełniaczu (tzw. „idafa formalna”), natomiast 

odpowiadające im przymiotniki subkategorii elativus kwalifikowane są przez 

rzeczowniki w bierniku. Rozdział 5.4.: W konstrukcji zwanej tu „syntagmą 

sentencjoidalną” (w terminologii arabskiej na¸t sababÌ) występuje podwójna 

zgoda przymiotnika, który w tej syntagmie funkcjonuje jako qualificator: w 

kategoriach rodzaju i liczby zgadza się ze swoim qualificatum, wraz z którym 

stanowi „syntagmę sentencjoidalną”, natomiast w kategoriach określoności 

(stanu) i przypadka zgadza się on z rzeczownikiem kwalifikowanym przez całą 

„syntagmę sentencjoidalną”. W tym ostatnim wypadku przymotnik wykazuje 

zgodę z rzeczownikiem, którego nie kwalifikuje. Rozdział 5.5.:  Przymiotnik 

użyty w funkcji adwerbialnej może kwalifikować nie tylko czasownik, lecz 

także imiesłów, nomen verbale, a nawet rzeczowniki nie derywowane od 

czasowników. Rozdział 5.6.: Przymiotniki w substantywizacji antegenetywalnej 

zwane są przymiotnikami antegenetywalnymi. Mogą to być przymiotniki 

należące do subkategorii positivus, jak i te należące do subkategorii elativus. 

Oprócz obligatoryjnego kwalifikatora w dopełniaczu, mogą one posiadać 

dodatkowe kwalifikatory w bierniku lub w postaci wyrażenia przyimkowego. 

Rozdział 5.7.: Przymiotniki w substantywizacji sufiksalnej mogą być 

kwalifikowane przez rzeczowniki w bierniku lub przez wyrażenia przyimkowe. 

Rozdział 5.8.: Przymiotniki będące imiesłowami czynnymi od czasowników 

tranzytywnych lub imiesłowami biernymi od czasowników ditranzytywnych 
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mogą być kwalifikowane przez dopełnienie bliższe. Rozdział 5.9.: Przymiotnik 

może być kwalifikowany przez tzw. „biernik wewnętrzny”, który zazwyczaj jest 

rzeczownikiem pokrewnym temu przymiotnikowi, w stanie nieokreślonym i w 

bierniku. Rozdział 5.10.: Inne kwalifikatory przymiotnika w bierniku oparte na 

rekcji obejmują okoliczniki sposobu, zawartości, i celu. Rozdział 5.11.: 

Przymiotnik może być kwalifikowany przez wyrażenia przyimkowe zawierające 

rzeczownik, zaimek osobowy sufigowany do przyimka lub inny przymiotnik. 

Rozdział 5.12.: Przymiotnik będący imiesłowem biernym od czasownika 

intranzytywnego wykazuje szczególne własności składniowe. Nie zgadza się on 

co do liczby i rodzaju z wyrazem, który kwalifikuje. Ponadto jest on 

obligatoryjnie kwalifikowany przez wyrażenie przyimkowe zawierające zaimek 

osobowy reprezentujący wyraz kwalifikowany przez przymiotnik. Rozdział 

5.13.: Qualificator przymiotnika w syntagmie opartej na junkcji leksykalnej to 

taki wyraz, który należy uznać za nieodmienny. Wyrazy takie to m.in. określenia 

czasu i stopnia. Rozdział 5.14.: Pewnych jednostek ze względu na ich własności 

morfologiczne i syntaktyczne nie można traktować jako syntagmy. Mimo że 

daje się w nich wyróżnić komponent rzeczownikowy i kompoment 

przymiotnikowy, wykazują one więcej cech wyrazów niż syntagm.  

Część 6. Typologia. Typologia przedstawiona jest w postaci listy typów 

syntagmalnych otrzymanych w wyniku poklasyfikowania syntagm 

przymiotnikowych pod względem dziewięciu wymiarów syntagmalnych. Każdy 

typ syntagmalny otrzymuje nazwę odzwierciedlającą cechę syntagmalną, która 

go wyznacza. W konsekwencji zastosowania sześćdziesięciu cech 

syntagmalnych, otrzymano sześćdziesiąt typów syntagmalnych. Każdej 

syntagmie można przyporządkować jej charakterystykę syntagmalną, tzn. zbiór 

cech syntagmalnych, które dana syntagma wykazuje pod względem wszystkich 

dziewięciu wymiarów. Charakterystyki syntagmalne pozwalają porównywać 

syntagmy ze sobą i obliczać ich syntagmalną odległość od siebie wyrażoną w 

liczbie wymiarów, pod względem których się różnią. Cechy syntagmalne mogą 

być badane pod względem kombinowalności z innymi cechami. Część siódmą 

stanowi podsumowanie pracy i zakończenie.  
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0. I0. I0. I0. INTRODUCTIONNTRODUCTIONNTRODUCTIONNTRODUCTION    
 
 
 

0.1. Aim0.1. Aim0.1. Aim0.1. Aim    
 

 
The aim of this study is to propose a typology of biconstituent 

hypotactic adjectival syntagms in Modern Written Arabic (henceforth 
MWA), i.e. to present a list of ‘syntagmal types’, of which biconstituent 
hypotactic adjectival syntagms used in texts are realizations. The term 
‘biconstituent hypotactic adjectival syntagms’ means that we will be 
interested in types of syntactic structures which are constructed of two 
words, or constituents (hence: biconstituentbiconstituentbiconstituentbiconstituent), out of which one qualifies 
the other (is bound with it by the relation of hypotaxishypotaxishypotaxishypotaxis). Only syntagms 
with at least one constituent being an adjective will be taken into account, 
hence the term adjectivaladjectivaladjectivaladjectival. The term ‘adjectival syntagms’ will be 
understood in a sense wider than in the traditional usage (where it denotes 
syntagms in which the adjective is only the qualified constituent).  

The character of this study is strictly descriptive. By analysing and 
describing possible grammatical combinations of adjectives with other 
words, the monograph concerns a fragment of the syntax of this language. 
It is a necessary step to a fuller syntactic description of MWA. A 
systematic study of this fragment of syntax based on the concept of 
qualification is not available yet. The syntax of adjectives is, of course, 
dealt with in any grammar of MWA, usually at length. Yet it seems that a 
work devoted in its entirety to the study of the adjectival syntagms is 
needed.  

Another reason for undertaking this work is the fact that texts, both 
journalistic and literary, show that a number of rules, usually of normative 
character, comprised in grammars and study books, do not reflect the real 
state of today’s MWA: there are some new phenomena concerning the 
syntax of Arabic adjectives that are not accounted for in grammars. This is 
so due to the fact that MWA is a living language, which, in spite of 
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convictions of more traditionalist grammarians, is developing and 
changing not only in its vocabulary but also in syntax. Its grammar is not 
identical to that of Classical Arabic and is changing. The causes of these 
changes are of various character and cannot be discussed here. Suffice it to 
say that the impact of other languages (Arabic dialects, English, French), 
the need for new means of expressions related to dramatic technological 
and social changes (new expressions needed for new concepts), as well as 
the potential that is hidden in the language itself make MWA change. 

The author of this study hopes that it will serve as a useful tool for any 
person who desires to learn MWA and is interested in a more detailed 
analysis of this part of its syntax. The description of the syntax of the 
adjective represented in the typology of adjectival syntagms proposed by 
us can be used by students of Arabic looking for a systematic model of 
combinations of the adjectives with other words, which, as said above, is 
not always complete and up-to-date in grammars. 

What is also of great importance is the fact that a language-internal 
typology can be useful for cross-linguistic studies. The dimensions 
proposed for the typology of the syntagms in MWA can in most cases be 
used in a typology for another language. Such language-internal typologies 
are the first and necessary step to a cross-linguistic comparison. And as 
was pointed by Hjelmslev, a typology of languages should be the aim of 
linguistics as a science (from Bossong 1979: 33).  

The principal aim of the typology required a clear separation of the 
adjective from other nouns (or: nominal words). This constituted a sparate 
problem in this study since adjectives themselves are rather an elusive part 
of speech. Not infrequently is their status as a separate part of speech 
denied by some linguists. At the same time, intuitions suggest that they do 
form a separate category. Often the important difference is neglected 
between the category of adjectives in Classical Arabic, where it was less 
prominent, and that in MWA, where it seems to have crystallized to a more 
significant degree. The present study aims at establishing a set of criteria 
which should be helpful in separating adjectives as a specific part of 
speech within the words of MWA. 
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0.2. Method0.2. Method0.2. Method0.2. Method    
  

The object of our study are biconstituent syntagms, which we conceive 
of as grammatical combinations constructed of two words. To this purpose, 
we will adopt the concept of word proposed by Prof. J. Bańczerowski. 
Further, we will apply his theory of qualification (also termed theory of 
determination), which features the concept of hypotactic (subordinative) 
syntagms. Morphosyntactic indicators of the relation of qualification will 
be of great importance for the typology of syntagms.  
  The typology will only take account of biconstituent syntagms. 
Therefore all syntagms composed of more than two constituents will be 
omitted in the description. Consequently, when devising the typology, we 
will not deal with relations obtaining in larger syntagms. This means that 
we will not ask questions about whether it would be correct to say e.g. 
Œi¡À¸atu l-®abari l-mutasarri¸atu ¸amdan  ®a†aŒun, ‘the hasty broadcasting 
of the news deliberatly is a mistake’, which Fassi Fehri (who adduced this 
example) claims to be incorrect (1999: 146), although each of the 
biconstituent syntagms comprised in this large  syntagm taken in isolation 
would be correct. 
 The typology will include only adjectival syntagms, that is to say 
syntagms composed of an adjective and another part of speech or 
composed of two adjectives. To do this, we have to have a definition of the 
adjective at our disposal which will allow us to determine whether a given 
word is an adjective or not. To this aim, we will attempt to provide a 
definition of the adjective which will be suitable and useable for the 
description of Arabic but not necessarily for another languages. This 
should do justice to the observation made by J. Kuryłowicz: “Il n’est pas 
permis de choisir arbitrairement les critères d’opposition, ils doivent être 
formels, c.-à-d. dicté par la langue elle-même” (1960c [1949]: 150). 
 The definition should allow us to identify adjectival syntagms in the 
corpus of written texts of MWA. Originally, it was intended for the corpus 
to comprise texts of around the year 2000. It splits into two major groups: 
literary texts and journalistic texts. The former comprise novels and short 
stories by authors from the Eastern part of the Arab world. Two fiction 
books by ŒUsÀma ŒIsbir, one by ŒAªmad ¸Umar and one by ŒAªmad Raºab 
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as well as one non-fiction work by ¥Ùzif KallÀs are included. However, 
we deemed it necessary to extend the corpus by some literary texts which 
are generally acknowledged to have been written in a very good style and 
enjoy much prestige among Arabs themselves. Therefore we modified the 
temporal limitation originally assumed and added four novels by NaºÌb 
MaªfÙ², whose language is considered not only correct but also as very 
natural and worthy of imitation. Thus, the temporal scope of our data, as 
far as literary texts are concerned, reaches from 1961 to 2003. Their 
volume is more than 1200 pages. The second part of the corpus consists of 
journalistic texts. They are taken from newspapers and magazines 
published in various places of the Eastern part of the Arab world (plus 
London). They range in date from 2000 to 2007. Above this, some 
syntagms have been excerpted from randomly read texts, e.g. non-fiction 
works, information booklets, or scientific and scholarly magazines. 
 As it can be seen, the corpus comprises texts written in the area ranging 
from Egypt to Saudi Arabia. No texts from Maghreb countries were 
included. If they were, perhaps some constructions differing from those of 
Eastern parts would appear (cf. El-Ayoubi et al. (2001: XVIII and 172). 

In the present monograph no statistical investigation of the data was 
intended. However, we have tried to characterize the syntagms in terms of 
their frequency insofar as we have tried to note that some constructions 
appear infrequently or seem quite exceptional. 

Besides original texts, which were used extensively as the source of our 
material, we also took advantage of the information comprised in linguistic 
descriptions of MWA: grammars, text books, and linguistic publications. 
We were primarily interested in recent studies, although older works were 
also consulted. In some cases, native speakers of Arabic were consulted, in 
order to provide evidence for syntagms that are not, or not sufficiently, 
attested. 

The next step towards a typology is to propose a set of properties by 
which syntagms can be characterized. The absence of these properties or 
their presence in particular syntagms will group some syntagms with 
others, on one hand, and distinguish some types of syntagms from others, 
on  the other. Establishing that a given syntagm has or does not have a 
specific property will be used for classing syntagms into syntagmal types. 
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For this purpose we propose a number of syntagmal properties which can 
be assigned to syntagms. Properties that are comparable with one another 
(or, in other words, that are homogenous) will be grouped into one set, 
which we will term a syntagmal dimension (cf. Bańczerowski et al. 1982: 
134-139). These syntagmal dimensions will be applied to syntagms 
described and the typology of the latter will be presented.  

The repertory of parts of speech adopted for the needs of this study 
includes: adjective, substantive (both discussed in Parts 2 and 3), verbs, 
pronouns (pronouns attached to prepositions are treated as pronouns). Due 
to spatial limitations of this study the description and typology will not 
include: 

 
(i)  quantifiers such as kull ‘all’, ºamÌ¸ ‘all’, ba¸™ ‘some’,  
(ii)  demonstrative pronouns such as hÀ¡À ‘this’, ŒulÀŒika ‘those’ etc., 
(iii)  relative pronouns such as man, mÀ, lla¡Ì etc., 
(iv)  cardinal numerals from 3 onwards, which will be discussed only as qualificata 

of the adjectives in attributive syntagms, 
(v)  clauses, which  are linguistic units differing in many respects from words2.  
  

 

0.3. Object of study: Modern Written Arabic0.3. Object of study: Modern Written Arabic0.3. Object of study: Modern Written Arabic0.3. Object of study: Modern Written Arabic    
 

Under the term Modern Written Arabic (MWA) we understand the 
contemporary written language that is widely used in all Arab countries as 
the language of literature, press, and official communication. Its 
grammatical rules are based on Classical Arabic (language of the Quran 
and classical Arab literature), but in reality it is often very different from it. 
Especially its vocabulary makes it a separate language. As all Arabic 
speaking people learn dialectal (vernacular) varieties of Arabic as their 

                                                
2 Despite these differences, clauses form syntagms with words. E.g. they might be interpreted as 
qualificators, as in the following example: 
 

ŒanÀ   mutaŒakkidmutaŒakkidmutaŒakkidmutaŒakkid----atatatat----uuuu----nnnn        ŒannaŒannaŒannaŒanna----kakakaka        ta¸rifu 
1.SG   sure-F.SI-N-I     that-2.M.SI know   
‘I am sure that you know’ (¸ArabÌ  139) 
 

The adjective here is not qualified by a word (Œannaka) but by the clause Œannaka ta¸rifu etc. 
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first language, MWA is always acquired at school, there are no native 
speakers of this language – in this regard MWA is a ‘dead language’ 
(Zaborski 1995: 133). MWA is primarily written, and only secondarily 
spoken, viz. on television and on the radio, and in public, political and 
religious speeches. The use of MWA and the use of dialects are 
complementary, which means that there are communicational situations in 
which only MWA can be used and others in which MWA is normally not 
used or if it is, it appears “artificial, archaic or even unintelligible” 
(Zaborski 1982: 5). This situation is probably the archetypical case of 
diglossia (see Ferguson 1977 [1959]).  

Despite the fact that for many native Arabs mastering MWA presents 
considerable difficulties, this language cannot be considered a dead 
language: it is constantly developing and changing although its primarily 
written character keeps the speed of changes at a rather low level. 
Notwithstanding, these changes in MWA, as compared with Classical 
Arabic, with which it shares nearly the entire grammar, concern not only 
vocabulary but syntax as well. 

To this is related the question of language norms and language usage. 
On one hand, as a primarily written language, MWA should be prone to 
normative regulations issued by academies of the Arabic language. This, 
however, appears not to be the case. It rather seems that in some cases the 
academies have to adjust their view to the real usage (cf. Blau 1981). In 
most cases, however, their activities and proposals are frequently very 
distant from the language practice (Danecki 2000: 46). Today there is no 
sanctioned norm of the modern Arabic. Only Classical Arabic can be 
considered to be such a norm (Danecki 1994: 14). This means, in most 
Arabs’ view, that the normative rules, codified by grammarians in the 8th 
and 9th centuries, should be observed in today’s language (Zaborski 1995: 
134). 

It should also be underscored that MWA, used in an area reaching from 
Morocco to Iraq, is subject to regional diversification, which, it seems, 
cannot be checked in the future by the common, shared past3. This regional 
variation normally concerns vocabulary, but local dialects often influence 
the syntax too. Therefore it is a very interesting task to investigate and 

                                                
3 Cf. El-Ayoubi (2001: XVIII) about lexical and syntactic diversification. 
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describe a fragment of this language with a view to finding some possible 
innovations (which, in theory should not, but in reality must happen). 
Here, it is of great importance to be cautious about discovering and 
proclaiming innovations: a construction not attested in classical grammars 
and texts does not have to be a harbinger of a new trend, but simply a 
linguistic error. Another question is: when does a construction cease to be 
an error and begin to be in common usage?  

Another problem is related to the Arabic writing system. A written text, 
which is not vocalized4, when read aloud by various Arabic speakers, can 
acquire different forms: it can be read with all inflectional endings, it can 
be read without them, or the endings can be read only in some places. 
Speakers with better language awareness and better education will commit 
fewer mistakes than those for whom reading is a significant challenge. 
Therefore, the study of a text written in MWA requires from the examiner 
knowledge of how to read this text. This knowledge is usually acquired 
from grammars and text books, which are always of normative character. It 
may happen that this ideal knowledge does not correspond with the way 
people really read it (e.g. canonically, the case of the adjective in the so-
called ‘indirect attribute’ should agree with the case of the substantive 
which precedes it. Yet some Arabic native speakers, if asked to read it, put 
the adjective in the nominative case, which, according to grammars, is an 
error). It is an important methodological question which cannot be 
avoided: how far should the researcher try to force a clearly irregular, non-
canonical construction into classical norms, which were laid down for a 
language used in the period from the 8th to the 10th centuries? It is 
significant that in the most recent description of MWA (Badawi et al. 
2004) a sign # was used if “an authentic CA [Classical Arabic – MM] case 
ending cannot be determined, usually in situations where no-one ever 
would supply a vowel anyway” (p. 5). Indeed, recourse to reading by 
native speakers seems necessary. In our work, if there are grammatical 
(and normative) rules applicable to a construction, they will be given right 
of precedence over the realization in reading (which deserves a separate 

                                                
4 It is a characteristic feature of Arabic writing system that short vowels and some consonants conveying 
grammatical (semic) meaning are not written (exceptions are school books, the Quran, and editions of 
classical literature). They are almost always easily inferable from the context, if the reader’s language 
competence is sufficient. 
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study). Our notation will in some places be different from that in Badawi et 
al. (e.g. 2004: 256), where in ŒiªdÀ Œakbar# dÙri we prefer to see normal 
annexation and vocalize the construction fully as: ŒiªdÀ Œakbari dÙri. In 
cases where the inflectional vowel is uncertain, it will be marked with a 
question mark. 

 
 

0.4. Historical view0.4. Historical view0.4. Historical view0.4. Historical view    
 

 Before we venture to propose a definition of the adjective, let us review 
how this concept was conceived of throughout the history of linguistics. 
This will be followed by a survey of various approaches to the concept of 
syntagm and qualification (or similar concepts).  
 
 

0.4.1. Adjective: a historical view0.4.1. Adjective: a historical view0.4.1. Adjective: a historical view0.4.1. Adjective: a historical view    
 

 The adjective as a separate category of words is known in both Western 
and Arab linguistic traditions. Yet each of them sees it in a different way. 
Let us start with the Western tradition, in which this concept has been 
subjected to numerous definitions, interpretations and studies. Arab 
grammars see it in a more unified way. 
 
 

0.4.1.1. Western tradition0.4.1.1. Western tradition0.4.1.1. Western tradition0.4.1.1. Western tradition    
 
 

In Europe, the adjective as a separate category of words was not known 
in the antiquity.  Plato in his Cratylus and the sophists distinguished 
onoma and rhema, the latter category, into which also adjectives were 
assigned, meaning actually ‘predicate’, thus constituting a logical (or 
syntactic) category, not a part of speech. Consequently, adjectives were not 
distinguished from verbs. Aristotle in his Categories speaks of the 
redundant epithete from the point of view of rhetoric (Goes 1999: 12). In 
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Greek grammars, the ambivalence of noun-adjectives was noted, but 
adjectives were not distinguished from substantives. For Dionisios Thrax, 
the adjective was very similar to what it was for Aristotle, a noun 
adjuncted (epi-tithémenon) to other nouns and expressing blame or a praise 
(Goes 1999: 13). The term adiectivum/adiectio appears in the writings of 
grammatici latini, who distinguished it from epitheton as being necessarily 
adjuncted to another noun and expressing not only qualities but also 
quantities (Goes 1999: 13). For Priscian, the adjectives are adjoined to 
substantives, which signify a substance, in order to indicate a quality or a 
quantity, scil. an accident (Goes 1999: 14). In the Middle Ages Peter 
Helias and Thomas of Erfurt disinguished “adjectival nouns” from 
“substantive nouns” (Robins 1974: 95). The next important step was made 
by the Port Royal grammar of 1660, which described attributive adjectives 
as containing judgments able to be expressed in relative clauses (Goes 
1999: 18-23, Bolinger 1967: 2). The logical character of the Port Royal 
school continued in the writings of G. Girard, C. Ch. Du Marsai, and N. 
Beauzée, who dinstinguished the adjective as the word whose chief 
function is qualifying (cf. Goes 1999: 24 and Robins 1967: 126-127). 

In the 19th century not much attention was devoted to the conept of the 
adjective in general. But the definition proposed by H. Paul can be 
adduced here as saying “Das adj. bezeichnet eine einfache oder als einfach 
vorgestellte eigenschaft, das subst. schliesst einen komplex von 
eigenschaften in sich” (quoted from: Jespersen 1965 [1924]: 74fn. 2). The 
problem of a delimitation between adjectives and substantives was studied 
e.g. by Jespersen and Kuryłowicz. According to Jespersen (1965 [1924]: 
72-81), who accepts Paul’s definition, “on the whole substantives are more 
special than adjectives, they are applicable to fewer objects than adjectives, 
in the parlance of logicians, the extension of a substantive is less, and its 
intension is greater than that of an adjective. The adjective indicates and 
singles out one quality, one distinguishing mark, but each substantive 
suggests, to whomever understands it, many disintinguishing features by 
which he recognizes the person or thing in question”. Jespersen proposed a 
hierarchy of functions (“three ranks”, 1965, chapter 7), based on defining 
(qualifying, or modifying), and being defined. Adjectives were secondary 
in this hierarchy, they defined substantives, which were primary, and were 
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defined by adverbs, which were tertiary. But they themselves could also 
act as primaries. A similar stance was adopted by Kuryłowicz (1960b 
[1936]), who distinguished a primary and a secondary function of words, 
the primary function of the adjectives being attributive. 

The semantics of adjectives was investigated by various scholars, 
usually in combination with their function. Bolinger (1967) discussed the 
difference between attributive and predicative adjectives, rejecting the 
reducibility of adjectives to relative clauses, and investigated the referent 
modification and reference modification by means of adjectives. Vendler 
(1968) studied the same issue for English, adding to this also the problem 
of coordination of adjectives (p. 121-134) viewed from the semantic 
perspective. The work of Vol’f (1978) presents an analysis of the 
semantics of adjectives in Spanish and Portuguese. A syntactic description 
of the Polish adjective was made in Szupryczyńska (1980). Tucker (1998) 
described the English adjective from the functional perspective, while 
Goes (1999) presented a study of the French adjective using the concept of 
prototype.  

Considerable attention was also devoted to adjectives within the 
generativist approach. Descriptions of the adjective for particular 
languages within this framework were undertaken (e.g. Motsch 1973 
[1964] for German). Hartmann’s work (1974) included parts concerning 
Arabic adjectives. Within the generativist school the category of adjective 
was distinguished as one of the major lexical categories along with nouns, 
verbs and prepositions in Chomsky (1970), who used the concept of 
features ±N and ±V (the adjectives having the features: [+V, +N]). This 
was modified in Jackendoff (1977), who characterized (English) adjectives 
as –subj, i.e. unable to have subjects and as –obj, i.e. whose complements 
may not “include a surface NP direct object after the head” (1977: 32).  

The problem of establishing convincing criteria allowing a delimitation 
of adjectives from substantives was an important issue in other scholars’ 
work. Jodłowski (1971) pointed out that a word which is termed 
‘substantive’ (‘rzeczownik’) does not indicate a thing (‘rzecz’) but the 
‘conceiving of’, or ‘interpreting’, of a fragment of the reality as a thing. An 
adjective, in turn, indicates adjectivity, i.e. adjectival interpreting of a 
property, which can also be conceived of substantively (1971: 26). Dixon 
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(1977) analysed languages with a small number of adjectives using the 
idea of “semantic types”. He understood the non-universal class of 
adjectives as a set of lexical items, distinguished on morphological and 
syntactic grounds from the universal classes Noun and Verb, and 
investigated their grammatical behaviour in comparison with that of Noun 
and Verb. For him, semantically, an adjective describes some important 
but non-criterial property of an object. The semantics of adjectives as 
distinct from that of substantives was studied by Wierzbicka (1986), who 
investigated the notional difference between the noun and the adjective, 
using the concept of ‘kind’ (1986: 360). In contrast to substantives (in her 
terms ‘nouns’), which “embody concepts which cannot be reduced to any 
combination of features” and “stand for categories which can be identified 
by means of a certain positive image, or a certain positive stereotype, but 
an image which transcends all enumerable features” (1986: 361), 
adjectives express single properties. A “single property is seen as not very 
suitable as an exclusive basis for categorization” (1986: 365). While 
concentrating on semantics, she also asks the question about languages 
which have no morphological distinction between adjectives and 
substantives. She argues that “The absence of morphological differences 
between words for dogs and jugs on the one hand and word for good, 
small or black on the other, doesn’t indicate an absence of significant 
semantic differences [...]. The difference in the semantic structure between 
“nouns” and “adjectives” can be expected to be reflected somewhere in the 
syntactic behaviour    of the two hypothetical classes, so that the difference 
in meaning will be reflected in some aspects of the gramamatical 
behaviour, if not in the grammatical form” (1986: 381). Thompson in 
(1988) investigated what she called ‘Property Concept Words’ (p. 168) in 
spoken discourse in English and Mandarin Chinese. She distinguished 
adjectives which are grammatically attributive but functionally are 
predicates (p, 174), and noticed that “the two major functions of adjectives 
are their referent-introducing function and their predicating function. The 
referent-distinguishing function turns out to be an extremely rare function 
in actual conversation language, a fact which is contrary to expectation and 
which could not have been arrived at by examining one’s intuitions” (p. 
178). Thus, according to her, “Property Concept Words share the 
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predicating function with Verbs, and the referent-introducing function 
with Nouns” (p. 177). In the study by Schachter (1985), in which he dealt 
with the category of adjectives, the primary criteria are of grammatical 
(“the word’s distribution, its range of syntactic functions, and the 
morphological or syntactic categories for which it is specifiable”, p. 3), not 
semantic nature. In his discussion of various types of languages he speaks 
of adjectival-noun languages, “in which adjectival meanings are expressed 
primarily by nouns”, i.e. “by nouns that designate an object (or objects) 
embodying a specified quality” (Schachter 1985: 17). In other words, 
“nouns with adjectival meanings are not grammatically distinguished from 
other nouns either in their use as predicates or in their use as modifiers” (p. 
18). Croft (1991), in turn, explains the distinction of nouns (substantives), 
verbs and adjectives using the semantic distinction between things, actions 
and properties, as well as the pragmatic disinction between referring, 
predicating, and modifying. Bhat (1994) investigates adjectives as a 
distinct category and also as subcategories of other categories. He argues 
that modifying is the most characteristic function of adjectives and this is 
where “adjectives show the maximum number of differentiating 
morphosyntactic and semantic characteristics (i.e. characteristics which 
differentiate them from nouns, verbs and adverbs)” (1994: 91). He also 
analyses the “secondary or extended usage” of adjectives, which then lose 
some of their differentiating characteristics (become ‘decategorized’). 
Baker (2003) criticized the approach of Croft (1991) and Bhat (1994) for 
using the concept of prototypical functions and remarked that “these 
functionalist approaches are not vulnerable to the discovery of simple 
counterexamples” (p. 12). He also disagreed with the accepted generativist 
point of view that adjectives have the features [V+, N+]. In contrast to this, 
he holds that the “adjective is essentially the ‘default’ category. It appears 
in a nonnatural class of environments where neither a noun nor a verb 
would do, including the attributive modification position, the complement 
of a degree head, resultative secondary predicate position, and adverbial 
positions” (p. 21). Thus, the adjective is –N, –V. (2003: 21). For Baker, 
the use of adjectives as modifiers results from the “derived properties of 
adjectives, not basic defining ones” (p. 191), since adjectives simply do not 
have syntactic properties which verbs and substantives have (specifiers and 
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referential index, respectively) and that prevent them from functioning 
where adjectives can.  

In Szumska (2006) the adjective in Polish was analysed as an ‘adjuncted 
predicative expression’. The term ‘adjective’ was also used by Darski 
(2004) as a ‘mnemonic help’ for his “Wortklasse 15” (2004: 178-179), 
defined, along with other Wortklassen, on the grounds of syntax not 
confined to the limits of a particular sentence and with the use of the tests 
of the omissibility of words from utterances and the tests of asking 
questions about words (Erfragbarkeit) to be defined as a Wortklasse. 

Some comparative and typological work has also been done on 
adjectives in various languages. Bzdęga (1980) carried out a comparison of 
German and Polish adjectives in terms of morphology and syntax. In 
Jankowski (1987), hypotactic syntagms involving participles in Uralic and 
Altaic languages were investigated. Also the typological work by 
Mološnaja (1985) should be mentioned, in which she analysed adjectival 
syntagms (with adjectives functioning as qualificata) in selected Slavic and 
Balkanic languages. 
 

0.4.1.2. Arab tradition0.4.1.2. Arab tradition0.4.1.2. Arab tradition0.4.1.2. Arab tradition    
 

From SÌbawayhi  onwards, (d. around 798), who is considered to be the 
founder of the original Arab grammar, the Arab grammarians distinguished 
three parts of speech: ism (‘noun’), fi¸l (‘verb’) and ªarf (which can be 
translated as ‘particle’)5. This tripartite division was based mainly on 
morphological criteria, to which then semantic and syntactic, and even 
phonological evidence was added (for discussions and surveys see Owens 
1989; Diem 1974; Weiss 1976; Troupeau 1983; Suleiman 1990). This 
division is preserved in modern traditionally oriented Arab grammars of 
Arabic, e.g. in Al-ÆalÀyÌnÌ (2002 [1912]: 10-12). 

What is traditionally, but often erroneously, translated as ‘adjective’, 
viz. ‰ifa or na¸t, was not distinguished as a subcategory of ism. Diem 

                                                
5 Merx (1889: 152) as first pointed out that the Arabs could have borrowed the tripartite division from 
Aristotle (from Versteegh 1977: 67). The question of Greek influence on Arab linguistic tradition is 
discussed in Versteegh (1977). Interestingly, another Arab grammarian, al-Mubarrad (d. 898), believed 
that the tripartite division was universal (Guillaume 1988: 30). 
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writes that in SÌbawayhi’s work ‰ifa and ism are kept apart (1974: 313), 
because primarily ‰ifa was a syntactic category and could not be compared 
with ism or fi¸l (1974: 315). It was only its application, or function, in 
which an ism could be used in order to specify another ism. Mosel explains 
it in the following way: “Die Termini “‰ifa”, “wa‰f”, “wa‰afa”, und “na¸t” 
bezeichnen einen Satzteil, der als Qualifikation eines vor ihm stehenden 
anderen Satzteiles fungiert” (only if the latter is an ism) (1975, I: 287). 
Also what for Western grammars is a relative clause with an indefinite 
antecedent and no relative pronoun is termed a ‰ifa in Arab grammars, 
because it has a similar function. Thus, the ‰ifa is distinguished partly on 
functional and partly on syntactic criteria. As Diem puts it, whether ‰ifa 
means an adjective or an attribute, depends on the context (1974: 314). 
According to SÌbawayhi, words which can function as ‰ifa include: ŒasmÀŒ 
al-fÀ¸il (active participles6), ŒasmÀŒ al-maf¸Ùl (passive participles), ‰ifÀt 
mušabbaha (the so-called ‘assimilated’ adjectives, which are the most 
typical adjectives), other nouns (not belonging to any of the above 
categories), Œaf¸Àl (verbs), ªurÙf al-ºarr (prepositional phrases), ŒasmÀŒ 
mubhama (demonstrative pronouns), ¸alÀmat al-mu™mar (roughly: a 
quantifier, e.g. kulluhum ‘all of them’), numerals and the exceptive particle 
ŒillÀ (Mosel 1975, I: 295). But what is quite important, for SÌbawayhi ‰ifa 
meant also a property that is inherent in a word, independent of its 
syntactic usage. This is evident from his example ŒatÀnÌ l-yawma 
qawiyyun ‘A strong [i.e. a strong man] approached me today’, where he 
demonstrates that the ‰ifa (qawiyyun ‘strong’) used in the subject function 
is a ‘weak’ construction, that is acceptable but not as good as ŒatÀnÌ l-
yawma raºulun qawiyyun ‘A strong man approached me today’ (Mosel 
1975, I: 325 ).  

For Al-Zama®šarÌ (d. 1144) ‰ifa was an ism (‘noun’) that denotes a 
certain manner of being of a substance (Guillaume 1992: 61). It is classed 
among the so-called tawÀbi¸ (lit. ‘followers’), i.e. modifiers agreeing in 
case. This definition was made more specific by Ibn Ya¸Ìš (d. 1254), who 
commented on Al-Zama®šarÌ’s work and noted that it is not sufficient, 
because on one hand, also a clause or a circumstantial prepositional phrase 

                                                
6 The translations are working translations because, obviously, there can be no strict correspondence 
between grammatical terms used in both linguistic traditions. 
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may carry out this function, while on the other hand, also ®abar (the 
predicate) denotes a certain manner of being of the substance (e.g. Zaydun 
qÀŒimun ‘Zayd [is] standing’), without being a ‰ifa (Guillaume 1992: 62-
63). There were attempts to introduce a special term for the attribute, na¸t, 
especially in the work of Ibn al-SarrÀº (d. 929), but this attempt was not 
successful, because apparently the Arab grammarians felt no need for such 
a distinction, as the context always permits one to determine whether the 
term ‰ifa is used to denote a lexical class or a syntactic function 
(Guillaume 1992: 64)7. However, a distinction between na¸t and ‰ifa can 
be seen in some contemporary Arab grammar books8. 

Classical Arab grammarians made also use of morphological criteria, 
which were applied when dealing with synonymy. The numerous 
synonyms for sayf ‘sword’, which is a non-derived word, could be 
analysed as adjectives used in substantivized meaning as derived words 
(ŒasmÀŒ muštaqqa), due to its morphology (Guillaume 1992: 67). Also the 
difference was noted (by Ibn Ya¸Ìš) between the generally broken plurals 
of substantives and generally suffixal plural of adjectives (Guillaume 
1992: 68). Much interest was also shown in the relationship between the 
verb and the adjective, especially the participles, both in terms of 
grammatical properties (morphology, syntax) and meaning (cf. Guillaume 
1992: 69-73). 

Let us now present how the concept of ‰ifa was presented in a grammar 
of Arabic very widely used across the Arab world, i.e. in Al-ÆalÀyÌnÌ 
(2002 [1912]). According to this author, ism divides into maw‰Ùf (‘the 
described [one]’) and ‰ifa (‘description, feature’) (p. 74). What follows in 
his work, suggests a semantic differentiation between these two categories: 
fa l-ismu l-maw‰Ùfu: mÀ dalla ¸alÀ ¡Àti š-šayŒi wa ªaqÌqatihi. wa huwa 
maw™Ù¸un li tuªmala ¸alayhi ‰-‰ifatu: ka raºul wa baªr wa ¸ilm wa ºahl 
‘the described noun (maw‰Ùf) is what indicates the substance and essence 

                                                
7 Let us also remark that there was another, Kufan, meaning of the term ‰ifa, equivalent to the Ba‰ran 
terms ²arf and maªall, which means roughly ‘locative adverbial’ (Owens 1989: 226). 
8 E.g. in Badr al-DÌn and Al-¸AmrÀwÌ (1997), where na¸t is a linguistic term, while ‰ifa means ‘a 
property’. In this book one reads: an-na¸tu huwa t-tÀbi¸u [...] l-mukammilu matbÙ¸ahu bi bayÀni ‰ifatin 
min ‰ifÀtihi [...] ‘the na¸t is a modifier agreeing in case which complements the noun with which it agrees 
by specifying one of its properties (‰ifa)’ (1997: 8). 
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of a thing. It [the described noun – MM] is given9 in order for a 
description to be applied to it’10. As for ‰ifa, he gives the following 
definition: wa l-ismu ‰-‰ifatu: mÀ dalla ¸alÀ ‰ifati šayŒin min al-Œa¸yÀni 
wa l-ma¸ÀnÌ, wa huwa maw™Ù¸un li yuªmala ¸alÀ mÀ yuw‰afu bihi ‘the 
description noun (‰ifa) is what indicates a [describing] feature of a thing 
that can be concrete or abstract, and it is given11 in order to be applied to 
what it characterizes’ (p. 74). Then he enumerates seven categories of 
words that can function as a ‰ifa12. Further, in the chapter on tawÀbi¸, (p. 
560), he introduces na¸t (which, as he remarks, is also called ‰ifa). This 
na¸t he defines syntactically: mÀ yu¡karu ba¸da smin li yubayyina ba¸™a 
ŒaªwÀlihi Œaw ŒaªwÀla mÀ yata¸allaqu bihi ‘what comes after a noun (ism) 
in order to specify some of its properties or the properties of what is related 
to it’. The enumerated categories able to function as na¸t are a different set 
of those able to be a ‰ifa, e.g. they include clauses. There is some more 
inconsistency: in yet another place the usage of the term ‰ifa suggests that 
being a ‰ifa or not is something inherent to a word (cf. our previous remark 
on SÌbawayhi): in the chapter on nominal morphology (p. 177-179), when 
dealing with patterns of nouns, Al-ÆalÀyÌnÌ characterizes each pattern in 
terms of its capability of functioning as an ism and/or as a ‰ifa. While most 
patterns are productive for both ism and ‰ifa, the pattern fa¸lalil (i.e. 
C1aC2C3aC4iC5) yields, according to Al-ÆalÀyÌnÌ only ‰ifas. However, the 
explanation of his example, ºaªmariš, as al-¸aºÙz al-kabÌr wa l-marŒatu s-
samºatu ‘old, big; an ugly woman’ suggests that ºaªmariš can be used 
also as a substantive (‘a woman’), not only as an adjective. In newer 
grammars, substantives and adjectives are sometimes treated as distinct on 
the grounds of semantics, e.g. Al-DaªdÀª divides ism into maw‰Ùf ‘the 
described [noun]’ and ‰ifa according to the differences fÌ d-dalÀlati ‘in the 
semantics’. Maw‰Ùf is what yusammÀ bihi ša®‰un Œaw ªayawÀnun Œaw 
                                                
9 The expression “is given” translates here the Arabic participle maw™Ù¸un, derived from the verb wu™i¸a 
‘to be put down, to be posited’, which in the Arab grammatical tradition means “to have a certain 
meaning, to have been invented (for a certain role in the system of speech)” (Versteegh  1978: 266). The 
Arab theory of ¸ilm al-wa™¸, i.e. ‘the science of “positing”’ dealing with the problem of classificaton of 
words, was discussed by Weiss (1976). 
10 All English translations of passages from SÌbawayhi’s text are ours. 
11 Cf. footnote 9 above. 
12 There seems to be no unanimity among Arab grammarians as to what these categories are. Al-
ÆalÀyÌnÌ’s categories are different than those allowed by SÌbawayhi. Yet another set of categories able to 
function as a ‰ifa is given in some newer grammars, e.g. in that of Ibn ãammÙda (n.d: 279).  
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šayŒun Œaw ma¸nan: †ÀªÙn ‘[what] names a person, an animal, a thing or a 
concept (lit. ‘meaning’), [e.g.]: a mill’. As for ‰ifa, it tašruªu ªÀla l-
maw‰Ùfi: kabÌrun ‘[it] specifies (lit. ‘explains’) the state of the described 
[noun, e.g.]: large’ (Al-DaªdÀª 1990: 80). 

Finally, let us mention that a distinction is made in classical Arab 
grammar between adjectives modifying definite and indefinite 
substantives. In the former case, the term taw™Ìª (lit. ‘elucidation’) is 
applied, while in the latter the term ta®‰Ì‰ (lit. ‘specification’) is used (e.g. 
in Badr al-DÌn and Al-¸AmrÀwÌ 1997: 8-9).   

 
 

0.4.1.3. Arabic adjective in Western studies 0.4.1.3. Arabic adjective in Western studies 0.4.1.3. Arabic adjective in Western studies 0.4.1.3. Arabic adjective in Western studies     
 

The tripartite division of the parts of speech in Arabic (first, in Hebrew) 
was first noticed by Francesco Sanchez de las Brozas (Sanctius) (1554-
1628), who rendered them into Latin as nomen, verbum and dictio 
consignificans. (Sanctius Brocensis 1986 [1587], from: Jodłowski 1971: 
55). De Sacy, while noticing that the adjectives resemble the substantives 
in Arabic more than in other languages, used the definition based on the 
Port Royal logic: “L’adjectif est destiné à ajouter au nom qui désigne un 
Être par l’idée de sa nature une qualité qui est commune à des Êtres des 
différentes natures” (1810, I: 228). European Arabists such  Caspari (1887 
[1859]) and Wright (1962 [1862]) adopted the original Arab division as 
well as subdivisions and the terminology. Also the two fundamental 
descriptions of Classical Arabic syntax by Reckendorf (1895-98 and 1921) 
used in great part the terminology and divisions laid down by the Arabs 
(cf. the passage on the attributive adjective in 1921: 57, where it is called 
tÀbi¸ or maªmÙl).  

The adjective in pre-Classical Arabic was studied by Kahle, who in 
(1975) investigated the syntactic function of the adjective, its modification, 
syndesis or asyndesis of paratactic adjectives, and linear order and 
congruence of specific adjectival patterns. Fischer’s work (1965), in turn, 
concerned Classical Arabic. He investigated the morphological and 
syntactic characteristics of the elative and distinguished for it a separate 
part of speech, ‘Prädikativ’, which is a nominal part of speech opposed to 
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adjectives and substantives, whose typical syntactic function is the 
predicate (1965: 146). According to Fischer, only later on did the 
‘predicative’ get assimilated to other adjectives. As far as adjectival 
morphology is concerned, the works of Wehr (1953) and Bravmann (1968) 
on the elative and that of Gai (1983) on participles should be mentioned. 
The problem of the article and the category of state in Classical Arabic, 
also in relation to adjectives was studied by Gabu@jan (1972) and Gätje 
(1970, 1973), while that of concord in gender and number was studied by 
Al-Aqtasch (1986). Diem (1998) presented an extensive study of the so-
called indirect attribute (‘adjektivischer Satz’, in his terminology), one of 
the constructions typical of the Arabic adjective.  

As far as Modern Written Arabic is concerned, a description of the 
syntax of the adjectives in their attributive function was included into the 
study of Arabic syntax by Semenov (1941). The comprehensive 
description of the Arabic syntax by Cantarino (1974-1975) included in its 
second volume parts devoted to the adjective. The texts excerpted by 
Cantarino are those from before 1945. Krahl’s  work (1985) concerned the 
syntax of the adjective in MWA in nominal groups with the inclusion of 
lexical and syntactic innovations. The study by Górska (1991), dealing 
with multiattributive nominal phrases in MWA, included also some aspects 
of the linear order of adjectives in these syntagms. The syntax of MWA 
was also studied and described within the generativist paradigm. Here we 
can mention the works of Hartmann (1974) and, as related particularly to 
the adjective, of Fassi Fehri (1976), (1993) and (1999). A detailed study of 
the syntax of nominal parts of speech in Arabic, including the adjective, 
based on original texts of literary and journalistic character, is the work of 
El-Ayoubi, Fischer and Langer (El-Ayoubi et al. 2001). The description, 
using a corpus of texts written after 1950, is organized in accordance with 
the concept of the ‘Vorfeld der Nominalgruppe’ and ‘Nachfeld der 
Nominalgruppe’. The adjective, being an autonomous part of speech, (pp. 
131-189) is treated as a category separated from the elative (pp. 253-301), 
which is classed among quantitatives, along with ‘Egregationsnomina’ 
(e.g. kull, Œayy), approximatives (miƒl, siwÀ) and numerals (p. 230). The 
adjective as a category was distingushed on the grounds of the semantic 
and morphological properties (pp. 132-137). The category of adjective was 
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enlarged, on functional grounds, by including into it the construction with 
¡Ù (‘das adjektivische Demonstrativum’, p. 143). In the most recent and 
up-to-date study of MWA, based on real language situations ranging from 
literary and journalistic texts to short public information texts (Badawi et 
al. 2004) one can also find parts devoted to constructions involving 
adjectives. 

There is a number of works in which Classical Arabic is not kept apart 
from MWA, since their authors were concerned with constructions shared 
by these two varieties of Arabic. Here we can mention works in which 
special attention was devoted to the syntax of the Arabic adjective used in 
constructions expressing possession, which was the object of studies by 
Killean (1970), Polotsky (1978), Carter (1985), Diem (1986), Langer 
(1988) and Siloni (2002). In chapter 11 (289-361) of his work, Justice 
(1987) dealt with the issue of ‘specification’ in Arabic, including that of 
the adjectives. The adjective, its meaning and function, was the topic of the 
article by Al-Jabbār and Leach (1985), who dealt with its status as a 
separate class. Jebali in (2005) applied to Arabic adjectives the analysis 
proposed by Bouchard (2002). In the Semitic perspective, Edzard (2001) 
analysed nominalized verb phrases and relative clauses, “die de facto die 
Funktion von Adjektiven erfüllen” (2001: 41), focussing his interest on 
modern Ethiopic languages. As far as text books dealing with the syntax of 
the adjective are concerned, one should specially mention here the 
handbook of Arabic syntax written by Paradela Alonso (2005 [1998]). An 
encyclopedic discussion of the Arabic adjective can be found in Kihm 
(2006) and Fischer (2006). 

 
 

0.4.2. Qualification and syntagm: a historical view0.4.2. Qualification and syntagm: a historical view0.4.2. Qualification and syntagm: a historical view0.4.2. Qualification and syntagm: a historical view    
 

The fact that the words somehow adjust themselves to, or are adjusted 
by, words with which they come into a grammatical relationship was 
remarked very early. In the Greek linguistic tradition, Apollonius Dyscolus 
(2nd cent AD) should be mentioned, who devoted his attention to 
katallÈlótÈs and akolouthiÀ (‘concordial relations’) and ‘relationship of 
constituent structuring’ (paralambánesthai ‘to be taken together’) (Robins 
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1974: 37). Yet the idea of qualification (being close to modification or 
determination), which can be introductorily presented here as a relation 
obtaining between two lingual signs, in which one restricts the range of 
designation while expanding its signfication (meaning), only with 
difficutly could be traced back to the Greek linguistics, e.g. to Aristotle 
and his idea of predication. Likewise only to a little extent could it be 
identified e.g. in the grammar of Priscian (fl. 500 AD), who wrote that 
adjectives are adjoined to substantives, which signify substances, in order 
to indicate a quality or a quantity, scil. an accident (Goes 1999: 14). 
Perhaps somewhat closer to the concept to be used by us in our study is the 
idea presented in Logique ou l’Art de Penser by A. Arnauld and P. Nicole 
in 1662. Its authors introduced the idea of “termes complexes qui 
composent dans notre esprit une idée totale”, examples of “termes 
complexes” being un homme prudent, un corps transparant, Alexandre 
fils de Philippe, un corps qui est transparant, Alexandre qui est fils de 
Philippe    (from Gätje    1970: 226f). Yet despite notions of linguistic units 
being combined one with another (e.g. Ries’ concept of Wortgefüge, 
comprising both sentences and non-sentential word structures introduced 
in Ries 1894, from: Heinz 1983: 213), still there was no clear idea of what 
is today known as hypotaxis (or subordination) or composite language 
signs. 

In the year 1916 the Cours of F. de Saussure was published. In its Part 
II, chapters 5 and 6, it introduced the concept of syntagm as a composite 
language sign. Under this term de Saussure understood not only 
combinations of two words but also that of a stem and a suffix. In his 
words, “la notion de syntagme s’applique non seulement aux mots, mais 
aux groupes de mots, aux unités complexes de toute dimension et de toute 
espèce” (1980 [1916]: 172). De Saussure also discussed the nature of 
relations between the units composing a syntagm, which he understood as 
typically unable to exist one without another (p. 176). Also for Martinet 
syntagms included combinations of two linguistic units (monemes) 
resulting in what we understand as one word (1970 [1960]: 117-118). 
 An idea of composite language signs of an order different than that 
introduced by de Saussure (and adopted by his followers), and at the same 
time much closer to the definition of hypotactic syntagms assumed in the 
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present work, can be found in Bloomfield (1933). Bloomfield speaks of 
phrases (1933: 178 ) and resultant phrases, which are composed of two (or 
more) free forms, i.e. of linguistic units not smaller than what we will 
understand as a word and could be consequently compared to what we will 
refer to as syntagms. These resultant phrases can be exocentric (if 
belonging to a form-class other than that of any constituent) or endocentric 
constructions (1933: 194). In the latter case, the word which belongs to the 
same form-class as the resultant phrase is called ‘head’, the other member 
is called ‘attribute’. Endocentric constructions are either co-ordinative or 
subordinative (1933: 195). Bloomfield’s idea was followed by other 
American structuralist linguists, including Harris (1951) and Hockett 
(1958). In 1947 Wells introduced the concept of ‘immediate constituents’ 
(Wells 1947), thus initiating a new stream in the analysis of words 
combined one with another into composite expressions. 

The problem of the relationships between two words constituting a 
composite language sign was discussed by linguists representing European 
structuralism, e.g. in the article of Trubetzkoy (1939), who distinguishes 
two main types of syntagms based on qualification (in his terms: 
determination), i.e. ‘syntagmes sociatifs’, (based on co-ordination), and 
‘syntagmes déterminatifs’, (based on subordination). In contrast to 
Bloomfield’s view, for Trubetzkoy the predicative syntagms were a third 
type of constructions, characterized by formal properties which 
distinguished them from the two other remaining types (1939: 76). 
Hjelmslev in (1963 [1943]) distinguished three principal types of 
syntagmatic dependency in linguistic structures: interdependences, 
determinations and constellations (1963 [1943]: 24). Within these three 
types of relations, determination could be considered the closest one to 
qualification, though it still remains different from it, since it obtains also 
between units other than words and is defined chiefly on the grounds of the 
mutual connotation of its both constituents. De Groot in (1957) conducted 
a trichotomic classification of word groups into predicative groups, 
coordinative groups and non-coordinative groups (from Graffi 2001: 273). 
In the European structuralism, a very important stream was the 
dependency grammar, linked to the name of its founder Tesnière and his 
work (1966 [1959]). According to this approach, words (or terms) are 
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analysed as subordinated to one another, the superior term being the 
régissant, which governs (régit) the subordinated word (or term) (Tesnière 
1966 [1959]: 13). This idea was then modified and further developed in 
works of various scholars (e.g. Mel’@uk 1988). 

Sometimes the term ‘grammatical determination’ is distinguished from 
the term ‘logical determination’ (e.g. in Schmidt 1961, similarly, but in 
terms of ‘semantics’ and ‘syntax’ in Gołąb et al. 1968: 124). About the 
relations between the subject and the predicate Schmidt writes: “[...] 
erkennt man, daß die grammatische Determination des Verbs durch das 
Subjekt (nach Person und Numerus) mit der logischen Determination des 
Gegenstandes durch das Prädikat keineswegs zusammenfällt, vielmehr die 
eine umgekehrt wie die andere gerichtet ist: Das Subjekt determiniert das 
Prädikat grammatisch, und das Prädikat determiniert mit seiner 
inhaltlichen Bedeutung die vom Subjekt bezeichnete Bedeutung logisch” 
(Schmidt 1961: 20). In 1960 Seiler pointed out that in all discussions on 
‘determinant’ and ‘determinatum’ (concepts related to that of 
‘qualification’) “Es gibt keine wirkliche Definition dieser Begriffe” (Seiler 
1960: 9). As he remarked, neither in Trubetzkoy (1939) was it said to 
which realities the terms ‘déterminant’ and ‘déterminé’ referred. Usually, 
says Seiler, “das rein Semantische” plays the most important role: the 
determinatum is “näher bestimmt” oder “eingeengt” “in seiner Bedeutung” 
by the determinant (1960: 9). His own solution consisted in introducing 
two concepts: one, of more syntactic nature, was the relation between the 
nucleus (or representative) and the satellite of a syntagm (1960: 9) and the 
other, of semantic character, was that of class and selector (1960: 19f). 
The idea of the relation of determination (later re-named as ‘relation of 
qualification’) was explicitely formulated in Bańczerowski (1980) and 
Bańczerowski et al. (1982: 237-250), who himself sees ideas related to his 
in Bocheński (1949). Bocheński wrote: “We define determines as follows: 
the symbol x determines the symbol y if and only if what is meant by x is a 
property of what is meant by y [...]” and “If and only if x determines y, we 
shall say that x is an operator of y and y the argument of x [...]” (from 
Bańczerowski 1994: 25). Bańczerowski’s concept of the relation of 
qualification (in his earlier works called determination) between two 
lingual signs resulting in a hypotactic syntagm and based on the ideas of 
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restricting the range of designation and expanding the signification of a 
sign, was elaborated in Bańczerowski (1988), (1993) and (1997a), where 
also theories concerning closely related concepts, viz. that of concord 
(1988) and rection, were proposed (1997a)13. Bańczerowski, using the 
concept of the relation of ‘extended hyponymy’ (1980: 67), says that a 
hypotactic syntagm is a hyponym “with respect to its constituent 
qualificatum” (1997: 1162). Hypotaxis was also the object of interest of 
Pogonowski, who in (1982) and (1993) observed that extended hyponymy 
cannot be understood as the inclusion of denotations   of expressions 
(Pogonowski uses the term ‘denotation’ in the sense of Bańczerowski’s 
‘designation’), explaining that “One of the reasons for this is that the 
concept of denotation for complex expressions is not well defined in 
linguistics” (Pogonowski 1993: 43). Instead, he bases his understanding of 
extended hyponymy on “the content of expressions rather than on their 
denotation”, assuming that “the native speaker can always decide, given 
two meaningful expressions of his language, what the content relationships 
between them are” (1993: 44). In (1981) and (1993), Pogonowski proposes 
an axiom system for hypotaxis. 

Let us now go on to discuss possible parallels in classical Arab 
linguistics and, subsequently, to ask the question about how these relations 
were conceived of in Western studies of Arabic. 

The idea of concord and rection was present in the Arab linguistic 
tradition from the very beginning. The concept of tawÀbi¸ (which is the 
plural form of tÀbi¸ ‘following; follower’) concerns modifiers which 
‘follow’ the modified word in case. As SÌbawayhi explains it, fa ‰Àra n-
na¸tu maºrÙran miƒla l-man¸Ùti li ŒannahumÀ ka l-ismi l-wÀªidi ‘and the 
attribute has changed to the genitive case like the described noun because 
both are as one noun’ (SÌbawayhi1991, I: 421). Likewise, the concept of 
¸amal, which literally means ‘work, exercise, doing, action’, and 
corresponding concepts of ¸Àmil ‘working’ and ma¸mÙl ‘worked upon’ 
which are of crucial importance in the grammatical conceptions of 
SÌbawayhi and his followers, very well correspond to the ideas of rection 
(or government), regens and rectum, respectively. What is more, Owens 

                                                
13 These ideas will be presented in more detail in chapter 1.1. 
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shows that in his description SÌbawayhi used structures very similar to 
those of contemporary dependency structures (Owens 1984: 53ff)14.  

On the other hand, it will be more difficult to find in classical Arab 
gramar a parallel to the concept of qualification to be used in our work. 
Admittedly, some similar concepts may seem to be present already in 
SÌbawayhi’s work but the similarity may be only apparent. When one reads 
that in the expression raºulun ªasanu l-waºhi ‘a man handsome of face’ 
(which is an example of ‘formal annexation’) a‰-‰ifatu taqa¸u ¸alÀ l-ismi l-
Œawwali ƒumma tuw‰iluhÀ ŒilÀ l-waºhi (SÌbawayhi 1991, I: 195), it is not 
sure what realities SÌbawayhi meant since the expression can be translated 
as ‘the adjective refers to the first noun and then you connect it to l-waºhi’ 
or ‘the property belongs to the first noun and then your transfer it to the 
face’, because classical Arab grammarians in their terminology did not 
distinguish clearly between words and things these words designate. It is 
therefore not clear whether by taqa¸u (lit. ‘falls’) and tuw‰ilu (lit. ‘you 
connect’) SÌbawayhi meant a relation and an operation, respectively, 
between words (i.e. of lingual character) or between extralingual objects. 
In turn, in another place he stresses that what he means is meaning, not 
form: Œanna l-ªusna fÌ l-ma¸nÀ li l-waºhi ‘as far as the meaning is 
concerned, ªusn (‘handsomeness’) refers to al-waºh (‘face’)’ (SÌbawayhi 
1991: I, 195). However, that the idea of restricting the designation and 
extending the signification was not completely unfamiliar to SÌbawayhi 
might be seen in the explanation he provided for the concord in bi raºulin 
²arÌfin (‘at a nice man’), which are ka l-ismi l-wÀªidi ‘like one noun’. 
SÌbawayhi’s explanation is as follows: ka l-ismi l-wÀªidi min qibali 
Œannaka lam turidi l-wÀªida mina r-riºÀli lla¡Ìna kullu wÀªidin minhum 
raºulun wa lÀkinnaka Œaradta l-wÀªida mina r-riºÀli lla¡Ìna kullu 
wÀªidin minhum raºulun ²arÌfun ‘[they are] like one noun because you do 
not mean the one of the men out of whom each is a man, you mean the one 
of the men out of whom each is a nice man’ (SÌbawayhi 1991, I: 422). 

What is more, the expression ka l-ismi l-wÀªidi ‘like one noun’ could be 
distantly associated with the concept of a ‘composite sign’. Arab 
grammarians who followed SÌbawayhi used the concept of murakkab, lit. 

                                                
14 The classical Arab theory of government (¸amal) is widely discussed in Bohas et al. (1990, 57-72). An 
encyclopedic view may be found in Rybalkin (2006). 
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‘composite’. According to Al-ÆalÀyÌnÌ’s grammar, there are five types of 
murakkab: (i) murakkab Œi™ÀfÌ, i.e. the annexation, composed of a noun 
and a noun in the genitive case which qualifies it; (ii) murakkab bayÀnÌ, 
which is defined as kullu kalimatayni kÀnat ƒÀniyatuhumÀ muw™iªatan 
ma¸nÀ l-ŒÙlÀ ‘every two words the second of which elucidates the meaning 
of the first’. It is divided into murakkab wa‰fÌ, i.e. the adjectival 
attribution, murakkab tawkÌdÌ, i.e. a noun emphasized by another noun 
(e.g. al-qawmu kulluhum ‘the people all of them’) and murakkab badalÌ, 
which is more or less equivalent to apposition; (iii) murakkab ¸a†fÌ, i.e. a 
combination of two words by means of a conjunction; (iv) murakkab 
mazºÌ, i.e. a compound word, and (v) murakkab ¸adadÌ, i.e. a numeral 
composed of two words (2002 [1912]: 14-15)15. 

As for Western studies of Arabic, it seems that no special theoretical 
framework related to qualification was formulated and applied within 
them. Syntagms in MWA (under various denominations) have been the 
object of interest of many Arabists (e.g. El-Ayoubi et al. 2001, Diem 1998, 
Gätje 1965, Górska 1991, Waldmann 198916; also grammars devoted 
special chapters to them, e.g. Badawi et al. 2004: 101-305), yet, to our 
knowledge, no work on Arabic is available in which Arabic syntagms were 
investigated from the qualificational point of view. In the works we have 
been able to consult, only brief and general remarks on the idea of 
syntagms (or ‘groups’) and qualification (or similar concepts) were made. 
Thus, for instance, in Cantarino one reads that “the adjectival appositive 
does not represent a new constituent of a sentence but must be considered 
as a single syntactical unit together with the substantive to which the 
adjective refers. From the point of view of its meaning, the adjective’s 
function is either restrictive (determinative) or non-restrictive (qualitative), 
according to whether it delimits the modified noun or simply adds new 
aspects or a description to it” (Cantarino 1975, II: 48). In his work, Grande 
(1963) introduces the concept of ‘slovoso@etanie’, understood as ‘gruppa 
slov v predloženii obedinennyh meždu soboj po smyslu i po 
grammati@eskoj forme i neposredstvenno sledujuš@ih odno za drugim’ 
(1963: 433). But this concept is not really used for representing 
                                                
15  As it can be seen, the concepts of types (i) and (ii) resemble to some extent that of the hypotactic 
syntagm, while type (iii) is similar to the paratactic syntagm. 
16 Cf. also the works concerning the syntax of adjectives mentioned in chapter 0.4.1.3. 
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qualificational relations within Arabic syntagms in Grande’s work. El-
Ayoubi et al. (2001), who investigated nouns in MWA from the point of 
view of their ‘Umfeld’ (‘Vorfeld’ and ‘Nachfeld’ being understood in 
terms of linear position with respect to the noun), provided the following 
information about ‘Adjektivgruppe’: “Das Vorfeld der Adjektivgruppe 
wird von Approximativen [...] eingenommen, die das Adjektiv im Genitiv 
annektieren und als Pseudopräfixe fungieren. Das Nachfeld der 
Adjektivgruppe wird von Graduenten und Spezifikationen [...] besetzt. 
Graduenten steigern oder mindern die Bedeutung des Adjektivs. [...]. 
Spezifikationen definieren den semantischen Bereich des Adjektivs” (El-
Ayoubi et al. 2001: 16). In Badawi et al. (2004), the term ‘modifier’ is 
explained in the glossary as “an element that makes another element more 
specific such as adjective modifying noun, or the article” (2004: 775). 

However, of necessity, discussions of relations showing, at least to some 
extent, qualificational character have been undertaken, especially with 
respect to constructions in which it was difficult to establish such relations 
and which required from the Arabists making explicit statements on them. 
Such ‘touchstones’ for what concepts Arabists would use in order to refer 
to what we are investigating as qualification were, as it seems, 
constructions involving adjectives, e.g. the so-called ‘formal annexation’, 
‘indirect attribute’,  or the elative followed by a substantive in the genitive. 
Let us present here what terminological apparatus these constructions were 
described with. It can be said right now that, generally, the terminology 
related to morphosyntax, including concepts such as rection (government) 
or concord (agreement, congruence), was widely taken advantage of. What 
seems to have been lacking are clearly shaped concepts about designation 
and signification (see chapter 1.1.2.)17. Thus e.g. de Sacy, when discussing 
the FORMAL ANNEXATION, wrote: “Le génitif s’emploie aussi comme 
déterminatif déterminatif déterminatif déterminatif d’un adjectif; mais il faut alors faire attention que l’adjectif 
renfermerenfermerenfermerenferme implicitementimplicitementimplicitementimplicitement un nom qui sert de véritable antécédent sert de véritable antécédent sert de véritable antécédent sert de véritable antécédent au terme 
conséquent exprimé par le génitif” (de Sacy 1810, II: 42)18.    Wright termed 

                                                
17 In the subsequent paragraphs, we use emphasis in bold in order to mark the terms which are of interest 
to us. 
18 De Sacy understood this construction differently from the most later Western Arabists. In e.g. sarÌ¸u  
l-ªisÀbi “prompt de calcul” he saw the equivalent of ¡Ù sur¸ati l-ªisÀbi “possesseur de la promptitude du 
calcule” (de Sacy 1810, II: 42). 
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it “a restrictiverestrictiverestrictiverestrictive or limitativelimitativelimitativelimitative genitive” (1962 [1862], II: 221). Brockelmann 
(1913) described it as the genitive of “HinsichtHinsichtHinsichtHinsicht, für die, oder des BereichsBereichsBereichsBereichs, 
für den eine Eigenschaft giltgiltgiltgilt; dabei wird diese sehr oft von einer Sache, der 
sie gilt, auf deren Besitzer übertragenübertragenübertragenübertragen” (1913, II: 252). Reckendorf referred 
to it (actually to one of its subtypes) as ‘Genitiv der SpezialisierungSpezialisierungSpezialisierungSpezialisierung’ 
(1921: 187-188). Similarly, Jušmanov spoke of substantives in the genitive 
used with adjectives “dlja pojasnenijapojasnenijapojasnenijapojasnenija” (‘for clarification’, 1928: 129), 
while Fischer used the expression ‘spezifizierenderspezifizierenderspezifizierenderspezifizierender Genitiv’ (1987 [1972]: 
164). Diem in (1986) rejected this interpretation of ‘Genitiv des 
Geltungsbereichs’ for ‘semantic’ reasons, which, as he showed at the 
example Zaydun kaƒÌru (l-mÀli) ‘Zayd ist viel...’ make the “Verbindung 
von Individuativum und Massenadjektiv ungrammatikalisch” (1986: 250). 
Langer uses the expression “ModifikatorenModifikatorenModifikatorenModifikatoren” of the adjective “die seinen 
quaquaquaquantitativenntitativenntitativenntitativen oder qualitativen Aspekt spezifizierenqualitativen Aspekt spezifizierenqualitativen Aspekt spezifizierenqualitativen Aspekt spezifizieren” (1988: 79).  In 
Cantarino’s words, “The adjective is [...] in agreement with its governing 
noun, although it logically refers to logically refers to logically refers to logically refers to the genitive it governs” (1975, II: 109). 
According to Danecki (1994), the adjective is determineddetermineddetermineddetermined (“jest 
okreokreokreokreślanylanylanylany”) by the word in the genitive following it, but at the same time it 
is this adjective that determinesdeterminesdeterminesdetermines this word (“jednocześnie to przymiotnik 
okreokreokreokreślalalala ten wyraz”) (1994: 410)19. Paradela Alonso (2005 [1998]), when 
discussing this construction, writes that “el adjetivo de estas idafas se se se se 
refiererefiererefiererefiere siempre al término anterior” (2005 [1998]: 37), while elsewhere she 
writes that the word following is the subjectsubjectsubjectsubject of this adjective (p. 41).  

The general image of the terminology used for describing the so-called 
INDIRECT ATTRIBUTE does not appear to be much clearer or systematic. 
Thus, Grande characterizes the adjective occurring in it as agreeing in case 
with the determined determined determined determined noun (‘s opredeljaemymopredeljaemymopredeljaemymopredeljaemym’) and explainingexplainingexplainingexplaining, or 
specifying, (‘objasnjajuš@eeobjasnjajuš@eeobjasnjajuš@eeobjasnjajuš@ee’) the noun in the nominative    (1963: 351). 
Diem (1998) uses terms such as ‘syntaktischer und semantischer BezugBezugBezugBezug 
des na¸t’ (scil. des Adjektivs), e.g. (1998: 32-33). In his description, apart 
from concepts such as ‘sich beziehen’ (e.g. “semantisch beziehtbeziehtbeziehtbezieht sich das 
na¸t primär auf [...]”, p. 32), other relations of rather extralingual character 
are referred to. They include ‘gelten’ (said of a ‘property’, e.g. “giltgiltgiltgilt die 
vom na¸t vermittelte Eigenschaft Eigenschaft Eigenschaft Eigenschaft gewöhnlich nicht nur für [...]”, p. 33), 

                                                
19 He was probably referring to the two senses of ‘determination’ mentioned above. 
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‘zutreffen’, (e.g. “eine für das marfÙ¸ zutreffende zutreffende zutreffende zutreffende Eigenschaft in mehr oder 
weniger hohem Maße auch für das man¸Ùt berechtigt ist”, p. 33). On p. 81 
one reads: “partizipiertpartizipiertpartizipiertpartizipiert das man¸Ùt an Eigenschaften oder Umständen des 
marfÙ¸, die vom na¸t ausgedrückt sind” and “ist das man¸Ùt von einer vom 
na¸t gemachten Aussage über das marfÙ¸ in irgendeiner Weise betroffenbetroffenbetroffenbetroffen”. 
It is important to remark that Diem described what he called “split” 
(‘gespalten’) congruence of the adjective in terms of “die inhärenten 
Bereiche der Kongruenz (Genus und Numerus)” and “die weniger 
inhärenten Bereiche der Kongruenz (Kasus und Determination” (Diem 
1998: 32). With respect to this construction, Paradela Alonso says that the 
adjective in this construction is a complex adjective which “en realidad 
está adjetivandoadjetivandoadjetivandoadjetivando a una subparte [...] de su calificado primero o aparentecalificado primero o aparentecalificado primero o aparentecalificado primero o aparente” 
(‘in reality describes a quality of a subpart of its first or apparent 
qualificatum’, 2005 [1998]: 43). El-Ayoubi et al. (2001) use terms such as 
Bezugsnomen Bezugsnomen Bezugsnomen Bezugsnomen and AbhäAbhäAbhäAbhängigkeit vom Bezugsnomen ngigkeit vom Bezugsnomen ngigkeit vom Bezugsnomen ngigkeit vom Bezugsnomen when referring to 
morphosyntactic relations. They also speak of a subject of an 
‘Adjektivgruppe’ which is not identical to its ‘Bezugnomen’, with 
reference to semantic relations (2001: 186). Badawi et al., with respect to 
the adjective in the same construction, distinguish between ‘structurally structurally structurally structurally 
qualifiesqualifiesqualifiesqualifies’    and ‘logically qualifieslogically qualifieslogically qualifieslogically qualifies’, while using also the expression 
‘qualifies only indirectlyqualifies only indirectlyqualifies only indirectlyqualifies only indirectly’ (2004: 114). In Jebali’s view (2005), “Cet 
adjectif ne porteporteporteporte pas sursursursur le nom qu’il qualifiequalifiequalifiequalifie, mais sur un autre nom que a 
un certain rapport avec celui-là” (2005: 9). Kihm, in turn, puts it the 
following way: the adjective shares the accusative case with the precedingprecedingprecedingpreceding 
noun, but agrees in gender and number with the noun which it modifies modifies modifies modifies 
(Kihm 2006: 14). Fischer explains the relationships obtaining in the 
‘indirect attribute’ by saying that “The adjectival clause has a twotwotwotwo----fold fold fold fold 
referencereferencereferencereference: on the one hand it agrees in gender with its subjectsubjectsubjectsubject, on the other 
hand in case and definiteness/indefiniteness with its reference nounreference nounreference nounreference noun” 
(Fischer 2006: 20).  

Finally, let us mention the expression Œaf™alu r-riºÀli ‘the best of the 
men’, which is a construction with an elative followed by a genitive 
substantive and was discussed by Corriente (2002 [1980]) in terms of 
“inflexiones del elativo [...] rigiendo    nominalmente al nombre en pl. que 
en realidad calificancalificancalificancalifican” (‘inflectional forms of the elative that nominally 
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governgoverngoverngovern the noun in the plural which in reality they qualifyqualifyqualifyqualify’, 2002 [1980]: 
245). Of more general nature are the words expressed by Fischer about the 
adjectives as a category: “Adjectives refer torefer torefer torefer to a noun (substantive) which 
they qualify qualify qualify qualify” (Fischer 2006: 16).  

Generally, one can say that the terms exemplified above refer rather to 
relations between properties and objects, or between properties and objects 
on one side and words on the other, not to relations between words as 
lingual signs. Consequently, these terms are not of strictly linguistic 
character. Admittedly, concepts related to ‘restricting’ have been used, yet 
without the meaning intended by the authors being properly elucidated by 
them. As it could be seen, observations like the one that Arabic adjectives 
sometimes ‘refer’ to (or qualify ‘structurally’ or ‘grammatically’) what 
they do not ‘qualify’ (‘logically’) – to use the terms discussed above – 
have not contributed to terminological precision in the Western studies of 
Arabic20. 

Finally, let us mention some works, whose number, however, due to the 
spatial limitation of this work, will be highly unrepresentative, concerned 
with describing syntagms (also called ‘syntactic groups’, ‘word groups’ 
etc.) in selected languages, not necessarily from a qualificational point of 
view. Descriptions of syntactic groups in Polish were presented in 
Klemensiewicz (1948) and Misz (1967). The latter description was 
modified in Saloni and Świdziński (1987 [1981]: 238-259). Szupryczyńska 
(1980) presented a study of the syntax of the Polish adjective. A study of 
participial syntagms in ten Uralic and Altaic languages with the addition of 
Japanese was presented by Jankowski in (1987), who in his description 
made use of the concept of determination (qualification). In this study, 
syntagms in each of the languages investigated are divided into (i) 
subjective syntagms, (ii) objective syntagms and (iii) possessive syntagms. 
The already mentioned work by Mološnaja (1985) also concerned 

                                                
20 Likewise in works written by the Arabs themselves. E.g. According to Al-DaªdÀª (1990), in the na¸t 
sababÌ (‘indirect attribute’) the adjective yatba¸u mÀ qablahu laf²an wa mÀ ba¸dahu ma¸nan ‘follows  in 

form (lit. ‘in expression’) what is before him and in meaning in meaning in meaning in meaning what is after him’ (1990: 191). Cf. also 
Badr al-DÌn and Al-¸AmrÀwÌ (1997), where a terminological difference between ‘indicating a meaning’ 
and ‘describing’ can be noticed. Thus, one reads there that the adjective in this construction huwa lla¡Ì 
yadullu ¸alÀ ma¸nÀ fÌ smin ba¸dahu, wa hÀ¡À l-ismu lahu rtibÀ†un bi l-man¸Ùti ‘[it] is what indicatesindicatesindicatesindicates a 
meaning in the noun [which is] after it, and this noun has a connection with the describeddescribeddescribeddescribed [noun]’ (1997: 
15).  
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adjectival syntagms. Criteria used in her study were: the category of part of 
speech of the qualificator, type of prepositional rection, grammatical form 
of the qualificator and the linear order of the constituents (1985: 15). Also 
some meanings conveyed by different types of syntagms were 
distinguished (p. 22). A description of “nominal groups” in Classical Latin 
as well as a discussion of the concept in general (including a list of 
definitions of this and related concepts) can be found in Kaczmarkowski 
(1985). French nominal phrases were investigated e.g. in Wilmet (1986), 
while for English one can mention e.g. Meyer (2000) and for German e.g. 
Bhatt (1990).  
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PPPPART ART ART ART 1. H1. H1. H1. HYPOTACTIC SYNTAGMSYPOTACTIC SYNTAGMSYPOTACTIC SYNTAGMSYPOTACTIC SYNTAGMS    
 
 

1.1. Theoretical principles1.1. Theoretical principles1.1. Theoretical principles1.1. Theoretical principles    
 

1.1.1. Word1.1.1. Word1.1.1. Word1.1.1. Word    
        

We have already briefly introduced the concept of a biconstituent 
syntagm as a structure composed of two words. In order to be able to 
decide what is a syntagm and what is not we have to be able to distinguish 
between words and language units lesser than words on one hand and 
between words and language units larger than words on the other. The 
former problem consists in distinguishing words from prepositions, 
suffixes and articles. The latter – in distinguishing words from syntagms. 

Before any discussion, let us introduce the concept of word. It will be 
understood in accordance with the concept proposed by Bańczerowski in 
(1997a) and (1997b)21. A    word    is conceived of as “a minimal unit of 
syntax and a maximal unit of morphology”. It is a language unit conveying 
complete lexical and semic (grammatical) meaning, the latter of which is 
indicated in “relatively systematic ways”, which can be “desinential, 
affixal, adpositional, stem-alternating, suprasegmental, distributional or 
auxiliary” (Bańczerowski 1997a: 1165). Accordingly, e.g. the Arabic 
expression fÌ l-kitÀb-i ‘in the book’ shall be treated as one word, not two 
words. Its semic meaning (that of inessivity and definiteness) is conveyed 
in the preposition fÌ and the affix -i (inessivity) and the definite article l- 
(definiteness). Its lexical meaning (‘being a book’) is conveyed by means 
of the stem kitÀb-. The prepositions alone do not convey any lexical 
meaning, they only co-occur with the inflectional ending (in our example 
the genitive suffix -i) in order to convey the grammatical (semic) meaning. 
In this place it must be stressed that the concept of word adopted in the 
present study is different from that traditionally used in the majority of 
                                                
21 In these works the term dicton is used. It must be noticed here that linguists have proposed many 
definitions of the term word (or similar concepts). A discussion of this problem can be found in Darski 
(2004: 63-71), where also Darski’s definition of Wortformen is given.  
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grammars (also those of Arabic), where e.g. prepositions are treated as 
words exerting their own rection22. 

It is not infrequent for a word to lose an amount of its lexical meaning 
and begin to be used in a specialized and restricted function, with a 
meaning gradually becoming grammatical (semic). This process is called 
grammaticalization and can be exemplified for English in the expression 
instead of, which comes from the prepositional phrase in stead of ‘in place 
of’, from Old English in sted of ‘in place of’ (Penguin 2000: 727) and has 
acquired the meaning ‘as a substitute or alternative’ (Penguin 727). In 
Modern English the word stead meaning ‘place’ has a very restricted use. 
In Polish the expression wbrew ‘against (one’s will)’ comes from the 
prepositional phrase w brew ‘into the brow’. Today it functions as a 
preposition meaning ‘against’, which requires the dative case (e.g. *wbrew 
ojca, with the substantive in the genitive is non-grammatical). Thus, 
wbrew ojcu should be treated as one word, whereas for the older stages of 
Polish, where brew was used as a substantive, it would be analysed as two 
words23.  

We shall now proceed to discuss some prepositions which show a 
number of substantival properties, which could suggest that they should be 
treated as separate words. We mean here such expressions as taªta ‘under’ 
in taªta s-sarÌri ‘under the bed’ or ®Àriºa ‘outside’ in ®Àriºa l-wa†ani 
‘outside the homeland’. Arabic has not a word taªt- which has a lexical 
meaning of its own. Admittedly, there is also an apparent genitive form 
taªti in min taªti s-sarÌri ‘from under the bed’, which behaves like a full 
substantive (with a hypothetic meaning ‘the space under something’). Yet 
no nominative form of it exists (*taªtu or *taªtun). Thus, taªt-, being 
inflectionally limited (its inflectional paradigm being defective) will not be 

                                                
22 E.g. Matthews 1981: 78, also Chomsky 1970, where preposition was one of the four major syntactic 
categories along with noun, verb and adjective. The Arabist Beeston considered the preposition bi ‘with, 
by’ to be a word, because it functions like @umma ‘then’ and ¸alÀ ‘on’, and they are “unquestionably 
counted as separate words in Arabic linguistic feeling” (1970: 30). Cf. also the discussion in Belkin 
(1975: 15-17). 
23 Heine and Kuteva (2002) list four main mechanisms involved in grammaticalization: “(a) 
desemanticization (or ‘semantic bleaching’) – loss in meaning content, (b) extension (or content 
generalization) – use in new contexts, (c) decategorialization – loss in morphosyntactic properties 
characteristic of lexical or other less grammaticalized forms, and (d) erosion (or ‘phonetic reduction’) – 
loss in phonetic substance” (2002: 2).  
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treated as a substantive and, consequently, as a word. The expression min 
taªti will be treated as a complex preposition. 

The case of ®Àriºa is a more complicated one as there exist the word 
®Àriºun ‘external; the external space’, with complete lexical and 
grammatical meaning. This word can be used in e.g. fÌ ®Àriºi l-wa†ani 
‘outside the homeland’ lit. ‘in the external space of the homeland’. 
Etymologically, this word is related to the active participle of the verb 
®araºa meaning ‘to go out; to go beyond’. The preposition-like ®Àriºa is 
in obvious relationship with this word. The case is not isolated, there are 
other examples: dÀ®ila ‘inside’, natÌºata ‘as a result of’ (cf. natÌºatun 
‘result’), makÀna ‘instead of’ (cf. makÀnun ‘place’). As it can be seen, the 
meanings of these words are not very much detached from the related 
substantives or adjectives. Their grammaticalization seems not to be much 
advanced. Therefore they are borderline cases, hence, problematic cases: 
no cogent justification can be found for counting them among prepositions 
or among substantives in special functions. What suggests treating them as 
prepositions is that they belong to a closed class: they cannot be freely 
formed. For instance, one cannot make from buq¸atun ‘place, site, spot’ a 
preposition *buq¸ata with the meaning ‘instead’, analogously to makÀnun 
and makÀna. Such units must be looked up in a dictionary, since their 
meanings are fairly predictable but their existence is not. Therefore we will 
treat them as prepositions, although being aware of some arbitrariness of 
this decision. 

Another controversy concerns personal pronouns, in functions 
analogous to oblique cases of substantives, which cannot stand freely but 
have to be attached to other words, e.g. ka- in baytukakakaka ‘your house’, or -hÀ 
in raŒaytuhÀhÀhÀhÀ ‘I saw her’. Some scholars were inclined to treat them as 
words for functional reasons (cf. Gabučjan and Kovalev 1968). This 
seems, however not justified. We prefer to treat these pronouns as suffixes. 
Thus, baytuka will be one word. A question also arises about personal 
pronouns suffixed to prepositions. We will adopt that since a freely 
standing personal pronoun in the nominative, e.g. huwa ‘he’, is a word, 
then the expression fÌhi ‘in him’ is one of its inflectional forms. Therefore 
we will treat the combination of a preposition with a suffixed pronoun as 
one word. There is another argument in favour of this analysis: in the 
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sentence a¡-¡anbu ¸alayha ‘The blame is upon her’, ¸alayhÀ ‘upon her’ is 
the predicate, a constituent of a predicative syntagm. Since only words can 
be constituents of a syntagm, ¸alayhÀ must be treated as a word, not as a 
morpheme. The situation is similar with some particles to which pronouns 
are suffixed, such as Œanna ‘that’. The expression Œannahu ‘that he’ will be 
treated as one word, more specifically, as a pronoun attached to the 
particle. Likewise, while in the foregoing example a word was needed for a 
predicate of a¡-¡anbu, in Œannahu mut¸abun ‘that he is tired’ a word is 
needed to be the subject of mut¸abun. This is the word Œannahu. Also 
articles will be treated as affixes. Conjunctions do not have the status of a 
word either24. 
 Expressions such as ©ayr ‘other than, un-’, šibh ‘similar to, quasi-’, 
which are used in combination with adjectives will be treated as words 
since each of them has a meaning of its own and is fully inflected (its 
syntax is not substantially restricted). Sporadically, some symptoms of a 
grammaticalization of ©ayru can be noticed, but this is a separate 
phenomenon and will be discussed in due course. 

Also other expressions whose function is rather specialized and meaning 
abstract, such as ¡Ù, ‰Àªib (expressing a possessor) will be treated as 
words, due to their syntactic freedom. In this context Kovalev and 
Šarbatov (1969: 293) speak of ‘word-forming particles’, yet, as Belkin 
argues, they show no properties of ‘bound forms’ (1975: 23). 

The second of the two problems raised at the beginning of this chapter 
was the distinguishing of the words and the syntagms. For some Arabists, 
the construction known as ‘formal annexation’ should be treated as a word 
(cf. Gabučjan and Kovalev 1968: 41). We think that treating them as one 
word is not justified, yet what should be borne in mind is that in some 
realizations of these constructions some components, such as kaƒÌru- 
‘having much’, or ¸adÌmu- ‘having none’ might appear to be de-lexicalized 
(grammaticalized) to a considerable extent. However, we think that in spite 
of these symptoms of grammaticalization, both components of formal 
annexations can be relatively easily analysed in isolation in terms of 
complete lexical and grammatical meaning. As Belkin puts it, formal 

                                                
24 Contrary to Beeston, for whom “it can be taken as certain that words such as the coordinating 
functional wa ‘and’, and the preposition bi ‘in/by’, are words in every sense” (1970: 30). 
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annexations (e.g. ªasanu l-waºhi lit. ‘handsome of face’) are free 
compositions of words, not compound adjectives, i.e. independent lexical, 
and consequently, semantic units, despite the fact that some of them are 
translated into other languages as compound adjectives (Belkin 1975: 25). 
Here we should remark that Gätje (1979: 17) considered the possibility 
that even the true annexation was an Einzelwort because the mu™Àf Œilayhi, 
i.e. the qualifying substantive in the genitive, replaces the tanwÌn, which is 
an integral part of most indefinite substantives. We however, agree with 
Belkin in that analytic constructions should not be treated as (compound) 
words (1975: 24). The expression raŒsu l-mÀli ‘capital’, lit. ‘head of 
money’, with its plural ruŒÙsu l-ŒawmÀli lit. ‘heads of moneys’, is 
composed of two words, each of them inflecting separately. Only the form 
ar-raŒsmÀlu can be treated as a single word, with the plural ar-rasÀmilu (p. 
25).  

It also seems that it is more justified to treat numerals from 11 to 99 
(e.g. Œaªada ¸ašara ‘11’, tis¸ata ¸ašara ‘19’) as words than to analyse them 
as syntagms.  

What remains to be discussed is the way ‘auxiliary verbs’ in MWA shall 
be treated in this study. According to the definition of word proposed by 
Bańczerowski, auxiliaries should not be treated as words (e.g. 1997: 1161). 
Thus e.g. the English expression John is singing is composed of two 
words: John and is singing, in which the unit is, along with the suffix -ing, 
is only an auxiliary expression, conveying the semic meaning of person, 
number, tense, voice and Aktionsart, whereas the unit sing- coneys the 
lexical meaning [‘to produce musical sounds by means of the voice’] 
(Penguin 2000: 1306). Auxiliary verbs are usually more or less defective, 
that is to say their inflectional paradigm is not complete. Their phonetic 
form is often reduced, due to their frequent use. It seems, however, that 
assuming the same solution for MWA will make the description more 
obscure than interpreting auxiliary verbs (such as kÀna ‘to be’) as words 
will. The reason for this is that their syntactic behaviour is, with only 
insignificant exceptions, identical to that of other verbs and their phonetic 
form is never reduced. They show concord in gender and exert rection. The 
most visible difference between them and other verbs is that they do not 
form some participial forms: there is no *makÙnun (a potential passive 
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participle of kÀna) nor *mu‰biªun (a potential active participle of Œa‰baªa 
‘to become’), although this restriction is rather of pragmatic than 
grammatical nature25. Therefore they will be treated as words. 
 

 

                                                
25 In fact, makÙnun was used as a terminus technicus by some classical Arab grammarians to denote 
what is normally known as ®abar kÀna, i.e. the predicate after the verb kÀna. 
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1.1.2. Qualification and types of syntactic relations1.1.2. Qualification and types of syntactic relations1.1.2. Qualification and types of syntactic relations1.1.2. Qualification and types of syntactic relations    
 

One of the characteristic features of human languages is that they have 
both simplex signs and composite signs. In order for any language to be 
able to serve its aim, communication, it must use composite signs. One 
reason for this is that the range of designation of some simplex signs is too 
narrow, i.e. they say too little, whereas the range of designation of others is 
too wide, i.e. they say too much (Bańczerowski et al. 1982: 236-237 and 
Bańczerowski 1997a: 1162). Combining simplex signs into composite ones 
permits us to solve both problems. If the range of designation of a simplex 
sign is too narrow to refer to a wider fragment of the extralingual reality, 
the speakers use a composite sign. Thus, e.g. in English there is no simplex 
sign which could refer to a cat and a mouse at the same time (with the 
exception of some anaphoric use of words). The sign the cat says to little as 
well as the sign the mouse says too little. Only a composite sign resulting 
from the combination of both is able to serve this aim. This type of 
combining simplex signs into composite ones is called parataxisparataxisparataxisparataxis (or 
coordination). On the other hand it may happen that a simplex sign has a 
range of designation which is too broad, i.e. it refers to a fragment of reality 
which is too wide with respect to the speaker’s communicative intention. 
E.g. in English, if a speaker means cats that are black, he or she will not 
find a simplex sign (one word) which would have the suitable range of 
designation. The range of designation of the simplex sign has to be 
narrowed, and this is made by means of creating a composite sign of a 
specific type. In English this is black cats (or cats that are black). As a 
result, this composite sign does not refer to all possible cats any more, but 
only to the black ones. This type of combining simplex signs into 
composite ones is called hypotaxishypotaxishypotaxishypotaxis (or subordination).  

The two words combined by means of hypotaxis are bound by the 
relation of qualification relation of qualification relation of qualification relation of qualification (Bańczerowski 1997a: 1162; cf. also 1980, esp. 
65ff). The qualified word will be referred to as the qualificatumqualificatumqualificatumqualificatum, or qmqmqmqm. The 
qualifying word will be referred to as the qualificatorqualificatorqualificatorqualificator, or qrqrqrqr. As a result of 
the combination based on hypotaxis, a composite sign composed of  the 
qualificatum and the qualificator comes into being. This object is termed a 
hypotactic syntagmhypotactic syntagmhypotactic syntagmhypotactic syntagm. Words which constitute a syntagm are its constituentsconstituentsconstituentsconstituents. 
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Syntagms composed of two constituents will be referred to as biconstituent biconstituent biconstituent biconstituent 
syntagmssyntagmssyntagmssyntagms. Syntagms based on parataxis are termed paratactic syntagms. 
The relation of qualification has very important consequences for the 

meaning (signification) and for the range of designation of the words bound 
by this relation and of the resulting hypotactic syntagm. According to 
Bańczerowski: 
 

“the qualificator expands (broadens) the total meaning (significatum) of its 
qualificatum, whereby the total meaning of the resultant syntagma includes that of 
its constituent qualificatum” [...] 
 
“the qualificator restricts (narrows down) the radius (range) of designation of its 
qualificatum, whereby the designation radius of the resultant syntagma is included 
in that of its constituent qualificatum” (Bańczerowski 1997a: 1162). 

 
A consequence of these facts is that a hypotactic syntagm is a hyponym 

“with respect to its constituent qualificatum” (Bańczerowski 1997: 1162)26. 
Obviously, biconstituent syntagms are not maximal composite signs of 

any language since there can be syntagms composed of more than two 
words. This is possible because a word which is a qualificator in one 
syntagm can be a qualificatum in another syntagm. Also, a word which is a 
qualificatum in one syntagm can be a qualificator in another syntagm. That 
is to say that a word can be in statu qualificati and in statu qualificatoris at 
the same time (Bańczerowski 1997a: 1163; cf. also 1980: 86 where terms in 
statu determinato and in statu determinante were used). For instance, in 
the triconstituent syntagm intensely black eyes we can distinguish two 
biconstituent syntagms: (eyes, black) and (black, intensely), with the qm 
given first and the qr second. As it can be seen, the word black is in statu 
qualificatoris in the former syntagm while it is in statu qualificati in the 
latter. If we continue using the notation with the qm preceding the qr, the 
qualificational structure of intensely black eyes can be represented as (eyes, 
black, intensely). Somewhat metaphorically, we can say that the two 
biconstituent syntagms discussed here overlap each other on the word 
black, the syntagm (eyes, black) being ‘left-overlapping’ and the syntagm 

                                                
26 Cf. also Bańczerowski 1980: 66-70 
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(black, intensely) ‘right-overlapping’. Thus, the qr of syntagm1 which is 
‘left-overlapping’ with respect to syntagm2 is the qm of syntagm2

27. 
 
 

1.1.3. Morphosyntax of a hypotactic syntagm1.1.3. Morphosyntax of a hypotactic syntagm1.1.3. Morphosyntax of a hypotactic syntagm1.1.3. Morphosyntax of a hypotactic syntagm    
 

Hypotactic syntagms can be analysed and described with respect to their 
formal properties. In many cases these properties additionally indicate that 
the two constituents are combined into one syntagm. The way how it is 
signalled that the constituents are bound into a syntagm can be of various 
kinds, that is to say, various morphological indicatorsmorphological indicatorsmorphological indicatorsmorphological indicators,    or mph indicatorsmph indicatorsmph indicatorsmph indicators, 
can be used to signal this connection28. That the mph indicators signal a 
connection between the constituents within a syntagm results from the fact 
that they indicate a specific grammatical category which is required by one 
of the constituents from the other. Accordingly, hypotactic syntagms can be 
divided into two groups: 
 
(i) syntagms in which one constituent requires a certain category (or certain 

categories) from the other constituent and this is reflected in the 
morphological form of the latter29 and 

(ii) syntagms in which neither of the constituents requires a specific grammatical 
category from the other constituent. 

 
The relation between the constituents of syntagms of group (i) will be 
termed  motionmotionmotionmotion, and that between the constituents of syntagms of group (ii) 
will be termed nonnonnonnon----motionmotionmotionmotion30. Motion can be of two principal kinds. 
Therefore, group (i) splits into two subgroups: 
 

                                                
27 These two terms will be used in chapters 1.3.8. and 1.3.9. 
28  In Bańczerowski (1980: 102) the term ‘semic connexity’ is used. 
29 It should be remarked here that different grammatical categories may be morphologically marked in the 
same way (a phenomenon which is called ‘syncretism’). 
30 We have decided to introduce this term for the needs of this work, in order to fill the terminological gap 
which would not permit us to refer to rection and concord by means of one common term.  Likewise, the 
terms ‘attrahent’ and ‘attractum’ (introduced below) needed to be invented in order for us to be able to 
refer to the words bound by the relation of concord by means of concise denominations.  
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(a) syntagms in which motion consists in concord concord concord concord (agreement)31. In such 
syntagms, constituent A requires that constituent B belongs to a certain 
category to which constituent A also belongs and this is marked 
morphologically. In other words, constituent B agrees with constituent A in 
certain grammatical categories, which is marked morphologically. Constituent 
A will be termed the attrahentattrahentattrahentattrahent, constituent B will be termed the attractumattractumattractumattractum. 

 
(b)  syntagms in which motion consists in rection rection rection rection (government). In such syntagms, 

constituent A requires that constituent B belongs to a certain category to which 
constituent A does not belong and this is marked morphologically. In other 
words, constituent A governs the category of constituent B (different from its 
own category), which is marked morphologically. Constituent A will be 
termed the regens, regens, regens, regens, and constituent B will be termed the rectumrectumrectumrectum. 

 
Regents and attrahents will be referred to by means of a general term 
moventsmoventsmoventsmovents, while recta and attracta by the term motamotamotamota. 
The syntagms of group (ii), based on non-motion, have no morphological 

indicators showing their unity, the latter usually being ensured by virtue of 
the lexical properties of its constituents32. This type of unity between words 
consisting in the absence of mph indicators will be referred to as lexical lexical lexical lexical 
junction junction junction junction (cf. Bańczerowski 1988: 54). 
It is important here to distinguish rection from what Bańczerowski treats 

as ‘lexical junction’. In his article (1997a) rection is also identified in such 
syntagms as (he broke, as a joke) in He broke the window with a stone as 
a joke (1997a: 1174), or (he approved, with hesitation) in He approved of 
my decision, with hesitation (p. 1175), which, according to the Polish 
grammatical tradition would be considered lexical junction (związek 
przynależności, cf. Bąk 1989 [1977]: 384). Thus, in Bańczerowski’s 

                                                
31 The term concord is used here to refer both to the relations within non-predicative syntagms and to 
predicative syntagms. This is different from Kihm (2005: 14), who follows Wechsler and Zlatić (2003) 
and uses ‘concord’ for the former and ‘agreement’ for the latter type of relation. 
32  Frequently, suprasegmental properties (such as intonation) and linear properties (such as word order) 
play an important role in constituting the unity of a syntagm. Yet they will be left outside the scope of our 
interest since for many reasons they seem irrelevant here. Let us only remark that MWA is a language in 
which word order, although fixed to a certain degree, plays rather a marginal role in establishing syntactic 
relations between words. Syntactic functions, such as object or subject, are signalled primarily by 
inflection, cf. qatala Zaydun ‘Zayd killed’ vs. qatala Zaydan ‘he killed Zayd’. English, in turn, uses word 
order to signal syntactic relations while inflection plays rather a marginal role.  
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approach, rection has a broader meaning and this will be also adopted in the 
present work.  

In distinguishing rection from lexical junction we could use two types of 
criteria: meaning and form. Let us start with discussing the meaning. It 
could be proposed that rection is operative only when a word is required to 
be present in order to avoid an elliptical utterance. E.g. huwa Œakbaru ‘he is 
bigger’ is elliptical because there is someone compared with. Thus, the 
syntagm Œakbaru minnÌ ‘bigger than me’ in huwa Œakbaru minnÌ ‘he is 
bigger than me’ would be based on rection. In turn, the expression hiya 
Œa†walu bintin ‘she is the tallest girl’ is rather complete and would not be 
considered elliptical. But it might be deemed elliptical if a further 
modification, e.g. fÌ l-bayti ‘in the house’ would appear, because otherwise, 
without it, we have not the complete information. Thus, deciding when an 
expression is elliptical or not is not free from arbitrariness. This criterion 
cannot be therefore used here.  

Let us now present a possible differentiation on the grounds of the form. 
This criterion seems to be much more useful than that based on meaning. In 
Arabic, the case of the qualificator is governed by the qualificatum (and not 
the other way round). E.g. some verbs are very closely linked to a specific 
case (e.g. baªaƒa ¸an ‘to look for’), while in others this link can be weaker 
(ºalasa fÌ l-bayti ‘to sit in the house’ or ºalasa ŒamÀma l-bayti ‘to sit in 
front of the house’ etc). In our study we will not differentiate these two 
possibilities and both will be treated as rection33. It should, however, be 
remarked that whether in e.g. mubtadiŒun ‰abÀªan ‘beginning in the 
morning’ the accusative case of ‰abÀªan ‘in the morning’ should be 
interpreted as governed by mubtadiŒun or as being the fixed, uninflected 
form of an adverb, depends on what is assumed for the description. 
Analogous cases in Polish would, traditionally, be analysed as ‘lexical 
junction’, because adverbs are treated as uninflected (cf. Bąk 1989 [1977]: 
383). Yet for Baker (2003: 231-234) it seems justified to treat adverbs (in 
English ending in -ly and, we may add, in Polish ending in -o or -e) as 

                                                
33 Other approaches suggest that since the concepts of ‘strong rection’ and ‘weak rection’, usually used in 
such cases, are too intuitional, it is better  to speak of accomodation and its direction (Karolak 1993: 505). 
The concept of accomodation was used, for instance, in the description of the syntax of Polish by Saloni 
and \widziński (1987 [1981]).  
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special forms of adjectives used as modifiers of verbs. This is also 
suggested in Karolak (1993: 504). 

Lexical junction will be therefore restricted to such words which do not 
inflect (e.g. Œamsi ‘yesterday’) or can be considered as uninflected, as they 
have become delexicalized to a considerable degree and got detached from 
their original meaning (e.g. ºiddan ‘very’, which cannot be treated as an 
inflectional form, i.e. the accusative case, of ºiddun ‘seriousness’ any 
more). All remaining hypotactic syntagms which are not instances of 
concord will be described as based on rection. Thus syntagms ¡Àhibun 
sarÌ¸an ‘going quickly’ and ºÀlisun fÌ l-bayti ‘sitting in the house’ will both 
be treated as based on rection. 

    

Qualification and morphological indicatorsQualification and morphological indicatorsQualification and morphological indicatorsQualification and morphological indicators    
It is crucial to note that mph indicators are usually easy to identify 

without resort to the intuitions of a native speaker. The type of mph 
indicators can be determined by an observer who solely considers the form 
and recognizes its type using his or her metalinguistic knowledge. This 
linguistic knowledge can be, and in most cases is, unfamiliar to native 
speakers. Thus, researchers equipped with such a metalinguistic theoretical 
apparatus can be, and in most cases are, likelier to identify the type of mph 
indicators than native speakers are. 

In contrast to this, the relation of qualification is not directly observable 
by an external researcher who has no insight into the meaning conveyed by 
a syntagm. The relation of qualification, both its existence between words 
and its direction (i.e. which word is the qm and which word is the qr) must 
be enquired about from a native speaker or a researcher possessing 
competence of a given language nearly as good as a native speaker’s. In 
some cases, establishing the existence and direction of qualification can be 
difficult. 

We can now briefly discuss how qualification and mph indicators are 
interrelated. Four possibilities should be taken into account here: 
 
(i) qualification without mph indicators. In such cases we are dealing 

with lexical junction. Cf. the above examples and the English syntagm 
good work. However, one should remember that in syntagms such as 
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good work the linear order can be considered to be a morphological 
indicator of qualification. 

 
(ii) mph indicators without qualification. 
 The existence of mph indiators does not need necessarily point to 

qualification between two words. E.g. in the Arabic expression:  
 

ŒasÀlÌbŒasÀlÌbŒasÀlÌbŒasÀlÌb----u u u u         ©ayr-u         mašrÙ¸mašrÙ¸mašrÙ¸mašrÙ¸----atatatat----iiii----nnnn    
ways.NH.PL-N.I  reverse-N   legal-NH.PL-G-I  
‘illegal ways’ lit. ‘ways other than legal’ (¥azÌra 3/4/04, 2, Æaymatu l-Œamni...) /1/ 
 

there is no qualification between ŒasÀlÌbu ‘ways’ and mašrÙ¸atin 
‘legal’ although these two words show concord with respect to state, 
number and gender. 

 
(iii) qualification with mph indicators such that the movent is the qm and 

the motum is the qr. E.g.: 
 
Arabic: 

ªarakat-u-n   sarÌ¸-at-u-n  
movement.F.S-N-I  quick-F.S-N-I 

‘a quick movement’  /2/ 
 

The attrahent is the qm. The attractum is the qr. (cf. ‘regens qua 
qualificatum’ in Bańczerowski 1997a: 1171). Thus, we can say that the 
movent is the qm here, while the motum is the qr. 
 

(iv) qualification with mph indicators such that the movent is the qr and 
the motum is the qm. E.g.: 

 
Swahili: 

M-tu      a-na-ki-soma      ki-tabu 
CLASS1-man  CLASS1-PRES-CLASS7-read  CLASS7-book 
‘The man is reading the book’ /3/ 

 

There are two movents: mtu and kitabu. Both are attrahents.  Mtu requires 
that the verb has the affix a- and kitabu requires that the verb has the affix -
ki-. We are interested in kitabu, since it, being a movent, is also the qr of 
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anakisoma (cf. ‘regens qua qualificator’ in Bańczerowski 1997a: 1171). 
Thus, we can say that the movent is the qr here, while the motum is the qm.  

Besides the four possibilities discussed above, one can also imagine 
complex combinations. E.g. in Azerbaijani, we have a syntagm where both 
concord and rection are working in opposite directions: 

 
Azerbaijani: 

siz-in  tələbə-niz 
2.PL-G  student.SI-2.PL 
‘your (pl.) student’ (apud Širaliev and Sevortjan 1971: 222) /4/ 

 

In this examplem sizin can be considered to be a movent (attrahent) 
because it requires from the word tələbə the suffix -niz, agreeing with it in 
person and number (the second person plural). But also tələbə can be 
considered to be a movent (regent) because it requires siz to be in the 
genitive case. Consequently, we are confronted with a situation where both 
constituents of a syntagm can be treated as movents. A similar situation can 
be found in the following example: 

 
Substandard German: 

 
meinem     Vater  sein     Haus 
my.M.SI.DATIVE father  POSS.3.M.SI  house 

‘my father’s house’ /5/ 
 

Here, the word Vater can be considered to be a movent (attrahent), because 
it requires that the possessive pronoun sein is in the masculine singular 
form of the third person, thus producing concord with Vater. But also Haus 
can be considered to be a movent (regent) because it requires that the 
substantive Vater stands in the dative case34. 
  
 

                                                
34 Note that both the Azerbaijani and the Substandard German examples are possessive expressions. As 
Seiler observes, “Combinations of case marking on POSSESSOR and person agreement of POSSESSUM with 
POSSESSOR [...] are fairly widespread among languages” (Seiler 1983: 71). 
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1.1.4. Morphological categories of the Arabic nouns1.1.4. Morphological categories of the Arabic nouns1.1.4. Morphological categories of the Arabic nouns1.1.4. Morphological categories of the Arabic nouns    
 

In MWA, nouns, i.e. nominal parts of speech such as substantives, 
adjectives and non-suffixed pronouns can be characterized with respect to 
four categories: statestatestatestate (definiteness), gendergendergendergender, numbernumbernumbernumber and casecasecasecase35. In order for 
us to be able to describe various kinds of syntagms, we have to introduce 
briefly how these morphological categories are signalled. We will be 
interested more in the form than in the meaning, thus, e.g. the question 
what it actually means that an Arabic substantive is definite and whether its 
definiteness would be reflected in a translation into another language which 
marks this category morphologically, will not concern us here. 
 
State (Definiteness)State (Definiteness)State (Definiteness)State (Definiteness)    
  

The term statestatestatestate, or definitenessdefinitenessdefinitenessdefiniteness, has two meanings: it may refer to the 
formal indicators of definiteness, e.g. the article al (then the morphological 
category is meant), or to the notional property of being known from the 
context or of being the only element of a set, e.g. the Sun (then, semantic 
category is meant). In Arabic, some words are morphologically indefinite, 
but notionally (semantically) definite, e.g. Œaf™alu raºulin ‘the best man’ 
(see El-Ayoubi et al. 2001: 266-267) or Muªammadun ‘Muhammad’. It is 
so due to their semantics, i.e. the superlative meaning and a proper name, 
respectively. Besides, adjectives, which do not refer to entities, do not have 
their own character in terms of semantic definiteness but usually agree with 
the substantive they qualify (cf. Gätje 1973: 19), thence they are better 
characterizable in terms of formal properties. Therefore we will be 
interested only in the formal properties, without saying whether an 
expression is notionally (semantically) definite or not. The expression 
Œakbaru raºulin ‘the biggest man’ will be classed as indefinite. An 
exception will be made for proper names. Thus, Muªammadun will be 
classed as definite by virtue of its being a proper name. 

From the formal point of view we may say that a word which is not a 
proper name can be either indefinite or definite. A word is indefinite if: 

                                                
35 For personal pronouns, a fifth category, the person, should also be distinguished. 
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(i)  it is not made definite, e.g. an adjective that is an attribute of an indefinite 

substantive such as baytun ºadÌdun ‘a new house’. Also substantives and 
adjectives that are predicates are mainly indefinite, e.g. al-baytu ºadÌdun ‘The 
house is new’. In formal annexations, e.g. raºulun †awÌlu l-qÀmati ‘a man tall 
of height’, the substantive which qualifies the adjective, here: l-qÀmati ‘[of] 
height’, does not make it definite. Neither does a pronominal suffix, e.g. 
raºulun ©arÌbu l-mišyati    sarÌ ¸uhÀsarÌ ¸uhÀsarÌ ¸uhÀsarÌ ¸uhÀ ‘a man strange and quick in his manner of 
walking’, lit. ‘a man strange of walking and quick of it’. 

(ii) if it is qualified by an indefinite word in the genitive case. E.g. Œakbaru in the 
above example Œakbaru raºulin. 

 
A word is definite if: 

(i) it has the definite article al-. E.g. an adjective that is an attribute of a definite 
substantive is definite, such as l-kabÌru in al-baytu l-kabÌru ‘the big house’.  

(ii) it is qualified by a definite word. Then, it cannot receive the definite article al- 
(double definiteness is avoided). E.g. adjectives such as in Œaf™alu r-riºÀli ‘the 
best [of] the men’ are definite Here also will be counted the non-canonical 
formal annexation, where the adjective does not receive the definite article 
although it is an attribute of a definite substantive. It is so because the adjective 
is treated as made definite by the qualifying substantive in the genitive, e.g. 
ma¸a r-raºuli †awÌli l-qÀmati ‘with the man tall [of] height’36. 

(iii) it receives a pronominal suffix. E.g. baytuhu ‘his house’ is definite because it 
has the pronominal suffix -hu ‘his’ or Œaf™aluhum ‘the best [of] them’. Here we 
should add the construction which is possible in theory, yet did not occur in our 
corpus, namely that of formal annexation in which the substantive qualifying 
the adjective is replaced by the suffix, and the adjective is treated as made 
definite by it, e.g. ma¸a r-raºuli ©arÌbi l-mišyati    sarÌ ¸ ihÀsarÌ ¸ ihÀsarÌ ¸ ihÀsarÌ ¸ ihÀ lit.  ‘with the man 
strange in walking and quick of it’. 

(iv) it is a proper name, 
(v) it is a personal pronoun (whether freely standing, as ŒanÀ ‘I’, or attached to a 

preposition (as ma¸-Ì ‘with me’). 
 
 

                                                
36 The existence of this construction results in neutralization of the opposition Definite : Indefinite. E.g. 
raŒaytu r-raºula †aw†aw†aw†awÌlaÌlaÌlaÌla l-qÀmati ‘I saw the man tall of height’ vs. raŒaytu raºulan †awÌla†awÌla†awÌla†awÌla l-qÀmati ‘I saw 
a man tall of height’. This may lead to ambiguity, since, if the adjective is in the nominative case, one 
cannot be certain if the construction is attributive or predicative: ar-raºulu †awÌlu†awÌlu†awÌlu†awÌlu l-qÀmati may mean ‘the 
man is tall of height’ (reading with indefiniteness) but also ‘the man tall of height’ (reading with 
definiteness by definite annexation). 
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GenderGenderGenderGender    
 
In our description of nouns in MWA we will assume the existence of 

three genders: masculine (M) and feminine (F) for all three numbers, and, 
additionally, non-human (NH) which is distinguished only in the plural. 
NH refers to the gender of words referring to entities which are not human 
beings or to human beings which are not treated as human beings. The form 
of NH is identical to F singular. E.g. kutubun qayyimatatatatun ‘valuable books’ 
vs. risÀlatun qayyimatatatatun ‘a valuable letter (F)’ Substantives and adjectives 
which are NH in the plural, in the singular will be either M, or F. Human 
substantives  remain M or F in the plural. Such a division entails an 
apparently strange conclusion that one and the same substantive has 
different genders, depending on its number. We, however, prefer this 
solution to the one in which both feminine and masculine non-human plural 
substantives are said to take adjectives which are feminine singular. 

It should be noted here that, mainly for stylistic reasons, sometimes non-
human plural substantives can take adjectives used normally with human 
substantives. E.g:  

 
min ®arazÀt-i-n  bÌ™-i-n  
of   pearls.NH.PL-G-I  white.M.PL.-G-I 

‘of white pearls’ (ãayÀt 2/08/07, 14, Maktabu l-ŒÙzÙni...)37 /7/ 
 

On the other hand, plural masculine substantives designating human 
beings may take adjectives which are NH in their form. For the sake of 
clarity of description we will not take this into consideration. Thus, e.g. 

 
salÀºiqat-u-n  kÙniyy-at-u-n  

                                                
37 Blau (1973: 209) observes that “in CA [Classical Arabic – MM] colours referring to the plural of 
irrational beings stand in the plural, rather than in the feminine singular, as do most adjectives in this 
syntactic environment”. He adds that “As a rule the use of the feminine plural prevails, due to the trend of 
standardization, in accordance with the behaviour of other adjectives”. But Beeston (1975: 65f) disagrees 
with him by saying that “in pre-Islamic poetry, it is virtually a universal rule that adjectives, no matter 
whether colour terms or otherwise, show plural forms when referring to pluralities… The use of the 
feminine singular concord with ‘irrational’ substantives is a neologism in Arabic which only gradually 
won its way to becoming the norm”. He adds that “The appearance of plural colour-adjectives referring to 
irrationalia in MSA [Modern Standard Arabic – MM] simply demonstrates that this particular class of 
adjective has proved more resistant than others to the change”. 
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Seljuks.M.PL-N-I  of:Konya-NH.PL-N-I 

‘the Seljuks of Konya’ (¸ArabÌ 5/04/ 56) /8/ 
 

will not be listed separately in our typology, although it could be 
considered to be a separate kind of syntagm, because it has a different type 
of concord38. 

There are sporadic adjectives which, although qualifying a masculine 
substantive, have the feminine suffix -atu- as in rab¸atun ‘of medium 
height’.  We will not consider this a feminine form but treat it as an 
exceptional masculine form. Therefore, syntagms involving such adjectives 
will not be listed separately in our typology. 

We will also introduce the notion of neutralized genderneutralized genderneutralized genderneutralized gender, or NGNGNGNG. This 
occurs in some adjectival constructions discussed in chapter 3.1.1.1.1. and 
in adjectives occuring in antegenitival substantivization (chapter 4.5.2.), 
e.g.: 

 
®Àli‰-u    l-mawaddat-i 
pure.NG.NN-N  D-love.F.S-G 

‘pure love’ (lit. ‘the pure of love’) /9/ 
 

Such adjectives will not be considered to be masculine. Their form never 
changes into feminine with a feminine substantive, since it never alternates 
with a feminine form. Neutralized gender is always associated with 
neutralized number (see below) and vice versa. 
 
NuNuNuNumbermbermbermber    
 

There are three numbers in Arabic: singularsingularsingularsingular (SI), dualdualdualdual (DU) and pluralpluralpluralplural 
(PL). We willl, however, add also the fourth category, that of neutralized neutralized neutralized neutralized 
numbernumbernumbernumber (NN). It is distinguished in regard to adjectives but not substantives. 
This concept is similar to that of neutralized gender (cf. example /9/). Their 
number is only seemingly singular. This singular form does not result from 
their following a singular substantive but because this is their only form, 
which never alternates with the dual or the plural. Neutralized number is 
always associated with neutralized gender and vice versa. 
                                                
38 Cf. Cantarino (1975, 2: 55). According to Kouloughli, such form “reflète sans doute une perception du 
pluriel comme un tout global, non individué”  (1994:112). 
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 There is a subcategory of substantives, traditionally referred to as 
collectives, which, morphologically, are singular, but syntactically behave 
like plurals. They require the plural form of their adjectival, pronominal 
and verbal qualificators. They are replaceable by plural pronouns. 
Examples: 
 
 wa  mina   llll----hÌbÌzhÌbÌzhÌbÌzhÌbÌz----iiii    l-muta®allif-Ìna 
 and from   D-hippies.M.PL-G  D-left:over.M-PL.G 

‘and from the left-over hippies’ (MÌƒÀq 20/4/04, 7) /10/ 
 
al-ˆimÌrˆimÌrˆimÌrˆimÌr----uuuu    l-ªumr-u   
D-Khmer.M.PL-N   D-red.M.PL-N 

‘Khmer Rouge’ (¸ArabÌ  5/04, 112)39 /11/ 

 
In our study, they will be treated as masculine plurals. 
 
 

CaseCaseCaseCase    
 

There are three cases in Arabic. Their traditional denominations, as 
inadequate as they may be for other purposes, will be adopted here: 
nominative (N), genitive (G) and accusative (A). No special account will be 
taken of the so-called diptotic nouns. In this regard we will assume 
syncretism and describe such nouns according to their syntactic properties, 
even though they are not fully reflected in morphology. 
 
Accidental concordAccidental concordAccidental concordAccidental concord    
 
We will now introduce the concept of accidental concordaccidental concordaccidental concordaccidental concord. Accidental 

concord takes place if an adjective only appears to agree with a substantive. 
This happens for two reasons:  

(i) an adjective is uninflected for a certain category but its form 
morphologically co-incides with an inflected form. E.g. the pattern of the 
neutralized gender of Œakbaru ‘bigger’ in baytÌ Œakbaru min... ‘my house is 
bigger than...’ seems to be masculine and the adjective seems to agree with 

                                                
39 Cf. also ºamÀ¸atun muttaªidÙna given by Kouloughli (1994: 111), with a substantive which is 
morphologically feminine singular. 
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the masculine baytÌ, because it is identical to the pattern of the masculine in 
e.g. Œaswadu ‘black’ in baytÌ Œaswadu ‘my house is black’. The same 
example can be used for illustrating accidental concord in number. In baytÌ 
Œakbaru... there seems to be concord in number. But in buyÙtÌ Œakbaru min 
‘my houses are bigger than...’ it is evident that there is none.  

(ii) the reason for the morphological form of an adjective may be 
identified incorrectly, i.e. as agreeing with a substantive that is not its 
attrahent. E.g. in example /12/:  

 
qÀla r-raŒÌs-u    l-muntahiy-at-u   wilÀyat-u-hu 

 said  D-president.M.SI-NNNN  D-ending-F.SI-NNNN    term-of-office.F.SI-NNNN-3.M.SI 

‘the president whose term of office is ending said...’ /12/ 
 

the nominative case of l-muntahiyatu only accidentally agrees with 
wilÀyatuhu because wilÀyatuhu is always in the nominative in this 
construction. In reality, l-muntahiyatu stands in the nominative here 
because the whole syntagm l-muntahiyatu wilÀyatuhu is the predicate of 
ar-raŒÌsu. 
 Accidental concord with respect to state will be also assumed for 
predicative syntagms with definite predicates, such as: 
 
 hÀ¡À  l-ªall-u     huwa  l-waªÌd-u 
 this  D-solution.M.SI-N  3.M.SI   D-only.M.SI-N 

‘This solution is [the] only [one]’ lit. ‘This solution, it [is] the only [one]’ /13/ 
 

In /13/, the definite state of the pronoun huwa, which is the subject, and that 
of the adjective, which is the predicate, do not depend on each other. 
 
  

1.1.5. Semant1.1.5. Semant1.1.5. Semant1.1.5. Semantics of a hypotactic syntagmics of a hypotactic syntagmics of a hypotactic syntagmics of a hypotactic syntagm    
 

 

The idea standing behind the formation of composite signs is that 
speakers of a language identify a fragment of extralingual reality (it can be 
an individual or an abstract object, an event or a relation etc.) as a quiddity 
and then characterize it, i.e. identify a quality which they associate with this 
object. In this way, language “organizes our reality or universe of 
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information” (Bańczerowski 1980: 65). The primordial distinction between 
quiddities and qualities finds “a reflection in the concepts of argument and 
predicate” (Bańczerowski 2000: 7). It can be said that language may 
interprete an individual physical object (e.g. a dog) as prior to its property 
(e.g. vicious in a vicious dog) or, equally, it can be the property (e.g. 
viciousness) which is linguistically “prior” to its bearer (e.g. of the dog in 
the viciousness of the dog). As Bańczerowski  puts it,  

 
“Signative space is dynamic40. [...] By means of signation quiddities and qualities 
are identified as well as called into existence, whereby a dynamic organization is 
imposed upon extralingual reality, which is constantly structured and 
restructured. What is more, one and the same extranlingual entity may be either: 
 
(i) qidditatified, or 
(ii) qualitatified. 
 
These two operations depend thus on how the entity in question is being 
signated”. (Bańczerowski 2000: 8). 

 
Although it seems that the identification of an individual concrete object 
precedes, notionally, the identification of its property (which is abstract), 
language is by no means forced to reflect such a possible precedence in its 
constructions. In other words, what ontologically is an abstract being, a 
property of something which exists physically, may be expressed in 
language as a quiddity which is characterized by a quality (cf. the above 
example the viciousness of the dog). Hypotactic syntagms, which are the 
linguistic means of designating these fragments of the extralingual reality, 
are composite signs composed of two words, which are its constituents. 
These constituents are opposed to each other in many respects. Let us 
subject this to a more detailed discussion.  
 FirstFirstFirstFirst, in many cases, one of the constituents can be omitted while the 
remaining one is still able to function as a language unit. Thus we can say: 
Yu¸ºibuhu l-¸amalu l-ºayyidu ‘Good work pleases him’ and Yu¸ºibuhu l-
¸amalu ‘Work pleases him’, with the omission of l-ºayyidu ‘good’. But we 
cannot say: *Yu¸ºibuhu l-ºayyidu *‘Good pleases him’ (unless ellipsis is 
                                                
40 The term signation used here by Bańczerowski denotes the relation between lingual signs and the 
corresponding entities of extralingual reality they stand for (Bańczerowski 2000: 6). 
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intended). We can also say: HÀ¡À kitÀbun ºayyidun ºiddanºayyidun ºiddanºayyidun ºiddanºayyidun ºiddan ‘This is a very very very very 
goodgoodgoodgood book’ and HÀ¡À kitÀbun ºayyidunºayyidunºayyidunºayyidun ‘This is a goodgoodgoodgood book’, with the 
omission of ºiddan ‘very’. We cannot, however, say: *HÀ¡À kitÀbun 
ºiddanºiddanºiddanºiddan *‘This is a veryveryveryvery book’. The procedure of omitting one of the 
constituents is actually a substitution test in which a zero element is 
substituted for a word. 
 As we can see, the non-omissible constituent of a syntagm co-incides 
with what we interpret as the qualificatum of the syntagm. The other one, 
which is droppable, is its qualificator. 
 SecondSecondSecondSecond, the non-omissible constituent of a syntagm is also that which 
determines the syntactic features of the whole syntagm. This means that if 
it is a substantive, the whole syntagm may have functions that substantives 
have and it cannot have functions that substantives do not have. E.g. 
waladun †ayyibun ‘a good boy’ can be the subject in a sentence because 
waladun ‘a boy’ may. Since waladun ‘boy’ may not be an adjectival 
attribute (cf. *hÀ¡À kitÀbun waladun *‘this is a boy book’), one cannot say 
*HÀ¡À kitÀbun waladun †ayyibun *‘This is a good boy book’ either41.  

A thirdthirdthirdthird feature that distinguishes the two constituents of a hypotactic 
syntagm from each other is that one of them can be enquired about by a 
question more natural and less complex than the other can. Thus, out of the 
syntagm kitÀba l-waladi in the sentence ŒurÌdu kitÀba l-waladi ‘I want the 
boy’s book’ only the word l-waladi can be enquired about without much 
difficulty: kitÀba man turÌdu? ‘Whose book do you want?’ lit. ‘Book [of] 
whom [you] want?’. A possible question about kitÀba will have a much 
more elaborate form, e.g. mÀ¡À turÌdu wa huwa li l-waladi? ‘What do you 
want that is the boy’s?’ (Note that by the question mÀ¡À turÌdu? it is 
enquired about the whole syntagm and the answer to it is kitÀba l-waladi, 
not the word kitÀba). The situation is similar in syntagms based on concord: 
out of the syntagm waladan ºayyidan in the sentence ŒarÀ waladan 
ºayyidan ‘I see a good boy’, only the word ºayyidan can be enquired about 
without difficulty: Œayya waladin tarÀ? ‘Which/What boy do you see?’. A 

                                                
41 As Jankowski shows in his study (1987), this analysis based on distribution of the syntagms and its 
constituents may be insufficient for some syntagms: as an example he uses a Hungarian syntagm 
composed of a substantive qualified by a participle (a dolgozó ember ‘l’homme travaillant’), the 
distribution of which “est équivalente non seulement à la distribution de son constituant principal [...] 
mais aussi à celle de son constituant déterminant subordonné” (1987: 38). 
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possible question about waladan will be man tarÀ wa huwa ºayyidun? 
‘What can you see that is good?’, i.e. its form is more elaborate or even 
clumsy.  

Thus, as we have shown, at least in some hypotactic syntagms, there is a 
constituent which (i) cannot be omitted, (ii) lends the syntagm its syntactic 
properties and (iii) cannot be enquired about or if it can, questions about it 
(i.e. questions to which it is the answer) are of elaborate form or clumsy. If 
the syntagm is based on rection, it is the regens. If it is based on concord, it 
is the attrahent. Let us call it the representativerepresentativerepresentativerepresentative of the syntagm42. It seems 
that it coincides with the qualificatum, not with the qualificator, yet we will 
return to this question in the context of predicative syntagms in chapter 
1.2.1. 
 Let us now analyse other Arabic expressions, in which identifying the 
representative seems to be more complicated. Let us consider /14/: 
 

ša®‰-u-n   wÀªid-u-n 
person.M.SI-N-I  one.M.SI-N-I 

‘one person’ /14/. 
 

Here, either of its constituents can be dropped and a grammatical 
expression remains, e.g. qÀma wÀªidun ‘One has stood up’ or qÀma ša®‰un 
‘A person has stood up’. It seems that it is wÀªidun that agrees in gender 
and number with ša®‰un and not the other way round. What is more, qÀma 
wÀªidun is rather elliptical (with ša®‰un understood from the context). 
Thus, it would be ša®‰un which is the qualificatum and the representative 
although its ‘representativeness’ would not be so conspicuous as e.g. in 
waladun †ayyibun. In /14/, ‘person’ is treated as a quiddity and ‘being one’ 
is treated as a quality, although this is less evident than it was in the 
expression waladun †ayyibun. 
 Let us now consider another Arabic syntagm: 
 

®amsat-u    Œaš®À‰-i-n 
                                                
42 Our term “representative” and Kuryłowicz’s “le membre constitutif” used in Kuryłowicz (1960a 
[1948]) shall not be treated as synonyms. According to Kuryłowicz, in sentences the predicate is “le 
membre constitutif” but at the same time it is the qualificator (in his terms “le déterminant”). This 
analysis different from ours results from the fact that Kuryłowicz assumed that the predicate qualifies 
(determines) the subject and not vice versa. This assumption will not be adopted in our work (see 
discussion in chapter 1.2.1). 
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five.M.PL-N    persons.M.PL-G-I 

‘five persons’ /15/ 
 

Here, there is only one possibility of omission: raŒaytu ®amsatan or raŒaytu 
l-®amsata ‘I saw [the] five’ (with the addition of the suffix -n, or the 
definite article, respectively; it remains to be seen if this addition is of any 
importance) but not *RaŒaytu Œaš®À‰in.  Here, if any of the constituents 
should be deemed to be the representative, the numeral is the better 
candidate. Is it then the qualificatum? Is it so that speakers of Arabic first 
identify the number of something and only then specify what entities they 
mean43? It seems that in order to count something, we need something to 
count before (and, of course, a counting system). But not in order to think 
of it or express it. It can be argued that lingually it can be irrelevant 
whether the representative of a syntagm is an object (person) or its property 
(being one in number), since one language may use different constructions 
to express the same state of affairs. Cf. here Œaš®À‰un ®amsatun, in analogy 
to /14/, which is fully synonymous with ®amsatu Œaš®À‰in, yet in which it is 
Œaš®À‰un that is the representative. This means that in some cases the same 
thing can be lingually captured in two ways: whether it is ‘person’ 
multiplied by ‘five’ or ‘five’ multiplied by ‘person’, the output is the same, 
because a person being two or a set of two in terms of persons is the same. 
What changes is only the lingual apprehension of it. The following question 
arises: in how far do languages have a choice between these two 
possibilities? 
 In Polish, a choice analogous to that discussed above seems to be 
restricted to quantifiers such as numerals or quantifiying pronouns, such as 
oboje ‘both’. Let us start with the quantifier oboje ‘both’. With a proper 
name, e.g. oboje Kowalscy ‘both Mr and Mrs Kowalski’ the quantifier is 
the motum, namely the attractum, i.e. it agrees with Kowalscy in case and 
gender (perhaps one could also speak of concord in number). But with an 
appellativum, e.g. oboje podróżnych ‘both travellers’, the quantifier is the 
movent, namely the regens, i.e. it requires that podróżni stand in the 
genitive case (admittedly, these rules, recommended e.g. in the prescriptive 
work by Kochański et al. 1989: 197, are not always observed). If motion 
were to reflect qualification, in the way that the movent is the qualificatum, 
                                                
43 Cf. the discussion for English in Matthews (1981: 154ff). 
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we would have to say that in one case the range of designation of oboje, in 
the other that of Kowalscy, is narrowed. If we prefer to assume that the 
quantifier oboje is, by virtue of its semantics, always the qualificator, then 
we will have to say that in oboje Kowalscy the movent is the qm 
(Kowalscy), while in oboje Kowalskich the movent is the qr (oboje). 

A similar situation can be observed in Polish syntagms with cardinal 
numerals. The expressions dwaj podróżni ‘two travellers’ (the quantifier is 
the attractum) and dwóch podróżnych ‘idem’ (the quantifier is the regens, 
or at least it seems so) are cases analogous to the above ones. The situation 
here is, however, more complex, because in the nominative, both directions 
of motion are possible (either dwaj podróżni or dwóch podróżnych), in the 
genitive (dwóch podróżnych) the quantifier dwóch can be interpreted either 
as the regens (movent) or as the attractum (motum), in the dative (dwóm 
podróżnym) and instrumental (dwoma podróżnymi) only the quantifier is 
the attractum, ergo the motum. (cf. związki mieszane, i.e. ‘mixed unions’ in 
Bąk 1989 [1977]: 382).  

In Polish, these are exceptional syntagms, involving words with highly 
irregular syntax such as numerals (see e.g. Bąk 1989 [1977]: 382). It seems 
that in Polish this freedom of associating quiddities with qualificata and 
qualities with qualificators on one hand, or quiddities with qualificators and 
qualities with qualificata on the other, is possible only in constructions with 
quantifiers such as numerals or pronouns. In MWA, however, this is 
possible also with adjectives. In this language, there is a concordial 
syntagm in which the substantive designating an object is the movent while 
the adjective is the motum: 

 
 al-mawaddat-u l-®Àli‰-at-u 

D-love.F.SI-N    D-pure-F.SI-N 

‘pure love’ /16/ 
 

The object (‘love’) is here captured as a quiddity and its property (‘purity’) 
is the quality. Yet in the following expression with rection: 
 

 ®Àli‰-u    l-mawaddat-i 
pure.NG.NN-N  D-love.F.SI-G 

‘pure love’ lit. ‘the pure of love’ /17/ 
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it is the property of ‘purity’ that is captured as a quiddity, while the bearer 
of this property, viz. ‘love’ is lingually apprehended as a quality.  

What are the representatives of these syntagms? In /16/ the 
representative is al-mawaddatu. When inflected, it determines the 
morphological form of the adjective. It may also stand alone with l-®Àli‰atu 
dropped (the syntactic functions of al-mawaddatu l-®Àli‰atu and of al-
mawaddatu are the same). In /17/ the representative seems to be ®alÌ‰u, 
since it is inflected (laka ®Àli‰u l-mawaddati ‘the pure [of] love is for you’, 
ma¸a ®Àli‰i l-mawaddati ‘with the pure [of] love’, Œaq‰idu ®Àli‰a l-
mawaddati ‘I mean the pure [of] love’) while l-mawaddati remains 
unchanged. However, this representative is not ‘complete’, since we cannot 
say laka l-®Àli‰u ‘for you [the] pure’ (with the necessary addition of the 
article). Such an expression is non-grammatical even if an ellipsis is 
intended (with l-mawaddati understood from the context). Despite this 
restriction, it is ®Àli‰u which is the representative in /17/. It is also justified 
to treat this word as the qualificatum. 
 Similarly to examples /16/ and /17/, in Arabic one can say:  
 

al-mumaƒƒilat-u  l-Œaf™al-u  
D-actress.F.SI-N   D-best.NG.NN-N 

‘the best actress’ /18/, 
 

which in terms of motion is analogous to al-mawaddatu l-®Àli‰atu in /16/, 
or  
 

Œaf™alu    mumaƒƒilatin 
best.NG.NN-N   actress.F.SI-G 

‘the best actress’, lit. ‘the best [of] actress’ /19/ 
 

which in terms of motion is analogous to ®Àli‰u l-mawaddati in /17/. Here, 
too, Œaf™alu is not a full representative: it rather cannot stand alone (since 
raŒaytu l-Œaf™ala ‘I saw the best [one]’ has a non-feminine meaning). 
Despite this restriction, it is Œaf™alu which is the representative in /19/. It is 
also justified to treat this word as the qualificatum. 
 The fact that MWA has a capability of expressing an object as a quality 
and its property as a quiddity, can be additionally demonstrated with the 
use of the interrogative pronoun Œayy- (with feminine nouns usually Œayyat- 
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is used), which is used for enquiring about a property of an entity. In 
Polish, an interrogative pronoun is used which morphosyntactically 
behaves like an adjective in that it agrees with the substantive (denoting the 
entity about whose property it enquires) in gender, number and case (e.g.: 
jaki chłopiec? ‘what boy?’ jaka dziewczyna? ‘what girl?’). Yet the Arabic 
Œayy- behaves like a substantive which requires the genitive case from the 
substantive, e.g.:  

 
Œayy-u  raºul-i-n? 
what-N  man.M.SI-G-I 

‘what man?’ /20/ 
  

The above expression can be translated literally as ‘what of man?’ rather 
than ‘what man?’. 
 Similar, though not identical, situations can be found in English, e.g. a 
devil of a man and in French, e.g. un si drÔle de nom (Jespersen 1965 
[1924]: 99). Such constructions are, according to Mel’@uk, ‘quite 
productive’ in Sardinian: una ruja de mákkina ‘a red car’, sa manna de 
ampulla ‘the big bottle’ (Mel’@uk 2003: 30)44. In French there are similar 
syntagms with possessive pronouns, exemplified by la mienne de lampe45, 
which native speakers class as a “populaire” and emphatic equivalent of the 
more frequent ma lampe à moi.  

So far we have been trying to show that language expressions (being 
components of the lingual world) do not have to reflect in only one way the 
relations between objects and properties that can be predicated of these 
objects (being relations of the extralingual world). We will assume that the 
same content in terms of objects, their properties and relations between 
them (all being components of the extralingual world) can be expressed in 
various ways in various languages and even within one and the same 
language. In Arabic, as we have showed, the meaning ‘persons’ being ‘five 
in number’, can be expressed by identifying the object (‘persons’) as a 
quiddity and then associating it with its number as a quality, or by first 
identifying the number as a quiddity, and then characterizing it with what is 
counted as a quality. Similarly, if an Arabic speaker intends to express the 

                                                
44 Not confirmed by a Sardinian native speaker consulted. 
45 The example is taken from a novel by A. Maalouf, Les Échelles du Levant, Paris: Grasset, 1996, p. 103.  
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meaning ‘the best actress’, he may choose between /18/ and /19/, i.e. 
between al-mumaƒƒilatu l-Œaf™alu, with mumaƒƒilat- ‘actress’ as quiddity, 
and Œaf™alu mumaƒƒilatin, with Œaf™alu ‘the best’ as quiddity. Which of the 
two fragments of the extralingual reality, ‘the best’ or ‘actress’, will be 
designated by the qualificatum may be conditioned by some particular 
factors. These factors may be of cognitive, pragmatic, stylistic, or even 
rhythmic character. 
   
 

1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.6. Phrasal qualification6. Phrasal qualification6. Phrasal qualification6. Phrasal qualification    
 

Qualification is not restricted to qualification between words. It may also 
obtain between syntagms and words or between syntagms and syntagms. 
Thus, e.g. in the expression kitÀbun mumti¸un ºiddan ‘a very interesting 
book’, apart from the qualification between words, we can establish 
qualification between the word kitÀbun ‘book’ and the syntagm mumti¸un 
ºiddan ‘very interesting’ (Cf. the concept of phrasal determination in 
Bańczerowski 1993: 7-8). 
 The idea of qualification between syntagms and words seems very useful 
for describing the syntax of MWA. For instance, constructions involving 
the so-called ‘indefinite attribute’, which we will term a ‘sententioid 
syntagm’, will turn out to be describable only in terms of this relation (see 
discussion in chapter 5.4.). 
 It should also be added that syntagms could also be interpreted as going 
beyond the scope of a sentence. E.g. between ‘king’ and ‘reign’ of the two 
sentences This is a good king. During his reign the country thrived a 
relationship of qualification could be determined. Such ‘distant syntagms’, 
however, will not be dealt with in this study. 

 

1.1.7. Paratactic constituents1.1.7. Paratactic constituents1.1.7. Paratactic constituents1.1.7. Paratactic constituents    
 

In our work we will not discuss issues related to parataxis. Let us, 
however, mention some basic problems which will be disregarded here. 
Before, we should point out that paratactic syntagms will manifest 
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properties suggesting that, for instance, in graphic representations of the 
qualificational structure of an utterance comprising them they could be 
treated as single inseparable units (Bańczerowski et al. 1982: 243).  
 

Paratactically bound adjectives qualifying one substantiveParatactically bound adjectives qualifying one substantiveParatactically bound adjectives qualifying one substantiveParatactically bound adjectives qualifying one substantive    
Two properties being expressed by means of paratactically bound 

adjectives can be assigned to two entities, which can be expressed by 
means of one substantive, e.g.:  

 
fÌ buldÀn-i     šššš----šarqšarqšarqšarq----ayniayniayniayni  llll----Œawsa†Œawsa†Œawsa†Œawsa†----i i i i         wa wa wa wa     llll----ŒadnÀŒadnÀŒadnÀŒadnÀ 
in countries.NH.PL-G   D-east-M.DUDUDUDU.G  D-middle.M.SI-G  and  D-near.M.SI-G 

‘in the countries of the Middle and Near East’ (¸ArabÌ 5/04, 47) /21/ 
 
fÌ buldÀni     šššš----šarqišarqišarqišarqi    llll----ŒadnÀ ŒadnÀ ŒadnÀ ŒadnÀ             wa wa wa wa     llll----Œawsa†iŒawsa†iŒawsa†iŒawsa†i  
in countries.NH.PL-G   D-east-M.SISISISI.G   D-near.M.SI.G   and  D-middle.M.SI-G 

‘in the countries of the Near and Middle East’ (¸ArabÌ  5/04, 55) /22/ 
 

The word aš-šarq ‘the East’, as it can be seen, may be either dual, as in /21/ 
(which is considered to be more correct) or singular, as in /22/. In the 
former construction concord in number between the adjectives and the 
substantive can be determined only ad sensum, i.e. the quantity of the 
singular adjectives must be taken into consideration, and then, as being 
two, the ‘logical’ concord becomes visible. In /22/, each adjective agrees in 
number with the qualified substantive separately. 
 Compare also the following example, where again two entities are 
expressed in one word (š-ša¸bi), qualified by paratactically bound 
adjectives expressing separate properties (‘Kuwaiti’ and ‘Palestinian’), One 
adjective expresses a property shared by these entities (‘Muslim’): 
 

li mašÀ¸ir-i   šššš----ša¸bša¸bša¸bša¸b----iiii    l-kuwaytiyy-i  wa  l-filas†Ìniyy-i  llll----muslimmuslimmuslimmuslim----iiii  
for feelings.NH.PL-G D-people.M.SI-G  D-Kuwaiti-M.SI-G and  D-Palestinian.M.SI-G D-Muslim.M.SI-G 

‘for the feelings of the [two] Muslim peoples, the Kuwaiti and the Palestinian’  (RiyÀ™ 
21/4/04, 1, Al-ŒislÀmiyyÙna l-kuwaytiyyÙna...) [instead of š-ša¸bayni... l-muslimayni] /23/. 

 

We will not be interested  in how paratactic adjectives are linked to one 
another. The question whether and when they are linked syndetically will 
not concern us in the present study.  
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Paratactically bound substantives qualified by one adjectiveParatactically bound substantives qualified by one adjectiveParatactically bound substantives qualified by one adjectiveParatactically bound substantives qualified by one adjective    
We will not be concerned with syntagms in which there is one adjectival 

qualificator that qualifies a qualificatum composed of two paratactically 
bound substantives. This happens, for instance, if one property is assigned 
to two or more entities: 

 
‰undÙq-i  n-naqd-i   wa l-bank-i   d-duwaliyy-ayni  
fund.M.SI-G  D-money.M.SI-G and D-bank.M.SI-G  D-international.M-DUDUDUDU.G 

‘the International Monetary Fund and World Bank’ lit. ‘the Fund of the International 
 Money and Bank’ (ŒAhrÀm 22/01/03, 11, Dawru Mi‰ra l-fÀ¸ilu...) /24/. 

 

Here, the adjective does not form a syntagm with ‰undÙqi (*‰undÙqi [...]  
d-duwaliyyayni) nor l-banki (*l-banki d-duwaliyyani) but only with both of 
them at the same time: ‰undÙqi [...] wa l-banki  d-duwaliyyayni. 

Paratactically bound substantives may be of different gender. If they 
designate human beings and are qualified by one adjective, the adjective 
has the masculine gender, e.g.: 

 
mina   llll----Œab†ÀlŒab†ÀlŒab†ÀlŒab†Àl----iiii            wa lwa lwa lwa l----ba†alÀtba†alÀtba†alÀtba†alÀt----i i i i         llll----©arbiyy©arbiyy©arbiyy©arbiyy----ÌnaÌnaÌnaÌna 
against  D-heroes.M.PL-G  and D-heroines.F.PL-G  D-Western.M-PLPLPLPL.G 

‘against the Western heroes and heroines’ (¸Ãlam al-fikr, 52) /25/. 
 

This and related questions will not be taken into consideration in the 
description and the typology of the adjectival syntagms in this study.  

 
    

1.2. Some difficulties related to the notion of qualification1.2. Some difficulties related to the notion of qualification1.2. Some difficulties related to the notion of qualification1.2. Some difficulties related to the notion of qualification    
 

Before discussing two more specific issues that require a more precise 
treatment, a few general difficulties will be presented here. The first one 
concerns the problem of identifying attribution in some Arabic texts as 
intended by their authors. This, in some conditions, may not be easy, for 
instance if two adjectives of the same gender and number  (or of non-
human and feminine gender, which are formally identical) follow a 
substantive qualified by another substantive in the same gender and number 
(or of non-human and feminine gender) in the genitive case, as in: 
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li  ªall-i     qa™ÀyÀ    l-min†aqat-i  š-šÀŒik-at-i     l-Œu®rÀ 
for solution.M.SI-G  questions.NH.PL.G  D-region.F.SI-G  D-problematic-NH.PL-G  D-other.NH.PL.G 

‘for the solution of other problematic questions of the region’ (ãayÀt 2/08/07, 3, 
 Sa¸Ùd al-Fay‰al...) /26/ 

 

Here, only from lexical considerations is qualification recognizable because 
an alternative reading ‘for the solution of the questions of the other 
problematic region’, although syntactically possible, makes little sense. In 
the next example, two readings are possible, for the reason mentioned 
above but also due to uncertainty about the inflectional ending on the 
adjective, which is not marked in writing. Thus, one reading is: 

 
ŒayyÀm-u   l-ºihÀd-i   wa n-nafy-i   wa l-fidÀŒ-i    l-maºÌd-at----uuuu  
days.NH.PL-N  D-struggle.M.SI-G  and D-exile.M.SI-G and D-sacrifice.M.SI-G  D-glorious-NH.PL-NNNN 

‘the glorious days of struggle, exile and sacrifice’ (Karnak 46) /27/ 
 

with the adjective in the nominative and qualifying ŒayyÀmu ‘days’. The 
second reading is with the adjective in the genitive l-maºÌdat-iiii, qualifying 
the three paratactically bound substantives in the genitive. The entire 
expression means then ‘and the days of the glorious struggle, [glorious] 
exile and [glorious] sacrifice’. Semantics does not favour either of the 
readings, both are equally acceptable. 

Another issue is that if we are dealing with sentences, there can happen 
expressions which qualify the whole sentence rather than only the predicate 
(cf. Kuryłowicz (1960a [1948]: 38). E.g. in Œinnahu mutaŒa®®irun bi sababi 
™-™abÀbi ‘He is late because of the fog’ it is not certain whether the PP bi 
sababi ™-™abÀbi ‘because of the fog’ qualifies the adjective mutaŒa®®irun 
‘late’ or the whole sentence, i.e. the qualification obtains between the PP as 
qr and the predicative syntagm Œinnahu mutaŒa®®irun. It is justified to say 
that it qualifies both the adjective and the sentence. Yet if we take a similar 
construction which is not predicative, e.g. lumtu raºulan mutaŒa®®iran bi 
sababi ™-™abÀbi ‘I reproached a man [who was] late because of the fog’, 
then the PP clearly qualifies the adjective mutaŒa®®iran. Therefore we will 
assume that such PPs qualify the predicate adjectives in sentences. The 
qualification of the whole sentence, being phrasal, will not concern us here. 
However, it will be necessary to assume that the sentence as a whole is 
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qualified in cases with adverbials qualifying sentences without an adjectival 
or a verbal predicate, e.g.: 

  
lÀ  ªaqq-a   qÀnÙniyyqÀnÙniyyqÀnÙniyyqÀnÙniyy----aaaa----nnnn      li ŒIsrÀŒÌl-a  
no  right.M.SI-A  legal.NG.NN-A-I   for Israel.F.SI-G 

‘there is no right legallylegallylegallylegally for Israel’ (ãayÀt 8/4/04, 1, YahÙdu LÌbiyÀ...) /28/. 
 

 

1.2.1. Qualification between the subject and the basic predicate1.2.1. Qualification between the subject and the basic predicate1.2.1. Qualification between the subject and the basic predicate1.2.1. Qualification between the subject and the basic predicate    
 

The establishing of the fact that the relationship between the subject and 
the predicate in predicative syntagms is a specific type of union between 
words can be traced back to Aristotle, who, in his logic, distinguished 
between subject (hypokeímenon) and predicate (katÈgoroúmenon) (Heinz 
1983: 31). Grammatically, the distinction of these two functions in terms of 
syntax was ‘foreshadowed’ in the works of Apollonius (Robins 1974: 37). 
This relation is doubtless of a specific nature and is tightly linked to the 
construction of a sentence (cf. Bańczerowski et al. 1982: 297).  

The subject and the predicate form a composite sign, therefore one can 
speak of predicative syntagms predicative syntagms predicative syntagms predicative syntagms as syntagms in which one constituent is the 
subject and the other is the predicate. The question of the relation between 
both constituents within a predicative syntagm has been subjected to much 
debate, especially in terms of its similarity with or difference from 
attributive syntagms. For Jespersen, between the substantive and its 
attribute, as in a barking dog, there is the same subordination as between 
the subject and its predicate, as in the dog barks (1965 [1924]: 97). Also 
according to Kuryłowicz 

   
“le sujet (la) rose est déterminé par le prédicat est rouge, tout comme dans le groupe la 
rose rouge le substantif (la) rose est déterminé par l’attribut (adjectif épithète) rouge. 
Ensuite la subordination de rouge par rapport à (la) rose est la même dans le groupe et 
dans la proposition” (1960a [1948]: 37). 

 

Such an interpretation is also assumed in Bańczerowski (1993: 16) where 
one reads: “[...] it is obvious that the relation of predication [...] is reducible 
to the relation of determination (viz. qualification – MM)”. In 
Bańczerowski’s theory, the predicate qualifies the subject (cf. 
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Bańczerowski et al. 1982: 239). This is also assumed in Pogonowski (1993: 
62) and in most traditional grammars of Polish (cf. Bąk 1989 [1977]: 375). 
Also in the present study, we will treat the subject as the qualificatum of its 
predicate. 

The view presented above and assumed for the purpose of our study is 
not held by all linguists. According to Tesnière (1966 [1959]: 102-103), for 
instance, the subject depends on the verb, which is the ‘régissant’ of the 
entire verb phrase. From this, in connection with Tesnière’s opinion that “le 
sens du subordonné porte sur celui du régissant dont il dépend” (1966 
[1959]: 42), it could be perhaps inferred that the subject qualifies the verb. 
Yet another opinion is represented by Trubetzkoy (1939), who writes: 
“nous doutons fort que le sujet et le prédicat puissent être considérés 
comme déterminé et déterminant” (1939: 75). He adduces “exemples qui 
prouvent que dans les langues de structures les plus différents le rapport 
entre sujet et prédicat n’est pas conçu comme un rapport entre déterminé et 
déterminant” (1939: 76). Consequently, he distinguishes predicative 
syntagms as a particular type, along with determinative syntagms and 
sociative syntagms (in our terminology: hypotactic and paratactic 
syntagms, respectively). He is followed by Seiler (1960), who goes even 
further and says that a sentence, when stripped of its subject (e.g. Cato dixit 
> dixit), does not cease to be a sentence, while a syntagm, when stripped of 
one of its constituents, does cease to be a syntagm (1960: 9f). As he 
observes, the existence of a sentence is independent from the existence of 
both subject and predicate and consequently, it should be inferred, in his 
view a sentence does not have to be a syntagm at all. Also Safarewicz 
(1971a) represents the view that a sentence cannot be spoken of in terms of 
qualification (in his terminology determination). According to him, a 
syntagm (he uses the equivalent term group) is a “complete structure which 
consists of two terms combined by means of a relation of determination or 
apposition”. A sentence, in turn, is “a complete structure which comprises 
an indicator of the judgement” (1971a: 47, translation – MM)46. “By the 

                                                
46 This approach, based on the distinction of structures with a formal indicator of the judgement and 
without it was criticized by Kuryłowicz (1971 [1949]), who argued for a functional criterion rather than a 
formal one in distingushing groups, i.e. non-sentential syntagms, from sentences. In fact, the existence of 
the judgment component, i.e. assertion concerning a state of affairs, is frequently adduced as the defining 
element of the sentence. For Gätje (1973), a sentence (a predicative construction) was a construction 
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middle of the twentieth century”, says Matthews, “it was common to see 
neither subjects nor verb as subordinate” (2007: 15-16). Matthews adduces 
the analyses of Harris (1951, chapter 16), in which the equal or 
symmetrical status of these two constituents was at least implied. Similarly, 
the analysis of the sentence/utterance by Chomsky (1957: 26) into an NP 
and a VP is, as Matthews suggests, an analysis without a head (i.e. with NP 
and VP being equal). 
 Let us now analyse a basic predicative syntagm, i.e. one with no verb 
such as kÀna ‘to be’ or laysa ‘not to be’, with respect to the three criteria 
we have applied for non-predicative hypotactic syntagms, i.e. (i) the 
omissibility of one of the constituents, (ii) the capability of one of the 
constituents to lend the syntagm its syntactic properties, and (iii) the ease 
with which a constituent can be enquired about. Since we are interested in 
adjectival syntagms, only such will be subjected to this analysis. Let al-
muªÀ™aratu ‰a¸batun ‘The lecture is difficult’ be our example. It is a 
nominal sentence, with an adjective functioning as the predicate and with 
no verb such as kÀna ‘to be’. It is evident, that the two first criteria cannot 
be applied to this type syntagm without difficulty: neither of the constituent 
can be dropped. The second test reflects somehow the results of the first 
one. Attributive syntagms were subjected to it by being inserted into 
‘frames’ within which one could determine which syntactic functions a 
constituents can have. Sentences can be used in some syntactic functions 
and are then called clauses. Let us then try to replace clauses by either of 
the constituents of the basic predicative syntagm analysed here. We will see 
that Qultu Œinna l-muªÀ™arata ‰a¸batun ‘I said that the lecture was 
difficult’ cannot be reduced either to *Qultu Œinna l-muªÀ™arata ‘I said that 
the lecture’ or to *Qultu Œinna ‰a¸batun ‘I said that difficult’. Thus, neither 

                                                                                                                                          
where the judgment (‘Urteil’) was combined with a truth assumption (‘Wahrheitsanspruch’, p. 22), while 
in attributive constructions this judgement is only, but always, potential – it is assumed by the speaker to 
be already made or capable of being made (‘das Urteil als bereits gefällt oder als fällbar’, 1973: 21). Also 
for Bossong (1979: 34), in hypotaxis (“Determinativrelation”) the assertion is blocked 
(“Assertionsblockierung”) but, as he puts it, the Assertabilitätsfaktor is presupposed. These approaches 
evoke the Port Royal grammar, in which attributive adjectives were described as those that can always be 
transformed into predicates of relative clauses. However, Bolinger in (1967) showed that such a 
transformation is not always possible (cf. the main reason, which cannot be rephrased as *The reason 
which is main (1967: 2). 
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of the constituents represents the predicative syntagm in this regard47. The 
third test, that of asking questions about each constituent, gives the 
following results: when enquiring about the subject, the question mÀ¡À 
‰a¸bun? ‘What is difficult?’ or more frequently mÀ huwa ‰-‰a¸bu ‘What is 
[the] difficult?’ can be used. When enquiring about the predicate, the 
question kayfa l-muªÀ™aratu? ‘What is the lecture like?’ can be used. It 
can thus be said that either of the constituents of the predicative syntagm 
can be enquired about with the same ease. 

In conclusion, it appears that in all three tests neither of the constituents 
of a predicative syntagm showed itself to be more suitable for a 
representative of the syntagm than the other. The features of predicative 
syntagms showed in the three tests conducted above distinguish them from 
non-predicative, including attributive, syntagms. 

Let us now try to identify the mph indicators in the predicative syntagm, 
at the example of al-muªÀ™aratu ‰a¸batun. The predicate agrees with the 
subject in number and gender. The subject is the movent, scil. attrahent, 
and the situation resembles that of attributive syntagms, where the qualified 
substantive is also the attrahent (cf. al-muªÀ™aratu ‰-‰a¸batu ‘the difficult 
lecture’). But should the question of the state of the subject be raised, then 
the predicate could be interpreted as the movent: the notion of rection was 
based on the requirement by one constituent that its co-constituent must 
have a specific category, different than its own. Since the subject in an 
MWA sentence has always to be definite (exceptions are rare in Classical 
Arabic and almost absent in MWA), while the predicate does not, one 
could venture to say that the predicate governs the definite state of the 
subject. Then, it would be justified to treat the predicate as the movent 
(regent)48. We, however, will not assume this analysis. 

Moreover, one should note that both constituents of a predicative 
syntagm, as long as no ‘external’ regents are at work, are in the same case: 
the nominative. This coincidence of cases should not be interpreted as 

                                                
47 Cf. Bloomfield’s statement that “[...] John ran is neither a nominative expression (like John) nor a 
finite verb expression (like ran)” (1933: 194). 
48 There are other hypotactic syntagms in which a specific property with respect to the category of state is 
required to be expressed in a constituent. Here one could think of accusatival qualificators such as the 
adjectival adverbial or the so-called tamyÌz-substantive qualifying an adjective. In our work, however, we 
will assume that rection only concerns the category of case. 
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concord, since it is too easily abolished because ‘external’ regents can 
change the case of the subject to the accusative, e.g. Œanna l-muªÀ™arataaaa 
‰a¸batun ‘that the lecture is difficult’. However, the case of the predicate 
always remains the nominative. In syntagms with prepositional phrases 
functioning as predicates, e.g. li lli lli lli l----mudÌrimudÌrimudÌrimudÌri ºazÌlu š-šukri ‘Many thanks to to to to 
the directorthe directorthe directorthe director’, the predicate again must stand in a particular case, viz. in the 
genitive after the preposition. Therefore we will assume that in basic 
predicative syntagms the subject governs the case of the predicate (of 
course, only if the latter is a noun)49. By contrast, the case of the subject 
will be treated as its ‘default case’ resulting from the absence of any regens. 
If, however, the subject is preceded by Œinna or another particle of this 
kind, its case could be said to be governed by the particle. 
   
 

1.2.2. Qualificat1.2.2. Qualificat1.2.2. Qualificat1.2.2. Qualificator qualifying more than one qualificatumor qualifying more than one qualificatumor qualifying more than one qualificatumor qualifying more than one qualificatum    
 

Let us here discuss one of the postulates proposed by Bańczerowski for 
his theory of qualification, which is as follows: 
 

Po 6.1. Within a sentence each qualificator qualifies exactly one qualificatum 
(1997a: 1171). 

 

It seems, however, that in some constructions one word might be 
interpreted as qualifying two qualificata. E.g. in the following example: 
 

Œinna ãusnÌ ¸AllÀmãusnÌ ¸AllÀmãusnÌ ¸AllÀmãusnÌ ¸AllÀm   raºa¸araºa¸araºa¸araºa¸a  mina l-®Àriº-i    sakrÀnsakrÀnsakrÀnsakrÀn----aaaa    
that  H.A.M.A     returned  from  D-outdoors.M.SI-G  drunk.M.SI-A.I        
‘that Husni Allam returned from outside drunk’ (MÌr 75) /32/ 

  

                                                
49 This question was also discussed by classical Arab grammarians, who looked for the cause of the 
subject and its nominal predicate both being in the nominative case (Arabic raf¸). Two opposite 
hypotheses were elaborated by them. One, attributed to the KÙfan school of grammar, proposed the 
tarÀfu¸, which can be rendered in English as ‘mutual nominative rection’. The opposite view, represented 
by the Ba‰ran school, advocated the ibtidÀŒ-explanation, according to which the nominative case on both 
subject (mubtadaŒ) and nominal predicate (®abar) was due to “the lack of any phonetically representable 
governing element, which amounts to a governing element devoid of phonetical representation” (Bohas et 
al. 1990: 60; a discussion of this problem can be found there, pp. 60-72 ). 
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the adjective sakrÀna ‘drunk’ might be taken as the qualificator of both the 
subject ãusnÌ ¸AllÀm and the verb raºa¸a ‘returned’. This construction will 
be discussed in more detail in chapter 5.2.5. 

 
 
   

1.3. Syntagmal properties and syntagmal dimensions1.3. Syntagmal properties and syntagmal dimensions1.3. Syntagmal properties and syntagmal dimensions1.3. Syntagmal properties and syntagmal dimensions    
 

Syntagms can be characterized by properties which will be termed 
syntagmal propertiessyntagmal propertiessyntagmal propertiessyntagmal properties50. . . . In order to carry out a categorization of the 
biconstituent hypotactic adjectival syntagms and to present a typology of 
them, we will take into account a certain set of the syntagmal properties. 
Syntagmal properties which can be reasonably compared with one another, 
i.e. are of the same nature, or homogeneous, belong together and can be 
grouped in sets called syntagmal dimensions syntagmal dimensions syntagmal dimensions syntagmal dimensions (i.e. parameters). Every 
syntagmal dimension should contain the property Indefinibility since at 
times it may be impossible to decide which property a particular syntagm 
takes. A syntagm will be said to show this property with respect to a certain 
dimension if it cannot be characterized by any other property of this 
dimension. Let us now go on to discuss the syntagmal dimensions we 
propose for the purpose of our typology of biconstituent hypotactic 
adjectival syntagms in MWA. 
 

1.3.1. Dimension 1. Qualificational status of the adjective1.3.1. Dimension 1. Qualificational status of the adjective1.3.1. Dimension 1. Qualificational status of the adjective1.3.1. Dimension 1. Qualificational status of the adjective    
 

The dimension of qualificational status of the adjective qualificational status of the adjective qualificational status of the adjective qualificational status of the adjective shall reflect the 
distinction between syntagms with an adjectival qm, those with an 
adjectival qr and those with both adjectival qr and qm. Syntagms in which 
the adjective is the qualificator will be termed AdjectivoAdjectivoAdjectivoAdjectivo----qualificatorialqualificatorialqualificatorialqualificatorial, or 
simply AdjAdjAdjAdj----qualificatorialqualificatorialqualificatorialqualificatorial. For instance, the syntagm in /33/ is an Adj-
qualificatorial syntagm: 

 
 

                                                
50 The better shaped term ‘syntagmatic’ is used in the linguistic tradition in another sense, as opposed to 
‘paradigmatic’, and cannot be employed here. 
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Œaºal-u-n  †awÌl-u-n  
term.M.SI-N-I long.M.SI-N-I 

‘a long term’ /33/ 
 

The property of being an Adj-qualificatorial syntagm will be called AdjAdjAdjAdj----
qualificatorialityqualificatorialityqualificatorialityqualificatoriality. In turn, in the syntagm in /34/, 

 
†awÌl-u  l-Œaºal-i 
long.M.SI-N  D-term.M.SI-G 

‘long-termed’ lit. ‘long of term’ /34/ 
 

the adjective is the qualificatum. Such syntagms will be termed AdjectivoAdjectivoAdjectivoAdjectivo----
qualificatalqualificatalqualificatalqualificatal, or AdjAdjAdjAdj----qualificatalqualificatalqualificatalqualificatal. The property of being an Adj-qualificatal 
syntagm will be called AdjAdjAdjAdj----qualificatalityqualificatalityqualificatalityqualificatality. Syntagms with both adjectival 
qualificator and adjectival qualificatum will be termed bibibibi----aaaadjectivaldjectivaldjectivaldjectival. The 
property of being a bi-adjectival syntagm will be called BiBiBiBi----adjectivalityadjectivalityadjectivalityadjectivality. A 
bi-adjectival syntagm is exemplified in /35/: 

 
¡Àhib-u-n   sarÌ¸-a-n 
going.M.SI-N-I  quick.NG.NN-A-I 

‘going quickly’ /35/ 
 

Thus, with respect to the dimension in question, every adjectival syntagm 
will take one of the following properties: 
 

(Adj-qualificatoriality, Adj-qualificatality, Bi-adjectivality, ...) 
 
 

1.3.2. Dimension 2. Partiorative membership of the co1.3.2. Dimension 2. Partiorative membership of the co1.3.2. Dimension 2. Partiorative membership of the co1.3.2. Dimension 2. Partiorative membership of the co----constituent of constituent of constituent of constituent of 
the adjectivethe adjectivethe adjectivethe adjective    

 

The dimension of partior partior partior partiorativeativeativeative51 membership of the co membership of the co membership of the co membership of the co----constituent of the constituent of the constituent of the constituent of the 
adjective adjective adjective adjective permits adjectival syntagms to be characterized with respect to 
the part of speech to which the co-constituent of its adjectival constituent 
belongs. Adjectival syntagms may take one of the following properties: 
 

                                                
51 The term ‘partiorative’ means ‘related to the parts of speech’ (from Latin partes orationis). 
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(Co-constituency with S, Co-constituency with V, Co-constituency with P, Co-
constituency with N, Co-constituency with Adj, ...) 

 

It is evident, that syntagms showing Bi-adjectivality with respect to 
Dimension 1 will always show the property of Co-constituency with Adj 
with respect to Dimension 2. 
 

1.3.3. Dimension 3. Intracategory differentiation of the adjectival 1.3.3. Dimension 3. Intracategory differentiation of the adjectival 1.3.3. Dimension 3. Intracategory differentiation of the adjectival 1.3.3. Dimension 3. Intracategory differentiation of the adjectival 
constituentconstituentconstituentconstituent    

 

The category of adjective is divided into two major subcategories, elative    
and positive    (for a discussion see chapter 2.3.4.). To which of these two 
subcategories the adjectival constituent of a syntagm belongs will be 
reflected in the dimension of intracategory differentiation of the adjectival intracategory differentiation of the adjectival intracategory differentiation of the adjectival intracategory differentiation of the adjectival 
constituentconstituentconstituentconstituent.  
Syntagms having an elative as its qm will show Elatival qualificatality. 

Syntagms having an elative as their qr will show Elatival qualificatoriality. 
Syntagms having a positive adjective as their qm will show Positival 
qualificatality. Syntagms having a positive adjective as their qr will show 
Positival qualificatoriality.  

Bi-adjectival syntagms will be characterized with respect to the 
intracategory differentiation of their qm and qr, which are both adjectives. 
Thus, the following properties will be added to this dimension: Elatival 
qualificatality with elatival qualificatoriality, Positival qualificatality with 
positival qualificatoriality, Elatival qualificatality with positival 
qualificatoriality, Positival qualificatality with elatival qualificatoriality.  

Consequently, the dimension will contain the following properties:  
 
(Elatival qualificatality, Positival qualificatality, Elatival qualificatoriality, 
Positival qualificatoriality, Elatival qualificatality with elatival 
qualificatoriality, Positival qualificatality with positival qualificatoriality, 
Elatival qualificatality with positival qualificatoriality, Positival qualificatality 
with elatival qualificatoriality, ...) 

 
Positive adjectives can be further subdivided into participial adjectivesparticipial adjectivesparticipial adjectivesparticipial adjectives, 

i.e. positive adjectives that are participles, and nonnonnonnon----participialparticipialparticipialparticipial adjectives adjectives adjectives adjectives, 
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i.e. the remaining positive adjectives. The former can be divided into 
passive participial adjectivespassive participial adjectivespassive participial adjectivespassive participial adjectives and active participial adjectivesactive participial adjectivesactive participial adjectivesactive participial adjectives. Both active 
and passive participial adjectives are divisible into those derived from from from from 
transitive verbstransitive verbstransitive verbstransitive verbs and those derived from intransitive verbsfrom intransitive verbsfrom intransitive verbsfrom intransitive verbs. However, this 
further characterization of positival adjectives will not be used in our 
typology of syntagms.  

 
 

1.3.4. 1.3.4. 1.3.4. 1.3.4. Dimension 4. Kind of morphological indicatorsDimension 4. Kind of morphological indicatorsDimension 4. Kind of morphological indicatorsDimension 4. Kind of morphological indicators    
 
    

The dimension of kind ofkind ofkind ofkind of morphologicalmorphologicalmorphologicalmorphological indicatorsindicatorsindicatorsindicators concerns the 
intrasyntagmal relations between the constituents. The two constituents can 
be bound to form a syntagm in various ways (cf. the two types of motion 
distinguished earlier)52. The fact that the constituents of a syntagm are 
bound by rection or concord accounts for saying that this syntagm has the 
property of Rectionality Rectionality Rectionality Rectionality or ConcordialityConcordialityConcordialityConcordiality, respectively. In order to reflect 
various kinds of rection and concord, various kinds of rectionality and 
concordiality will be distinguished for this dimension. Some syntagms will 
show more than one kind of concord or concord with rection 
simultaneously. For these reasons, corresponding syntagmal properties will 
be added. This dimension will also contain the property of LexicoLexicoLexicoLexico----
junctionalityjunctionalityjunctionalityjunctionality, which will characterize syntagms based on lexical junction. 
Thus, every adjectival syntagm may have one of the following properties: 
 

{Prepositional-rectionality, 
Nominativo-rectionality,  
Accusativo-rectionality, 
Genitivo-rectionality, 
Gender-concordiality, 
State-, gender-, number- and case-concordiality, 
State-, gender- and number-concordiality, 
State-, gender- and case-concordiality, 
State-, number- and case-concordiality, 
State- and case-concordiality, 

                                                
52 In Bańczerowski (1988: 54) the term semantic connexity is used to denote this relation. 
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Gender- and number-concordiality, 
Nominativo-rectionality with gender- and number-concordiality 
Prepositional-rectionality with gender- and number concordiality, 
Accusativo-rectionality with gender-concordiality, 
Accusativo-rectionality with gender- and number-concordiality,  
Lexico-junctionality, ...} 

 
Examples:  

¡ahabÙ musri¸Ìna ‘[they (masc.)] departed, hurrying’ is a syntagm 
 showing Accusativo-rectionality with gender-and number-concordiality. 
al-baytu kabÌrun ‘the house [is] large’ is a syntagm showing 
 Nominativo-rectionality with gender- and number-concordiality. 
 

Hypotactic syntagms may be compared with one another as to whether 
their qualificata are movents or mota. Since in all syntagms analysed in our 
study the qualificatum turns out to be always the movent, there is no 
possibility of differentiating them in that regard.  

Syntagms can also be compared with one another with respect to the 
extent in which their mph indicators show their coherencecoherencecoherencecoherence. Thus, for 
instance, one can speak of a stronger coherence if a syntagm shows 
rectionality and concord simultaneously and of a weaker coherence if a 
syntagms shows only rectionality. 
 
  

1.3.5. Dimension 5. Linear order of the constituents1.3.5. Dimension 5. Linear order of the constituents1.3.5. Dimension 5. Linear order of the constituents1.3.5. Dimension 5. Linear order of the constituents    
 

With respect to the dimension of linear order of the constituentslinear order of the constituentslinear order of the constituentslinear order of the constituents, one can 
distinguish syntagms in which the qualificatum linearly precedes the 
qualificator and syntagms in which the qualificator linearly precedes the 
qualificatum. The former will be called Qm-fronted syntagms, the latter – 
Qr-fronted syntagms. Thus, the dimension contains the following 
properties: 
 
  (Qm-frontedness, Qr-frontedness, ...) 
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Examples: 
 kitÀbun muhimmun ‘an important book’ is a Qm-fronted syntagm; 

muºaddadan qÀla ‘again he said’ is a Qr-fronted syntagm. 
 

In our typology, syntagms will be characterized with respect to this 
dimension depending on how they were used in the texts of the corpus 
analysed by us. However, each syntagm could also be described in terms of 
obligatory and optional linear order of its constituents. The dimension of 
linear order would then require a modification. 
 

1.3.6. Dimension 6. Linear cont1.3.6. Dimension 6. Linear cont1.3.6. Dimension 6. Linear cont1.3.6. Dimension 6. Linear contiguity of the constituentsiguity of the constituentsiguity of the constituentsiguity of the constituents    
 

The dimension of linear contiguity of the constituents linear contiguity of the constituents linear contiguity of the constituents linear contiguity of the constituents reflects the 
possibility or necessity of inserting a word between the two constituents of 
a syntagm and thus making it linearly discontiguous. The following 
properties will be distinguished: 
 
 (Obligatory contiguity, Optional discontiguity, Obligatory discontiguity, ...) 
 

Examples: 

Obligatory contiguity: †awÜlu l-Œaºali ‘long-term’ lit. ‘long of term’,  
Optional discontiguity: Œar®a‰u minhu ‘cheaper than it’, 
Obligatory discontiguity: kitÀbu [...] l-muhimmu ‘the important book’. In 
 this syntagm the word kitÀbu has no suffix expressing indefiniteness, 
 wherefore it must have a substantival qualificator in the genitive case 
 following it directly, e.g. kitÀbu [l-ŒustÀ¡i] l-muhimmu ‘[the professor’s] 
 important book’. 

  
If a syntagm could be classed as optionally discontiguous by virtue of the 
possibility of inserting a paratactic co-constituent of the qr between the qm 
and the qr, we will not consider it discontiguity. E.g.: 
  

silÀª-u-n   bÀli©bÀli©bÀli©bÀli©----uuuu  l-quwwat-i   wa tttt----taŒƒÌrtaŒƒÌrtaŒƒÌrtaŒƒÌr----iiii  
weapon.M.SI-N-I extreme  D-power.F.SI-G  and D-impact.M.SI-G 

‘weapon of extreme power and impact’ lit. ‘weapon extreme of power and impact’ 
 (ãayÀt 2/08/07, 6, Al-ŒI®wÀnu) /36/ 
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The syntagm bÀli©u t-taŒƒÌri will not be considered discontiguous,  neither 
optionally nor obligatorily, because its discontiguity is caused or can be 
caused only by a paratactic co-constituent of the qr. 

When characterizing syntagms, we will not be interested in how distant 
their discontiguity can be. It will only be signalled that discontiguity is 
possible. The permissible distance between the constituents of a syntagm, 
which may be of one or more words, should be the object of a separate 
study. 
 

1.3.7. Dimension 7. Syntactic function1.3.7. Dimension 7. Syntactic function1.3.7. Dimension 7. Syntactic function1.3.7. Dimension 7. Syntactic function of the adjective  of the adjective  of the adjective  of the adjective in statu in statu in statu in statu 
qualificatorisqualificatorisqualificatorisqualificatoris    

 
Every adjectival syntagm can be characterized with respect to the 

syntactic function of its adjectival qualificator. Thus, the dimension of 
syntactic function of the adjectivesyntactic function of the adjectivesyntactic function of the adjectivesyntactic function of the adjective in statu qualificatoris  in statu qualificatoris  in statu qualificatoris  in statu qualificatoris will be proposed 
here. The properties concerning the syntactic function of the adjective in 
statu qualificatoris, e.g. functioning as attribute, extended predicate etc., 
will be extended so as to refer to syntagms. 

Since the subject does not qualify any other word in a sentence, in other 
words, it is the qualificatum absolutum (cf. Bańczerowski et al. 1982: 247 
and 270), dimension 7 will not contain the property of Qr-subjectivity. The 
same holds for what we will refer to as a ‘subjectoid’, which is the 
qualificatum absolutum in a ‘sententioid syntagm’ (cf. chapter 5.4). 
 The dimension proposed here shall contain the following properties: 
 

{Qr-attributivity53, Qr-basic predicativity, Qr-extended predicativity, Qr-
secondary predicativity, Qr-exclamative predicativity, Qr-predicatoidity54, Qr-
direct objectivity, Qr-indirect objectivity, Qr-internal objectivity, Qr-adverbiality, 
...} 

        
 
                                                
53 Qr-attributivity does not refer only to adjectives qualifying in adjectival attribution as presented in 
chapter 3.1.1.1. It also refers to adjectives qualifying as genitive attributes, discussed in chapter 5.1.1.2. 
54 The term Qr-preicatoidity means that the adjective in statu qualificatoris is the predicatoid. The latter is 
discussed in chapter 5.4. devoted to the construction which we term a sententioid syntagm (SS). 
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Examples: 
baytun kabÌrun ‘a large house’ is a syntagm showing Qr-attributivity, 
 since the adjective which is the qualificator functions as an attribute in 
 adjectival attribution; 
®ayru [l-birri] ¸Àºiluhu ‘the best [of charity is] the quick [of] it’ is a 
 syntagm showing Qr-predicativity, since the adjective which is the 
 qualificator functions as the predicate; 
†awÌlu l-Œaºali ‘long-term’, lit. ‘long of term’ takes the property 
 Indefinibility with respect to this dimension since it is a syntagm with no 
adjective in statu qualificatoris. 
 

1.3.8. Dimension 8. Syntactic function of the adjective 1.3.8. Dimension 8. Syntactic function of the adjective 1.3.8. Dimension 8. Syntactic function of the adjective 1.3.8. Dimension 8. Syntactic function of the adjective in statu in statu in statu in statu 
qualificatiqualificatiqualificatiqualificati    

 
The dimension of syntactic function of the adjective syntactic function of the adjective syntactic function of the adjective syntactic function of the adjective in statu qualificatiin statu qualificatiin statu qualificatiin statu qualificati 

to be presented here will in many respects be similar to Dimension 7, with 
the difference that it will allow us to class adjectival syntagms with respect 
to the syntactic function of its adjectival qualificatum. The properties 
concerning the syntactic function of the adjective in statu qualificati, e.g. 
functioning as attribute, extended predicate etc., will be extended so as to 
refer to syntagms. 

Adjectives may function as subjects and subjectoids55. Words with these 
syntactic functions can be qualificata, thus, in contrast do Dimension 7, the 
dimension will contain two additional properties, that of Qm-subjectivity 
and that of Qm-subjectoidity. 

In order for a syntagm to be characterized with respect to Dimension 8, it 
is necessary to establish what syntactic function its adjective in statu 
qualificati has. In most cases, namely with the exception of syntagms with 
their qualificata being subjects or subjectoids, this can be made only by 
taking into consideration the qualificatum of the syntagm which is ‘left-
overlapping’ with respect to the syntagm to be characterized. (We 
introduced this term at the end of chapter 1.1.2. Let us recall here that the 
qr of syntagm1 which is ‘left-overlapping’ with respect to syntagm2 is the 

                                                
55 A subjectoid is the qualificatum within the sententioid syntagm, discussed in chapter 5.4. 
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qm of syntagm2). Thus, the syntagmal properties of Dimension 8 are 
properties going beyond the scope of a particular biconstituent syntagm. 
The latter statement does not concern syntagms the qualificata of which are 
subjects or subjectoids: their qualificata are never in statu qualificatoris in 
other syntagms, therefore such syntagms do not have ‘left-overlapping 
syntagms’. 
 The dimension proposed here shall contain the following properties: 
 

{Qm-attributivity56, Qm-basic predicativity, Qm-extended predicativity, Qm-
secondary predicativity, Qm-exclamative predicativity, Qm-predicatoidity, Qm-
direct objectivity, Qm-indirect objectivity, Qm-internal objectivity, Qm-
adverbiality, Qm-subjectivity, Qm-subjectoidity, ...} 

 

Examples: 
[istiƒmÀrun] †awÌlu l-Œaºali ‘[a] long-term [investment]’, lit. ‘[an 

investment] long of term’ takes the property Qm-attributivity since it is 
a syntagm with the adjective in statu qualificati which in the left-
overlapping syntagm (istiƒmÀrun, †awÌlu) functions as the attribute of the 
word istiƒmÀrun. 

®ayru l-birri [¸Àºiluhu] ‘the best of charity [is the quick of it]’ takes the 
property of Qm-subjectivity, since its qm, ®ayru, functions as the 
subject. 

 
 

1.3.9. 1.3.9. 1.3.9. 1.3.9. Dimension 9. Degree of the requiredness of the qualificator of Dimension 9. Degree of the requiredness of the qualificator of Dimension 9. Degree of the requiredness of the qualificator of Dimension 9. Degree of the requiredness of the qualificator of 
the adjectivethe adjectivethe adjectivethe adjective    

 

 
 The dimension of degree of the requiredness of the qualidegree of the requiredness of the qualidegree of the requiredness of the qualidegree of the requiredness of the qualificator of the ficator of the ficator of the ficator of the 
adjectiveadjectiveadjectiveadjective permits us to characterize adjectival syntagms in terms of the 
degree to which a qualificator of the adjective is obligatory or only 
optional. Only adjectivo-qualificatal and bi-adjectival will take a definite 
property with respect to this dimension, while adjectivo-qualificatorial 

                                                
56 Qm-attributivity does not refer only to adjectives used in adjectival attribution as presented in chapter 
3.1.1.1. It also refers to adjectives used as genitive attributes, discussed in chapter 5.1.1.2. 
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syntagms will always take the property of Indefinibility. Similarly to 
Dimension 8, the syntagmal properties of Dimension 7 are properties going 
beyond the scope of a particular biconstituent syntagm, because the degree 
of the requiredness of the qualificator of the adjective can be established 
only by taking into consideration its left-overlapping syntagm. (Let us 
recall here that the qr of syntagm1 which is ‘left-overlapping’ with respect 
to syntagm2 is the qm of syntagm2). 
 For the present dimension, we will propose the following properties:  
 

{Optional qm-qualifiedness, Obligatory qm-qualifiedness,  ...}  
 

A syntagm that shows Optional qmOptional qmOptional qmOptional qm----qualifiednessqualifiednessqualifiednessqualifiedness is an adjectivo-
qualificatal or a bi-adjectival syntagm from which the qualificator can be 
removed, without its left-overlapping syntagm being thus made non-
grammatical. E.g. [ar-raºulu] †-†awÌlu l-qÀmati ‘[the man] tall of height’ is 
a syntagm showing Optional qm-qualifiedness because its qualificator,  
l-qÀmati ‘of height’, can be removed without making its left-overlapping 
syntagm, viz. ar-raºulu †-†awÌlu ‘the tall man’, non-grammatical. 
Removing the qualificator of a syntagm may cause a change in the meaning 
of its left-overlapping syntagm. However, we will not take this into 
consideration. 

A syntagm that shows Obligatory qmObligatory qmObligatory qmObligatory qm----qualifiednessqualifiednessqualifiednessqualifiedness is an adjectivo-
qualificatal or a bi-adjectival syntagm from which the qualificator cannot 
be removed, without its left-overlapping syntagm being thus made non-
grammatical. Thus e.g. the syntagm [ar-raºulu] l-kaƒÌru l-mÀli lit. ‘[the 
man] abundant in wealth’, i.e. ‘a wealthy man’ shows Obligatory qm-
qualifiedness since if its qualificator, l-mÀli ‘[of] wealth’, was removed, its 
left-overlapping syntagm would be non-grammatical, cf. *ar-raºulu  
l-kaƒÌru. 

Dimension 9 could be elaborated so as to reflect a more precise differen-
tiation within the requiredness of the qualificator of the adjective, e.g. by 
taking into consideration semantic and syntactic completeness of the 
syntagms (cf. e.g. ‘semantic rection’ and ‘syntactic rection’ in Apresjan 
(1974: 155).  
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PPPPART ART ART ART 2. T2. T2. T2. THE HE HE HE AAAARABIC ADJECTIVERABIC ADJECTIVERABIC ADJECTIVERABIC ADJECTIVE    
 

 
 
This part of the dissertation will begin with a short survey of how the 

adjective was conceived of as a part of speech by Western grammarians 
and Arabists. It will be visible that there is much discord on this issue 
since, as it seems, almost every author understands adjective in his way. 
Having done this, we will discuss three traditionally applied criteria that 
rather cannot be used for setting a separate class of adjectives and, 
subsequently, we will propose our own definition of the Arabic adjective. 

 
 

2.1. Arabic adjective according to Arabists2.1. Arabic adjective according to Arabists2.1. Arabic adjective according to Arabists2.1. Arabic adjective according to Arabists    
 

The principal difficulty in defining the Arabic adjective consists in 
distinguishing it from another subcategory of nouns, viz. from 
substantives.  

In their grammar of Arabic, Gaudefroy-Demombynes and Blachère (n.d. 
[1937-38]) did not introduce a general definition of adjective, apparently 
assuming the intuitional notion of it as distinct from substantives. In 
Blachère (1946) adjectives were introduced as a class of nouns able to be 
used both as substantives and as adjectives that were distinguished by the 
fact of having no proper gender and adopting the gender of the substantive 
to which they refer (1946: 32 and 64). Fleisch (1956), who was dealing 
with the morphology of Arabic, showed that there is no delimitation 
between adjectives and substantives to be found in their morphology 
(1956: 48) nor in their declination (1956: 29, also 1961: 269-276). For 
Lecomte (1976 [1968]), adjectives are those nouns which have ‘vocation 
qualificative dominante’ (1976 [1968]: 66). While all these authors 
grouped adjectives and substantives together on the grounds of their 
common morphology, Bateson (1967) saw the class of adjectives as 
differing from other classes in their morphology. She wrote: “There is 
some morphological justification for setting up a class of adjectives on the 
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basis of the partial specialization of derivational forms, the ease with 
which feminine endings may be applied, and the specialization of plurals 
[...]” (1967: 43). But Belkin (1975) remarks that participles, nisbas and 
‰ifÀt muöabbaha (i.e. classes distinguished principally on morphological 
grounds) may be distinguished as adjectives or substantives on the 
criterion of lexical use. In substantivization, Belkin remarks, their meaning 
frequently becomes complex. He observes that the word kÀtib can be 
realized in three types of grammatical context: verbally, as in huwa 
kÀtibun risÀlatan ‘He is wrting a letter’, adjectivally, as in ŒÀlatun 
kÀtibatun ‘a writing machine’, and substantivally, as in kÀtibun mašhÙrun 
‘a famous writer’ (1975: 82). 

Gätje (1973), who was dealing with determination of Arabic words 
(‘definiteness’ in our terms), argues that “die Kategorie des Substantivs 
nicht bloß von europäischen oder einheimischen Grammatikern an die 
arabische Sprache herangetragen worden ist, sondern sich in ihr selbst 
relevant erweist” (1973: 10). For him, “Das reine Adjektiv, das nicht 
substantiviert ist, unterscheidet sich vom Substantiv im Prinzip durch das 
Fehlen der ontologischen Selbständigkeit” (1973: 11). According to him, a 
determined (i.e. definite) adjective would change automatically to a 
substantive (1973: 22). Determination of adjectives is feasible only 
through “Substantivierung oder durch unmittelbare Anlehnung an ein 
appellatives Substantiv” (1973: 45). Fischer, who in (1965) investigated 
the morphological and syntactic characteristics of the elative in Classical 
Arabic, went even further than Gätje. Not only did he distinguished 
adjectives from substantives but also argued that the elative should be kept 
apart from the category of the remaining adjectives (1965: 142), due to its 
specific morphological (such as the lack of congruence in gender and 
number) and syntactic properties. He proposed the existence of the 
predicative (‘Prädikativ’), i.e. a nominal part of speech (opposed to 
adjective and substantive), whose typical syntactic function is the predicate 
(1965: 146). Elatives were, originally and primarily, predicatives. Only in 
later stages of the language did they come to get assimilated to other 
adjectives. Also Krahl (1985) treated adjectives as a separate word class 
and later in (1989) proposed a further subclassification of this class. 
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Also according to Al-JabbÀr and Leach (1985) adjectives formed a 
separate category. These authors “allow for adjectives to be a sub-class of 
a major word-class, rather than – as in English perhaps – a major word-
class in their own right”. (1985:35). According to them “From the point of 
view of syntactic class (original emphasis – MM) there is in Arabic clearly 
a phrase class, used predicatively or attributively, which is to be 
distinguished from other phrase classes such as NP, Prep P and Adv P and 
to some extent from VP in as much as its head may be modifed for degree, 
extent and/or intensity; the lexeme supplying the head may also be 
accompanied by optional or obligatory complements (typically of the Pre P 
type), according to sub-class” (1985: 36). Showing the similiarity of 
adjectives and verbs, they argue  “that verbal and adjectivals can be looked 
upon as modifiable sub-members of a ‘super-class’ of predicatives” (1985: 
38). Adjectives are those nominals which are ‘controlled for gender’ (p. 
39). Additionally, derivational criteria are proposed. 

In Gai’s view, who in (1995) wrote on Semitic languages generally, 
being an adjective does not result from the function in the sentence but is 
an inherent trait of a word. “The adjective, like the substantive (and any 
other part of speech), does not change its identity in different syntactical 
situations. Consequently, an adjective which functions alone, without a 
qualified noun, remains an adjective; it does not become a substantive 
because of that” (1995: 7). For Gai, the identifying criterion for the 
adjective in Arabic is the capability of functioning as the second member 
of improper annexation (p. 5). In El-Ayoubi et al. (2001) the adjective as a 
category was distingushed on the grounds of the semantic and 
morphological properties (pp. 132-137). The category of adjective was 
enlarged, on functional grounds, by including into it the construction with 
¡Ù (‘das adjektivische Demonstrativum’, p. 143). Badawi et al. (2004) use 
notional definitions in order to introduce the class of adjectives:  They 
define the noun (i.e. substantive in our terminology) as “word denoting 
thing, place, person, concept” (p. 775) and the adjective as “word or 
syntactic unit [...] specifying an attribute of a noun” (p. 770). In some 
works on Arabic, adjectives and substantives seem to be distinguished only 
on the grounds of the translation into the language of the author (e.g. in a 
reference grammar by Ryding 2005: 60 and 115). 
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The view of Grande (1963) and Beeston (1968, 1970) will be presented 
here in more detail. Grande (1963) speaks of the impossibility of any 
differentiation between adjectives and substantives because there are no 
morphological markers which would distinguish an adjectival declination 
from a substantival one. Besides this, he remarks that what we compare to 
adjectives in other languages, may signify either a property or an object 
(kÀtibu l-ŒidÀrati ‘clerk [lit. ‘writer’] of an administration’ vs. ‰abiyyun 
kÀtibun ‘a writing boy’). He says that there is no conversion effected 
between al-ma©ribiyyu in al-ma©ribiyyu s-sÀŒiªu (‘the travelling 
Moroccan’) and as-sÀŒiªu l-ma©ribiyyu (‘the Moroccan traveller’) because 
“any morphological markers are lacking”. The term ^ifa does not put a 
given word irreversibly in one category, it rather characterizes one and the 
same word in different manners, depending on its syntactic role, or on its 
relation to other words (1963: 117). On p. 119 he renders the two above 
expressions into Russian as ‘marokkanskij puteöestvennik’ and 
‘puteöestvujuöčij marokkanec’ (both attributions) vs. ‘marokkanec-
puteöestvennik’ and ‘puteöestvennik-marokkanec ’(both appositions). 
However, to us it seems that, if understood naturally, both Arabic 
constructions are attributions but with different meaning (for a discussion 
see below chapter 3.2.1.1.). What is more, Grande tries to show that 
LabÜduni š-šÀ¸iru may be translated as ‘Labid the poet’ but also ‘veöčij 
Ljabid’, Zayduni n-naººÀru as ‘Zayd the carpenter’ but also 
‘stoljarničajuöčij Zejd’ and, conversely, ¸Amruni ™-™aªªÀku – which to us 
seems to be an adjectival phrase – not only as ‘smeölivyj Amr’ ‘laughing 
Amr’ but also as ‘hohotun Amr’. Thus, claims Grande, a noun’s position 
after another noun and agreeing with it in case is not sufficient to speak of 
substantival appositions or of adjectival attributions. He adds that between 
expressions like kitÀbun ªasanun ‘a good book’ and LabÜduni š-šÀ¸iru 
there is no difference from the grammatical point of view (p. 118). 
However, as we will show in the subsequent parts of this work, there is 
one: it is shown in the reversiblity of the word order. Grande says that 
ªasanun and kabÜrun can be termed adjectives only because they have the 
funcion of attributes (p. 118). But we will disagree here: ªasanun never 
functions as something else than an attribute or a predicate. Grande is 
followed in his view by Testelec (1990), who remarks that in Arabic, as in 
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other languages where adposition (‘priloženie’) is little differentiated 
morphologically and syntactically from attribution, grammatical traditions 
join substantives and adjectives in one part of speech (e.g. in Sanskrit). He 
adduces his rendering of raÑulun-ºamÌlun (usually translated as ‘a 
handsome man’) as ‘čelovek-krasavec’ (1990: 82).  

According to Beeston (1968) “It is not […] possible to give a 
linguistically adequate definition of the Arabic adjective in purely 
functional terms; all that can be said is that some qualifiers behave 
structurally in the manner described in § 1:13 [they can be subjected to 
proper annexation, i.e. be qualified by a substantive in the genitive in a 
specific way – MM] and are then classed as nouns, while others behave in 
a different manner, as described in § 1:11 [they qualify other nouns with 
concord – MM], and are then termed adjectives” (1968: 7). Thus, he 
proposes a sort of syntactic environments that can serve as frames for 
distinguishing substantives from adjectives. He adds that “There are […] 
no words in Arabic which can be said to function exclusively as adjectives: 
any adjective can in principle be made to function as a noun”. Thus, “an 
adjectival use can only be present when the word qualifies a preceding 
noun […] or is employed as a predicate” (1968: 30, repeated also in 1970: 
34). This seems to us rather too categorical, because there are nouns which 
do not function as substantives, e.g. šahriyyun ‘monthly’ kulliyyun 
‘holistic’, ŒamÀmiyyun ‘frontal’, tÀrÌ®iyyun ‘historic(al)’. What is more, as 
showed above, constructions with some nouns such as kabÜrun in the 
subject function were grammatically ‘weak’, i.e. only passable, for 
SÌbawayhi and are weird in MWA. Beeston’s view is modified in Beeston 
(1970), where a proposal can be found that “the identification of words as 
adjectives is possible only on a functional basis, since their morphological 
structure is in no way distinctive” (1970: 31). It is also remarked that 
“since substantives and adjectives are distinguishable only by function, not 
by morphological shape, it may be impossible when quoting a word out of 
context to assert that it is either one or the other, this being determinable 
only by the syntactic context” (1970: 34). 
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2.2. Adjectives in MWA and in Classical Arabic2.2. Adjectives in MWA and in Classical Arabic2.2. Adjectives in MWA and in Classical Arabic2.2. Adjectives in MWA and in Classical Arabic    
    

Before we propose a definition of the adjective which will be used for 
the purpose of the typology of the adjectival syntagms, let us briefly 
discuss the question whether there is any difference between nouns that 
could be classed as adjectives in MWA and nouns that could be classed as 
adjectives in Classical or Pre-Classical Arabic. 

Kahle, who investigated the syntax of the adjective in Pre-Classical 
Arabic (1975) did not make any enquiry into the “nature” of the adjective 
and its relationship to the substantive. He employed a syntactically 
oriented definition of the adjective: what distinguishes an adjective from 
other parts of speech is its ability to have an attributive function (p. 4). He 
also devoted attention to substantivization of adjectives, which consists in 
dropping (‘Weglassen’) the substantive to which the same adjective is 
frequently assigned as an attribute (1975: 135). The relationship between 
those two types of nouns in the older varieties of Arabic is different for 
Beeston. According to him there is a probability that  

 
“in the most primitive stage of the language, the relationship between two terms 
which later came to be felt as one between substantive and adjective, was 
envisaged in a different way, namely as a coordination of two substantives with 
parity of status, comparable with what in European grammar would be termed an 
appositional relationship, as in ‘William the conqueror’ (though unlike the looser 
type of apposition expressed by ‘William, a conqueror’)” (Beeston 1970: 44).  

 

He goes on writing, that  
 

“in ancient Arabic, the further one goes back, the more instances one can find 
where the term which later feeling would identify as an adjective is not gender-
differentiated to match the gender of the ‘substantive’; the ‘adjectival’ term 
ba¸Ìd, without gender differentiation, would therefore in ancient times have to be 
evaluated as an appositional ‘a remote thing’ (retaining its own inherent gender 
status) rather than the adjective ‘remote’” (1970: 45).  

 

It can be added here that in these older stages of Arabic, some ‘adjective-
like’ words were epithets so strongly associated with some specific types 
of objects, that these objects needed not be mentioned. Thus e.g. there 
were many names, used lavishly in the classical poetry, for a she-camel, 
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e.g. ¸ansun ‘a strong (she-camel)’ (Munºid 2002: 53357), , , , designating its 
attributes by which it was recognizable. Likewise, there were many 
synonymous denominations for the sword, which actually were its epithets, 
such as muhannadun ‘made in an Indian manner’ or ‰aqÌlun ‘polished’. 
Today these substantivized epithets, as we may call them, are familiar only 
to people versed in classical literature (that it was so in the ancient times 
too is highly probable).  

On the other hand, what shows a possible distinction of the adjective 
and the substantive in Classical Arabic is that it had words, arguably 
adjective-like, derived from a particular root, and words, arguably 
substantive-like, derived from the same root, the latter words being 
qualified by the former, which emphasized one specific feature: e.g. 
raºulun raºÌlun ‘a [very] manly man’ (Munºid 2002: 25158), nahÀrun 
Œanharu ‘a wonderful day’ (Wehr, Cowan 1974 [1961]: 1003), i.e. ‘a day 
having the property of being a day intensified to a great degree’. 

It seems that the category of adjective in MWA is much more 
crystallized than it was in Classical Arabic. MWA appears to have more 
words that function only as adjectives. A great number of them is being 
coined or borrowed from other languages. Here, particularly the nisba 
category should be mentioned, e.g. dimuqra†iyyun ‘democratic’, 
kombyÙtiryyun ‘related to computer’. The process of substantivization is 
more restricted and, consequently, more conspicuous, which means that it 
is more felt than it probably was in Classical Arabic. Also, as it will be 
showed, the area of concord in gender and number between the substantive 
and its adjectival attribute is expanding, i.e. more words show this concord 
than it was the case in Classical Arabic. Yet in order for us to be able to 
discuss it, we will now go on to introduce some criteria which should 
allow us to delimit adjectives from substantives. 

 
 

                                                
57 The definition is an-nÀqatu l-qawiyyatu ‘[the] strong she-camel’. 
58 The definition is: šadÌdun ‰ulbun ‘strong, firm’. 
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2.2.1. Major differences between adjectives and substantives2.2.1. Major differences between adjectives and substantives2.2.1. Major differences between adjectives and substantives2.2.1. Major differences between adjectives and substantives    
 

Although probably every grammar of Arabic uses the term ‘adjective’, 
few of them venture a definition of it and none of them gives a satisfactory 
one, especially one allowing to distinguish it from the substantive. In spite 
of this it is evident that MWA has words which undoubtedly are 
substantives, leaving the question of a possible definition of the 
substantive aside. The substantives include e.g. proper names, such as 
ŒAªmadu ‘Ahmad’, BayrÙtu ‘Beirut’, physical objects like baytun ‘house’, 
ªaºarun ‘stone’, or the word for the abstract concept of ‘thing’, öayŒun. In 
a sentence, these words can have specific syntactic functions: those of 
subjects and objects. E.g. 
 

Ñalas-a   ŒAªmad-u 
sat    Ahmad.M.SI-N  

‘Ahmad sat down’ /1/ 
 

The word ŒAhmad is the subject here. On the other hand, we find words 
that seem to be adjectives (intuitionally, at least), e.g. sÀbiqun ‘former’ or 
kumbyÙtiriyyun ‘related to computers’, maª™un ‘pure’, baªtun ‘pure’, 
raŒÌsun ‘main’. They are usually not used as subjects or objects in a 
sentence. They rather function as attributes for words functioning as 
subjects and objects. E.g. in /2/, 
 

lÀ   yuªibbu  l-lawn-a   l-wardiyy-a 
not  likes    D-colour.M.SI-A  D-pink.M.SI-A 

‘[he] does not like the pink colour’ /2/ 
 

the word l-wardiyya is the attribute of the word l-lawna ‘the colour’.  
Besides the examples of different usages of Arabic nouns showed above 

there are other possibilities. Thus, it is possible for a word which 
commonly is considered a substantive to have a function that appears to be 
attributive, e.g. huwa l-mudÜru ŒAªmaduŒAªmaduŒAªmaduŒAªmadu ‘this is director Ahmad’. Other 
examples are: lu≈atun ma‰darunma‰darunma‰darunma‰darun ‘source language’, dawlatun ¸u™wun¸u™wun¸u™wun¸u™wun 
‘member state’. These possible constructions should be taken into account 
and further differences should be looked for. One of them is that words 
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ma‰dar ‘source’ and ¸u™wun ‘member’, which function as attributes, show 
no concord in gender with their qualificata, while other words do.  

On the other hand, it is possible to find a sentence with wardiyyun being 
a subject or object, i.e. having a function which we have characterized as 
reserved for substantives, e.g.: 
 

Œayy-a-n  mina   l-lawn-ayni   taq‰idu? –   Œaq‰idu  llll----wardiyywardiyywardiyywardiyy----aaaa 
which-A-I   of    D-colour.M.-DU.G  you:mean   I:mean  D-pink.M.SI-A 

‘Which one of the two colours do you mean?’ – ‘I mean the pink one’ /3/. 

 

Yet there is again a restriction: the putative adjective l-wardiyya can be 
used here only if a substantive to which it refers had been mentioned 
before. Consequently, one should take into consideration the occurrence of 
adjectives without the explicite presence of the substantives they refer to. 

Between these two categories of words there is a vast repertory of nouns 
which appear to have syntactic properties of both adjectives and 
substantives. They can freely occur in both functions: ¸arabiyyun ‘Arab 
(adj. and subst.)’, ba®Ìlun ‘a niggard; stingy’, kÀtibun ‘a writer; writing’ 
are such nouns. This is shown at the following examples: 
 

Mi^r-u   balad-u-n   ¸arabiyy¸arabiyy¸arabiyy¸arabiyy----uuuu----nnnn  
Egypt.F-N country.M.SI-N-I  Arab.M.SI-N-I 

‘Egypt is an Arab country’ /4/ 
 

and  
 

tazawwaÑat  min  ¸arabiyyin¸arabiyyin¸arabiyyin¸arabiyyin  ©aniyyin 
she:married   from  Arab.M.SI-G-I rich.M.SI-G-I  
‘She married a rich Arab’ /5/.  
 

Three conclusions can be drawn here: 
1. Some nouns have a ‘double nature’: they can function both as an 

adjective and as a substantive (e.g. ¸arabiyyun). Most of these words have 
no features which would allow to draw any distinction between them 
except their syntactic behaviour.  

However, some of them differ not only in their syntactic behaviour. 
Thus, kÀtibun when used as a substantive, i.e. as a subject or object, has 
normally the plural kuttÀbun and means ‘writers’, whereas if used as an 
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adjectival, strictly speaking participial, attribute, its plural is kÀtibÙna. 
Thus there is hum kuttÀbun ‘They are writers’ vs. hum kÀtibÙna ‘They are 
writing’. These words, which differ morphologically, also have different 
syntactic behaviour: kÀtibuna is more suitable to function as an attribute 
than kuttÀbun is. Thus, it turns out that there is a difference. One should 
note the following then: 

2. In some cases, there are two different but homophonous words: there 
is the word ¸arabiyyun1 conveying the adjectival meaning (cf. German 
‘arabisch’ or Polish ‘arabski’) and the word ¸arabiyyun2 conveying the 
substantival meaning (cf. German ‘Araber’ and Polish ‘Arab’) and so 
forth. This distinction is indicated in European dictionaries but not in the 
Arab ones. Following this approach, some adjectives become 
substantivized, i.e. they occur in typically substantival functions, in other 
words, they acquire substantival syntactic properties (which may be 
accompanied by various morphological properties, e.g. different plural 
forms for participle adjectives and correspondent substantives).  

However, in many cases, especially with non-participial adjectives used 
in one syntactic function which is considered neither typically adjectival 
nor substantival, viz. the predicate (according to Kuryłowicz it is a 
typically verbal function, 1960b [1936]), it seem to be impossible to tell 
whether one is dealing with a substantive or an adjective. E.g. huwa 
ba®Ìlun and hum bu®alÀŒu may be rendered into English as ‘he is 
stingy/they are stingy’ or ‘he is a niggard/they are niggards’. 
Consequently, for some cases one may have to admit that: 

3. The question of a distinction of adjectives and substantives is 
irrelevant for the Arabic language, which does not distinguish between 
them, sometimes even syntactically. The question: is ba®Ìlun in the above 
sentence a substantive or an an adjective may be unanswerable. To sum up, 
the substantival or adjectival character of some nouns in Arabic manifests 
itself in various ways but sometimes the difference is neutralized or, 
maybe, it would be more appropriate to say, absent. This will be analysed 
in more detail in the subsequent chapters. 
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2.2.2. Problems related to the definition of the adjective in MWA2.2.2. Problems related to the definition of the adjective in MWA2.2.2. Problems related to the definition of the adjective in MWA2.2.2. Problems related to the definition of the adjective in MWA    
 

Arabic nouns, i.e. nominal parts of speech, corresponding roughly to 
ŒasmÀŒ of the Arab linguistic tradition, are problematic since one usually 
has the feeling that e.g. the word ªaºarun ‘a stone’ is more fit to be termed 
a ‘substantive’ than ƒaqÌlun ‘heavy’ is, but it is difficult to define the 
adjective and the substantive in an exact manner. The expression mi‰riyyun 
can mean both ‘an Egyptian’ or ‘Egyptian’. What is more, the word 
muslimun seems to be a substantive (‘a Muslim’), an adjective (in 
dawlatun muslimatun ‘a Muslim country’) and a participle, because 
etymologically it goes back to the verb Œaslama ‘to become Muslim, to 
surrender [to God]’, thus it may mean ‘surrendering to God’. Dictionaries 
made by and for Arabs do not distinguish between potential ‘substantives’ 
or ‘adjectives’, thus. e.g. al-muslimu is defined as “al-muttabi¸u dÌna l-
ŒislÀmi” (Munºid 2002: 347) ‘the follower of’ or ‘following the religion of 
Islam’, with both English translations being equally correct, whereas it is 
not known whether the main part of the definiens, al-muttabi¸u, is an 
adjective or a substantive. Western dictionaries do provide such 
information, although the method adopted seems to depend on the nature 
of the distinction between adjectives and substantives in the language of a 
particular dictionary. Thus e.g. in the Arabic-English dictionary by Wehr 
and Cowan mi‰riyyun is translated both as an adjective, “Egyptian; 
Cairene”, and as a substantive, “an Egyptian; a Cairene” (Wehr, Cowan 
1974 [1961]: 912), probably because it is a common practice to distinguish 
these two categories in English dictionaries. The same holds for Arabic-
Russian (e.g. Baranov 1958 [1957]) and Arabic-Polish dictionaries (Łacina 
1999 and Danecki, Kozłowska 1996). Reig, in turn, translates the same 
word as “égyptien” (1999 [1983], No 5098), without specifying whether it 
is a substantive or an adjective or both, possibly because the distinction is 
not so conspicuous in dictionaries of French. Sometimes a discrepancy 
occurs in translations of some words between Arab and Western 
dictionaries. E.g. the word ªaºirun in Munºid  is explained as “al-makÀnu 
l-kaƒÌru l-ªiºÀrati”, ‘a place abundant in stones’ (2002: 119), while in 
Wehr, Cowan (1974 [1961]: 157) it is an adjective “stony, petrified”. 
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There are four major criteria for distinguishing parts of speech: 
morphological, notional, derivative and syntactic. The first three can be 
subsumed into a class of contextcontextcontextcontext----freefreefreefree criteria (see Jodłowski 1971: 165-
175 for the discussion of the contextual and what he terms as 
“lexicographical” definitions of parts of speech). They fail as a means of 
distinguishing adjectives from substantives in Arabic. This seems to have 
been already noticed by classical Arab grammarians, who, when speaking 
of ism and ^ifa, referred to their function in a sentence, or to their syntactic 
use. The last type of criteria, syntactic, is a contextcontextcontextcontext----bound bound bound bound criterion, which 
allows to distinguish adjectives on the grounds of the syntactic function 
they can have. Let us briefly discuss the difficulties related to the context-
free definitions. 

While the morphologicalmorphologicalmorphologicalmorphological criterion is very useful for separating Arabic 
verbs from nouns, it is of no use within the category of morphologically 
indistinguishable nouns because, at least in the singular59, no putative 
adjective, such as kabÌrun ‘big, large’, would have any particular 
morphological features which would permit to distinguish it from putative 
substantives, such as wazÜrun ‘a vizier’ or rafÜqun ‘a friend’. All these 
nouns follow the same pattern: C1aC2ÌC3un. Also their inflectional endings 
are the same. This is unlike in e.g. Polish but quite similar to e.g. Latin, 
Spanish or Finnish (cf. Jespersen 1965 [1924]: 72). Note that the fact that 
at least some adjectives inflect for the category of degree, i.e. can be 
graded, is not taken into account here and will be discussed further. 
 The notionalnotionalnotionalnotional criterion, although seemingly illuminating, is practically 
useless, not only in Arabic. Because if one assumes that adjectives 
designate properties, cf. †ayyibun ‘good’, and substantives designate the 
bearers of these properties, one has to deal with such concepts as †Ìbun 
‘goodness’ which are properties but doubtless substantives. This is so 
because properties can be notionally identified as objects, be they abstract, 
and, consequently, linguistcally expressed in substantives. Some linguists 
claim that adjectives differ from substantives in being ‘ontologisch 
unselbständig’ (Gätje 1973: 11), but there are also undisputed substantives, 
such as ¸u™wun ‘member’ or ºuzŒun ‘part’, which are not ontologically 
independent. On the other hand, there are words that on the grounds of the 

                                                
59 Cf. Gai (1983). 
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notional criterion should be treated as adjectives but in reality designate 
independent objects. Thus e.g. it is not justified to see in the Arabic titles 
of Molière’s play Al-Ba®Ìl ‘The Miser’ or Al-¥Àªi²’s book Al-Bu®alÀŒ 
‘The Misers’ words designating only properties, since both titles rather 
designate concrete persons characterized by these properties.  
 The derivationderivationderivationderivational al al al criterion would require from adjectives to be derived 
from bases different than those from which substantives are derived or to 
be the bases for a derivation of words different than those which are 
derived from substantives. While this difference does exist to some extent 
in Arabic, it does not seem to be sufficient. Admittedly, some very good 
candidates for substantives, e.g. verbal nouns (ma‰dars), or proper names, 
allow derivations by means of the nisba-ending: -iyy-, e.g. qahrun 
‘coercion’ > qahriyyun ‘coercive’, Mi‰ru ‘Egypt’ > mi‰riyyun ‘Egyptian, 
related to Egypt’. However, as it is usual with derivational processes, not 
all substantives are able to do this, e.g. ¡ahÀbun ‘departure’ yields no 
*¡ahÀbiyyun. On the other hand, there are cases of adjectives that undergo 
this type of derivation, i.e. “adjectivizing an adjective” takes place as 

Drozdík puts it (1989: 30), of course only in derivational terms. Drozdík 
gives the example from Al-Khatib (1971: 197): qa†¸un nÀqi‰un ‘ellipsis’, 
lit. ‘incomplete section’, with the adjective nÀqi‰ ‘incomplete’, the latter 
being enlarged by the nisba-suffix and resulting in nÀqi‰iyyun ‘elliptic’. 
Another example he adduces from the same source (Al-Khatib 1971: 382) 
is naqqÀliyyun ‘portable’ from naqqÀl with the same meaning (Drozdík 
1989: 30, fn. 2).  

Another check, using the properties from the border between inflection 
and derivation, thus seemingly more regular and exceptionless, is that of 
forming the comparative. In some grammars, gradability is the distinctive 
feature of adjectives (cf. Danecki 1994: 307). But in reality not all 
adjectives are able to form the comparative, e.g. the nisba-adjectives, such 
as mi‰riyyun ‘Egyptian’ cannot, whereas there are putative substantives, 
which can be graded, e.g. šÀ¸irun ‘poet’, ®a†Ìbun ‘rhetor’, raºulun ‘man’, 
the comparative forms of which are listed in dictionaries: Œaš¸aru ‘a better 
poet’, Œa®†abu ‘a better rhetor’ (Munºid 2002: 186) and Œarºalu ‘more 
manly’ (p. 251). It should be noticed here that in such cases it is only one 
of the properties of their designata which undergoes gradation (for a 
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discussion of substantives with degree modifiers see e.g. Bhat 1994: 25-
28). 

Let us now consider the syntactic syntactic syntactic syntactic criterion. The discussion in chapter 
2.2.1. shows that there are contexts in which it seems impossible to tell if a 
noun is an adjective or a substantive. Despite these difficulties, dispensing 
with a distiction between adjectives and substantives in Arabic would 
bring rather more harm than profit. It is evident that, at least in Modern 
Written Arabic, such a distinction does exist. It also seems to be reflected 
in the native speakers’ language awareness. It exists in the syntactic 
behaviour, which corresponds to the semantics of both categories60. 
Therefore, it seems justified to look for a definition of the adjective in the 
syntax, namely, in the syntax of attribution (cf. the solutions adopted in 
Kahle 1975 and Krahl 1985). Kuryłowicz’s opinion should be recalled 
here as requiring that the criteria of opposition should be “dictated” by the 
language itself (1960c [1949]: 150). It is our conviction that in MWA such 
criteria for adjectives are dictated by syntax, specifically, that of attributive 
constructions. The attribute is the primary syntactic function of the 
adjective, while that of the substantive is to be an argument: subject or 
object (cf. Kuryłowicz 1960b [1936]). We agree with Krahl, who says that 
the Arabic adjective is a separate part of speech syntactically, while 
morphologically, it is one but with reservations (Krahl 1985: 23). 
Resorting to formal, though, admittedly, not necessarily syntactic, criteria 
was also advocated by Jespersen, who wrote: “we cannot make the 
complexity of qualities or specialization of signification a criterion by 
which to decide whether a certain word is a substantive or an adjective: 
that must be settled in each case by formal criteria    varying from language 
to language” (1965 [1924]: 81). Relating adjectives as a part of speech to 
attributes (or, in other terms, noun modifiers) as a syntactic function was a 
constitutive element of reasoning in such works as Croft (1991) and Bhat 
(1994). In the book by Darski (2004), the syntactic criterion for defining 
word classes (Wortklassen or Wortarten) was adopted with the condition 

                                                
60 Kuryłowicz says: “Il existe un rapport entre la valeur lexicale d’une partie du discours et ses fonctions 
syntaxique” (1960b [1936]: 41). This correspondence is, of course, restricted and varies from language to 
language. As Jespersen puts it, “We cannot, of course, expect to find any sharp or rigid line of 
demarcation separating the two classes in the way beloved by logicians: language makers, that is 
ordinary speakers, are not very accurate thinkers” (1965 [1924]: 81). 
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that its employment shoud not be limited to the scope of the sentence 
(2004: 147).  

Some linguists, however, reject the possibility of defining the adjective 
as a part of speech with the use of syntactic criteria. Broendal, for instance, 
argued that morphology and syntax must be kept clearly apart and that “les 
Parties du Discours ne comportent pas, malgré ce qu’exprime ce terme 
démodé, de définition ò base syntaxique” (1933: 219). Bańczerowski et al. 
suggest that in establishing parts of speech, resort to the syntactic 
properties of words should be reduced ‘to the necessary minimum’ (1982: 
269). According to Baker (2003: 194), “it is wrong to make the ability to 
modify nouns the defining or characteristic property of the category 
adjective. It is well known that English has adjectives that cannot be used 
as attributive modifiers”. Moreover, he argues, “It is not even clear that the 
attributive use of adjectives is the most common one statistically”. “Some 
functions of adjectives”,  he admits, “are doubtless more common than 
others, but no use constitutes such an overwhelming majority that it is 
certain to hold the key to the category as a whole. This suggests that it is 
wrong to build a theory of adjectives around the property of noun 
modification” (2003: 195). 

It is trivial to say that a universal definition and concept of adjectives 
does not exist. Every language will have different classes of parts of 
speech. However, they could be termed using the same name if, as 
Schachter puts it, it would “reflect universal semantic considerations” 
(1990: 4). The category of words delimited by the definition we are going 
to present, based on attribution, will actually be a category of 
‘attributivizable nouns’ (the Arab grammarians would say: ŒasmÀŒ that can 
be used as ‰ifa), but terming them ‘adjectives’ is fully justified. 

We will begin with a context-bound definition of the adjective: 
attribution will be the most important function carried out by adjectives. 
We cannot use the formulation “typically” carried out, because adjectives 
must be sharply delimited from substantives, i.e. the adjectives must not be 
a group centered around a prototype, with more and less typical members, 
but a clear-cut category of words. The next step will be to find a difference 
that will exclude words that function as attributes but for some reasons 
should be treated as substantives. Then, adjectives which have ‘secondary 
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functions’, i.e. non-attributive ones, will be discussed. That they should yet 
be treated as adjectives shall be evident from the fact that they still retain 
the attributive potential in some cases (viz. in the predicate function), or, in 
other cases, as we will show, while unable to function as attributes, they 
show more adjectival than substantival features. All this results from the 
fact that these words have something in their semantic nature, or adjectival 
character, which allows them to carry out the syntactic function of the 
attribute or, in some cases, does not allow them to have the syntactic 
function of full substantives. 

Before we propose our definition, let us present Krahl’s, which is as 
follows:  
 

“Unter Berücksichtigung grammatischer und semantischer Kriterien definieren 
wir als Adjektiv jedes Wort, das in einem Syntagm der Struktur 
[Artikel - Nomen Artikel - Nomen] (al-bait al-kabÌr “das große Haus”, ad-dirÀsa 
al-iqti‰ÀdÌya “die ökonomische Studie”) 
– kasus-, status-, genus- und numeruskongruent die letzte Position, 
 
in einem Syntagm der Struktur 
[Artikel - Nomen Artikel -Nomen Artikel - NomenGen.] (a‰-‰abÌ al-azraq al-
¸aynayn “der blauäugige Knabe”, al-ittifÀqÌya a†-†awÌlat al-aºal “das langfristige 
Abkommen”)61 
– kasus, status-, genus- und numeruskongruent die mittlere Position besetzen 
kann, 
 
– eine einem Gegenstand innewohnende Eigenschaft oder ein Merkmal in Bezug 
auf einen anderen Gegenstand bezeichnet, 
 
– bei Nichtvorhandensein semantischer Restriktionen gradationsfähig ist und die 
Bildung von Antonymen zuläßt. 
 
Damit wird nicht ausgeschlossen, daß manche Wörter, die nach dieser Definition 
Adjektive sind, unter anderen Konstruktionsbedingungen als Substantive 
aufzufassen sind (murabba¸ = Adjektiv “quadratisch”, bei Besetzung der Position 
3 im Syntagm Nomen - Artikel - Nomen = Substantiv “Quadrat” [a™lÀ¸ al-

                                                
61 The fact that only adjectives can function as the first component of formal annexation was considered 
by Gai to be the defining property of adjectives (Gai 1995). However, it should be remarked here that 
besides true adjectives, this position may also be occupied by participles. On the other hand, not all 
adjectives and not all participles may occur in it. 
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murabba¸ “die Seiten des Quadrats”]. Die Definition berücksichtigt nicht 
Konstruktionsbesonderheiten des Elativs” (Krahl 1985: 23-24). 
 

In our view, this definition needs to be expanded. Let us confront it with 
what Grande says about the impossibility of distinguishing two different 
structures in LabÌduni š-šÀ¸iru ‘Labid the poet’ and in ¸Amruni ™-™aªªÀku 
‘the giggly Amr’ or ‘Amr the Giggler’ (1963: 118). According to Krahl’s 
definition, both of these syntagms would have adjectives as their second 
constituents. We, however, prefer to argue that only the latter is an 
adjectival syntagm, while the former has a substantive as its second 
constituent.  It is the word order which is able to show it: while it is correct 
to reverse the word order in a syntagm with two substantives and to say: 
aš-šÀ¸iru LabÌdun ‘the poet Labid’, it is hardly acceptable to do so with a 
syntagm based on adjectival attribution and to say: *a™-™aªªÀku ¸Amrun 
‘the giggler Amr’62. The reason for the non-grammaticality of this 
construction lies in the fact that ™aªªÀkun can function only as an 
attribute, in other words, it is adjectival in its nature. 

As for the semantics of the two syntagms given by Grande, let us recall 
that he accepted two interpretations of the word šÀ¸irun: ‘poet Ljabid’ and 
‘veš@ij Ljabid’, the latter being the active participle from the verb ša¸ara 
‘to feel, to know’. Yet we strongly doubt that in MWA the word šÀ¸irun 
would be understood as having this participial meaning. If so, it would 
rather mean just ‘knowing’, but not ‘feeling poetically’. Therefore our 
opinion is that Grande’s readiness to accept both adjectival and 
substantival interpretation, based on flexibility of meaning, was 
unjustified. The fragments of Krahl’s definition referring to semantics do 
not help here either, since being a poet may be easily analysed as ‘eine 
einem Gegenstand innewohnende Eigenschaft’. In fact, it seems that the 
two last components of it, concerning the inherent property and 
gradability, should be used only as additional checks. 

 
 

                                                
62 For the Arabic idea of apposition, expressed in the notions of badal and ¸aÔf bayÇn see e.g.  
Al-ÄalÇyÜnÜ (2002 [1912]: 570). 
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2.2.3. Definition of the adjective2.2.3. Definition of the adjective2.2.3. Definition of the adjective2.2.3. Definition of the adjective    
 

The definition of the adjective in MWA we are going to propose here 
makes use of the following syntactic properties of words within syntagms: 
 

(i)  word order, 
(ii) syndeticity or asyndeticity, 
(iii) a word’s capability of functioning as qualificator or qualificatum, 

 

and the following morphological property: 
 

(iv)  concord in gender and number. 
 
DEFINITION.  
The category of adjectives comprises nouns which: 

 
(i)  can be placed linearly after nounscan be placed linearly after nounscan be placed linearly after nounscan be placed linearly after nouns in order to qualify them and agree agree agree agree 

with them in state, number, gender and case, and  
(ii) inflect for genderinflect for genderinflect for genderinflect for gender, i.e. acquire the gender of the noun they qualify, and 
(iii) cannotcannotcannotcannot be placed linearly before nouns be placed linearly before nouns be placed linearly before nouns be placed linearly before nouns, because then appositions, such as 

LabÌduni š-šÀ¸ir/aš-šÀ¸iru LabÌdun, or non-grammatical constructions, 
such as *kabÌrun baytun, arise. 

(iv) What is more, every noun which only qualifies and is never qualified in this 
way is an adjective, e.g. ladÙd, which qualifies in this way, as in ¸aduwwun 
ladÙdun ‘mortal enemy’ but is never qualified in this way63.  

 

The noun which can be qualified by an adjective as defined above is a 
substantivesubstantivesubstantivesubstantive64. 
The category of adjective also comprises a specific and well definable 

class of nouns which do not fulfil the criterion of gender and number 
concord. Below we present six categories of adjectives which are 
exempted from this criterion. These adjectives as well as syntagms 

                                                
63 Note that in our definition the notion of attribution is used to define the adjective. In Cantarino (1975, 
2: 47f), the notion of adjective is used to introduce the “adjectival or attributive apposition”. 
64 Diem (1974: 326) remarks that KisÀŒÌ, the principal grammarian of the KÙfan school, defined ism as 
what can receive a ‰ifa (‘al-ismu mÀ wu‰ifa’). Gätje, in turn, cites from Ibn Ya¸Ìš a relative clause that is 
said to be qualified by an adjective: ºÀŒanÌ lla¡Ì ¸indaka l-¸Àqilu ‘zu mir kam derjenige, der bei dir war, 
der Einsichtige’, which Gätje describes as “ein Fall der nicht gerade geläufig ist” (1970: 244).  
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involving them will be discussed in more detail in chapters 3.1.1.1.1. and 
5.12: 

 
1. 1. 1. 1. A noun is an adjective if it is a passive participle derived of an 
intransitive verb (PPIV) and if it can: 

(i)  qualify a preceding noun and agree with it with respect to state and case, and 
(ii)  be qualified by a prepositional phrase. 
 
Examples:  

 
nisbat-u    d-duyÙn-i            llll----maškÙkmaškÙkmaškÙkmaškÙk----i i i i             bi bi bi bi         taª‰Ìltaª‰Ìltaª‰Ìltaª‰Ìl----iiii----hÀhÀhÀhÀ    
percentage.F.SI-N  D-debts.NH.PL-G  D-doubted.NG.NN-G  in   collection.M.SI-G-3.NH.PL 

‘the percentage of debts whose collection is doubted’ (ãayÀt 2.8.07, 11, Istiª™Àru...) /9/ 
 
fÌ l-muŒassasat-i [...]  llll----mustad¸À mustad¸À mustad¸À mustad¸À             ¸alay¸alay¸alay¸alay----hÀhÀhÀhÀ  
in D-institution.F.SI-G   D-accused.NG.NN.G  against-3.F.SI 

‘in the accused institution’ lit. ‘accused against it’ (DustÙr 1/4/04, 2, Maªkamatu l-̧ adli...) /10/ 
 
 

2222. A noun is an adjective if it can qualify a preceding noun wihout 
agreeing with it with respect to gender and number and: 

 
(i)  follows the pattern fa¸Ùl in active sense, or 
(ii)  follows the pattern fa¸Ül in passive sense, or 
(iii)  follows the pattern mif¸Àl. 

 
Example: 

 
min ‰adÌqat-i-hÀ    llll----ladÙdladÙdladÙdladÙd----iiii    ŒAmrÌkÀ 
from friend.F.SI-G-3.F.SI   D-staunch.NG.NN-G  America.F.G 

‘from her staunch friend America’ (Al-MÌƒÀq 20/4/2004, 10) /12/ 
 

(iv)  or designates typically female properties. E.g.: 
 

imraŒat-u-n  ªÀmilªÀmilªÀmilªÀmil----uuuu----nnnn    
woman.F.SI-N-I  pregnant.NG.NN-N-I 

‘a pregnant woman’ /13/. 
  

3333. A noun is an adjective if it can qualify a preceding noun and follows the 
pattern Œaf¸al with comparative or superlative meaning, i.e. it does not have 
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the feminine form of the pattern fu¸lÀ, which is absolutive then65, nor the 
feminine form fa¸lÀŒ (and at times plural fu¸l), which is then a special form 
for expressing physical and psychic properties. Also the nouns šarrun 
‘worse; the worst’ and ®ayrun ‘better; the best’ shall be included here, as 
elatives with comparative or superlative meaning, yet with a non-typical 
form. Example: 

 
†ÀŒirat-u-n   Œasra¸Œasra¸Œasra¸Œasra¸----uuuu    
plane.F.SI-N-I   quicker.NG.NN-N 

‘a quicker plane’ /14/. 
 

4444. A noun is an adjective if it can qualify a preceding noun wihout 
agreeing with it with respect to gender and number and  

 
(i)  is a loanword, and  
(ii) cannot be used as a genitival qualificator resulting in constructions with 

synonymous meaning. The loanword can be an older one, e.g.  
 

¸umlat-u-n    ‰À©‰À©‰À©‰À©----uuuu----nnnn 
 currency.F.SI-N-I  regular.NG.NN-N-I 

‘standard currency’ (from Turkish sağ ‘healthy, correct’)  /15/ 
 

or newer, e.g.: mÙf ‘mauve’, bÜÑ ‘beige’ (from English). 
 

5555. A noun is an adjective if it can qualify a preceding noun wihout 
agreeing with it with respect to gender and number and designates a 
species or style indication. Most frequently, such a noun is a nisba. 
Example:  
 

qahwat-u-n  turkiyyturkiyyturkiyyturkiyy----uuuu----nnnn    
coffee.F.SI-N-I  Turkish.NG.NN-N-I 

‘Turkish [style] coffee’ (from Badawi et al. 2004: 105) /16/. 
 

6666. A noun is an adjective if it can qualify a preceding noun and has 
neutralized gender and number and a suffix expressing the number and 
gender of the qualificatum is attached to it. Example: 
 

                                                
65 Semantically different from absolutives but formally and syntactically similar is ŒÀÆar ‘other’ (and its  
feminine form ŒuÆrÀ). 
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 li mulÀªaqat-i l l l l----ŒafkÀrŒafkÀrŒafkÀrŒafkÀr----i i i i             kabÌrkabÌrkabÌrkabÌr----iiii----hÀ hÀ hÀ hÀ                 wa ‰a©Ìrwa ‰a©Ìrwa ‰a©Ìrwa ‰a©Ìr----iiii----hÀhÀhÀhÀ    
to pursuit.F.SI-G  D-thoughts.NH.PL-G  big.NG.NN-G-3.NH.PL  and small.NG.NN-G-3.NH.PL 

‘to the pursuit of thoughts, big and small’ (¸ArabÌ 5/04, 139) /17/ 
 

By virtue of our definition, such words as šattÀ ‘all’ or Œaºma¸a ‘all’ are 
excluded from the category of adjectives. 

It is important to underscore here that the definition we have proposed 
allows us to resort to the context-bound usage of a noun for determining 
whether a noun taken without a context is an adjective or not. In reality, 
our definition enables us to tell which nouns cancancancan be used as adjectives, i.e. 
have ‘adjectival potential’ or ‘adjectival capability’. Having this special 
feature distinguishes some nouns, which we term ‘adjectives’, from other 
nouns which do not have it, and which will be termed ‘substantives’. 
Words which are adjectives on the grounds of our definition may have 
functions which, following Kuryłowicz (1960b [1936]), we call 
‘secondary’. These secondary functions of the adjective in MWA will be 
discussed in Part 4. 

 
 
 

2.2.4. Subcategories of the adjective2.2.4. Subcategories of the adjective2.2.4. Subcategories of the adjective2.2.4. Subcategories of the adjective    
 

As it was already said in chapter 1.3.3. on the Dimension of the 
intracategory differentiation of the adjectival constituent, the category of 
adjectives divides dichotomically into positive adjectives, i.e. positives, 
and elative adjectives, i.e. elatives66. The positives may be participles, in 
which case they will be referred to as participial adjectives. The remaining 
positive adjectives are non-participial adjectives. Let us discuss here the 
question of treating elatives and participles as adjectives as well as that of 
their specific features. 
  

ElativeElativeElativeElative    
In several works on Arabic grammar the elative is not considered to be 

an adjective (e.g. El-Ayoubi et al. 2001: 253 and 264; Fischer 1965). El-
                                                
66 The term ‘elative’ should not be confused with the homophonous term ‘elative’, also used in linguistic 
literature, referring to the grammatical category of the direction ‘out of [something]’. 
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Ayoubi et al. count elatives, along with ‘Egregationsnomina’, 
approximatives and numerals, among quantitatives. Quantitatives, in turn, 
along with adjectives (including participles), adverbs, prepositions and 
substantives are subcategories of ‘Nomen’ (2001: 5). El-Ayoubi et al. 
observe that “Der Elativ ist kein Adjektiv, wurde jedoch in MHA 
[Modernem Hocharabisch – MM] immer mehr an die Wortart des 
Adjektivs angepaßt, ohne in sie voll integriert zu sein” (2001: 253). 
Fischer postulated the existence (for Classical Arabic) of three nominal 
parts of speech: substantive, adjective and predicative (‘Prädikativ’), the 
latter of which is closely associated with elatives (1965: 142-155). The 
elative is, in turn, an adjective according to Cantarino, although “it has 
developed special patterns of agreement with the noun which it modifies” 
(1975, 2: 468). 
 We have adopted this broader notion of the adjective as including the 
elative. The lack of full integration into the category of adjective, which is 
shown in the restricted concord in gender and number, should not prevent 
one from recognizing its adjectival character, shown in all remaining 
respects. 

The elative itself is not a homogeneous category. Should it be defined as 
including all nouns following the pattern Œaf¸al, then also adjectives 
showing full concord in gender and number (with the feminine form fa¸lÀŒ 
and plural fu¸l), designating physical and psychic properties would be 
treated as elatives. We, however, will not treat them as elatives but as 
positive adjectives instead. 

We will assume that the category of elatives include adjectives which 
follow the pattern af¸al and are used in the comparative or superlative 
sense, i.e. a standard of comparison is mentioned or at least implied. They 
will be called relative elativesrelative elativesrelative elativesrelative elatives (following Cantarino 1975, 2: 472, fn. 89). 
They show no concord in gender and number, i.e. their gender and number 
are neutralized (NG and NN). The word Œa‰©aru in dawlatun Œa‰©aru ‘a 
smaller state’ is a relative elative, used in the comparative sense. There are 
also two nouns which do not meet the requirement of form, i.e. do not 
follow the Œaf¸alu pattern, yet they will be considered relative elatives on 
the grounds of their meaning and syntax, which are identical with that of 
Œaf¸alu-elatives. These are ®ayrun ‘better; the best’ and šarrun ‘worse; the 
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worst’. They should be, however, always distinguished from homophonous 
substantives meaning ‘good’ and ‘evil’, respectively.  

The category of elatives  also includes adjectives which follow this 
pattern but are used in the absolute sense, i.e. there is no standard of 
comparison, the meaning is ‘excellency or superiority in an absolute 
manner’ (Cantarino 1975, 2: 472, fn. 89) and have the feminine form of the 
pattern fu¸lÀ. They will be called absolutive elativesabsolutive elativesabsolutive elativesabsolutive elatives. Absolutive elatives 
usually exist in pairs designating antonyms, e.g. ¸ulyÀ ‘the upper.F.SI’ vs. 
suflÀ ‘the lower.F.SI’ (cf. Grotzfeld 2000 and Wehr 1953: 21-24). They 
form a restricted class of words67. 

Semantically different from other elatives but formally and syntactically 
similar to them is the adjective ŒÀ®aru ‘other’ (feminine: Œu®rÀ). Its 
morphosyntactic behaviour is sometimes like that of absolutive elatives, 
sometimes like that of relative elatives. Also Œawwalu ‘first’ (feminine: 
ŒÙlÀ), which semantically is an ordinal numeral, is an elative, with partly 
relative, partly absolutive morphosyntax68. 
 As rightly noticed by Wehr (1953), whether a relative elative receives 
the definite article or not does not always directly reflect the opposition 
superlative vs. comparative, respectively, known in most modern European 
languages. While such a correspondence does obtain in most cases, 
examples of an indefinite relative elative without comparative meaning can 
be found easily. E.g. ŒallÀhu Œakbaru cannot be interpreted as ‘God is 
greater’, as it means rather ‘God is very great’ or ‘the greatest’. Cf. other 
examples: 
 

kÀnati  r-riªlat-u  ŒašbŒašbŒašbŒašbahahahah----aaaa            bi riªlat-i    s-SindibÀd-i 
was   D-journey.F.SI-N  similar.NG.NN-A   with journey.F.SI-G  D-Sindbad-G 

‘the journey was very similar very similar very similar very similar to the journey of Sindbad’ (¸Umar 109) /18/ 
 

In other contexts it seems that relative elatives can be rendered in English 
as adjectives with the modifier ‘rather’ or ‘fairly’, e.g.: 
                                                
67 Cantarino says that they are used in expressions equivalent to proper names as in al-qurÙnu l-wus†À 
‘the Middle Ages’ or ar-radhatu l-kubrÀ ‘the main lobby’ (1975, 2: 473). Yet it seems that there is no 
special semantic connexion between absolutive elatives and proper names. It can simply be said that 
some proper names include absolutive elatives. 
68 Ordinal numerals with the meaning ‘the first’ are, historically, comparatives or superlatives also in 
other languages, e.g. German erst was the superlative of eher (Drosdowski et al. 1997: 163), and Polish 
pierwszy was the comparative form of pierwy (Bańkowski 2000, 2: 561). 
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ša®‰-u-n   murÌb-u-n [...],  ŒakƒarŒakƒarŒakƒarŒakƒar----u u u u         maylmaylmaylmayl----aaaa----nnnn   ŒilÀ l-badÀnat-i 
person.M.SI-N-I  strange.M.SI-N-I   more.NG.NN-N  tendency.M.SI-A-I to D-obesity.F.SI-G 

‘a strange person [...], ratheratheratherather tendingr tendingr tendingr tending [lit. ‘ratherratherratherrather strongstrongstrongstrong in tendency’] to obesity’ 
 (¸Ãlam al-fikr, 46) /19/ 

 

 On the other hand, that an elative is definite by virtue of bearing the 
definite article does not necessarily confer on it the superlative meaning. 
As observed by Cantarino, “The belief of both Arab and Western 
grammarians that the article gives the meaning of a superlative to the 
elative is not correct. In certain positions, the article is required not by the 
meaning but by the actual grammatical function of the elative” (1975, 2: 
468). E.g.: 
 

bi   l-¸Àlam-i  l-®Àriºiyy-i  l-mutaqaddim-i wa llll----ŒašaddŒašaddŒašaddŒašadd----iiii            taŒƒÌr-a-n    
with  D-world.M.SI-G D-external.M.SI-G  D-progressing.M.SI-G and D-strongest.NG.NN-G  impact.M.SI-A-I 

‘with the external world, progressing and extremely influentextremely influentextremely influentextremely influentialialialial’    lit. ‘extremely extremely extremely extremely 
    strongstrongstrongstrong in impact’ (¸Ãlam al-fikr, 20)69. /20/ 

 

Rather infrequently, a definite elative is clearly comparative, with the 
standard of comparison expressed in a min-phrase, e.g.: 

 
alalalal----ŒahammŒahammŒahammŒahamm----uuuu      min ¡Àlika  Œanna  ŒiºmÀliyy-a...  
D-more:important.NG.NN-N   than  this   that   total.M.SI-A 

‘And [what is] more importantmore importantmore importantmore important than that is that the total of...’ (ŒAhrÀm 22.01.03, 28, 
 ¸AlÀmatu stifhÀmin) /21/ 
 

Sometimes both senses, comparative and superlative, can equally be read: 
 
man†iq-u  l l l l----ŒaŒaŒaŒaqwÀqwÀqwÀqwÀ 
logic.M.SI-N  D-stronger/strongest.NG.NN.G 

‘the logic of the strongerstrongerstrongerstronger’ or ‘of the strongeststrongeststrongeststrongest’ (Al-MÌƒÀq 20/4/2004, 8) /22/ 
 

What is important about elatives is that they are neutralized, or 
ambivalent, with respect to ‘diathesis’. As they are formed directly from 
roots, and not from corresponding positive adjectives, the question whether 
an elative is active or passive is irrelevant, or, to put it differently, an 

                                                
69 The superlative sense, ‘the most influential’, is not allowed by the context, as no other worlds were 
compared with the world spoken of. 
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elative may be used in both meanings70. One of the examples given by 
Wehr is ŒahdÀ mina n-naºmi, which he renders as ‘den Weg besser 
weisend als die Sterne’, as opposed to ŒahdÀ mina l-qa†À ‘besser geleitet 
als die Flughühner’ (Wehr 1953: 55). Since ŒahdÀ is directly derived from 
the root h-d-y conveying the meaning of ‘guidance’ (cf. the substantive 
hudan ‘guidance’), and not from the active participle hÀdin ‘guiding’ or 
the passive one mahdiyyun ‘guided’, the meaning of ŒahdÀ is: “stärker mit 
hudan behaftet, sich mehr auszeichnend durch hudan”, which makes both 
active and passive reading possible (Wehr 1953: 55). This feature is 
showed also by the elatives in MWA. In our corpus, however, one example 
occurred which shows that the author of the text felt a need to specify the 
diathesis of the elative, viz. the passive, by a prepositional phrase, which 
normally is absent: 

 
Œa‰baªa [...] Œamr-a-n  ŒaªwaºŒaªwaºŒaªwaºŒaªwaº----a a a a         ŒilayŒilayŒilayŒilay----hi hi hi hi         min  Œayy-i  waqt-i-n  ma™À 
became   thing.M.SI-A-I needed.NG.NN-A to-3.M.SI   than  any-G   time.M.SI-G-I  passed 

‘[it] has become a thing [that is] more necessarymore necessarymore necessarymore necessary than ever before’ (ŒAhrÀm 22.01.03, 
 10, ŒAyna l-ªaqÌqatu...) [cf. the verb iªtÀºa ŒilÀyhi ‘he needed it’, lit. ‘he needed to it’] /22/.  
 

It seems that the elative is qualified by the prepositional phrase in a way 
analogous to how the corresponding positive is, viz. muªtÀºan Œilayhi 
‘needed’, lit. ‘needed to it’. 
 

ParticipleParticipleParticipleParticiple    
From the syntactic point of view there is no objection to treating 

participles as a subcategory of adjectives. This is also the opinion 
expressed explicitly e.g. in El-Ayoubi et al. (2001: 5). Yet it should be 
observed that some participles have somehow got ‘detached’ from the 
verbs they are derived from. Thus e.g. the participles mun®afi™un ‘low’ 
and ¸Àlin ‘high’ are not always associated with the verbs in®afa™a ‘to sink, 
to be lowered’ and ¸alÀ ‘to be high, to rise’. E.g. the expression si¸run ¸Àlin 
‘a high price’ has no synonymous expression with a relative clause with 
the corresponding verb ya¸lÙ since si¸run ya¸lÙ means ‘a price which rises’ 
rather than ‘a price which is high’. What is more, some participles which 
have detached themselves from their verbal bases cannot take the so-called 

                                                
70 Wehr discusses this ambivalence in terms of ‘transitivity’ and ‘intransitivity’ (1953: 55). 
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internal object, i.e. cannot be qualified by a cognate verbal noun in the 
accusative. Thus aš-ša¸aru l-musta¸Àru ‘artificial hair’, lit ‘borrowed hair’ 
cannot be qualified by isti¸Àratan ºayyidatan to yield *aš-ša¸aru l-
musta¸Àru isti¸Àratan ºayyidatan *‘a hair borrowed a good borrowing’71. 
Such participles frequently are semantically modified in comparison to 
‘true’ participles. E.g. mu¸Àq ‘handicapped’, lit. ‘hindered’ is not a true 
participle of the verb Œa¸Àqa ‘to hinder’, because there is no agent 
conceivable that could have hindered the person (except, possibly, nature 
or God). Such an agent is usually conceivable in cases where the participle 
retains its normal relationship to the verb. 
  
 

NumeralNumeralNumeralNumeral    
According to our definition of the adjective, some numerals should be 

treated as adjectives. These include: 
 
(i)  ordinal numerals from 1 to 10, 
(ii) first components of compound ordinal numerals from 11 to 9972, 
(iii) cardinal numerals 1 and 2. 

 
Cardinal numerals from 3 to 10 could be treated as agreeing in gender with 
the qualified substantive if one assumed the so-called ‘gender polarity’ (cf. 
Badawi et al. 2004: 260-262), which means that a substantive which in the 
singular is masculine is qualified by a numeral with the feminine suffix  
-at-. If this kind of description were assumed, as well as that such 
numerals show inherent plural number, they could be said to agree in state, 
gender, number and case with the plural substantives they qualify in 
attribution, e.g.: 
 

ruŒÙs-i    ŒamwÀl-i   llll----bunÙkbunÙkbunÙkbunÙk----iiii    ssss----sittatsittatsittatsittat----iiii   l-¸Àmm-at-i  
capitals.NH.PL-G  moneys.NH.PL-G   D-banks.NH.PL-G   D-six.M.PL-G   D-public-NH.PL-G 

‘of the capitals of the 6 public banks’ (ŒAhrÀm 29/1/03, 1, MubÀrak yuŒakkidu...) /23/ 
 

                                                
71 Bartnicka, who studied the relationship between adjectives and participles in Polish, speaks of 
‘adjectivization of participles’ (1970). 
72 These ‘compound numbers’ will be treated as words which should not be divided. 
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However, for the purpose of the present monograph, we will not consider 
numerals to be adjectives with the exception of those of group (i), the 
syntax of which is typically adjectival. Neither will be treated as adjectives 
numerals used as ordinal numerals which agree with the substantives in 
state and case but not in gender and number, e.g.: 
 

ma¸a ‰udÙr-i                llll----¸adad¸adad¸adad¸adad----i i i i         ssss----sittimiŒatsittimiŒatsittimiŒatsittimiŒat----iiii    
with  edition.M.SI-G  D-issue.M.SI-G  D-six:hundred-G 

‘with the edition of the 600th issue’     (¸ArabÌ 5/04, 209) /24/ 
 

What should be pointed out here, quite marginally, is that the same 
construction has come recently to be used not in the ordering sense, as 
ordinal numbers, but in the quantitative sense, as cardinal numbers. Such 
constructions are against classical rules. Examples include: 
 

hÀ¡ihi  llll----ŒutunŒutunŒutunŒutun----uuuu            llll----®amsumiŒat®amsumiŒat®amsumiŒat®amsumiŒat----uuuu    
these   D-sheasses.NH.PL-N  D-five:hundred-N 

‘these 500 she-asses’ (¸ArabÌ 5/04, 210) /25/ 
 
®ilÀla  ssss----sÀ¸ÀtsÀ¸ÀtsÀ¸ÀtsÀ¸Àt----i i i i         llll----Œarba¸Œarba¸Œarba¸Œarba¸----i i i i         wa wa wa wa     llll----¸išrÌna¸išrÌna¸išrÌna¸išrÌna  l-mÀ™iy-at-i  
within   D-hours.NH.PL-G  D-four.F.PL-G   and  D-twenty.G  D-past-NH.PL-G 

‘within the last 24 hours’ (ãayÀt 2/08/07, 2, 109 qatlÀ...) /26/. 
 

According to canonical rules, the counted object should be expressed by a 
substantive in the accusative case, the so-called tamyÌz, e.g. ®ilÀla l-Œarba¸i 
wa l-¸išrÌna sÀ¸atansÀ¸atansÀ¸atansÀ¸atan. The construction discussed here seems not to be 
described in grammars of MWA. Badawi et al. give an example of it, al-
mašÀhidu l-17 allatÌ sajjalahÀ (2004: 257), and another on p. 262, where 
they observe that ‘the number is in apposition’, without however taking 
special notice that this usage does not conform to classical rules. 
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In this part of the work, we will be concerned with the differentiation of 

non-predicative syntagms in which the adjective, occupying the second 
position, functions as the qualificator of the substantive occupying the first 
position with which it agrees in state, gender, number (with restrictions, if 
applicable) and case – we will call such type of qualification adjectival adjectival adjectival adjectival 
attributionattributionattributionattribution – from other syntagms composed of two nouns which agree, or 
seem to agree, with each other in some respects. Since the property which 
is shared by all such syntagms is that their constituents always stand in the 
same case, we will refer to them as tautoptotic syntagmstautoptotic syntagmstautoptotic syntagmstautoptotic syntagms73. Only non-
predicative syntagms will concern us here. 

The presentation of such a differentiation is, in fact, a necessary 
comment supplementing the definition of the adjective presented above 
because there are syntagms in MWA which only apparently are based on 
adjectival attribution but, if one examines them in more depth, they turn 
either not to involve adjectives but substantives, or not to be based on 
attribution at all.  

We will divide the non-predicative tautoptotic nominal syntagms into 
three major kinds, in accordance with the nature of the syntactic and 
semantic relations obtaining between their constituents. We think that in 
MWA these relations are of complex nature and require a thourough 
analysis. These relations are: hypotaxishypotaxishypotaxishypotaxis, parataxisparataxisparataxisparataxis, which have been 
introduced in chapter 1.1.2., and appositionappositionappositionapposition. Apposition will for us be a 
kind of relation lying somewhere in between hypotaxis and parataxis. It 
seems that it cannot be classed as a subtype of either. It will become clear 
that we understand the terms in a different way than various linguists may 
understand74. E.g. some expressions which traditionally would be 
interpreted as appositions, here will be treated as substantival attributions. 
                                                
73 We do not use the term ‘case-concordial’ here, which should be reserved only for hypotactic syntagms. 
‘Case-concordial syntagms’ are thus a subset of ‘tautoptotic syntagms’. 
74 It is a separate issue that many linguists understand them intutitively, without giving any definitions. 
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3.1. Hypotaxis3.1. Hypotaxis3.1. Hypotaxis3.1. Hypotaxis    
 

The relation of hypotaxis has been introduced and discussed in chapter 
1.1.2. In the present chapter we will distinguish and discuss two kinds of 
syntagm based on hypotaxis: adjectival attadjectival attadjectival attadjectival attribution ribution ribution ribution and substantival substantival substantival substantival 
attributionattributionattributionattribution.  
 

3.1.1. Attribution3.1.1. Attribution3.1.1. Attribution3.1.1. Attribution    
 

Syntagms involving adjectival attribution adjectival attribution adjectival attribution adjectival attribution and those involving 
substantival attributionsubstantival attributionsubstantival attributionsubstantival attribution can be distinguished from each another on the 
grounds of the definition of the adjective we proposed above, the concord 
in gender and number being the most important differentiating factor. 
What they have in common is that in both kinds of attribution there is no 
possibility of reversing the linear order of the constituents. In our study, 
attribution is defined in terms of this property. 
 

3.1.1.1. Adjectival attribution3.1.1.1. Adjectival attribution3.1.1.1. Adjectival attribution3.1.1.1. Adjectival attribution    
 

Adjectives, defined as above, form with the substantives they qualify 
hypotactic attributive syntagms. Examples of such syntagms are:  

 
qa™iyyat-u  llll----mumarri™Àtmumarri™Àtmumarri™Àtmumarri™Àt----i i i i     llll----bul©Àriyybul©Àriyybul©Àriyybul©Àriyy----ÀtÀtÀtÀt----iiii 
issue.F.SI-N  D-nurses.F.PL-G   D-Bulgarian-F.PL-G 

‘the issue of Bulgarian nurses’ (ãayÀt 2/08/07, 19, MÌn y÷lli dafa¸?) /1/ 
 
raŒÌsraŒÌsraŒÌsraŒÌs----À À À À     l-wuzarÀŒ-i   ssss----sÀbiqsÀbiqsÀbiqsÀbiq----ÀniÀniÀniÀni 
presidents.M-DU.N  D-ministers.M.PL-G  D-former.M-DU.N  
‘the [two] former Prime Ministers’ (ãayÀt 2/08/07, 6, At-tawÀfuqu) /2/ 

 

Examples with the absolutive elatives: 
 

qiyÀm-u   min†aqatmin†aqatmin†aqatmin†aqat----iiii  t-tiºÀrat-i  l-ªurr-at-i  l-¸arabiyy-at-i  llll----kubrÀkubrÀkubrÀkubrÀ    
existence.M.SI-N  zone.F.SI-G  D-trade.F.SI-G free-F.SI-G  D-Arab-F.SI-G   D-great.F.SI.G 
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‘the coming into being of the Great Arab Free Trade Zone’ (¸Arab al-Yawm 
 29/4/04, 2, An-NÀ‰ir yad¸Ù ŒilÀ ...)        /3/    

    
at-taºÀrib-u    ¸alÀ¸alÀ¸alÀ¸alÀ  llll----qaradatqaradatqaradatqaradat----i i i i  llll----¸ulyÀ¸ulyÀ¸ulyÀ¸ulyÀ    
D-experiments.NH.PL-N  on  D-apes.NH.PL-G  D-higher.NH.PL.G  
‘experiments on the higher apes’ (¸ArabÌ 5/04, 145) /4/ 

 
¸alla-hum   yaºidÙna  ªulÙlªulÙlªulÙlªulÙl----aaaa----n n n n             muƒlÀ muƒlÀ muƒlÀ muƒlÀ     
perhaps-3.M.PL  find    solutions.NH.PL-A-I  ideal.NH.PL.A.I 

‘perhaps they will find ideal solutions’ (ãayÀt 2/08/07, 14, Ma™Àrru Œaši¸¸ati...) /5/  
 

There exist nouns which fulfil our criteria of being an adjective, but 
according to other criteria, such as the capability of functioning as 
arguments, they could be treated as substantives75. Nevertheless, they will 
be treated as adjectives here. Examples: 
 

†abÜb-u-n   ºarrÀªºarrÀªºarrÀªºarrÀª----uuuu----nnnn    
doctor.M.SI-N-I  surgeon.M.SI-N-I  
‘a surgeon doctor’ /6/ 
 
aš-šu¸arÀŒ-u  llll----waššÀªwaššÀªwaššÀªwaššÀª----ÙnaÙnaÙnaÙna    
D-poets.M.PL-N  D-muwashshaha:writing.M-PL.N  
‘muwashshaha-writing poets’ (KallÇs 14) /7/ 
   
ŒayyÀm-a  r-raŒÌs-i    llll----ŒasÌrŒasÌrŒasÌrŒasÌr----iiii    ÇaddÀm ãusayn 
days.NH.PL-A  D-president.M.SI-G  D-captive.M.SI-G Saddam.G Husayn.G 

‘the days of the captive president S.H.’ (¸Arab al-Yawm 29/4/04, 1, BÙš yu†liqu ̧ inÀna...) /8/ 
 
wazÌr-a-n   masŒÙl-a-n    wa  mudarris-a-n        ŒadÌbŒadÌbŒadÌbŒadÌb----aaaa----nnnn    
minister.M.SI-A-I  responsible.M.SI-A-I  and teacher.M.SI-A-I  learned.M.SI-A-I  
‘a responsible minister and a learned teacher’ (×aqÀfÌ 9/11/04, 4, TakrÌmu l-mubdi̧ Ìna) /9/ 
 
¸an   †arÌq-i   ‰uªufiyy-i-n   ‰adÌq‰adÌq‰adÌq‰adÌq----iiii----nnnn    
through  way.M.SI-G  journalist.M.SI-G-I  friend.M.SI-G-I  
‘through a journalist-friend’ lit. ‘a friend journalist’ (MÌr 186) /10/ 
 
ºamÀ¸at-a  l-Œi®wÀn-i    llll----muslimmuslimmuslimmuslim----ÌnaÌnaÌnaÌna    
group.F.SI-A  D-brethren.M.PL-G  D-Muslim.M-PL.G 

‘the group of Muslim Brethren’ (Ar-RaŒy 1, Al-FÀyiz: lÀ tasÀhula...) /11/ 

                                                
75 According to Cantarino (1975, 2: 71) they would be “nonrestrictive appositives”, i.e. substantives 
modifying substantives (he gives the example bÀŒi¸un ºawwÀlun). But his classification is not based on 
an explicit distinction of adjectives and substantives. 
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If these nouns are qualified by a substantive in the genitive without a 
formal annexation resulting, they shall be treated as functioning as 
substantives and the syntagm will be a substantival apposition (see Ch 
3.2.1.), e.g.: 
 
 ar-raŒÌs-u    ŒasÌrŒasÌrŒasÌrŒasÌr----uuuu    l-ªarb-i 
    D-president.M.SI-N  prisoner.M.SI-N  D-war.F.SI-G 

 ‘the president, prisoner of war’ /12/ 
 
 a†-†abÌb-u   ºarrÀªºarrÀªºarrÀªºarrÀª----uuuu   l-qalb-i 
    D-doctor.M.SI-N  surgeon.M.SI-N  D-heart.M.SI-G 

 ‘the doctor, a heart surgeon’ lit. ‘surgeon of the heart’ /13/ 
 

It should be noted that many of these nouns cannot be qualified by a 
substantive in the genitive or if so, their meaning changes. E.g.: 
 

bi   kull-i  ƒiqat-i                    llll----¸Àlim¸Àlim¸Àlim¸Àlim----i i i i         llll----®abÌr®abÌr®abÌr®abÌr----iiii    
with  all-G   confidence.F.SI-G  D-scholar.M.SI-G  D-expert.M.SI-G  
‘with all the confidence of an experienced scholar’ (MÌƒÀq 20/4/04,13) /14/ 
 

Here, ®abÌr is qualifiable by a substantive in the genitive only if the 
meaning of ®abÌr is ‘a specialist’, i.e. an acknowledged one, possibly with 
a certificate. It is not qualifiable in this manner when having the meaning 
‘experienced’. Of course, in many cases it is difficult to tell whether the 
noun is qualifiable by a substantive in the genitive or not. These must be 
considered as border cases. 

Another problem is how to dinstinguish adjectival attributions from 
what we will call substantival appositions. The problem appears to be 
especially conspicuous with nisba-adjectives expressing nationalities 
qualifying appellativa, e.g.:  

 
ŒilÀ  ŒašiqqÀŒ-i-kumu    llll----¸irÀqiyy¸irÀqiyy¸irÀqiyy¸irÀqiyy----ÌnaÌnaÌnaÌna    
to   brothers.M.PL-G-2.M.PL   D-Iraqi.M-PL.G  
‘to your Iraqi brothers’ (ãayÀt 8/4/04, 2, A‰-Çadru yu†Àlibu...) /15/ 
 

The order of the nominal constituents in these syntagms seems to be 
reversible but such reversed order seems not very natural. No example of a 
syntagm analogous to a hypothetical ŒilÀ l-¸irÀqiyyÌna ŒašiqqÀŒikum ‘to the 
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Iraqis, your brothers’ occurred in our corpus. Therefore we prefer to treat 
them as adjectival attributions.  Admittedly, there is some arbitrariness in 
this decision. This problem will be discussed in more detail in chapter 
3.2.1.1. 
  

 

3.1.1.1.1. Discussion of adjectives with limited gender and number 3.1.1.1.1. Discussion of adjectives with limited gender and number 3.1.1.1.1. Discussion of adjectives with limited gender and number 3.1.1.1.1. Discussion of adjectives with limited gender and number 
concordconcordconcordconcord    

 

Let us now discuss in more detail adjectives that show restrictions with 
respect to concord in gender and number, mentioned in chapter 2.2.3. The 
constructions listed there in group (1111) are fairly complex and will be 
discussed in chapter 5.12. in order not to obscure the picture of other 
syntagms with adjectival attribution. Let us then start with discussing 
adjectives of group (2222). 

 
2222. First, we give examples with syntagms in which the qualificata of the 
adjectives are feminine, in order to show the neutralization of gender: 
 
Adjectives following the pattern fa¸Ùlun in active meaning: 
 

wa™¸-u    ®u††at®u††at®u††at®u††at----iiii----nnnn  †amÙª†amÙª†amÙª†amÙª----iiii----nnnn              li ŒinšÀŒ-i... 
invention.M.SI-N  plan.F.SI-G-I  ambitious.NG.NN-G-I  for creation.M.SI-G 

‘invention of an ambitious plan for creating...’ (ŒAhrÀm 29/01/03, 28, û††atun li ŒinšÀŒi...) /16/ 
 

min  natÀŒiº-i    llll----ªarbªarbªarbªarb----iiii   ™™™™----™arÙs™arÙs™arÙs™arÙs----iiii    
of   results.NH.PL-G   D-war.F.SI-G  D-fierce.NG.NN-G     
‘of the results of the fierce war’ (ŒAhrÀm 22/01/03, 12, Qa™iyyatu s-sÀ¸ati) /17/ 
 
ma¸a ma¸a ma¸a ma¸a     mraŒatmraŒatmraŒatmraŒat----iiii----nnnn   ªaqÙdªaqÙdªaqÙdªaqÙd----iiii----nnnn    
with  woman.F.SI-G-I  malicious.NG.NN-G-I        
‘with a malicious woman’ (¸Umar 34) /18/ 

 

Adjectives following the pattern fa¸Ìlun in passive meaning and mi©bÀrun: 
no examples occurred in the corpus. 
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Adjectives designating typically female properties76: 
 

imraŒatimraŒatimraŒatimraŒat----uuuu----nnnn  ªÀmilªÀmilªÀmilªÀmil----uuuu----nnnn    
woman.F.SI-N-I  pregnant.NG.NN-N-I  
‘pregnant woman’77 /19/ 

 

In the following, examples are given with plural qualificata as to show the 
neutralization in number: 

 
®u†Ù†®u†Ù†®u†Ù†®u†Ù†----uuuu----nnnn   multawiy-at-u-n  ªanÙnªanÙnªanÙnªanÙn----uuuu----nnnn    
lines.NH.PL-N-I  winding-NH.PL-N-I  gentle.NG.NN-N-I  
‘winding, gentle lines’ (¸ArabÌ  5/04, 106) /20/ 
 
wÀ‰alat  Mi‰r-u   masÀ¸iymasÀ¸iymasÀ¸iymasÀ¸iy----aaaa----hÀ hÀ hÀ hÀ             dddd----daŒÙbdaŒÙbdaŒÙbdaŒÙb----a a a a ... 
continued  Egypt.F.SI-N  efforts.NH.PL-A-3.F.SI  D-tireless.NG.NN-A  
‘Egypt continued its tireless efforts’ (ŒAhrÀm 29/01/03, 32, MuškilÀtun ºawhariyyatun) /21/ 
 

A tendency to analogy is visible in that forms with the pattern fa¸Ùlatun 
instead of fa¸Ùlun in active sense are used and that the use of such feminine 
forms with -atun with words designating typically female properties was 
permitted by the Academy of Cairo (Blau 1981: 174-175). But according 
to Blau, the form fa¸Ül in passive sense still prevails (1973: 212). Examples 
with no neutralization include: 
 

Œanna  laday-nÀ  ®u††at®u††at®u††at®u††at----aaaa----nnnn  †amÙª†amÙª†amÙª†amÙª----atatatat----aaaa----nnnn    
that   with-1.PL   plan.F.SI-A-I  ambitious-F.SI-A-I   
‘that we have an ambitious plan’ (¸Arab al-Yawm 29/4/04, 2, Al-maliku: Œayyu ªulÙlin...) /22/ 
 
ºuhÙdºuhÙdºuhÙdºuhÙd----aaaa   sumuww-i   waliyy-i   l-¸ahd-i      dddd-daŒÙbdaŒÙbdaŒÙbdaŒÙb----atatatat----aaaa    
efforts.NH.PL-A  highness.M.SI-G  successor.M.SI-G  D-commitment.M.SI-G  D-tireless-NH.PL-A        
‘the tireless efforts of [His] Highness Crown Prince’ (lit. ‘successor of the 

 commitment’) (¥azÌra 3/4/04, 2, Waliyyu l-¸ahdi yabªaƒu...) /23/ 
 

                                                
76 SÌbawayhi looked for an explanation of this lack of concord by trying to interpret this construction in a 
fairly little feminist way: he took these adjectives as referring to a thing (šayŒun), which has masculine 
gender (Mosel 1975: 335) . 
77 If used with gender concord (imraŒatun …Çmilatun), the construction means ‘a woman carrying 
something’). No example of attributive use occurred in the corpus. There was however the following 
predicative syntagm:  

NÌkÙl RÌtšÌ...ªÀmilunªÀmilunªÀmilunªÀmilun  
‘Nicole Richie [is]...pregnant’ (ãayÀt 2/08/07, 19, heading).  
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According to Corriente (2002 [1988]: 77), if such an adjective is 
substantivized, it inflects for gender. Thus, writes Corriente, qatÌl is 
‘asesinado/a’ (‘killed’) but qatÌlatun is ‘una muerta’ (‘a murdered 
woman’); ka¡Ùb is ‘mentiroso/a’ (‘untruthful’) but ka¡Ùbatun ‘una 
mentirosa’ (‘a deceitful woman’). This seems to be due to the fact that 
without a qualified substantive, the gender must be expressed in the 
adjective. Yet let us remark that there are numerous exceptions to this rule: 
¸aºÙzun almost always means ‘an old woman’ and mur™i¸ always means 
‘wet nurse’, though without the feminine ending. 

 

3333. Adjectives that follow the pattern af¸al and are relative elatives, i.e. have 
comparative or superlative meaning and there is a standard of comparison, 
at least implied (see chapter 2.2.4.) will be discussed in what follows. 

 

Relative elatives with superlative meaning (usually definite)Relative elatives with superlative meaning (usually definite)Relative elatives with superlative meaning (usually definite)Relative elatives with superlative meaning (usually definite)    
Here, as above, we will chiefly provide examples of syntagms with 

feminine substantives as qualificata in order to demonstrate the absence of 
concord in gender. Let us start with definite substantives. The adjective, 
then, usually has superlative meaning: 
 

hiya  llll----quwwatquwwatquwwatquwwat----uuuu  llll----Œa¸²amŒa¸²amŒa¸²amŒa¸²am----uuuu    
3.F.SI  D-power.F.SI-N  D-most:potent.NG.NN-N 

‘it is the most potent power’ (MÌƒÀq 20/4/04,12) /24/ 
 

alalalal----muškilatmuškilatmuškilatmuškilat----u u u u     llll----ŒakbarŒakbarŒakbarŒakbar----uuuu    
D-problem.F.SI-N  D-biggest.NG.NN-N  
‘the biggest problem’ (ŒAbya™-Aswad 40) /25/ 

 

The absence of concord in number is exemplified in: 
 

fÌ lfÌ lfÌ lfÌ l----buldÀnbuldÀnbuldÀnbuldÀn----i i i i    llll----Œa©nÀŒa©nÀŒa©nÀŒa©nÀ    
in D-countries.NH.PL-G  D-richest.NG.NN.G        
‘in the richest countries’ (ãayÀt 2/08/07, 14, Ma™Àrru Œaši¸¸ati...) /26/ 

 

In syntagms with masculine substantives as qualificata the concord 
neutralization is not visible. This is, for instance, the case in /27/: 
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©adÀ   l-ŒUrdunn-u  llll----baladbaladbaladbalad----a a a a   llll----ŒaªlÀŒaªlÀŒaªlÀŒaªlÀ      wa llll----ŒaºmalŒaºmalŒaºmalŒaºmal----aaaa    
became  D-Jordan.M-N  D-country.M.SI-A D-most:lovely.NG.NN.A  and D-most:beautiful.NG.NN-A  
‘Jordan became the most lovely and beautiful country’ (RaŒy 2, Lan yamurrÙ) /27/ 

 

However, with the feminine l-mamlakata ‘kingdom’ instead of l-balada, 
the adjective would not change its form, and the neutralization of concord 
would be visible. Another difficulty is that relative elatives, being 
neutralized in gender and number, cannot be distinguished from masculine 
absolutive elatives, as in: 

 

alalalal----qÀŒidqÀŒidqÀŒidqÀŒid----u u u u                 llll----Œa¸lÀŒa¸lÀŒa¸lÀŒa¸lÀ    li l-quwwÀt-i    l-musallaª-at-i 
D-commander.M.SI-N  D-highest.M.SI.N  for D-forces.NH.PL-G   D-armed-NH.PL-G  
‘the Chief Commander of the Armed Forces’ (RaŒy 2, QÀfilatu musÀ¸adÀtin...) /28/ 

 

With the feminine form l-qÀŒidatu ‘the female commander’, however, the 
adjective would change its form to l-¸ulyÀ. One should also remember here 
that absolutive elatives form a closed class, i.e. not all elatives have the 
feminine form fu¸lÀ. 

For some elatives neutralized in gender and number, however, one 
should probably also postulate absolutive meaning, i.e. with no comparison 
involved. The forms typical of relative elative, i.e. without concord, are 
used because the necessary absolutive forms, *‰-‰ulbÀ and *š-šuddÀ for 
the following examples, do not exist: 

 
Œan takÙna  qa™iyyat-u  Filas†Ìn-a  llll----ºawzatºawzatºawzatºawzat----a a a a     llll----Œa‰labŒa‰labŒa‰labŒa‰lab----aaaa    
that is    issue.F.SI-N  Palestine-G  D-nut.F.SI-A  D-hardest.NG.NN-A 

‘that the issue of Palestine is the [very] hard nut’ (ãayÀt 2/08/07, 9, MÀtat 
®arÌ†atu...) /29/ 
 
alalalal----mÀddatmÀddatmÀddatmÀddat----i i i i         llll----ŒašaddŒašaddŒašaddŒašadd----iiii             ™arar-a-n  ̧ alÀ  †-†abaqat-i l-wÀqiy-at-i 
D-substance.F.SI-G  D-strongest.NG.NN-G harm.M.SI-A-I to   D-layer.F.SI-G D-protective-F.SI-G  
‘[of] the substance [extremely] harmful to the protective layer’ lit. ‘[of] the 

 substance strongest in harm...’(ãayÀt 2/08/07, 14, Ma™Àrru Œaši¸¸ati...) /30/ 
 
 

Relative elatives with comparative meaning (usually indefinite)Relative elatives with comparative meaning (usually indefinite)Relative elatives with comparative meaning (usually indefinite)Relative elatives with comparative meaning (usually indefinite)    
The comparative meaning of the elatives is usually made visible by 

phrases with the preposition min ‘from, than’, but it may also be inferable 
from context. E.g.: 
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Œinna stÌfÀŒ-a    ŒuºÙrŒuºÙrŒuºÙrŒuºÙr----iiii----nnnn   Œa¸lÀŒa¸lÀŒa¸lÀŒa¸lÀ     min tilka llatÌmin tilka llatÌmin tilka llatÌmin tilka llatÌ... 
that  payment.M.SI-A  wages.NH.PL-G-I  higher.NG.NN.G.I  than those which  

‘that the payment of wages higher than those which...’ (RaŒy 1, ŒI¸lÀnun hÀmmun) /31/ 
 
tamrÌn-a-n   wÀªid-a-n †awÌl-a-n  ƒumma  tamrÌntamrÌntamrÌntamrÌn----ayni ayni ayni ayni         Œaq‰arŒaq‰arŒaq‰arŒaq‰ar----aaaa    
exercise.M.SI-A-I one-M.SI-A-I long.M.SI-A-I  then   exercise.M-DU.A.I  shorter.NG.NN.A.I        
‘one long exercise, then [two] shorter exercises’ (ãayÀt 2/08/07, 20, Ar-rÀªatu...) /32/ 
 

It seems that there are also definite elatives which could be taken as 
comparatives: 

 
alalalal----ŒahammŒahammŒahammŒahamm----uuuu      min min min min     ¡Àlika¡Àlika¡Àlika¡Àlika  Œanna  ŒiºmÀliyy-a...  
D-more:important.NG.NN-N   than  this   that   total.M.SI-A 
‘[what is] more importantmore importantmore importantmore important than that is that the total of ...’ (ŒAhrÀm 22/01/03, 28, 

 ¸AlÀmatu stifhÀmin) /33/ 
 

However, normally, if one wants to qualify a definite substantive with an 
elative in comparative sense, one has to resort to predication: 
 

fa  l-ºumhÙr-u  l-birÀzÌliyy-u   lla¡Ì huwa ŒaqrabŒaqrabŒaqrabŒaqrab----uuuu   ŒilÀ l-wilÀyÀt-i 
and D-people.M.SI-N  D-Brazilian.M.SI-N  which 3.M.SI  closer.NG.NN-N.I  to D-states.NH.PL-G 
 

l-muttaªid-at-i  qti‰Àdiyy-a-n   wa   ƒaqÀfiyy-a-n 
D-united-NH.PL-G  economic.NG.NN-A-I and  cultural.NG.NN-A-I 

 ‘The Brazilian people, which is fairly close fairly close fairly close fairly close to the USA economically and  culturally... 
 (¸Ãlam al-fikr, 49) /34/ 
 

Here, the elative Œaqrabu was used as the predicate instead of being used 
as an attribute, since fa l-ºumhÙru l-birÀzÌliyyu l-Œaqrabu ŒilÀ... would 
rather mean: ‘the Brazilian people, closest to...’. 

 

4444. The next class of adjectives showing restricted concord to be discussed 
here, i.e. those which are loanwords and cannot be used as genitival 
qualificators resulting in constructions with synonymous meaning, is not 
very numerous. Such adjectives of non-Arabic origin can be older ones, 
e.g. ¸umlatun ‰À© ‘standard currency’ (from Turkish sağ ‘healthy, correct’) 
or newer, e.g. mËf ‘mauve’, bÜÑ ‘beige’ (from English). Another example 
is: 
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al-fatÀt-u  llll----mÙdirnmÙdirnmÙdirnmÙdirn78 
D-girl.F.SI-N  D-modern.NG.NN.N  
‘the modern girl’ (from Badawi et al. 2004: 106) /35/ 

 

The qualifying noun in /35/ is an adjective because this construction  has 
no synonymous equivalent in *fatÀtu l-mÙdirn, i.e. with the substantive in 
the genitive. By contrast, the qualifying noun in /36/ is not an adjective but 
a substantive: 
 

bi   l-qi‰‰ati    llll----kÀrÌh#kÀrÌh#kÀrÌh#kÀrÌh# 
with  D-haricut.F.SI-G  D-carré.M.SI.G 

‘with the carré haircut’ i.e. ‘bob haircut’ (ŒA®bÀr 17/1/03, 13, Aš-ša¸ru  
 l-musta¸Àru...) /36/ 

 

because /36/ has a synonymous equivalent in qi‰‰ati l-kÀrÌh, where l-kÀrÌh 
is a substantive in the genitive (cf. chapter 3.1.1.2.). 

 
5555. The last category of adjectives with restricted number and gender 
concord, i.e. adjectives designating a species or style and most frequently 
being nisbas, can be exemplified as follows:  
 

qahwatqahwatqahwatqahwat----uuuu----n n n n     turkiyyturkiyyturkiyyturkiyy----uuuu----nnnn    
coffee.F.SI-N-I  Turkish.NG.NN-N-I  

‘Turkish [style] coffee’ (from Badawi et al. 2004: 105)  /37/ 
 

In Badawi et al., this example is classed along with others as designating 
“food items” and “fashion styles”. Note that the expression qahwatun 
turkiyyun does not mean ‘coffee from Turkey’ but ‘in Turkish style’. 
Similarly, in /38/ the wedding in a popular or traditional fashion does not 
have to take place in a popular district: 

 
ŒilÀ ŒiªyÀŒ-i   ªaflat-i    zifÀf-i-n    Œaw  zaffatzaffatzaffatzaffat----iiii----n n n n         baladiyybaladiyybaladiyybaladiyy----iiii----nnnn 
to  animation.M.SI-G celebration.F.SI-G wedding.M.SI-G-I or  wedding.F.SI-G-I   popular.NG.NN-G-I  
‘to perform [at] the celebration of the wedding or “the popular wedding”’ (ãayÀt 

 2/08/07, 19, Firqatu ãasballÀh...) /38/ 
 
                                                
78 Badawi et al. leave l-mÙdirn with no inflectional ending, which means that, normally, none would be 
pronounced here. Classical rules on concord cannot be applied here. However, it seems justified to 
assume that this word is in the same case its qualificatum, even though there are no mph indicators 
showing this. 
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It is probable that such syntagms without concord are modelled on 
dialectal Arabic. Their source could be syntagms with adjectives 
designating colours, which, e.g. in the Egyptian Arabic dialect, do not 
inflect for gender or number, e.g. badla bunni ‘a brown suit’ (Zaborski 
1982: 77). 

 

3.1.1.1.2. Seemingly hypotactic adjectives3.1.1.1.2. Seemingly hypotactic adjectives3.1.1.1.2. Seemingly hypotactic adjectives3.1.1.1.2. Seemingly hypotactic adjectives    
 

It could be argued that in some syntagms based on adjectival attribution 
involving two adjectives, the first adjective is qualified by the second, 
consequently, that the syntagm composed of the two adjectives is a 
hypotactic one. The semantics shows that they are not equal in their 
semantic status. Yet in reality, syntactically, they both agree with their 
qualificatum in state, gender, number and case, i.e. are paratactic to each 
other. Thus, e.g. in /39/: 
 

lÀkinna  masŒÙl-a-n   kÙriyykÙriyykÙriyykÙriyy----aaaa----n n n n         ºanÙbiyyºanÙbiyyºanÙbiyyºanÙbiyy----aaaa----nnnn   †alaba... 
but   official.M.SI-A-I  Korean.M.SI-A-I  Southern.M.SI-A-I  requested  
‘but a South Korean official, who has requested...’ (ãayÀt 2/08/07, 8, KÀbÙl 
tarfu™u...) /39/ 
 

we are not dealing with a “Korean official” and a “southern official” 
at a time. This is a “South Korean official”, i.e. his “Koreanness” is 
southern. Then, the official is characterized by this southern Koreanness. 
An analogous problem is exemplified in /40/: 
 

bi l-muªaqqiq-i    llll----yahÙdiyyyahÙdiyyyahÙdiyyyahÙdiyy----i i i i             llll----ŒalmÀniyyŒalmÀniyyŒalmÀniyyŒalmÀniyy----iiii    
by D-investigator.M.SI-G  D-Jewish.M.SI-G   D-German.M.SI-G  
‘by the German-Jewish investigator’ (×aqÀfÌ 9/11/04, 6, IntiªÀrun ©ayru...) /40/ 
 

where the investigator is characterized by “German Jewishness”. It seems 
that semantic relations obtaining in such syntagms are fairly complex and 
deserve a separate study. We will content ourselves with merely signalling 
this phenomenon and will not distinguish such constructions as a special 
kind of adjectival, i.e. bi-adjectival, syntagm. We will treat such 
constructions as paratactically connected adjectives. 
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3.1.1.1.3. Linear contiguity of attributive adjectives3.1.1.1.3. Linear contiguity of attributive adjectives3.1.1.1.3. Linear contiguity of attributive adjectives3.1.1.1.3. Linear contiguity of attributive adjectives    
 

An attributive adjective has to be separated from its qm if the latter is 
qualified by a substantive in the genitive, e.g.:  

 
bÀbbÀbbÀbbÀb----uuuu   ªuºrat-i-n   waªÌd-at-i-n  maftÙªmaftÙªmaftÙªmaftÙª----uuuu----nnnn 
door.M.SI-N  room.F.SI-G-I   only-F.SI-G-I   open.M.SI-N-I 

‘the open door of the only room’ (Li‰‰ 23) /41/.  
 

Otherwise it usually follows its qualificatum immediately. A syntagm can 
be made linearly discontiguous by the insertion of other words, too, as in 
the following example: 
 

li madÌnatmadÌnatmadÌnatmadÌnat----iiii----nnnn ºÀmi¸iyy-at-i-n li  l-banÀt-i   ºadÌdºadÌdºadÌdºadÌd----atatatat----iiii----nnnn    
of town.F.SI-G-I  academic-F.SI-G-I for  D-girls.F.PL-G  new-F.SI-G-I  
‘of a new academic campus for girls’ (RiyÀ™ 24/4/04, 2, Al-ŒamÌru ¸AbdullÀh...) /42/ 
 

It is not infrequent to find attributive adjectival syntagms made 
discontiguous by a modifying particle, e.g.: 

 
™imna  tttt----tafÀ‰ÌltafÀ‰ÌltafÀ‰ÌltafÀ‰Ìl----iiii            rubbamÀ  llll----mumillmumillmumillmumill----atatatat----iiii 
inside   D-details.NH.PL-G  perhaps   D-boring-NH.PL-G  
‘in perhaps boring details’ (MÌƒÀq 20/4/04, 5) /43/. 
 
 

3.1.1.1.4. Adjectives qualifying substantives after cardinal numerals3.1.1.1.4. Adjectives qualifying substantives after cardinal numerals3.1.1.1.4. Adjectives qualifying substantives after cardinal numerals3.1.1.1.4. Adjectives qualifying substantives after cardinal numerals    
 

In the present chapter we will be concerned with the problem of 
adjectives qualifying substantives after cardinal numerals. Two issues will 
be dicussed here: the number of the qualifying adjective and the 
identification of its qualificatum. 

Let us begin by describing some relevant constructions. If the cardinal 
numeral is one between 11 and 99, or a compound numeral ending in 11 to 
99,)then the counted object is expressed by a singular substantive in the 
accusative qualifying the numeral, e.g.: 
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sittÙna  raºul-a-n 
sixty.N  man.M.SI-A-I 

‘sixty men’ /44/.  
 

If the cardinal is a hundred, a thousand or a million, or a compound 
numeral ending in one of them, the counted object is expressed by a 
singular substantive in the genitive qualifying the numeral, e.g.:  
 

miŒat-u   raºul-i-n 
hundred.SI-N  man.M.SI-G-I 

‘hundred men’ /45/ 
 

In both cases the substantive may be qualified in adjectival attribution. The 
number of the qualifying adjective is not determined in a fixed way. It may 
be singular, as to agree with the number of the substantive, as in /46/: 

    
qatala  Œarba¸at-a wa  ƒamÀn-Ìna  ŒasÌrŒasÌrŒasÌrŒasÌr----aaaa----nnnn    ºazÀŒÌriyyºazÀŒÌriyyºazÀŒÌriyyºazÀŒÌriyy----aaaa----nnnn    
killed   four.M.PL-A and  eighty-A   prisoner.M.SI-A-I   Algerian.M.SI-A-I  
‘[he] killed 84 Algerian prisoners [of war]’ (¸ArabÌ 5/04, 189) /46/ 
 

But the number of the adjective can also be plural as to manifest what is 
termed ‘concord ad sensum’, i.e. not with the form of the substantive, 
which morphologically may be singular, but with the real quantity of the 
counted objects, e.g.: 

    
 ¸alÀ  madÀ    ƒ-ƒalÀƒat-i   qurÙn-i-ni    llll----mÀ™iymÀ™iymÀ™iymÀ™iy----atatatat----iiii    
 on   course.M.SI.G   D-three.M.PL-G  centuries.NH.PL-G-I  D-past-NH.PL-G  

‘in the course of the past 3 centuries’ (×aqÀfÌ 9/11/04, 9, ¸Abqariyyatu l-®ayÀli...) /47/ 
 
Œinna fÌ s-SÙdÀn-i  miŒat-a   milyÙn-i  fiddÀn-i-n   ‰Àliª‰Àliª‰Àliª‰Àliª----atatatat----iiii----n n n n     (or ‰Àliª‰Àliª‰Àliª‰Àliª----atatatat----aaaa----nnnn) 

 that  in D-Sudan-G   hundred.SI-A  million.SI-G fiddan.M.SI-G-I  good-NH.PL-G-I (good-NH.PL-A-I) 

‘in Sudan there is a hundred million good feddans’ (ŒAhrÇm 29/01/03, 13, ¸AnÀ‰iru 
 l-quwwati...) /48/ 

 
®ilÀla  l-Œarba¸Ìna ¸Àm-a-ni   llll----mÀ™iymÀ™iymÀ™iymÀ™iy----atatatat----iiii  (or llll----mÀ™iymÀ™iymÀ™iymÀ™iy----atatatat----aaaa) 

 during  D-fourty.G  year.M.SI-A-I   D-past-NH.PL-G  (D-past-NH.PL-A)        
‘during the past fourty years’ (¸ArabÌ 5/04, 93)  /49/ 

 
fa mina ƒ-ƒalÀƒata ¸ašara   milyÙn-a yahÙdiyy-i-ni llll----muwazza¸muwazza¸muwazza¸muwazza¸----ÌnaÌnaÌnaÌna fÌ l-¸Àlam-i... 

 and from  D-thirteen.M.SI.G    million.SI-A Jew.M.SI-G-I  D-dispersed.M-PL.G in D-world.M.SI-G  
‘from the 13 million Jews dispersed in the world...’ (¸AyyÀrÌ 31) /50/ 
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Yet it can be argued that in these examples the adjective agrees with the 
numeral, not with the substantive. Then, the plural concord would be 
understandable, since the numeral conveys the meaning of plurality. Let us 
then examine if there are any indicators of the adjective qualifying the 
numeral.  

We will start with the concord in case. In /47/ it is certain that the 
adjective is in the genitive because both the numeral and the counted 
substantive are in this case. But we do not know which one is the attrahent 
of the adjective. In examples /48/ and /49/ the inflectional ending (-u, -i, or 
-a) is not written  and must be inferred from the context. Most probably, it 
would not be pronounced either. There are two possibilities: in /48/ it can 
be either -an of the accusative, agreeing with the numeral miŒata 
‘hundred’, or in of genitive, agreeing with the counted substantive, 
fiddÀnin. In /49/ it can be either -i of the genitive, agreeing with the 
numeral (l-Œarba¸Ìna ‘fourty’), or -a, the accusative, agreeing with the 
substantive (¸Àman ‘year’). In the example /50/ the inflectional ending is 
indicated: -Ì- in -Ìna shows that this is either the genitive or the accusative 
(the uncertainty is due to syncretism), but, as in /47/, we do not know what 
is the case-attrahent: the numeral or the counted substantive. Grammars of 
Arabic present contradictory data in this respect. For instance, Corriente 
gives the example Œarba¸Ùna raºulan muŒminÌna ‘fourty believing men’, 
where the plural adjective clearly agrees in case, the accusative, with the 
substantive (2002: 132). Cantarino, in turn, gives the example fÌ l-¸išrÌna 
Œawi ƒ-ƒalÀƒÌna sanatani l-Œa®Ìrati ‘during the last twenty or thirty years’ 
(1975, 2: 52), where the plural adjective clearly agrees in case, the 
genitive, with the numeral. The same morphological properties also 
characterize the example given by Badawi et al.: ®ilÀla l-15 ¸Àmani l-
ŒÀ®irati ‘during the last 15 years’ (2004: 262). It is not clear which solution 
should be chosen. Classical grammars do not account for such cases while 
Arabic speakers tend to not pronounce these endings. 

In the examples of our corpus it cannot be seen from the inflectional 
ending of the adjectives whether they agree in case with the numeral or 
with the substantive. What can be seen, though, is that in examples where 
the adjective is plural, it always agrees in state with the numeral, not with 
the substantive, e.g. in /49/. From this we could infer that the adjective, e.g. 
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l-mÀ™iyat- in /49/, qualifies the numeral, l-Œarba¸Ìna, not the substantive, 
¸Àman79.  

One more detail should be taken into consideration here. In /50/, the 
form of the adjective l-muwazzi¸Ìna is used only for adjectives qualifying 
human substantives. How can this adjective, then, be a qualificator of a 
numeral? The answer is that it can because there are numerals referring to 
human entities, and which are treated as substantivized, e.g.:  

 
kun  mina ssss----sab¸atsab¸atsab¸atsab¸at----i i i i         rrrr----rÀbiªrÀbiªrÀbiªrÀbiª----ÌnaÌnaÌnaÌna    
be   of   D-seven.M.PL-G  D-winning.M-PL.G  
‘be [one] of the winning seven!’ (Ar-RaŒy 2, advertisement) /51/ 

 

Such numerals can be qualified by adjectives that have the form proper to 
nouns referring to human beings. Therefore it is no wonder that in /50/ the 
adjective qualifies the numeral and has the form used for nouns 
designating human entities. This is the option that will be adopted for our 
typology of the adjectival syntagms. 

What remains to discuss is the following question: does the adjective not 
qualify the substantive at all in such cases? The answer is that there is still 
concord in gender with the substantive (admittedly, in /48/ and /49/ the 
substantives are M.SI, while the adjectives are NH.PL, yet still, the 
substantives are non-human). Therefore we are inclined to say that in 
constructions with a plural adjective, the adjective qualifies both both both both the 
numeral and and and and the substantive (note that in the latter case there is no concord 
nor rection, thus, the syntagm will be based on gender concord only). 
Should this opinion be assumed, this would be an instance of one word 
qualifying more than one qualificatum. 

There is another construction worth discussing, represented in /52/: 
 
ºuriªa 16  [sittata ¸ašara]  ša®‰-a-n   ŒÀ®arŒÀ®arŒÀ®arŒÀ®ar----ÌnaÌnaÌnaÌna    
were:wounded sixteen.M.N    person.M.SI-A-I  other.M-PL.G.I 
‘16 other persons were wounded’ (ãayÀt 8/4/04, 2, At-taªÀlufu yad¸Ù...) /52/ 
 

                                                
79 However, Blau cites an example where the adjective does not have the definite article: al-¸ašarata 
malÀyÌna lÌrat(i) lubnÀniyyat(i), and says this is so that ‘the article attached to the number suffices to 
determine not only the counted noun, but also an adjectival attribute following the counted noun and 
referring to it (1973: 186). 
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Here, the concord relations are different: we do not know whether the 
adjective agrees with the numeral in state. This concord might be 
accidental, because the counted substantive is indefinite as well and it 
might be it that makes the adjective indefinite. The more so that the 
adjective agrees with the substantive in case, the accusative. However, the 
adjective agrees with the numeral in gender (according to gender polarity) 
and number (since numerals are inherently plural). Therefore, again, we 
will identify here qualification (i) between the adjective and the 
substantive and (ii) between the adjective and the numeral. 

Finally, let us discuss example /53/: 
 
hunÀka 12 [iƒnÀ ¸ašara]  muttaham-a-n  ŒÀ®arŒÀ®arŒÀ®arŒÀ®ar----a a a a             mawqÙfmawqÙfmawqÙfmawqÙf----ÌnaÌnaÌnaÌna    
there    twelve.M.N   suspect.M.SI-A-I   other.M.SI-A.I   arrested.M-PL.A.I  
‘there are 12 other suspects arrested’ (ãayÀt 8/4/04, 2, QÀ™Ì ‰-Çadru...) /53/ 
 

Here, we have two qualifying adjectives. Both agree in case, the 
accusative, with the substantive (the numeral is in the nominative), yet the 
first adjective is singular, while the second is plural. Unless the second is 
taken to be a secondary predicate, i.e. ªÀl – and we see no reason why it 
should be so – this is a specific example of two paratactic adjectives 
qualifying the same substantive, but differing from each other in that one 
shows concord in form, and the second – concord ad sensum. 

 

3.1.1.2. Substantival attribution3.1.1.2. Substantival attribution3.1.1.2. Substantival attribution3.1.1.2. Substantival attribution    
    

Tautoptotic hypotactic syntagms with two nouns which do not fulfil the 
criteria for adjectival attribution and within which the linear word order is 
not reversible will be said to be based on substantival attribution. For short, 
we will say that such syntagms are substantival attributions. In substantival 
attributions the second noun is a substantive. Let us remark that some 
syntagms based on what we understand as substantival attribution, 
traditionally would be interpreted as appositions. An example of 
substantival attribution showing concord in gender is given in /54/: 
 

BÙš   alalalal----ibnibnibnibn----uuuu    
Bush.M.N  D-son.M.SI-N     
‘Bush Junior’ (LiwÀŒ 7/4/04, 1, Al-ŒismÀ¸u l-ma†lÙbu...) /54/ 
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Examples of substantival attributions without concord in gender are given 
in what follows: 

 
ºa¸ala-hÀ   madÌnatmadÌnatmadÌnatmadÌnat----aaaa----n n n n     namÙ¡aºnamÙ¡aºnamÙ¡aºnamÙ¡aº----aaaa----nnnn  
it:made-3.F.SI  city.F.SI-A-I   model.M.SI-A-I 

‘it made her a model city’ (ŒAhrÀm 29/01/03, 31, Wam™Àtun) /55/ 
 
lan  tuwºada  llll----fatÀtfatÀtfatÀtfatÀt----u u u u     llll----kufŒkufŒkufŒkufŒ----uuuu80   lÌ 
no   will:be   D-girl.F.SI-N  match.M.SI-N   for.1.SI  
‘there will be no girl convenient for me’ (MÌr 101)  /56/ 
 
Œa‰baªati  l-yawm-a  Œar™Œar™Œar™Œar™----aaaa----n n n n     bÙrbÙrbÙrbÙr----aaaa----n n n n     
became   D-day.M.SI-A  earth.F.SI-A-I  fallow.M.SI-A-I 

‘has become today a fallow land’ (ŒAhrÀm 22/01/03, 22, ×alÀƒatu ŒÀlÀfi fiddÀnin...) /57/ 
 
mina        llll----kumbyÙtirkumbyÙtirkumbyÙtirkumbyÙtir----i i i i         llll----lawªatlawªatlawªatlawªat----iiii    
of   D-computer.M.SI-G  D-tablet.F.SI-G 

‘of the tablet PC’ (ŒAhrÀm 22.01.03, 21, TÙšÌbÀ tu¸linu...) /58/    
 

Examples of substantival attributions showing no concord in number: 
 

bayna        llll----muslimmuslimmuslimmuslim----Ìna Ìna Ìna Ìna         ssss----sunnatsunnatsunnatsunnat----iiii   wa š š š š----šÌ¸atšÌ¸atšÌ¸atšÌ¸at----iiii    
among  D-Muslims.M-PL.G  D-Sunna.F.SI-G  and D-Shia.F.SI-G     
‘among Sunni and Shia Muslims’ (MÌƒÀq 20/4/04, 7)81 /59/ 
 
yastanidu  ŒilÀ  ŒaªºÀrŒaªºÀrŒaªºÀrŒaªºÀr----iiii----n n n n         ŒasÀsŒasÀsŒasÀsŒasÀs----iiii----nnnn    ºadÌd-at-i-n 
rests    on   stones.NH.PL-G-I  foundation.M.SI-G-I  new-NH.PL-G-I  
‘rests on new foundation stones’ (MÌƒÀq 20/4/04,12) /60/ 

 
wa lÀ  bi   llll----ªulÙlªulÙlªulÙlªulÙl----i i i i             llll----wasa†wasa†wasa†wasa†----i i i i     
and not  with  D-solutions.NH.PL-G  D-middle.M.SI-G 

‘nor with compromises‘ lit ‘middle solutions’ (Šarq ŒAwsa†, 17/05/03, 20, Ar-ruŒÀ...) /31/ 
 

                                                
80 The word kufŒ can be graded, as the following example shows: ŒillÀ Œi¡À kÀna l-Œaªdaƒu huwa llll----ŒakfaŒaŒakfaŒaŒakfaŒaŒakfaŒa 
‘only if the younger is the fitterfitterfitterfitter’ (ŒAhrÀm 22/01/03, 14, LÀ yaºÙzu ta®a††Ì). But in our study, gradability 
was rejected as a criterion for adjectivality. Thus, despite being gradable, the word kufŒu is not treated as 
an adjective. 
81 Admittedly, as-sunnatu and aš-šÌ¸atu, originally singular and meaning ‘tradition’ and ‘faction’, 
respectively, are today felt as plurals, i.e. as collectives. These words, like many other substantives that 
can function as the qualificator in substantival attribution can be used without a qualified substantive. 
The same holds also for bÙrun ‘fallow land’. 
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Note that in very few cases the gender of the substantive may be made 
feminine. Thus, while it is more frequent to see ad-dawlatu l-¸u™wu ‘the 
Member State’, one can also find the following: 
 

adadadad----dawlatdawlatdawlatdawlat----u u u u         llll----¸u™w¸u™w¸u™w¸u™w----atatatat----u u u u         llatÌ tataraŒŒasu  maºlis-a... 
D-state.F.SI-N    D-member.F.SI-N   which presides   council.M.SI-A  
‘the Member State which presides the Council’ 
(http://www.euromedrights.net/pages/214/page/language/3) /62/ 

 

It seems that the process of adjectivization of the substantive ¸u™wun 
‘member’ is under way here. 

What makes distinguishing adjectival attribution from substantival 
attribution easier is the fact that nouns of Arabic origin that are not derived 
following typical adjectival and participial patterns (such as kattÀbun or 
kÀtibun), e.g. namÙ¡aºun ‘model’, ¸u™wun ‘member’ or Œabun ‘father’ are 
always treated as substantives. Here we can also include qualifying nouns 
which follow the pattern of the verbal noun (ma‰dar) in what the Arab 
grammarians called wa^f bi-l-ma^dar ‘description by means of ma‰dar’. 
The classical example is nisÇŒun ¸adlun ‘just women’ lit. ‘women-justice’ 
(Al-ÆalÀyÌnÌ  2002 [1912]: 563). 

Moreover, a syntagm should be deemed a substantival attribution if it is 
synonymous with a construction with the second substantive in the 
genitive case. Such constructions were already discussed by Arab 
grammarians (cf. Gätje 1973: 49)82. E.g.:  
 

wa™a¸a sumuww-u-hu                llll----ªaºarªaºarªaºarªaºar----a a a a         llll----ŒasÀsŒasÀsŒasÀsŒasÀs----aaaa    
laid:down majesty.M.SI-N-3.M.SI  D-stone.M.SI-A  D-foundation.M.SI-A  
‘His Majesty laid down the foundation stone’ (RiyÀ™ 24/4/04, 1, Al-ŒamÌru 
¸AbdullÀh...) /63/ 

vs. 
 wa ªaºarªaºarªaºarªaºar----a a a a     llll----ŒasÀsŒasÀsŒasÀsŒasÀs----iiii    
    and stone.M.SI-A  D-foundation.M.SI-G  

‘and the stone of foundation’ (RiyÀ™ 24/4/04, 2, Al-ŒamÌru AbdullÀh...) /64/ 

                                                
82 These construction should probably be related to those described by Yushmanov (1961 [1938]) and 
Grotzfeld (2000). According to Yushmanov (1961 [1938]: 70) “[...] the dialects show a tendency to turn 
the adjective into the “genitive” of the noun [...]; thus, along with il-hudÙm il-ªumr ‘the red garments’, 
one can say hudÙm il-ªumr, and along with il-Quds iš-ŠerÌf ‘Jerusalem’ (lit. ‘the noble sanctuary’, also 
Quds iš-ŠerÌf” [original underlining – MM]. Grotzfeld (2000) as well observes this phenomenon in 
dialects. But he notices that such constructions occurred already in preclassical Arabic (2000: 11). 
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asasasas----sikkatsikkatsikkatsikkat----u u u u llll----ªadÌdªadÌdªadÌdªadÌd----uuuu    
D-road.F.SI-N  D-iron.M.SI-N 

‘railway’ lit. ‘iron road’(Raºab 20) /65/ 

vs. 
sikkatsikkatsikkatsikkat----u u u u     llll----ªadÌdªadÌdªadÌdªadÌd----iiii  
road.F.SI-N  D-iron.M.SI-G 
‘railway’ (Krahl 1985: 70) /66/ 
 

 ²Àhirat-u    nnnn----na®Ìlna®Ìlna®Ìlna®Ìl----i i i i         llll----bilÀstÌkbilÀstÌkbilÀstÌkbilÀstÌk----iiii    
    phenomenon.F.SI-N  D-palms.M.SI-G  D-plastic.M.SI-G        

‘the phenomenon of plastic palms’ (ŒAhrÀm 22/01/03, 10, Min qarÌbin)  /67/ 

vs. 
nastawridu na®Ìlna®Ìlna®Ìlna®Ìl----a a a a             llll----bilÀstÌkbilÀstÌkbilÀstÌkbilÀstÌk----iiii    
we:import  palms.M.SI-A   D-plastic.M.SI-G     
‘we import palms [made] of plastic’ (ibidem) /68/83 
 

Words such as nafsun, ¸aynun, ¡Àtun, meaning ‘the same’, as well as 
¸iddatun ‘various, several’ šattÀ and ºamÌ¸ ‘all’ may function as 
qualificators in substantival attributions. They are not adjectives because 
they never show gender concord. They are substantives since their syntax 
shows substantival properties. They are, for instance, qualifiable by 
substantives in the genitive. Examples of their use in substantival 
attribution include: 

 
li šarikat-i-n [...]  ŒahdÀfŒahdÀfŒahdÀfŒahdÀf----uuuu----n n n n         ¸iddat¸iddat¸iddat¸iddat----uuuu----nnnn 
for company.F.SI-G-I  goals.NH.PL-N-I  number.F.SI-N-I  
‘the company has various goals’ (ŒAhrÀm 29/01/03, 27, ŒInšÀŒu ‰ÀlÀtin...) /69/ 
 
mina lmina lmina lmina l----maºmÙ¸ÀtmaºmÙ¸ÀtmaºmÙ¸ÀtmaºmÙ¸Àt----i i i i         ¸ayn¸ayn¸ayn¸ayn----iiii----hÀhÀhÀhÀ    
from  D-groups.NH.PL-G  same-G-3.NH.PL  
‘from the same groups’ (Šarq 2, Al-Bašmarkatu l-yadu...) /70/ 
 
fÌ buqÀ¸fÌ buqÀ¸fÌ buqÀ¸fÌ buqÀ¸----iiii----n n n n         šattÀšattÀšattÀšattÀ    
in places.NH.PL-G-I  all.G  
‘in all places’ (MÌƒÀq 20/4/04,13) /71/ 

 

 
 

                                                
83 Also synonymous adjectival attributions are correct: al-ªaºaru l-ŒasÀsiyyu, as-sikkatu l-ªadÌdiyyatu 
and an-na®Ìlu l-l-bilÀstikiyyu. 
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3.1.1.2.1. Substantival attribution with suffixally substantivized 3.1.1.2.1. Substantival attribution with suffixally substantivized 3.1.1.2.1. Substantival attribution with suffixally substantivized 3.1.1.2.1. Substantival attribution with suffixally substantivized 
adjectives (SSA)adjectives (SSA)adjectives (SSA)adjectives (SSA)    

 

In chapter 4.5.4. we will introduce the concept of suffixally 
substantivized adjectives (SSA). Attributions with SSAs as qualificators 
will be treated as substantival attributions, not adjectival ones. This is 
justified by the fact that SSAs do not show gender and number concord 
with their qualificata. The number and gender of the qualificata is 
expressed in the pronominal suffix instead. Examples: 
 
 li mulÀªaqat-i l l l l----ŒafkÀrŒafkÀrŒafkÀrŒafkÀr----i i i i             kabÌrkabÌrkabÌrkabÌr----iiii----hÀ hÀ hÀ hÀ                 wa wa wa wa     ‰a©Ìr‰a©Ìr‰a©Ìr‰a©Ìr----iiii----hÀhÀhÀhÀ    

to pursuit.F.SI-G  D-thoughts.NH.PL-G  big.NG.NN-G-3.NH.PL  and  small.NG.NN-G-3.NH.PL 

‘to the pursuit of thoughts, big and small’ (¸ArabÌ 5/04, 139) /72/ 
  
 fÌ-hi   l-maºallÀt-u   l-¸arabiyy-at-u  ŒakƒarŒakƒarŒakƒarŒakƒar----uuuu----hÀ hÀ hÀ hÀ             wa Œaªsanwa Œaªsanwa Œaªsanwa Œaªsan----uuuu----hÀhÀhÀhÀ    
    in-3.M.SI  D-magazines.NH.PL-N  D-Arabic-NH.PL-N  most.NG.NN-N-3.NH.PL  and best.NG.NN-N-3.NH.PL 

‘and in it there are most of the Arabic magazines, and the best of them’ (from 
 Cantarino 1975, 2: 72) /73/. 
 

The similarity of sufixally substantivized adjectives to substantives used in 
substantival attribution can be seen in constructions with the word ºamÌ¸ 
‘all’, which shows syntactic behaviour similar to SSA but is never used in 
attribution without a suffix. Example of this word used in substantival 
attribution: 
 
 qad kataba  ŒamlÀk-a-hu     ºamÌ¸ºamÌ¸ºamÌ¸ºamÌ¸----aaaa----hÀ hÀ hÀ hÀ     bi sm-i    ma¸bÙdat-i-hi 
 PART bequeathed  properties.NH.PL-A-3.M.SI  all-A-3.NH.PL   to name.M.SI-G  ladylove.F.SI-G-3.M.SI  

‘[he] had bequeathed all his properties to [the name of] his ladylove’ (¸Umar 40) 

 
Cf. the non-grammaticality of *kataba ŒamlÀkahu l-ºamÌ¸ata, with ºami¸ 
used as an adjective in adjectival attribution. 
 

3.2. Apposition3.2. Apposition3.2. Apposition3.2. Apposition    
 

In our study tautoptotic syntagms composed of two nouns whose word 
order can be reversed (at times, some additional conditions may have to be 
fulfilled) with no change in meaning involved will be said to be based on 
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apposition. For short, we will simply call such syntagms appositions84. We 
will distinguish substantival and adjectival appositions. 

 
 

3.2.1. Substantival apposition3.2.1. Substantival apposition3.2.1. Substantival apposition3.2.1. Substantival apposition    
 

Syntagms composed of two substantives whose order can be reversed 
(some restrictions will be explained further) will be called substantival 
appositions in our study. It appears that in most substantival appositions 
each of the substantive can be ommitted. Then, an expression results which 
is grammatically correct, only a loss of meaning takes place. This loss of 
information can be retrieved either from the context or the 
hearer’s/reader’s knowledge about the world, cf. the apposition raŒÇ BÙš BÙš BÙš BÙš 
raŒÌsaraŒÌsaraŒÌsaraŒÌsa l-wilÀyÀti l-muttaªidati ‘he saw Bush, the president of USA’ can be 
reduced to raŒÀ raŒÌsa l-wilÀyati l-muttaªidati ‘he saw the president of 
USA’, with no substantial information being lost, because, as Bühler says, 
apposition takes place “where the same thing is named twice differently” 
(1990 [1934]: 351)85. Quite frequently, substantival appositons involve 
proper names. E.g.: 
   

min LubnÀnLubnÀnLubnÀnLubnÀn----a a a a         masqa†masqa†masqa†masqa†----iiii     raŒs-i-hi 
from Lebanon.M-G   place of fall.M.SI-G   head.M.SI-G-3.M.SI  
‘from Lebanon, place of his birth’ lit. ‘the place of fall of his head’ (̧ArabÌ 5/04, 168) /75/  

 

Withing a substantival apposition, both members do not have to agree in 
gender or state, e.g.: 
  

qÀlati llll----muhandisatmuhandisatmuhandisatmuhandisat----uuuu  ×anÀ×anÀ×anÀ×anÀŒ ad-DÜb  mudÌrmudÌrmudÌrmudÌr----uuuu   hayŒat-i... 
said  D-engineer.F.SI-N  ×anÀŒ ad-DÌb   director.M.SI-N  organization.F.SI-G 

‘Engineer ×anÇŒ ad-DÜb, director of the organization... has said’ (ŒAhrÇm 29/01/03, 
 15, Mu…Çfa≤atu l-¥Üzati...) /76/ 
 

    

                                                
84 Cantarino (1975: II, 67-77), whose classification differs in many basic points from ours, distinguishes 
also between restrictive and nonrestrictive appositions, a distinction which we will consider irrelevant. 
85 On the contrary, the expression raŒÀ BÙš al-Œaba ‘he saw Bush Senior (lit. ‘Bush the father)’ is not a 
substantival apposition but a substantival attribution: the word order cannot be reversed (al-Œabu BÙš 
means ‘Father Bush’) and neither of the two words can be omitted without information loss. 
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nÀ†iqnÀ†iqnÀ†iqnÀ†iq----uuuu----nnnn    bi sm-i    l-quwwÀt-i   l-bÙlandiyy-at-i ...  
spokesman.M.SI-N-I  in name.M.SI-G  D-forces.NH.PL-I  D-Polish-NH.PL-G 

llll----liftinÀnt#liftinÀnt#liftinÀnt#liftinÀnt# kÙlÙnÌl#   R. S.  
 D-lieutenant:colonel.M.SI.N   RS.M.N 

‘a spokesman of Polish forces, lieutenant colonel R.S.’ (ãayÀt 8/4/04, 2, At-taªÀlufu 
 yad¸Ù...) /77/ 
 

Examples of appositions which do not involve proper nouns include: 
 
 bi   šššš----šaybšaybšaybšayb----iiii                    ¸alÀmat¸alÀmat¸alÀmat¸alÀmat----i i i i  l-waqÀr-i 
 with  D-gray:hair.M.SI-G  sign.F.SI-G  D-dignity.M.SI-G  

‘with gray hair, sign of dignity’ (MaqhÇ 90) /78/ 
 
¸alÀ  ƒarwatƒarwatƒarwatƒarwat----iiii----hihihihi    †-†abÌ¸iyy-at-i   llll----bitrÙlbitrÙlbitrÙlbitrÙl----iiii    
on   wealth.F.SI-G-3.M.SI   D-natural-F.SI-G   D-oil.M.SI-G  
‘on its natural wealth, oil’ (ŒAhrÀm 22/01/03, 10, Qi‰‰atu mawtin...) /79/ 
 

Examples showing the reversibility of the word order: 
 

al-¸À^imat-u  Ba≈dÇd-u 
D-capital.F.SI-N  Baghdad.F-N  
‘the capital Baghdad’ (LiwÀŒ 7/4/04, 1, TaqÀrÌru mina l-BintÀ©Ùn...) /80/ 
 
ŒilÀ  ‡ulay†ilat-a  l-¸À‰imat-i 
to   Toledo.F-G   D-capital.F.SI-G  
‘to Toledo the capital’ (KallÀs 33) /81/ 
 
YuwÀnÀ FrÙtskÀ YuwÀnÀ FrÙtskÀ YuwÀnÀ FrÙtskÀ YuwÀnÀ FrÙtskÀ         safÌratsafÌratsafÌratsafÌrat----uuuu    BÙlandÀ  fÌ l-QÀhirat-i 
YF.F.N.      ambassador.F.SI-N  Poland.F.G  in D-Cairo.F-G  
‘Joanna W.[ronecka], Poland’s ambassador in Cairo’ (ŒAhrÇm 29/1/03, 1, BËlandÇ 

 tataÔalla¸u...) /82/ 
 
asasasas----safÌrsafÌrsafÌrsafÌr----uuuu     l-ŒamirÌkiyy-u   bi l-QÀhirat-i   DÌfÌd WÙlšDÌfÌd WÙlšDÌfÌd WÙlšDÌfÌd WÙlš  
D-ambassador.M.SI-N  D-American.M.SI-N  in D-Cairo.F-G   D.W.M.N 

‘The American Ambassador in Cairo, David Welch’ (ŒAhrÇm 29/1/03, 1, MubÇrak 
 yastaqbilu...) /83/.  
 

Consequently, according to our idea of apposition and attribution, if for a 
native speaker the expression a¬-¬a……Çku ¸Amrun ‘the laugher Amr’ is 
grammatically well formed and means roughly the same as ¸Amruni ¬-
¬a……Çku ‘the laughing Amr’, it means that the word ¬a……Çku is not only 
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an adjective any more, but that it has become a substantive. It seems, 
however, that there may be many problematic borderline cases. 

A specific case of apposition are syntagms composed of proper names 
and titles and similar labels86. Their specific feature is that they show fixed 
word order, the title going first. Let us also mention that frequently, with 
names of organizations or institutions, where an apposition would be used 
in, say, English, MWA uses genitival constructions, e.g. wikÀlatu RÙytirz# 
‘the Agency ofofofof Reuters’. But appositions do occur:  

 
wikÀlatwikÀlatwikÀlatwikÀlat----uuuu  l-ŒanbÀŒ-i   s-sÙriyy-at-u   SÀnÀSÀnÀSÀnÀSÀnÀ  
agency.F.SI-N  D-news.NH.PL-G  D-Syrian-F.SI-N   Sana.F.N 

‘the Syrian news agency Sana’ (LiwÀŒ 7/4/04, 1, TašdÌdun ¸alÀ l-Œi¸dÀdi...) /84/ 
 

Examples of titles and similar labels: 
 

anananan----nÀŒibnÀŒibnÀŒibnÀŒib----u u u u                 ŒÃn KlÙyd ŒÃn KlÙyd ŒÃn KlÙyd ŒÃn KlÙyd ...  
D-representative.M.SI-N  AK.F.N 

‘the MP Ann Clwyd’ (ãayÀt 2/08/07, 2, Mab¸Ùƒatun brÌ†Àniyyatun...) /85/ 
 

ªayÀt-u ®Àlid®Àlid®Àlid®Àlid----i i i i             ¡¡¡¡----¡ikr¡ikr¡ikr¡ikr----iiii    HÀrÙn-a  r-RašÌd-i  
life.F.SI-N eternal.M.SI-G D- mention.M.SI-G  Harun.M.G  ar-Rashid.M-G 

‘the life of the always remembered (lit. ‘eternal in memory’) Harun  ar-Rashid’ (MÌr 
 209) /86/ 
 

Titles may be used with appellativa, e.g.: 
 

asasasas----sayyidatsayyidatsayyidatsayyidat----u u u u     qarÌnatqarÌnatqarÌnatqarÌnat----uuuu----hu hu hu hu     
D-lady.F.SI-N   spouse.F.SI-N-3.M.SI 

‘Ms his spouse’(ŒAnwÀr 3/5/04, 2, RaŒÌsu TšÌkiyÀ...) /87/ 
 
bi bi bi bi         llll----Œi®watŒi®watŒi®watŒi®wat----i i i i             llll----muwÀ†inmuwÀ†inmuwÀ†inmuwÀ†in----ÌnaÌnaÌnaÌna    
with  D-brothers.M.PL-G  D-citizen.M-PL.G 

‘with brothers citizens’ (RaŒy 1, ŒI¸lÀnun hÀmmun) /88/ 
 

Sometimes the same word can be used both as a title and as the 
denomination of a function, the latter following the proper name: 
  
 
                                                
86 According to Cantarino (1975, 2: 69, fn. 15), “titles or degrees accompying a name [...] should rather 
be considered as part of the proper name”. 
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bi            rrrr----raŒÌsraŒÌsraŒÌsraŒÌs----iiii    AllÌndÌ    raŒÌsraŒÌsraŒÌsraŒÌs----iiii    ºumhÙriyyat-i TšÌlÌ  
with  D-president.M.SI-G  Allende.M.G   president.M.SI-G  republic.F.SI-G  Chile.F.G 

‘with President Allende, the president of the Republic of Chile’ (MÌƒÀq 20/4/04, 13) /89/. 
 

Words that can be used as titles and similar labels include: al-marªÙmu 
‘the late’, a‰-^adÜqu ‘friend’, al-Œa®u ‘brother’, ar-rafÌqu ‘comrade’, as-
sayyidu ‘Mr’, ad-duktËru ‘Doctor’, al-…ÇÑÑu ‘Hajj’, but also other 
substantives, which are less formal labels, e.g.: 
 

alalalal----mutanabbiŒmutanabbiŒmutanabbiŒmutanabbiŒ----uuuu   ãÀmÌm    ibn-u   MannillÀh 
D-prophesying.M.SI-N  Hamim.M.N   son.M.SI-N  Mannillah.M.G 

‘the false prophet Hamim, son of Mannillah’ (ŒAhrÀm 29/01/03, 28 At-ta̧Àwunu...) /90/ 
 
Œanna ŒawlÀd-a   llll----©aniyy©aniyy©aniyy©aniyy----i i i i             ƒƒƒƒ----ƒariyyƒariyyƒariyyƒariyy----i i i i                 ¥anÀb ãanÌ yaktubÙna... 
that  children.M.PL-A  D-richman.M.SI-G  D-wealthy:man.M.SI-G  ¥.ã.M.G.   write 

‘that the children of the richman, the Croesus ¥anÀb ãanÌ write...’ (¸Umar 70) /91/. 
 

Also substantives such as ‘tomorrow’, ‘today’ and ‘yesterday’ with their 
explanative names of week days form substantival appositions with a fixed 
word order: 

    
ba¸da  ©ad-i-ni     l-Œarbi¸ÀŒ-i 
after   tomorrow.M.SI-G-I  D-Wednesday.M.SI-G  
‘after tommorow Wednesday’ (Ar-RaŒy 1, Al-maliku: ŒiqÀmatu...) /92/ 
 

As appositions should also be classed expressions such as in /93/: 
 
ta¸wÌ™Àt-i     l-fiŒat-i     %º& [ºÌm#] 
compensations.NH.PL-G  D-category.F.SI-G  C# 

‘compensations of category C’ (DustÙr 1/5/04, 1, BadŒu ‰arfi...) /93/ 
 

where a letter, number or symbol are apposed to a substantive and 
designate a type, a category, or a model. 

The nisbas with proper names including nationalities, attitudes, 
professions and occupations should be treated as substantives because they 
can also be preposed, e.g.:  
 

qaddama  HÌldÀ HÌldÀ HÌldÀ HÌldÀ         llll----yahÙdiyyyahÙdiyyyahÙdiyyyahÙdiyy----aaaa  ka  fatÀt-i-n... 
he:showed  Hilda.F.A   D-Jewess.F.SI-A  as   girl.F.SI-G-I  
‘showed Hilda, the Jewess, as a girl...’ (×aqÀfÌ 9/11/04, 6, IntiªÀrun ©ayru...)  /94/ 
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In contrast to: 
 

fÌ lfÌ lfÌ lfÌ l----ŒalmÀniyyŒalmÀniyyŒalmÀniyyŒalmÀniyy----i i i i     HÌºilHÌºilHÌºilHÌºil    
in D-German.M.SI-G  Hegel.M.G  
‘in the German Hegel’ (MÌƒÀq 20/4/04,15) /95/ 
 

Obviously, these rules do not apply to nouns which have become integral 
parts of names. 

Appositions do not include expressions such as: 
  

bi kulliyyat-i   DÀr-i   l-¸UlÙm-i    ¥Àmi¸at#   l-QÀhirat-i 
in department.F.SI-G House.F.SI-G  D-sciences.NH.PL-G  university.F.Si?  D-Cairo.F.SI-G  
‘in the department Dar al-Ulum [House of Sciences], the University of Cairo’   

 (ŒAhrÀm 29/01/03, 28, MunÀqašatu ªÀ™iri...) /96/ 
 

which are basically composed of two syntagms, the second of which 
(¥Àmi¸at# l-QÀhirati) is an additional comment, i.e. a parenthesis. In 
English translation, it could be placed in brackets. It is obvious that its 
syntactic status is not equal to bi kulliyyati DÀri l-¸UlÙmi. 

Substantives followed by explicative synonyms, e.g. Semitic names of 
months in /97/, should probably not be treated as appositions:  
 

fÌ dÌsambirdÌsambirdÌsambirdÌsambir----a a a a         kÀnÙnkÀnÙnkÀnÙnkÀnÙn----aaaa   l-Œawwal-i   l-mÀ™Ì 
in December.M.SI-G  Kanun.M.SI-G  D-first.M.SI-G   D-last.M.SI.G  
‘in last December, Kanun the First’ (RiyÀ™ 24/4/04, 1, ãukmun bi s-siºni...) /97/. 

 

At times it may be difficult to distinguish adjectival attribution from 
substantival apposition, e.g.: 

 
kÇna [...] öÇ¸ir-a-n ŒadÜb-a-n      ¸Çöiq-a-n   li l-Œadab-i  
he:was  poet.M.SI-A-I homme:de:lettres.M.SI-A-I  lover.M.SI-A-I  to D-literature.M.SI-G 

‘[he] was a poet, an homme des lettres, fond of litterature’ (¸ArabÌ 5/04, 78) /98/ 
 

Here we have two problems. First: is ŒadÜban an adjective in the sense 
‘learned’ and being an attribute of öÀ¸iran, or a substantive in the sense 
‘homme des lettres’? Second, is ¸Çöiqan an adjective in the sense ‘loving’ 
and being an attribute of öÀ¸iran or ŒadÜban, or, perhaps a third substantive 
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meaning ‘lover of’? Such problems do not seem to have any convincing 
solutions. In the following section, however, we will consider one. 

 

3.2.1.1. Adjectival attribution or Substantival apposition?3.2.1.1. Adjectival attribution or Substantival apposition?3.2.1.1. Adjectival attribution or Substantival apposition?3.2.1.1. Adjectival attribution or Substantival apposition?    
 

Let us here consider a kind of syntagm that, depending on the context, 
may be interpreted as an adjectival attribution or substantival apposition. 
The following examples will be used: 
 

al-kÇtib-u   s-sÇŒi…-u 
 D-writing.M.SI-N  D-travelling.M.SI-N /99/ 

 
as-sÇŒi…-u   l-kÇtib-u 

 travelling.M.SI-N  D-writing.M.SI-N /100/ 
 

In the glossing, only working translations with participles are given for the 
time being. KÀtibun has two meanings: one is translated into English as the 
substantive ‘writer’, and means ‘a person who writes books, articles, etc as 
an occupation; an author’ (Penguin 2000: 1627), the second one is a 
participle and means: ‘who is writing something at a given moment’. An 
analogous distinction holds for sÇŒi…un ‘traveller, tourist’ vs. ‘travelling’. 
Let us discuss the possible meanings of /99/ and /100/: 

Ex. /99/Ex. /99/Ex. /99/Ex. /99/: al-kÇtibu s-sÇŒi…u can mean: ‘a writer travelling’, esp. if sÇŒi… 
will have a prepositional phrase or an adverbial as a qualificator, as in the 
sentence: 
 
 wa kÇna hÇôÇ llll----kÀtibu skÀtibu skÀtibu skÀtibu s----sÀŒiªusÀŒiªusÀŒiªusÀŒiªu (¸abra l-maöriqi) ¸Àma¡Àka YËlyËö SËfatskÜ 

‘and this writer travelliwriter travelliwriter travelliwriter travelling (ng (ng (ng (across the East) in that year  was Juliusz Słowacki’ 
 

The linear word order of the constituents of this syntagm cannot be 
reversed without changing the meaning. Consequently, the syntagm is an 
adjectival attribution. Its plural is al-kuttÀbu s-sÀŒiªÙna, e.g. 
 
 wa min alalalal----kuttÀbi skuttÀbi skuttÀbi skuttÀbi s----sÀŒiªÌnasÀŒiªÌnasÀŒiªÌnasÀŒiªÌna ¸abra l-maöriqi fÜ l-qarni t-tÇsi¸a ¸aöara BayrËn wa 
 SËfatski wa FlËbÜr 
 ‘Writers travellingWriters travellingWriters travellingWriters travelling across the East in the 19th cent include Byron, Słowacki and 
 Flaubert’. 
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In the singular, the syntagm al-kÀtibu s-sÀŒiªu is homophonous with the 
syntagm meaning ‘a writer-traveller’, i.e. ‘a writer who liked travelling or 
did a siginificant number of journeys, which, as a rule, had an impact on or 
a relation to his writings’. Its plural is al-kuttÀbu s-suyyÀªu: 
 
 Œu…ibbu qirÇŒata l-muôakkirÇti li llll----kuttÀbi skuttÀbi skuttÀbi skuttÀbi s----suyyÀªisuyyÀªisuyyÀªisuyyÀªi 
 ‘I like reading memoirs of writerswriterswriterswriters----travellerstravellerstravellerstravellers’ 
 

The order of the constituents can be reversed: 
 
 Œu…ibbu qirÇŒata l-muôakkirÇti li ssss----suyyÀªi lsuyyÀªi lsuyyÀªi lsuyyÀªi l----kuttÀbikuttÀbikuttÀbikuttÀbi 
 ‘I like reading memoirs of travellerstravellerstravellerstravellers----writerswriterswriterswriters’ 
 

Consequently, this would be a substantival apposition. The meaning of the 
two syntagms l-kuttÀbi s-suyyÀªi and s-suyyÀªi l-kuttÀbi is basically the 
same, only the point of view differs slightly.    

Ex. /100/Ex. /100/Ex. /100/Ex. /100/: as-sÀŒiªu l-kÀtibu can mean ‘a (currently) writing traveller’, 
esp. if al-kÀtibu has a prepositional phrase or a direct object as a 
qualificator, as in the sentence: 
 
 fa ¸arafa Œanna ssss----sÀŒiªa lsÀŒiªa lsÀŒiªa lsÀŒiªa l----kÀtibakÀtibakÀtibakÀtiba (risÇlatan fÜ ≤illi l-…ÇŒiÔi) huwa r-raÑulu llaôÜ 
 ba…a@a ¸anhu 
 ‘then he knew that the traveller writing (a letter in the shadow of the wall) was the 
 man he had been looking for’ 
  

The plural of this syntagm is: as-suyyÇ…u (or as-suwwÇ…u) l-kÇtibËna. The 
word order cannot be reversed without changing the meaning. This 
syntagm is thus an adjectival attribution. 

In the singular this syntagm is homophonous with the syntagm meaning 
‘a traveller-writer’ i.e. ‘a traveller who writes books, articles etc.’, e.g. in 
the sentence: 
 
 al-maöriqu kÇna qiblatan li kulli sÀŒiªin kÀtibinsÀŒiªin kÀtibinsÀŒiªin kÀtibinsÀŒiªin kÀtibin 
 ‘The East was the mecca for every writerwriterwriterwriter----travellertravellertravellertraveller’ 
 

In the plural this syntagm would have the form: as-suyyÀªu l-kuttÀbu, 
which was already discussed above. The word order of this syntagm is 
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reversible without a change in its meaning. Consequently, the syntagm is a 
substantival apposition. 

In this section we have attempted to show that it is not justified to see in 
syntagms only juxtaposed nouns that can be treated both as substantives or 
both as adjectives as was suggested e.g. by Grande. The test of 
commutation confirmed this in some selected cases. One could also test the 
linearly second constituents for a capability of being qualified by 
substantives in the genitive. It seems that similar results would be arrived 
at. 

 

3.2.2. Adjectival apposition3.2.2. Adjectival apposition3.2.2. Adjectival apposition3.2.2. Adjectival apposition  
 
 

In this chapter we will discuss another kind of syntagm, which will be 
called adjectival apposition. Adjectival apposition takes place when two, 
or more, adjectives are apposed to each other and neither of them seems to 
qualify the other. In other words, the linearly second adjective seems not to 
modify the semantics of the first. This is due to the fact that the apposed 
adjectives go back to an underlying construction in which they are in 
proper paratactic relation to each other (see chapter 3.3.1.) and qualify the 
same substantive, usually with a general meaning ‘a human being’, ‘a 
person’, or less frequently ‘a thing’, ‘a matter’. A syntagm composed of a 
substantive and two, or more, adjectives which qualify it, such as: nÀsun 
murta¸idÙna ®ÀŒinÙna ‘quivering, treacherous people’, when stripped of 
the substantive, changes into a sequence of two, or more, adjectives, which 
– usually – retain their non-hypotactic relation to each other, i.e. the first 
of them, murta¸idÙna in our example, does not get substantivized so as to 
be attributively qualified by the second, ®ÀŒinÙna. This idea is corroborated 
by the fact that their order can be easily reversed, just like it can be 
reversed in the syntagm with the explicit substantive, cf. nÀsun ®ÀŒinÙna 
murta¸idÙna.  

In most cases this phenomenon concerns adjectives designating humans. 
A substantive such as raºulun ‘a man’, nÀsun ‘people’ or imraŒatun ‘a 
woman’ etc. can be inserted so as to be attributively qualified by the 
adjectives. Examples include the following pairs: 
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yakÙnÙna  Œawwal-a   llll----murta¸idmurta¸idmurta¸idmurta¸id----Ìna Ìna Ìna Ìna     llll----®ÀŒin®ÀŒin®ÀŒin®ÀŒin----ÌnaÌnaÌnaÌna     l-fÀrr-Ìna 
are    first.NG.NN-A   trembling.M-PL.G  D-treacherous.M-PL.G  D-fleeing.M-PL.G 

‘[they] will be the first trembling, treacheroustrembling, treacheroustrembling, treacheroustrembling, treacherous, fleeing [people]’ (MÌƒÀq 30/12/03, 12) /101/ 
 

vs. 
Œanna-hum ®ÀŒin®ÀŒin®ÀŒin®ÀŒin----Ùna Ùna Ùna Ùna             murta¸idmurta¸idmurta¸idmurta¸id----ÙnaÙnaÙnaÙna   ®ÀŒif-Ùna... 
that-3.M.PL  treacherous.M-PL.N  trembling.M-PL.N  scared.M-PL.N of 

‘that they are treacherous, tremblingtreacherous, tremblingtreacherous, tremblingtreacherous, trembling, scared...’ (MÌƒÀq 30/12/03, 12) /102/ 
 

Cf. Œawwala nnnn----nÀsinÀsinÀsinÀsi l-murta¸idÌna l-®ÀŒinÌna and Œannahum nÀsunnÀsunnÀsunnÀsun ®ÀŒinÙna 
murta¸idÙna. 
 

ŒilÀ turkiyyatturkiyyatturkiyyatturkiyyat----iiii----n n n n             ¸aºÙz¸aºÙz¸aºÙz¸aºÙz----iiii----nnnn... 
 to  Turkish:woman.F.SI-G-I   old.NG.NN.-G-I 

‘to an old Turkish woman’ (Li‰‰ 102) /103/ 
 

vs. 
ªawla  bayt-i    llll----¸aºÙz¸aºÙz¸aºÙz¸aºÙz----i i i i             tttt----turkiyyturkiyyturkiyyturkiyy----atatatat----iiii    
around  house.M.SI-G   D-old:woman.F.SI-G  D-Turkish-F.SI-G 

‘around the house of the Turkish old woman’ (Li‰‰ 157) /104/ 
 

Cf. ŒilÀ mraŒatinmraŒatinmraŒatinmraŒatin turkiyyatin ¸aºÙzin and bayti llll----marŒatimarŒatimarŒatimarŒati l-¸aºÙzi  
t-turkiyyati. 

In adjectival appositions, no semantic difference arises when the word 
order is reversed. Thus, /105/ is not an adjectival apposition: 
 

Œanna l-mu¸alliq-Ìna   l-ŒamÌrkiyy-Ìna 
that  D-commentators.M-PL.A D-American.M-PL.A  
‘that American commentators’ (Šarq 14/4/04, 1, Al-FallÙºatu... wa mÀ ŒadrÀka...) /105/  

 

because it cannot be changed to Œanna l-ŒamÌrkiyyÌna l-mu¸alliqÌna ‘that 
the commenting Americans’. The latter expression does not convey the 
meaning of commenting as professional occupation, while that of /105/ 
does. 

The fact that in MWA the difference between adjectival attribution and 
adjectival apposition is not indicated formally, generates problems, since 
in many cases it is difficult, or even impossible, to distinguish an adjectival 
attribution from adjectival apposition. Cf. the following: 
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al-mu¸tadil-Ëna   l-muslim-Ëna 
D-moderate.M-PL.N   D-Muslim.M-PL.N  
‘moderate Muslims’ /106/ 

vs.  
al-muslim-Ëna   l-mu¸tadil-Ëna 
D-Muslim.M-PL.N   D-moderate.M-PL.N 

‘Muslim moderates’ /107/.  
 

The English translations provided here are quite arbitrary as every syntagm 
may have two interpreations and two meanings. 

The interpretation with an adjectival apposition could be elucidated in 
the following way: one can always form a synonymous construction 
composed of a substantive with a general meaning and the two nouns 
functioning as attributive adjectives qualifying this substantive, while 
being paratactically connected to each other, viz. an-nÇsu l-mu¸tadilËna l-
muslimËna ‘moderate (,) Muslim people’ or an-nÇsu l-muslimËna l-
mu¸tadilËna ‘Muslim (,) moderate people’. The meaning is that these 
people are at once both Muslims and moderates. They may be moderates 
because they are Muslims or in spite of their being Muslims. They may 
be Muslims because they are moderates or in spite of their being 
moderates. Such distinctions do not matter here. Being Muslims and being 
moderates is not related to each other in adjectival apposition. It could 
even be possible that these people are ‘extreme Muslims’ but according 
to other criteria remain ‘moderates’, e.g. are moderate politicians. In other 
words, they are not moderate qua Muslims nor Muslim or Islamic qua 
moderates. The word order can be reversed here. 

The interpretation with adjectival attribution is possible because 
nothing, except possibly some context, prevents us from interpreting these 
syntagms as adjectival attributions based on hypotaxis, as reflected in the 
English translations. The meaning of these syntagms then is that the people 
in question are ‘moderate qua Muslims’ in al-muslimËna l-mu¸tadilËna, 
or, with the order reversed, that they are ‘Muslim/Islamic qua moderates’ 
in al-mu¸tadilËna l-muslimËna. The reversal of the linear order of these 
words causes no change in meaning, there is only a change in perspective, 
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however slight87. Also their English translations can be used as synonyms, 
with the same meaning. It turns out that in syntagms like this word order 
does not matter substantially. This is probably also due to lexical reasons. 
These two syntagms in hypotactic, i.e. attributive interpretation can be 
compared with /108/:  

 
al-mufattiö-Ùna   d-duwaliyy-Ùna 
D-inspectors.M-PL.N   D-international.M-PL.N 

 ‘international inspectors’ /108/ 
 

The syntagm in /108/, although both its nouns designate human beings, 
cannot have the word order reversed to *ad-duwaliyyËna l-mufattiöËna. 
Neither can an explicit substantive an-nÀsu be inserted here, except at the 
price of a change in meaning, cf. an-nÀsu l-mufattišÙna d-duwaliyyÙna 
‘international people searching’.  

Perhaps what we are discussing here as adjectival appositons could be 
also classed as special cases of adjectival attribution where the change in 
order does not change substantially the meaning but only the perspective. 
This would, however, be problematic since we have defined adjectival 
attribution as not allowing a reversal of the word order without a change in 
meaning. 

While it could be argued that in each case adduced above an 
interpretation with adjectival attribution, i.e. with a substantive qualified 
by an adjective, should be preferred as the only possible, we think that this 
would distort the true syntactic and semantic relations obtaining in 
syntagms of this kind and that introducing a concept of ‘adjectival 
apposition’ is fully justified. 

There is another facet of this problem, namely that both nouns in /106/ 
and /104/ are of equal status from the semantic point of view: as in 
English: ‘moderate’ and ‘Muslim’, both designate certain beliefs and 
convictions. However, it is not clear if they are of equal status from 
syntactic point of view. In English, the syntactic status of the relevant 
nouns is related to what part of speech they belong to. That in the syntagm 
                                                
87 The perspective differs more conspicuously when a possible opposition (antonymy) is involved, cf.  
al-mu¸tadilËna l-muslimËna wa l-yahËdu ‘Muslim and Jewish moderates’ vs. al-muslimËna l-
mu¸tadilËna wa l-mutaÔarrifËna ‘moderate and extremist Muslims’. 
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modern Muslims the word modern is the qualificator and an adjective is 
reflected in a twofold way: in the linear order, viz. the qr goes first, and by 
the plural morpheme, viz. the substantival qm has -s in the plural, the 
adjectival qr has not. Since every word must belong to a part of speech, 
speakers are forced by the grammar of their language to choose one of the 
two options: either they decide to use ‘moderate’ as a substantive with -s in 
the plural and going second and ‘Muslim’ as an adjective without -s and 
going first or vice versa: the meaning is substantially the same. Arabic 
speakers must make another choice: either they make muslimÙna precede 
mu¸tadilÙna or vice versa. The linear order, which is usually the indicator 
of the syntactic status of a word, is irrelevant in this case or it is only a 
question of perspective or style. Let us now discuss another syntagm: 

 
al-munÀ™il-Ùna  l-filas†Ìniyy-Ùna 
D-fighter.M-PL.N   D-Palestinian.M-PL.N 

‘the Palestinian fighters’ /109/ 
 

The word order can be reversed so as to yield:  
  
 al-filasÔÜniyyËna l-munÇ¬ilËna  

‘the fighting Palestinians’ 
 

However, if the noun munÇ¬ilËna is qualified, e.g. by a prepositional 
phrase, it must go second: 
 

al-filasÔÜniyy-Ëna  l-munÇ¬il-Ëna  ¬idda  l-i…tilÇl-i 
D-Palestinian.M-PL.N  D-fighting.M-PL.N  against  D-occupation.M.SI-G  

‘Palestinians fighting against the occupation’ /110/ 
 

Here, the word order cannot be reversed to yield: 
 
 *al-munÇ¬ilËna ¬idda l-i…tilÇli l-filasÔÜniyyËna 
 

The same restriction holds when filasÔÜniyyËna munÇ¬ilËna are used as  
attributes of a substantive, as in /111/: 
 
 ar-riÑÇl-u   l-filasÔÜnÜyy-Ëna   l-munÇ¬il-Ëna ¬idda... 

D-men.M.PL-N  D-Palestinian.M-PL.N  D-fighting.M-PL.N  against    
‘the Palestinian men fighting against...’ /111/ 
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Cf. the non-grammaticality of *ar-riÑÇlu l-munÇ¬ilËna ¬idda l-i…tilÇli l-
filasÔÜniyyËna  

It seems that there might be a rule which obtains not only in Arabic, 
according to which an adjective, if qualified e.g. by a prepositional phrase, 
either moves to the linearly opposite side of the substantive it qualifies (as 
in English Palestinian men fightingfightingfightingfighting against...)88 or, if it remains at the 
same side, it is placed linearly further from the substantive than the 
unqualified adjective. In other words, while the unqualified adjective 
remains at its normal side or closer to the substantive, the qualified 
adjective does not. Cf. two examples from Polish: 
 

zabity zabity zabity zabity     wczorajwczorajwczorajwczoraj  bogaty  bankier 
 killed   yesterday   rich   banker 

‘a/the rich banker killed yesterday’ /113/ 
 

In /113/, the qualified adjective zabity ‘killed’ has to be placed further 
from the subjective it qualifies, while the unqualified adjective bogaty 
‘rich’ is placed nearer to it. 
     

bogaty bankier zabity wczorajzabity wczorajzabity wczorajzabity wczoraj 
rich banker  killed yesterday  

 ‘id.’ /114/ 
 

In the synonymous construction given in /114/, the qualified adjective 
zabity has to be placed after the substantive it qualifies, which is a position 
where it normally does not appear when unqualified.  
  

3.3. Parataxis3.3. Parataxis3.3. Parataxis3.3. Parataxis    
 

In paratactic syntagms (introduced in chapters 1.1.2. and 1.1.7.), each of 
their constituents is separately governed by the same word that they 
qualify. Their syntactic status is equal, which means that neither of them 
qualifies the other. In this chapter Proper adjectival parataxis, Adjectival 
juxtaposition and Substantival parataxis will be discussed. 
  
                                                
88 But see Bolinger 1967: 4 on change in meaning in such expressions. 
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3.3.1. Pr3.3.1. Pr3.3.1. Pr3.3.1. Proper adjectival parataxisoper adjectival parataxisoper adjectival parataxisoper adjectival parataxis    
 

We distinguish ‘proper adjectival parataxis’ as being semantically and 
syntactically distinct from ‘adjectival juxtaposition’ (see chapter 3.3.2.). 
Let us show its properties at ex. /112/:  
 

ŒilÀ  manzil-i-n  fa®mfa®mfa®mfa®m----iiii----n n n n         muŒallafmuŒallafmuŒallafmuŒallaf----iiii----nnnn   min  ÔÇbiq-ayni  
to   flat.M.SI-G-I  luxurious.M.SI-G  composed.M.SI-G-I  of   storey.M-DU.G 

‘to a luxurious flat, composed of two storeys’ (MaqhÇ 91) /115/.  
 

The linear order of the constituents can be reversed. The reversal may 
seem prohibited, but only for stylistic, not semantic reasons. Thus, the 
order of the adjectives in /115/ could be reversed, with a pause inserted: 
ŒilÇ manzilin muŒallafin min ÔÇbiqayni (pause), fa®min... 

What distinguishes it from adjectival juxtaposition is that proper 
adjectival parataxis sometimes can be syndetic89. But more important and 
decisive than the possibility of syndesis is that in proper adjectival 
parataxis the adjectives can be separated and each of them can be made to 
qualify the same repeated substantive, e.g.: ŒilÀ manzilin fa®min fa®min fa®min fa®min, manzilin 
muŒallafinmuŒallafinmuŒallafinmuŒallafin min etc. 
 

3.3.2. Adjectival juxtaposition3.3.2. Adjectival juxtaposition3.3.2. Adjectival juxtaposition3.3.2. Adjectival juxtaposition    
 

This construction, also based on parataxis, differs from proper adjectival 
parataxis in some semantic and syntactic respects90. It is never syndetic. 
This is due to the fact that the adjectives here constitute one concept, 
which is valid only with the presence of all of them, e.g. the expression in 
/116/:  
 

li fti¸Àl-i     fitnat-i-n   sunniysunniysunniysunniy----atatatat----iiii----n n n n             šÌ¸iyyšÌ¸iyyšÌ¸iyyšÌ¸iyy----atatatat----iiii----nnnn    
to fabrication.M.SI-G   civil:war.F.SI-G-I  Sunni-F.SI-G-I   Shiite-F.SI-G-I  

                                                
89 According to Blau (1976: 181), “parallel adjectives, as a rule, are asyndetically connected. This is not 
always observed in MSA”. But Beeston remarks that this rule “deserves some expansion”: adjectives are 
linked with asyndesis “if totally and synchronically applicable”, but “with syndesis if partially or 
diachronically applicable (kutub qadÜmah wa …adÜ@ah “old and new books”, ihtimÇm nÇmin wa wÇnin 
“waxing and waning interest”). But in predicative position all post-Quranic Arabic admits either 
asyndesis or syndesis” (1978: 62).  
90 Cantarino classed it among “adjectival or attributive apposition” (1975, 2: 50). 
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‘to a fabrication of a Sunni-Shiite civil war’ (Šarq 2, Al-Bašmarkatu l-yadu...) /116/ 
 

means that this is a conflict involving both Sunnis and Shiites 
simultaneously. One cannot say here fitnatin sunniyyatin wawawawa fitnatin 
šÌ¸iyyain ‘a Sunni civil war and a Shiite civil war’ with the conjunction wa 
‘and’. This is so because one cannot conceive of the civil war as 
characterized only by one of the properties: fitnatun sunniyyatun ‘a Sunni 
civil war’ or fitnatun šÌ¸iyyatun ‘Shiite civil war’ would mean something 

else91. Another example is: 
 
Œinna miªwar-a-n siyÀsiyy-a-n sÙriyysÙriyysÙriyysÙriyy----aaaa----n n n n     ŒÌrÀniyyŒÌrÀniyyŒÌrÀniyyŒÌrÀniyy----aaaa----n n n n     lubnÀniyylubnÀniyylubnÀniyylubnÀniyy----aaaa----n n n n yusÀ¸idu...  
that  axis.M.SI-A-I political.M.SI-A-I Syrian.M.SI-A-I Iranian.M.SI-A-I Lebanese.M.SI-A-I supports 

‘that the Syrian-Iranian-Lebanese political axis supports...’ (Šarq ŒAwsa†, 17/05/03, 
  20, LiqÀŒun...) /117/ 

 

In most instances of adjectival juxtaposition, the order of the adjectives can 
be reversed. However, the word order may be viewed as meaningful by 
some speakers (e.g. in the ‘Arab-Israeli’ or ‘Israeli-Arab’ conflict). In 
other cases it is meaningful for all speakers as in the titles of dictionaries or 
in translations, e.g.: 
  

qÀmÙs-u-n    ¸arabiyy¸arabiyy¸arabiyy¸arabiyy----uuuu----n n n n     bÙlandiyybÙlandiyybÙlandiyybÙlandiyy----uuuu----nnnn    
dictionary.M.SI-N-I  Arabic.M.SI-N-I  Polish.M.SI-N-I 

‘an Arabic-Polish dictionary’ /118/. 
 
 

3.3.4. Substantival parataxis3.3.4. Substantival parataxis3.3.4. Substantival parataxis3.3.4. Substantival parataxis    
 

Substantival parataxis may be asyndedic or syndetic, e.g.:  
 

Œinna ö-öay®Ë®at-a  mÀ™in, mÀ™in, mÀ™in, mÀ™in,             ¡Àkirat¡Àkirat¡Àkirat¡Àkirat----uuuu----nnnn 
 that  D-old:age.F.SI-A  past.M.SI.N.I   memory.F.SI-N-I 

‘that old age is the past, the memory’ (MaqhÇ 89) /119/.  
 

Substantival parataxis is distinguished from substantival apposition by that 
its both constituents do not name the same thing twice differently. 
  

                                                
91 Not infrequently, a hyphen is used between the two adjectives in order to mark this special relation.  
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PPPPART ART ART ART 4. S4. S4. S4. SECONDARY FUNCTIONS OECONDARY FUNCTIONS OECONDARY FUNCTIONS OECONDARY FUNCTIONS OF ADJECTIVESF ADJECTIVESF ADJECTIVESF ADJECTIVES    
 

 
 

The primary syntactic function of the adjective is attribution. Its 
secondary syntactic functions comprise: 

  
(i)  predicate,  
(ii) extended predicate,  
(iii) secondary predicate,  
(iv)  exclamative predicate,  
(v)  subject and object (which are typically substantival functions), 
(vi) adverbial.  

 
In the present chapter the secondary functions (i)-(iv) will be discussed. 
Point (v) will be discussed in chapter 4.5 devoted to substantivization 
while point (vi) will be the object of our interest in chapter 4.6.  
 
 

4.1. Adjectives as basic p4.1. Adjectives as basic p4.1. Adjectives as basic p4.1. Adjectives as basic predicatesredicatesredicatesredicates    
 

We have defined adjectives principally on the grounds of their 
capablility of functioning as attributes. The idea is, however, intuitionally 
near that adjectives also function as predicates. This is not their typical, but 
secondary function92.  

In most, if not all, cases of syntagms with basic predicates,  it is difficult 
to tell whether one is dealing with a substantive or an adjective functioning 
as the predicate. E.g. /1/::::    
    

¸ÃŒišat-un   šaqrÀŒ-u  
Aisha.F-N    blonde.F.SI-N.I 

‘Aisha is [a] blonde’ (BQ 20) /1/ 
                                                
92 Kuryłowicz’s idea of secondary function is associated with some kind of specific morphological 
indicator of it. Syntactic derivation should be accompanied by formal change, the addition of a syntactic 
morpheme to a word or word group.  In Arabic, it is difficult to find a formal marker of the derivation of 
an adjective used as a subject or object. Yet one can see this indicator in what Kuryłowicz refers to as a 
change in syntactic environment (“différence d’entourage syntaxique ou de conditions syntaxiques”. 
(1960b [1936]: 42). 
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can be interpreted as ‘Aisha is blonde’ but also as ‘Aisha is a blonde’. This 
may seem only a question of translation into languages which distinguish 
adjectives from substantives to an extent greater than MWA does, such as 
English, in which articles are used only with substantives. In fact, any 
opposition between adjectives and substantives in the predicate function 
may seem neutralizedneutralizedneutralizedneutralized (cf. Fischer 1965). Yet the discovery of this fact 
does not allow to close the discussion. 

Predicates in constructions such as /1/ can be followed by relative 
clauses, as in /2/: 

 
¸ÃŒišat-un  šaqrÀŒ-u   tuši¸¸u hÀlat-a-n...  
Aisha.F-N   blonde.F.SI-N.I  radiates halo.F.SI-A-I 

‘Aisha is [a] blonde [who] radiates a halo [of ...]’ (BQ 20) /2/ 
 

Here, the relative clause tuši¸¸u hÀlatan may be interpreted in two ways: 
(1) if šaqrÀŒu is a substantive, then it can be a RC to it, thus the meaning is 
‘Aisha is a blonde, who radiates...’; or (2) if šaqrÀŒu is an adjective, then 
this clause may be the predicative clause of ¸ÃŒišatun , thus the meaning is: 
‘Aisha is blonde, [she] radiates ...’93. The problem is that, being unable to 
tell if the predicate noun is an adjective or not, we cannot decide whether a 
predicative syntagm such as ¸ÃŒišatun šaqrÀŒu is an adjectival syntagm or 
not and whether it deserves including into the typology of adjectival 
syntagms to be proposed subsequently. 

To solve this problem, let us try to use some properties of the relative 
clauses. There are relative clauses, referring to a noun functioning as the 
predicate, in which the verb does not agree in person with the predicate 
noun (the third person), but with the pronoun, as in: 
 

ŒanÀ   l-qÀtil-u   lÀ Œafhamu   šayŒ-a-n 
1.SI   D-killing.M.SI-N  not I:understand  thing.M.SI-A-I  
‘I am the murderer, I don’t understand’ (Li‰‰ 92) /3/ 
 

But this does not necessarily mean that l-qÀtilu is an adjective (cf. Bloch 
1986 on the so-called ‘direct and indirect relative clauses’).  

                                                
93 A third option, with a RC to an adjective seems little convincing. 
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Likewise, from the fact that the verb of the relative clause agrees in 
person with the predicate noun (the third person), but not with the pronoun 
as in /4/:  
 

Œanna-nÌ maºnÙn-u-n  yumÀrisuyumÀrisuyumÀrisuyumÀrisu  ªarakÀt-i-n   ºunÙniyy-at-a-n  
that-I   maniac.M.SI-N-I  carries:out  moves.NH.PL-A-I   maniacal-NH.PL-A-I 

‘that I am a maniac who carries out maniacal movements’ (MÌr 200) /4/ 
 

it does not have to follow that the predicate noun maºnÙnun is a 
substantive. So, answering the question about “what the RC refers to” does 
not help. 
 Still, we have to look further for a language-internal solution, i.e. for a 
difference shown in MWA between possible adjectival or substantival 
character of such predicate nouns. Obviously, this difference must not be 
sought in translations into other languages or in notional interpretations of 
the predicate nouns94. The solution we will adopt will be similar to that 
proposed in Al-JabbÀr and Leach (1985: 39). They observed that in some 
cases a substantive with a general meaning can be supplied before the 
predicate noun, which then becomes its attribute, as in /5/: 
 

¸Amr-un   šarÌf-u-n 
¸Amr.M-N  honorable.M.SI-N-I  
‘Amr is honorable’ /5/  

 

the word raºulun can be inserted as to yield: 
 

¸Amr-un  raºul-u-n  šarÌf-u-n 
¸Amr.M-N  man.M.SI-N-I  honorable.M.SI-N-I  
‘Amr is an honorable man’ /6/  

 

In other cases such an operation is not possible, cf. *¸Amrun raºulun 
za¸Ìmun *‘Amr is a leader-man’. Therefore, in /5/ the predicate noun 
should be considered an adjective, while in *¸Amrun raºulun za¸Ìmun it 
cannot (1985: 39). This proposal seems to be quite useful. It also reflects 

                                                
94 Note that the notional difference between huwa kÀtibun ‘he is a writer’, with a substantive, and ‘he is 
writing’, with an adjective lies in their meanings: ‘constant’ vs. ‘transitional’ occupation and that such 
criteria are rather of no use. Such a distinction is absent in many other cases, as in huwa ¸arabiyyun ‘He 
is Arab’ or ‘He is an Arab’. 
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the difference between kÀtibun ‘writer’ and kÀtibun ‘writing’. A 
construction ¸Amrun raºulun kÀtibun in the sense ‘Amr is a writer-man’ 
does not exist. There is only a construction with kÀtibun interpreted as 
‘writing’, i.e. with the participial sense. Admittedly, one would not 
normally use the construction ¸Amrun raºulun kÀtibun ‘Amr is a 
[currently] writing man’ to express the meaning ‘Amr is writing’, yet the 
possibility itself of such an adjectival rephrasing of the predicate allows us 
to treat this word as an adjective. 

We will add to Al-JabbÀr and Leach’s “check” that in many cases it is 
possible to repeat the word functioning as the subject, instead of inserting a 
substantive with a general meaning. One restriction is, however, that this is 
not feasible if the subject is a proper name. Thus for al-fatÀtu mut¸abatun 
‘The girl is tired’ one can say al-fatÀtu fatÀtun mut¸abatun ‘The girl is a 
tired girl’. For non-human entities, this test is better than Al-JabbÀr and 
Leach’s, since substantives with general meanings, such as šayŒun and 
Œamrun, do not go well with adjectives that are plural. Thus, the predicate 
in /7/ 

 
kÀnat  malÀmiª-u-hum   bÀrizbÀrizbÀrizbÀriz----atatatat----aaaa----nnnn    
were   traits.NH.PL-N-3.M.PL  conspicuous-NH.PL-A-I 

‘their traits were conspicuous’ (MaqhÇ 103) /7/ 
 

can be demonstrated to be an adjective since it can be the attribute of 
malÀmiªa in /8/: 
 
 kÀnat  malÀmiª-u-hum    malÀmiªmalÀmiªmalÀmiªmalÀmiª----a a a a         bÀrizbÀrizbÀrizbÀriz----atatatat----aaaa----nnnn 

were   traits.NH.PL-N-3.M.PL   traits.NH.PL-A.I  conspicuous-NH.PL-A-I 

 ‘their traits were conspicuous traits’ /8/ 
 

Generally, with subjects being substantives designating non-humans, the 
distinction between substantives and adjectives in the predicate functions 
is by far easier than with those designating humans. In /7/ bÀrizatan cannot 
be a substantive, since it is never used in independent substantivization 
(see chapter 4.5.4), i.e. it is not used as a subject or object.  

 Let us remark here that a construction with a predicate being a 
substantive identical to the subject substantive and qualified by an 
attributive adjective is preferred in some situations to an adjective standing 
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in the predicate function alone. One deals then with “referent 
modification” (cf. Bolinger 1967 and Zendler 1968), e.g.: 

 
fa   n-naqd-u    hunÀ  naqdnaqdnaqdnaqd----uuuu----n n n n             binÀŒiyybinÀŒiyybinÀŒiyybinÀŒiyy----uuuu----nnnn    
and  D-criticism.M.SI-N  here  criticism.M.SI-N-I  constructive.M.SI-N-I  
‘and the criticism here is constructive criticism’ (×aqÀfÌ 9/11/04, 5, Al-ŒibdÀ¸u bayna 

 n-naqdi...) /9/ 
 

Substantives with a general sense, such as Œamrun ‘thing, matter’ or šayŒun 
‘thing’, are also used: 
    

Œinna sa¸y-a   maºmÙ¸at-i-n  mina  l-Œaš®À‰-i   li far™-i      nafs-i-hÀ 
that  effort.M.SI-A  group.F.SI-G   of   D-persons.M.PL-G to imposition.M.SI-G  self-G-3.F.SI 

 ¸alÀ  bÀqÌ      ŒabnÀŒ-i   š-ša¸b-i    ŒamrŒamrŒamrŒamr----uuuu----nnnn   marfÙ™marfÙ™marfÙ™marfÙ™----uuuu----nnnn  
 upon  remaining.NG.NN.G  sons.M.PL-G  D-nation.M.SI-G  thing.M.SI-N-I  rejectable.M.SI-N-I 

‘that a group of people intends to impose themselves upon the remaining sons of the 
 nation is a rejectable thing’ (ãayÀt 8/4/04, 2, A‰-Çadru yu†Àlibu...) /10/ 
 

A substantive may be the predicate instead of being the subject. A 
corresponding demonstrative pronoun functions as the subject then, e.g. 
the following expression, with masŒalatun as predicate: 
 

hÀ¡ihi masŒalat-u-n  †awÌl-at-u-n 
this   question.F.SI-N-I  long-F.SI-N-I 

‘This is a long question’ (¸ArabÌ 5/04, 157) /11/ 
 

can be used instead of hÀ¡ihi l-masŒalatu †awÌlatun ‘This question is long’, 
with l-masŒalatu as subject. 

Similarly to how we treated examples /5/ and /6/ with a substantive 
designating a human being, in sentences with non-human subjects where 
the predicate noun could be the attribute of a substantive being the 
repeated subject substantive or of a substantive with a general meaning, 
e.g. Œamrun ‘thing’, this predicate noun will be taken to be an adjective (cf. 
Bolinger’s ‘reference modification’), e.g.: 
    

Œanna  s-salÀm-a   fÌ l-min†aqat-i  ŒasÀsiyyŒasÀsiyyŒasÀsiyyŒasÀsiyy----uuuu----nnnn    
that   D-peace.M.SI-A  in D-region.F.SI-G  fundamental.M.SI-N-I 

‘that peace in the region is [the] fundamental [thing]’ (LiwÀŒ 7/4/04, 2, ŒAn²imatun 
 ¸arabiyyatun...) /12/ 
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Nominal sentences with implied subjectsNominal sentences with implied subjectsNominal sentences with implied subjectsNominal sentences with implied subjects    
Another problem are constructions which may be interpreted as nominal 

sentences with implied subjects. They could be treated as constructions 
with a predicate of an unexpressed subject, which is easily inferable from 
the context. Such constructions are chiefly used for introducing new 
characters in narratives. Their use seems to be restricted to literary works. 
E.g.: 
 

wa ªÌna kÀnat fÌ l-madrasati kÀna ‰awtuhÀ ya®taniqu ªÌna yu†labu minhÀ Œan 
taqraŒa. †awÌlatun wa mumtaliŒatun†awÌlatun wa mumtaliŒatun†awÌlatun wa mumtaliŒatun†awÌlatun wa mumtaliŒatun, ša¸run Œaswadu kaƒÌfun wa †awÌlun, [...] 

‘and when she was at school, her voice used to get choked when they asked her  to 
read. [She was] tall and round tall and round tall and round tall and round. [Her] hair [was] black, dense and long’ (MaqhÀ 64) /13/ 

 
²²²²ararararÌÌÌÌfun wa muffun wa muffun wa muffun wa mufÌÌÌÌdun wa dun wa dun wa dun wa ®ÀŒ®ÀŒ®ÀŒ®ÀŒinuninuninuninun        
‘[he is] agreeable, useful and treacherous’ (MÌr 89) /14/ 
 

Such constructions occurred already in classical Arabic poetry, which was 
rich in descriptions of women or animals, the properties of which were 
expressed by such loose constructions, with the subject sometimes never 
mentioned explicitely before. In our typology of adjectival syntagms we 
will not treat such constructions as special cases. 
    

4.2. Adjectives as secondary predicates4.2. Adjectives as secondary predicates4.2. Adjectives as secondary predicates4.2. Adjectives as secondary predicates    
 

The question of adjectives functioning as secondary predicates (the term 
being equivalent to ‘circumstantial qualifier’ or ‘ªÀl’, discussed in chapter 
5.2.5.) is very similar to the one discussed above. Yet finding a solution to 
it seems to be more difficult. E.g. in /15/ 
 

¸Àša            ¸azib¸azib¸azib¸azib----aaaa----nnnn    lam  yatazawwaº 
he:lived  unmarried.M.SI-A-I  not  got:married 

‘He lived as bachelor [who] did not get married’ (¸ArabÌ 5/04, 168) /15/ 
 

the noun ¸aziban does not appear to be either a substantive or an adjective. 
Possible translations into English, e.g. ‘he lived as a bachelorbachelorbachelorbachelor, who did not 
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get married’ or ‘he lived unmarriedunmarriedunmarriedunmarried, did not get married’ must not suggest 
a solution. Another example is: 
 

u®ruº        ma†rÙdma†rÙdma†rÙdma†rÙd----aaaa----nnnn  min hÀ¡À  l-makÀn-i   †-†Àhir-i 
go:away  outcast.M.SI-A-I  from this   D-place.M.SI-G  D-pure.M.SI-G 

‘go away as an outcast from this pure place’ or ‘go away, being cast out, ...’ (MÌr 33) /16/.     
 

Unlike with basic predicates, it will be rather difficult here to insert a 
substantive with a general meaning to which the noun could be an 
attributive adjective. Thus, ¸Àša raºulan ¸aziban ‘he lived as an unmarried 
man’ and u®ruº ŒinsÀnan ma†rÙdan ‘go away as an cast-out man’ are less 
conceivable than huwa raºulun ¸azibun ‘he is an unmarried man’ or Œanta 
raºulun ma†rÙdun ‘you are a cast-out man’, the latter being constructions 
with adjectives as attributive qualificators of basic predicates. The latter 
constructions can be used as a test for adjectivality because every 
secondary predicate expressed by means of a noun in the accusative case 
can be freely rephrased into a clausal construction introduced by wa, with 
the noun changing to the basic predicate of the personal pronoun referring 
to what was previously the ‘antecedent’ of the secondary predicate. That 
means that one can say: 
 
 ¸Àša   wa wa wa wa     huwa huwa huwa huwa     ¸azib¸azib¸azib¸azib----uuuu----nnnn    
    he:lived  and  3.M.SI   unmarried.M.SI-N-I 

    ‘he lived and he [was] unmarried’ /17/ 
  

with ¸azibun functioning as the predicate. Since it is grammatical to say 
¸Àša wa huwa raºulunraºulunraºulunraºulun ¸azibun, the noun ¸aziban will be treated as an 
adjective. The same holds for ma†rÙdan of /16/, cf. u®ruº wa Œanta 
ŒinsÀnunŒinsÀnunŒinsÀnunŒinsÀnun ma†rÙdun. 
 

4.3. Adjectives 4.3. Adjectives 4.3. Adjectives 4.3. Adjectives as extended predicatesas extended predicatesas extended predicatesas extended predicates    
 

In chapter 5.2.2. we will introduce the concept of extended predicate as 
the syntactic function of qualificators of verbs, participles and verbal 
nouns derived from them, that can be understood as expressing various 
meanings basing on predication. Thus verbs of being, changing, becoming, 
remaining, appearing will be extended predicative verbs. Also in the 
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function of extended predicate the opposition between adjectives and 
substantives is not evident at first glance. Cf. the following examples: 
 

yu¸tabaru   murtakibmurtakibmurtakibmurtakib----aaaa----nnnn   li    ºarÌmat-i 
he:is:regarded  committing.M.SI-A-I  PREP   crime.F.SI-G  
‘is regarded as the perpetrator of/committing the crime [of]’( ¸ArabÌ 5/04, 82) /18/ 
 
laysa naºÀª-u   ®u††at-i   l-iªtilÀl-i    fÌ l-¸IrÀq-i   ŒakÌdŒakÌdŒakÌdŒakÌd----aaaa----nnnn    
is:not success.M.SI-N  plan.F.SI-G  D-occupation.M.SI-G in D-Iraq.M-G   sure.M.SI-A-I  
‘The success of the plan of the occupation in Iraq is not sure’ (MÌƒÀq 20/4/2004, 7) /19/    

 

In /18/, the word murtakiban can and will, for the purpose of our study, be 
interpreted as an adjective, because it can function as an adjectival 
attributive of a substantive with a general meaning, cf. yu¸tabaru ša®‰an ša®‰an ša®‰an ša®‰an 
murtakiban murtakiban murtakiban murtakiban li ºarÌmati ... ‘is regarded as a person committing the crime 
of’. In /19/, the predicate noun may be used as the attribute of the 
substantive being the repeated subject substantive, cf. laysa naºÀªu [...] 
naºÀªan ŒakÌdan ‘the success of [...] is not a sure success’. 
 

4.4. Adjectives as exclamative predicates4.4. Adjectives as exclamative predicates4.4. Adjectives as exclamative predicates4.4. Adjectives as exclamative predicates    
 

Some exclamative constructions in MWA can be treated as special cases 
of sentences, with the adjectives functioning as predicates, which we will 
refer to as ‘exclamative predicates’. The adjectival “potential” of some 
nouns functioning as exclamative predicates can be demonstrated by 
inserting a substantive with a general meaning. E.g.: 
 

yÀ la-ka     minminminmin  ©abiyy©abiyy©abiyy©abiyy----iiii----nnnn 
oh  PREP-2.M.SI   of   stupid.M.SI-G-I 

‘How stupid you are!’ (Karnak 19) /20/ 
 
yÀ la-ka    minminminmin  mut¸abmut¸abmut¸abmut¸ab----iiii----nnnn 
oh  PREP-2.M.SI   of   tired.M.SI-G-I  
‘How tired you are!’ (Li‰‰ 92) /21/ 

 

In both cases, the nouns ©abiyyin and mut¸abun are potential attributive 
adjectives, cf. yÀ laka min raºulinraºulinraºulinraºulin ©abiyyin ‘What a stupid man you are!’ 
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and yÀ laka min ŒinsÀnin  ŒinsÀnin  ŒinsÀnin  ŒinsÀnin mut¸abin ‘What a tired man you are!’. Therefore, 
we will consider them to be adjectives. 
 As for qualification obtaining in such syntagms, we will assume that it is 
the pronoun, attached to the preposition, that is qualified by the adjective. 
As for mph indicators, the adjective is the rectum of the pronoun, with 
respect to its case after the preposition min, as well as its attractum, with 
respect to gender and number. Thus, these syntagms will be treated as 
showing both rection and concord.  
 
 
 

4.5. Substantivization4.5. Substantivization4.5. Substantivization4.5. Substantivization    
 
 

The use of the adjectives in syntactic functions typical of substantives 
was remarked by Arab grammarians from the very beginning. SÌbawayhi 
adduced an example ŒatÀnÌ l-yawma qawiyyun ‘a strong [one] 
approached me today’, which he described as one in which a ‰ifa used in 
the subject function is a ‘weak’ construction, i.e. acceptable but not as 
good as ŒatÀnÌ l-yawma raºulun qawiyyun ‘a strong man approached me 
today’ (Mosel 1975, I: 325 ). Another classical Arab grammarian, Ibn 
Ya¸Ìš, studied the different forms of plural adjectives and substantives and 
noticed that when used as, or instead of, a substantive, the ‰ifa has broken 
plural (Guillaume 1992: 69)95. 

The term ‘substantivization’ should be employed with great care, as it 
suggests that the adjectival character of a word is original, primary, 
diachronically earlier, with respect to the substantival one, which would be 
the result of a more or less recent change. While there is a great number of 
substantives which almost certainly are relatively recently derived from 
adjectives, e.g. iªtiyÀ†iyyun ‘a substitute’, ŒirhÀbiyyun ‘a terrorist’, 
however, asking questions about the diachronic priority of many other 
cases, such as kÀtibun ‘a writer’ or ‘writing’ is doomed to failure. It has 
been even claimed that in the past, Arabic had only substantives (Beeston 

                                                
95 The morphology of the plural number of adjectives which have undergone substantivization was 
investigated in GAI (1983). 
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1970: 45), some of which came to be used as attributes and specialized in 
this function. Consequently, one must say that an opposite process would 
have taken place: the adjectivization of substantives. This is why we use 
the term substantivization without referring to diachronic processes that 
caused it. What we mean by substantivization is a synchronic relation 
between nouns defined as substantives and nouns defined as adjectives. No 
assumption is made that all adjectives are historically prior with respect to 
substantives although some observations about the direction of the 
diachronic process may be made. 
 The problem of how to decide what is still an adjective and what has 
already changed to a substantive was discussed e.g. by Jespersen (1965: 
74) and Jodłowski (1964), while semantic implications of substantivization 
of an adjective have been discussed e.g. by Wierzbicka (1986). What 
interests us here is how nouns which are classed as adjectives on the 
grounds of our definition can be used in their secondary syntactic functions 
typical of substantives. 

In his work on substantivization of adjectives in Polish, Jodłowski 
speaks of “substantivization of function” (1964: 62-65). This means that an 
adjective is used in a syntactic function typical of substantives. The 
adjective does not cease to be an adjective. It retains its adjectival syntactic 
properties, e.g. accusatival rection in case of transitive participles, and does 
not acquire all substantival syntactic properties, e.g. it cannot be qualified 
attributively by other adjectives or by substantives in the genitive. 
According to Jodłowski, its adjectival semantics also remains unchanged 
(1964: 63). 

Taking his proposals into consideration and elaborating them, we will 
propose the following division. An adjective can be substantivized in four 
ways: 

  
(i)  anaphorically,  
(ii)  antegenitivally, 
(iii) suffixally and 
(iv)  independently.  
 

The first three are dependent substantivizations, i.e. adjectives used in 
dependent substantivization always require a concomitant substantive or, 
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in group (iii), a suffix referring to it. In the fourth type, the adjective does 
not need any concomitant substantive, therefore it is called ‘independent 
substantivization’.  

Syntagms involving words used in anaphoric substantivization and 
independent substantivization will not be dealt with in our typology of 
hypotactic adjectival syntagms. Only syntagms with adjectives used in 
antegenitival and suffixal substantivization will be included into it. All 
four types of substantivization are discussed in what follows.  

  
 

4.5.1. Anaphoric substantivization4.5.1. Anaphoric substantivization4.5.1. Anaphoric substantivization4.5.1. Anaphoric substantivization    
 

Anaphoric substantivization takes place when an adjective is used 
without a substantive to which it refers, and which has been mentioned 
earlier in the text96. The substantive is not repeated for the sake of brevity 
or style.  

The difference between anaphoric and independent substantivization can 
be exemplified by the use of Polish interrogative pronouns: substantives 
resulting from independent substantivization are enquired about by means 
of kto? co?, while anaphorically substantivized adjectives are enquired 
about by means of jaki?: 

 
Czym Czym Czym Czym jedziemy, osobowym czy pośpiesznym? 
‘What are we taking, a stopping train or a fast train?’ 

vs. 
Jakim Jakim Jakim Jakim pociągiem jedziemy, osobowym czy pośpiesznym? 
‘What train are we taking, a stopping (train) or a fast (train)?’ 
 

Anaphoric substantivization is a matter of syntax and virtually every 
adjective can be subjected to it. The most frequent cases concern adjectives 
which locate the substantives with respect to their linear sequence in the 
text, e.g. l-Œawwalu ‘the former’, l-Œa®Ìru or l-ŒÀ®aru ‘the latter’ etc. 
Example: 

                                                
96 This is Cantarino’s “apparent substantival usage” of adjectives (1975, 2: 61-64). However, he 
considers also such examples as Œummu l-lu©Àti l-ŒisbÀniyyati wa l-ŒÌ†Àliyyati wa l-burtu©Àliyyati to be 
examples of this use, with which we must disagree since, for us, this is normal adjectival attribution.  
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bayna wiºdÀn-ayni     llll----ŒawwalŒawwalŒawwalŒawwal----uuuu   mursil-u-n  wa llll----ŒÀ®arŒÀ®arŒÀ®arŒÀ®ar----uuuu    mustaqbil-u-n 
between consciousness.M-DU.G D-first.NG.NN-N sending.M.SI-N-I and D-other.M.SI-N receiving.M.SI-N-I 

‘between two consciousnesses, [out of which] one is sending and the other is 
 receiving’ (×aqÀfÌ 9/11/04, 5, Al-ŒibdÀ¸u bayna n-naqdi...) /22/ 

 

Frequently, the preposition min with a corresponding pronominal suffix is 
used, if the antecedent is plural, e.g.: 

 
ista®damati  l-kanÌsat-u    r-rÙmÀniyy-at-u        ŒasliªatŒasliªatŒasliªatŒasliªat----aaaa----hÀ,hÀ,hÀ,hÀ,    
used     D-church.F.SI-N   D-Roman-F.SI-N   weapons.NH.PL-A-3.F.SI  

    
rrrr----rÙªiyyrÙªiyyrÙªiyyrÙªiyy----atatatat----a a a a         minminminmin----hÀhÀhÀhÀ    wa l l l l----mÀddiyymÀddiyymÀddiyymÀddiyy----atatatat----aaaa  
D-spiritual-NH.PL-A  of-3.NH.PL   and D-material-NH.PL-A 

‘the Roman Church used its weapons, both spiritual  spiritual  spiritual  spiritual and material material material material’ (̧ArabÌ 5/04, 120) /23/ 
 

One example has been found in the corpus with an adjective in neutralized 
gender and number: 
 

ŒÝrÙbbÀ  hiya l-Œaqdam-u [...]  fÌ rawÀbi†-i-nÀ        ssss----sayyiŒsayyiŒsayyiŒsayyiŒ----i i i i         minminminmin----hÀ hÀ hÀ hÀ     
Europe.F.N 3.F.SI. D-oldest.NG.NN-N   in ties.NH.PL-G-1.PL  D-bad.NG.NN-G  of-3.NH.PL    

wa lwa lwa lwa l----ªasanªasanªasanªasan----iiii    
and D-good.NH.NN-G        

‘Europe is the oldest [...] in [terms of] ties with us, [both] bad and good’ (RiyÀ™ 1, Li 
naktub ¸aqdan ºadÌdan...) /24/ 

 

Sometimes a demonstrative pronoun is additionally used in such 
constructions befor the adjective, e.g.: 

 
al-ŒamrÀ™-i   l-muzmin-at-i   wa tilka tilka tilka tilka     nnnn----nÀºimnÀºimnÀºimnÀºim----atatatat----i i i i   ¸ani †-†ufayliyyÀt-i  
D-diseases.NH.PL-G  D-chronic-NH.PL-G  and those   D-resulting-NH.PL-G  from D-parasites.NH.PL-G 

‘of chronic diseases and those resulting from parasites’ (¸ArabÌ 5/04, 173f). /25/ 
 

 

4.5.2. Antegenitival substantivization4.5.2. Antegenitival substantivization4.5.2. Antegenitival substantivization4.5.2. Antegenitival substantivization    
 

Antegenitival substantivization enables an adjective to be qualified by a 
substantive in the genitive case without a formal annexation (Œi¬Çfa 
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laf≤iyya) resulting from this97. This is a specific kind of syntagm where the 
adjective, instead of following the substantive, precedes it and, in most 
cases, has neutralized gender and number98. Adjectives substantivized in 
this way will be referred to as ‘antegenitival adjectives’.  
 Antegenitival adjectives never occur alone99: the substantive in the 
genitive is obligatory. Without it, a non-grammatical construction 
originates. Although antegenitival adjectives do not behave like adjectives 
in some respects, there is strong evidence that they remain adjectives as 
they retain some adjectival properties.  

Indications that they are not full adjectives any more from the syntactic 
point of view include the following: 

 
(i)  they are qualified by substantives in the genitive and no formal 

annexation results; 
(ii) they do not qualify substantives attributively; they can stand in the 

genitive case and qualify other substantives, e.g.: 
  

bayt-u   Œakbar-i     malikat-i-n 
house.M.SI-N  greatest.NG.NN-G  queen.F.SI-G-I 

‘the house of the greatest queen’ /26/ 
 

(iii) they have no degree modifiers. Cf. /27/: 
 

*ÑazÜl-u   ö-öukr-i    Ñiddan 
profuse.NG.NN-N  D-thanks.M.SI-G  very 

‘very profuse [of] thanks’ /27/ 
 

The latter feature is probably due to the fact that in such constructions the 
adjectives acquire superlative or at least intensifying meaning. For some 

                                                
97 This construction overlaps with Cantarino’s subtype of “real substantival usage” (1975, 2: 66 and 107-
108). 
98 With respect to this construction, Beeston says the following: “alternative to the noun plus adjective 
structure is one in which the logically qualifying concept is expressed by a noun annexed to the logically 
qualified concept: kibÀru l-kuttÀbi (‘great ones of writers’)” (1968: 31). Jankowski, in turn, when 
referring to similar constructions in modern Arabic dialects, speaks of “neutralization and loss of 
grammatical markers of gender and number in displaceddisplaceddisplaceddisplaced adjectives and numerals” (emphasis ours, 1991: 
112).  
99 But cf. suffixally substantivized adjectives (chapter 4.5.3.). 
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native speakers ÑazÜlu ö-öukri is equivalent to ŒaÑzalu ö-öukri ‘the most 
profuse thanks’, with the elative. 
 

(iv) they do not inflect for gender and number (with fery few 
exceptions, which are rather idiomatic). 

 
Another non-adjectival characteristic of antegenitival adjectives is that 

no substantives can be thought of which could be attributively qualified by 
them in synonymous constructions. Compare also the discussion in Fassi 
Fehri (1999: 115f), who argues that such phrases are (in his theoretical 
framework) nominals, more specifically: “prenominal adjectives”. He 
remarks that such adjectives admit no preadjectival negation, which is 
“possible with postnominal, but not prenominal adjectives” (1999: 116 fn 
23), cf. *Œakaltu ≈ayra la¡Ü¡i Ô-Ôa¸Àmi ‘I ate the non-delicious food’100. 

Indications that the antegenitival adjectives do not completely change to 
substantives include the following: 

 
(i)  they cannot be qualified in adjectival attribution, e.g. Œakbaru in 

Œakbaru raÑulin cannot be qualified by an adjective, cf. the non-
grammaticality of:  

 
*Œakbar-u   raÑul-i-n   wasÜm-u-n 
biggest.NG.NN-N  man.M.SI-G-I   handsome.M.SI-N-I 

‘the handsome biggest man’ /28/ 
 

(ii) they cannot be qualified by relative clauses. Relative clauses 
always refer to the substantives in the genitive. 

 
It should be noted that in some exceptional cases antegenitival 

adjectives have lost or modified their original meaning, which they retain 
when attributive. The antegenitival maª™ does not mean the same as the 
attributive, cf.: 

 
 

                                                
100 This again may be explained by the superlative meaning conveyed by antegenitivally substantivized 
adjectives, since ≈ayru rather does not occur with comparative or superlative elatives, cf. *≈ayru ®ayrin 
‘not better’ or *≈ayru Œaªsana ‘idem’. 
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maª™-u    Œi™Àfat-i-n 
mere.NG.NN-N annexation.F.SI-G-I 

‘mere annexation’ (and nothing else) /29/ 
vs. 

Œi™Àfat-u-n    maª™-at-u-n 
annexation.F.SI-N-I  pure-F.SI-N-I 

‘pure annexation’ (a grammatical term) /30/. 
 

Some words that could appear to be antegenitival adjectives are in 
reality substantives because they are never used attributively, e.g. sÀŒir, 
ºamÌ¸, kÀffat and šattÀ, all having the meaning ‘all’: 

 
min  sÀŒirsÀŒirsÀŒirsÀŒir----iiii  ŒanªÀŒ-i    ŒÝrubbÀ 
from  all-G   parts.NH.PL-G  Europe.F.G  
‘from all parts of Europe’ (¸ArabÌ 5/04, 162) /31/ 
 
fÌ   šattÀ šattÀ šattÀ šattÀ         Œa†rÀf-i-hi 
in   all.G   parts.NH.PL-G-3.M.SI 

‘in all its parts’ (MÌr 200) /32/  
 

The adjectives kaƒÌr, ¸adÌd and qalÌl are normally not substantivizied in 
this way. However, there are examples which run against this rule, e.g.: 
 

yadda¸Ì  dÙna   kaƒÌrkaƒÌrkaƒÌrkaƒÌr----i i i i             mubÀla©atmubÀla©atmubÀla©atmubÀla©at----iiii----nnnn   ŒiºÀdat-a     
he:claims  without  much.NG.NN-G  exaggeration.F.SI-G-I  command.F.SI-A    

 
l-lu©at-i    l-ŒinºlÌziyy-at-i 
D-language.F.SI-G   D-English-F.SI-G 

‘he claims without much exaggeration [to have] the command of English’ (MÌƒÀq 
 30/12/03, 3) /33/ 
 

It seems that antegenitival substantivization is possible only for some 
subclasses of adjective. As it was seen, it was most frequent with non-
participial adjectives. As for participles, passive participles of intransitive 
verbs as well as active participles of transitive verbs do not undergo this 
type of substantivization. In turn, passive participles of transitive verbs and 
active participles of intransitive verbs do.  
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4.5.3. Suffixal substantivization (SSA)4.5.3. Suffixal substantivization (SSA)4.5.3. Suffixal substantivization (SSA)4.5.3. Suffixal substantivization (SSA)    
 

 What is the definite genitival qualificator in constructions with 
antegenitival adjectives can be replaced by a suffixed pronoun attached to 
the adjective. This pronominal suffix represents then one or more 
aforementioned substantives and expresses its or their gender and number. 
What results from this suffixal substantivization is a suffixasuffixasuffixasuffixallyllyllylly 
substantivized adjective (SSA)substantivized adjective (SSA)substantivized adjective (SSA)substantivized adjective (SSA), which, with few exceptions, is neutralized neutralized neutralized neutralized 
in gender and numberin gender and numberin gender and numberin gender and number. These two categories, however, are expressed in the 
suffixed pronoun. SSAs can be used attributively, i.e. in substantival 
attribution (as subjects and objects), as adverbials, or as predicates. Thus, 
e.g., in /34/ and /35/, the words ®Àmisahum ‘the fifth of them’ and li 
Œakbarihim ‘to the biggest of them’, respectively, are used as predicates: 
 

kÀnÙ Œarba¸at-a riºÀl-i-n  wa  kÀna  ®Àmis®Àmis®Àmis®Àmis----aaaa----humhumhumhum    
were  four.M.PL-A  men.M.PL-G-I  and  was  fifth.NG.NN-A-3.M.PL        
‘they were four men and he was the fifth of them’    (¸Umar 97) /34/ 

 

The pronominal suffix -hum of /34/ represents the substantive riºÀlin 
‘men’. 

 
li  ŒakbarŒakbarŒakbarŒakbar----iiii----himhimhimhim     Œašadd-u    t-taŒƒÌr-i 
for biggest.NG.NN-G-3.M.PL   strongest.NG.NN-N  D-influence.M.SI-G 

‘The biggest of them has the strongest influence’ (ãayÀt, 2/08/07, 20, MuŒašširu l-
 Œashumi... ) /35/ 

 

The pronominal suffix -him of /35/ represents the substantive muštarikÌna 
‘participants’ mentioned earlier in the text. 

In /36/, the SSAs kabÌrihÀ and ‰a©ÌrihÀ are used attributively to the 
substantive l-ŒafkÀri:    
 
 li mulÀªaqat-i l l l l----ŒafkÀrŒafkÀrŒafkÀrŒafkÀr----i i i i             kabÌrkabÌrkabÌrkabÌr----iiii----hÀ hÀ hÀ hÀ                     wa ‰a©Ìrwa ‰a©Ìrwa ‰a©Ìrwa ‰a©Ìr----iiii----hÀhÀhÀhÀ  

to pursuit.F.SI-G  D-thoughts.NH.PL-G  big.NG.NN-G-3.NH.PL   and small.NG.NN-G-3.NH.PL 

‘to the pursuit of thoughts, big and small’ (¸ArabÌ 5/04, 139) /36/ 
 

In examples /37/-/39/ the SSAs function as subjects: 
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ŒaºÀba-hu   ŒakbarŒakbarŒakbarŒakbar----uuuu----hum hum hum hum             fÌ s-sinn-i 
answered-3.M.SI  biggest.NG.NN-N-3.M.PL   in D-age.M.SI-G        
‘the oldest of age answered him’ (MaqhÀ 92) /37/ 
 
wafada  ŒakƒarŒakƒarŒakƒarŒakƒar----uuuu----humhumhumhum    ¸alÀ  ŒIsbÀniyÀ... 
came   most.NG.NN-N-3.M.PL  onto  Spain.F.G 

‘most of them came to Spain’ (KallÀs 37) /38/    
  

li Œakƒar-a    min  sabab-i-n   ŒawwalŒawwalŒawwalŒawwal----uuuu----hÀhÀhÀhÀ   Œanna  qa™ÀyÀ 
for more.NG.NN-G.I  than  reason.M.SI-G-I  first.M.SI-N-3.NH.PL  that   problems.NH.PL.A.I 

  
l-Œi‰lÀª-i [...]   wa ƒÀnÌƒÀnÌƒÀnÌƒÀnÌ----hÀhÀhÀhÀ      Œanna  tilka  l-ŒistirÀtÌºiyyat-a...  
 D-reform.M.S-G   and second.M.SI.N-3.NH.PL   that   this  D-strategy.F.SI-A 

‘for more than one reason, the    first [being] that the problems of the reform... and the 
 second that this strategy...’ (MÌƒÀq 20/4/04, 6) /39/ 

 
In /40/ the SSA is an adverbial: 
 

kÀnat  Œa®†Àr-u   l-ªurÙb-i   fÌ-hi [...]        ¸alÀ ¸alÀ ¸alÀ ¸alÀ     ŒašaddŒašaddŒašaddŒašadd----iiii----hÀhÀhÀhÀ    
were   risks.NH.PL-N   D-wars.NH.PL-G  in-3.M.SI   on   strongest.NG.NN-G-3.NH.PL 

‘the risks of wars in it were at their strongest’ (KallÀs 97) /40/ 

 

Some elatives, belonging to a restricted group, such as kubrÀ ‘biggest’, 
‰u©rÀ ‘smallest’, ŒÙlÀ ‘first’, may inflect for gender even when suffixally 
substantivized, e.g.:  
 

infaºarat  ‰u©rÀ‰u©rÀ‰u©rÀ‰u©rÀ----nÀ nÀ nÀ nÀ             bi l-bukÀŒ-i 
burst:out   youngest.F.SI-3.PL  with D-weeping.M.SI-G 

‘the youngest of us burst into tears’ (¸ArabÌ 5/04, 178)  /41/ 
 

Note that concord between SSAs such as Œa©labu ‘most’ or Œakƒaru ‘id.’, 
semantically close to quantifiers, which function as subjects and adjectives 
as predicates can be logical, or ad sensum, i.e. reflecting the gender and 
number of the suffixed pronoun,  e.g.: 

 
Œa©labŒa©labŒa©labŒa©lab----uuuu----hÀhÀhÀhÀ [scil. al-Œi‰ÀbÀti]  kÀminkÀminkÀminkÀmin----atatatat----uuuu----nnnn    
most.NG.NN-N-3.NH.PL      hidden-NH.PL-N-I 

‘most of them [scil. injuries] are hidden’ (¸ArabÌ 5/04, 175) [instead of kÀminun] /42/ 
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Here, the predicate adjective reflects the gender and number of -hÀ, 
although kÀminun would also be correct. 

Finally, let us remark here that in many contexts the suffixally 
substantivized adjective can be used interchangeably with an anaphorically 
substantivized adjective. 
 

4.5.4. Independent substantivization4.5.4. Independent substantivization4.5.4. Independent substantivization4.5.4. Independent substantivization    
 

Under the term ‘independent substantivization’ we understand the use of 
a noun which, taken out of context, would be an adjective according to the 
definition proposed in chapter 2.2.3. but in an actual text has a syntactic 
function typical of substantives, e.g. subject or object101. Let us present it 
using the word ¸Àmilun as an example. It can be seen that this word, in 
expressions ¸Àmilun [¸alÀ] ‘working [on sth]’ and ¸Àmilun ‘a worker’, 
shows different characteristics. First, the two words differ from each other 
with respect to their semantics: the word meaning ‘worker’ has semantic 
surplus with respect to the adjective, in this case a participle, since it 
signifies not only a man who is working or works, but also is employed 
with a contract and is paid for it, belongs to a social class etc. The second 
difference lies in syntax. Thus, e.g., for the word meaning ‘working’ we 
can give e.g. the following syntactic properties which are absent in the 
word meaning ‘worker’. They are as follows: 

  
(i)  the capability of occurring with the PP ¸alÀ ‘on [something]’,  
(ii)  the capability of taking degree modifiers, and  
(iii)  the capability of being qualified by an internal object, e.g.:  

 
¸Àmil-u-n   ¸amal-a-n   ºayyid-a-n 
working.M.SI-N-I  work.M.SI-A-I  good.M.SI-A-I 

‘working a good work’ i.e. ‘working well’  
 

For ¸Àmilun ‘worker’, we can list the following properties, absent in the 
word meaning ‘working’: 
 

                                                
101 This is Cantarino’s “real substantival usage” of adjectives (1975: 64-67) 
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(i)   the capability of being qualified by attributive adjectives, and  
(ii) the capability of being qualified by substantives in the genitive. 
 
However, resorting to these syntactic properties is sometimes of no use, 

because on one hand there are intuitionally clear substantives used with 
prepositional phrases, e.g.: 
 

alalalal----qÀŒimqÀŒimqÀŒimqÀŒim----uuuu     bi   l-Œa¸mÀl-i   l-filas†Ìniyy-u 
carrying:out.M.SI-N-I  with  D-tasks.NH.PL-G  D-Palestinian.M.SI-N 

 ‘the Palestinian chargé d’affaires’ (̧Arab al-Yawm 29/4/04, 2, Al-maliku: Œayyu ªulÙlin...) /43/ 
 

and, on the other hand, there are intuitionally clear adjectives qualified by 
adjectives in attribution, e.g.: 
 
 alalalal----mu¸ºabÙnamu¸ºabÙnamu¸ºabÙnamu¸ºabÙna  l-¸adamiyy-Ùna  bi ŒAdÙlf Hitlir  

D-pleased.M-PL.N  D-nihilist.M-PL.N  by  A.H.M-G 

‘nihilistic admirers of Adolf Hitler’ (MÌƒÀq 20/4/04, 7) /44/. 
 

For all these reasons, we will introduce an alternative division, which is 
as follows: 
A noun which according to the definition proposed in chapter 2.2.3. is an 
adjective:  
 
(i)  is said to be used in simple independent substantivization simple independent substantivization simple independent substantivization simple independent substantivization if it is used without, 

or instead of, a substantive which it could qualify in attribution and shows no 
syntactic properties typical of substantives and no    semantic surplus with 
respect to the corresponding adjective used attributively. . . .     

(ii) is said to be used in independent substantivization with syntactic surplus independent substantivization with syntactic surplus independent substantivization with syntactic surplus independent substantivization with syntactic surplus if it 
is used without, or instead of, a substantive that it could qualify in attribution 
and shows syntactic properties typical of substantives. It has no semantic 
surplus with respect to the corresponding adjective used attributively.  

(iii) is said to be used in independent substantivization with syntactic and semantic independent substantivization with syntactic and semantic independent substantivization with syntactic and semantic independent substantivization with syntactic and semantic 
surplussurplussurplussurplus if it is used without, or instead of, a substantive that it could qualify in 
attribution and shows syntactic properties typical for substantives. 
Additionally it has semantic surplus with respect to the corresponding 
adjective used attributively. This semantic surplus must consist in more than 
just conveying the general meaning human or thing. If the same noun is not 
used in substantivization but as an adjectival attribute, a change in meaning 
takes place. Thus qÀŒimun bi l-Œa¸mÀli ‘a chargé d’affaires’ is an instance of 
independent substantivization with syntactic and semantic surplus while 
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qÀŒimun bi l-Œa¸mÀli ‘[a person] carrying out the duties’ is an instance of 
simple independent substantivization102. 

 
By ‘syntactic properties typical of substantives’ referred to above we mean 
principally the capability of being qualified in adjectival attribution and by 
a substantive in the genitive. 

According to the above criteria, ¸Àmilun ¸alÀ ‘[someone] working on 
[something]’ has no semantic surplus, as its designation is the same as that 
of the adjective in ša®‰un ¸Àmilun ¸alÀ ‘a person working on [something]’. 
It is also able to function as adjectival attribute (raºulun ¸Àmilun ¸alÀ... ‘a 
man working on sth’). Therefore it is an instance of simple independent 
substantivization. By contrast, the word ¸Àmilun in the sense ‘worker’ 
shows semantic surplus with respect to the corresponding adjective used 
attributively. What is more, it can be qualified by a substantive in the 
genitive, cf. ¸Àmilu ma‰na¸in ‘a factory worker’, which justifies treating it 
as independently substantivized with semantic and syntactic surplus.  

Let us also remark that for participles, semantic surplus usually is 
accompanied by a syntactic detachment from the verbs they are derived 
from. Thus e.g. participles showing semantic surplus with respect to the  
corresponding adjective used attributively cannot be qualified by the 
internal object, cf. the non-grammaticality of *mulªaqun ¸askariyyun 
Œilªaqan ºayyidan *‘a firmly attached military attaché’.  

 
 

 

4.5.6.1. Simple independent substantivization4.5.6.1. Simple independent substantivization4.5.6.1. Simple independent substantivization4.5.6.1. Simple independent substantivization    
 

Within simple independent substantivization adjectives referring to 
human beings and those not referring to human beings can be 
distinguished as two major groups. First, the adjectives referring to human 
beings will be presented. The following examples may be adduced here: 

 
 

                                                
102 El-Ayoubi et al. distinguish “lexikalische und spontane Substantivierung” (2001: 155), the former 
corresponding roughly to our simple independent substantivization and the latter to that with syntactic 
and semantic surplus. 
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bayÀ™-u-hÀ    nÀ‰i¸-u-n   li kull-i muŒmin muŒmin muŒmin muŒmin----iiii----nnnn   bi ¸urÙbat-i-hi 
whiteness.M.SI-N-3.F.SI evident.M.SI-N-I  for all-G believing.M.SI-G-I in Arabness.F.SI-G-3.M.SI  
‘its whiteness is evident for every [person] believing in his Arabness’ (Al-MÌƒÀq 

 20/4/2004, 2, Al-Œar®abÌlu n-nÀ‰iriyyu) /46/ 
 
¸adad-a    llll----mustafÌdmustafÌdmustafÌdmustafÌd----ÌnaÌnaÌnaÌna   mina   l-mabla©-i 
number.M.SI-A  D-benefitting.M-PL.G  from   D-amount.M.SI-G  
‘the number of beneficiaries of the money’ (al-¸Arab al-Yawm 29/4/04, 1, TawzÌ¸u 

 29 milyÙni...) /47/ 
 
hÀka¡À yaf¸alu  muwªišmuwªišmuwªišmuwªiš----u u u u         llll----qalbqalbqalbqalb----iiii    
so    does   desolated.M.SI-N  D-heart.M.SI-G  

‘a [man] with desolated heart acts in this way’ (Li‰‰ 27) /48/ 
 

In elatives substantivized in this manner the gender and number is always 
neutralized and it is only the context which permits to determine the 
number and gender intended: 
 

lÀ yu¸abbirÙna ¸ani  llll----ŒakƒarŒakƒarŒakƒarŒakƒar----iiii        ©inan©inan©inan©inan   wa  ŒinnamÀ llll----ŒakƒarŒakƒarŒakƒarŒakƒar----i faqri faqri faqri faqr----aaaa----nnnn    
not they:stand   for  D-most.NG.NN-G richness.M.A.I  and  but   D-most.NG.NN-G  

poverty.M.SI-A-I  
‘they do not represent the richest but the poorest’ (Al-MÌƒÀq 20/4/2004, 9) /49/.  

 

It seems, however, that elatives are rarely substantivized. Relative clauses 
with elatives as predicates are used instead substantivized elatives as 
subjects, as in /50/: 
 
 qad fašila        man man man man     hum hum hum hum         ŒaŒaŒaŒaf™alf™alf™alf™al----uuuu   min-hu  
 PART failed  who  3.M.PL  better.NG.NN-N  than-3.M.SI 

‘those who are better than him have failed’ (ãayÀt 2/08/07, 20, ¸UyÙnun...) /50/ 
 

But substantivized elatives as subjects are also possible, though rare: 
 
Œinna Œakbar Œakbar Œakbar Œakbar----aaaa   min-ki   yatazawwaºna  kull-a  yawm-i-n 
that  older.NG.NN-A  than-2.F.SI  get:married    all-A   day.M.SI-G-I  
‘[those who are] older than you get married every day’ (from Cantarino 1975,  

 2: 470) [instead of Œinna man hunna Œakbaru minki...] /51/ 
 

A specific and very clear case of this kind of substantivization is the one 
of a participle used in connection with the verb it was derived from, e.g.: 
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li  mu¸tari™mu¸tari™mu¸tari™mu¸tari™----iiii----nnnn   Œan  ya¸tari™aya¸tari™aya¸tari™aya¸tari™a  bi   l-qawl-i    Œinna...  
for  opposing.M.SI-G-I  that  he:opposes  with  D-opinion.M.SI-G  that 

‘let an opposer oppose with the opinion that...’ (ãayÀt 2/08/07, 9, Li-man yu‰awwitu...) /52/ 
 

However, in such participles syntactic surplus is also possible: 
 

fa   kÀnÙ  kullamÀ   raŒaw-nÌ   ‰Àªa‰Àªa‰Àªa‰Àªa    ‰ÀŒiª‰ÀŒiª‰ÀŒiª‰ÀŒiª----uuuu----humhumhumhum:...  
and  were  everytime   they:saw-1.SI   shouted   shouting.M.SI-N-3.M.PL 

‘and whenever they saw me, a shouter from among them shouted...’ (MÌr 13) /53/ 
 

It seems that not every adjective can undergo this kind of 
substantivization. It seems that it would be strange to say e.g. ?kullu 
šÀªibin intended to mean ‘every pale man’. 

Let us also remark that simple independent substantivization allows two 
adjectives to occur in adjectival apposition (discussed in chapter 3.2.2.). 
Being used in this kind of substantivization is a necessary, but not 
sufficient, condition for adjectives to form an adjectival apposition 

As we have said above, simple independent substantivization may 
concern adjectives referring to non-human entities, such as ‘thing’, ‘issue’, 
‘matter’. Frequently, the adjective conveys the meaning of modality, i.e. 
the attitude of a speaker as regards a certain matter. Usually, the adjective 
is a participle. In this case only the masculine singular, or neutralized, form 
of the adjective is used. 
 In most cases of this kind of substantivization it is possible to form 
synonymous constructions with the adjective functioning as the attribute of 
a substantive with a general meaning such as Œamrun ‘thing, matter’. This, 
however, is not always felt as natural. However, if the substantivized 
adjective is a participle, it is always possible to form corresponding 
relative clauses with verbs from which the participle was derived, e.g.: 

 
mina llll----muqarrarmuqarrarmuqarrarmuqarrar----iiii   l-intihÀŒ-u     min-hÀ  fÌ yanÀyir-a... 
from  D-decided.M.SI-G   D-termination.M.SI-N  of-3.F.SI  in January.M-G 

‘its completion is planned for January’ (ŒAhrÀm 29/01/03, 27, ˆu††atun 
 mutakÀmilatun...) /54/ 
 

In accordance to what has been said above, the expression mina  
l-muqarrari, lit. ‘of the planned’, of example /54/ is synonymous with 
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mim-mÀ qurrira ‘of what was planned’. The situation is similar in /55/, 
though not in /56/, where the adjectives are not participles: 

 
tamma     tttt----tÀlÌtÀlÌtÀlÌtÀlÌ    
was:acommplished  D-following.M.SI.N 

‘the following has been accomplished’ (ŒAhrÀm 29/01/03, 26) (= tamma mÀ yalÌ 
 ‘what follows has been accomplished’) /55/  

 
ma™ati  l-ŒumÙr-u    min   sayyiŒsayyiŒsayyiŒsayyiŒ----iiii----nnnn  ŒilÀ  ŒaswaŒŒaswaŒŒaswaŒŒaswaŒ----aaaa    
went   D-affairs.NH.PL-N  from   bad.M.SI-G-I  to   worse.NG.NN-G.I     
‘the affairs have changed from bad to worse’ (¸ArabÌ 3/04, 139) /56/ 

 

It seems that not every adjective can undergo this kind of substantivization. 
E.g. one could hardly say *mina l-munqiôi Œan... in the sense ‘it is 
redeeming that...’. Frequently a word such as šayŒ ‘thing’ must be inserted: 

 
hal tasta†Ì¸u  Œan tuqÌma    ²ill-a    šayŒšayŒšayŒšayŒ----iiii----nnnn   mu¸waºº-i-n? 
PART you:can   that you:straighten  shadow.M.SI-A  thing.M.SI-G-I crooked.M.SI-G-I  
‘can you straighten the shadow of a crooked thing’ (Li‰‰ 169) /57/ 

 

instead of simply *²illa mu¸waººin *‘the shadow of a crooked’. 
Idiomaticity seems to be decisive here. Not all features are considered by 
speakers of MWA as capable of being expressed by a substantivized 
adjective. 

The meaning conveyed by adjectives substantivized in this way can also 
be an abstract concept. Here, too, the neutralized gender is used, e.g.: 

 
ma¸a  mafhÙm-i  ©iyÀb-i    šššš----ša®‰iyyša®‰iyyša®‰iyyša®‰iyy----iiii    
with   concept.SI-G  absence.M.SI-G  D-personal.M.SI-G     
‘with the concept of absence of [what is] personal’ (×aqÀfÌ 9/11/04, 5, Al-ŒibdÀ¸u 
bayna n-naqdi...) /58/ 
 

In many cases adjectives of this type are not subjected to substantivization 
but left in their predicate function, e.g.: 
 

bi   ™arÙrat-i    fi¸l-i    kull-i  mÀ huwa mumkmÀ huwa mumkmÀ huwa mumkmÀ huwa mumkinininin----uuuu----nnnn    
with  necessity.F.SI-G   doing.M.SI-G  all-G   what 3.M.SI possible.M.SI-N-I  
‘with the necessity of doing all that is possible’ (LiwÀŒ 7/4/04, 1, ŠÌrÀk yastaqbilu...) /59/ 
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instead of the questionable ?kulli mumkinin. With elatives, this 
construction may be used in order to preserve the indefinite state and 
comparative meaning: 

 
fÌ l-ºa¸bat-i   l-ŒamrÌkiyy-at-i  mÀ mÀ mÀ mÀ     huwa huwa huwa huwa     Œa®†arŒa®†arŒa®†arŒa®†ar----uuuu [...]     min  ...  
in D-quiver.F.SI-G  D-American-F.SI-G  what  3.M.SI   more:dangerous.NG.NN-N.I  than 

‘in the American quiver there is something [...] more dangerous than ...’ (MÌƒÀq 
 20/4/04,11) /60/ 

 

A specific variety of simple independent substantivization of adjectives 
designating non-human objects is that involving comparative elatives, in 
the sense ‘something more [...] than’, e.g: 
 

wa Œi¡   bi-him    yanÀlÙna  Œab¸adŒab¸adŒab¸adŒab¸ad----aaaa     min ¡Àlika  
and PART   PREP-3.M.PL   obtain    more:remote.NG.NN-A.I  than this 

‘and they get [something] more remote than that’ (ˆasÀratun muwÑi¸atun, TišrÌn 
 9/10/2003, 6) /61/ 

  
  

4.5.6.2. In4.5.6.2. In4.5.6.2. In4.5.6.2. Independent substantivization with syntactic and semantic dependent substantivization with syntactic and semantic dependent substantivization with syntactic and semantic dependent substantivization with syntactic and semantic 
surplussurplussurplussurplus    
 

Let us begin this chapter by adducing examples of substantivizations 
involving only syntactic surplus, i.e. with no semantic one. First, words 
referring to human beings are listed, e.g.: 

  
nÀnÀnÀnÀziªziªziªziª----ÙÙÙÙ     l-FallÙºat-i 
refugees.M-PL.N   D-Falluja.F-G  
‘the refugees of Falluja’ (RiyÀ™ 24/4/04, 1, NÀziªÙ l-FallÙºati...) [syntactic surplus: 
no preposition ¸an, usually occuring with nÀziªun, derived from the verb nazaªa ¸an 
‘to emigrate from’] /62/ 

 
ma¸a muwÀ†in-Ìna   Œaw  muqÌmmuqÌmmuqÌmmuqÌm----Ìna Ìna Ìna Ìna     ŒaºÀnib-a    
with  compatriots.M-PL.G  or   resident.M-PL.G  foreign.M.PL-G.I  
‘with compatriots or foreign residents’ (RiyÀ™ 21/4/04, 1, Fa¸nÙnÙ ya®ruºu...) 

 [syntactic surplus: capability of having adjectival attributes] /63/ 
 

 alalalal----mu¸ºabÙnamu¸ºabÙnamu¸ºabÙnamu¸ºabÙna  l-¸adamiyy-Ùna  bi ŒAdÙlf Hitlir 
D-pleased.M-PL.N  D-nihilist.M-PL.N  by  A.H.M-G  
‘nihilistic admirers of Adolf Hitler’ (MÌƒÀq 20/4/04, 7) [idem] /64/ 
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bi tazwÌd-i                mutta®i¡mutta®i¡mutta®i¡mutta®i¡----ÌÌÌÌ   l-qarÀr-i    bi   ma¸lÙmÀt-i-n 

 by supplying.M.SI-G  adopting.M-PL.G  D-decision.M.SI-G  with  information.NH.PL-G-I  

‘by supplying the decision-makers with information’ (DustÙr 1/4/04, 2, Al-
 ºami¸iyyatu l-¸ilmiyyatu...) [syntactic surplus: capability of being qualified by a 
 substantive in the genitive] /65/ 

 

In what follows, some examples of substantivization with syntactic and 
semantic surplus are given: 
 

nÀŒibnÀŒibnÀŒibnÀŒib----uuuu----nnnn        
member:of:parliament.M.SI-N-I 

‘deputy, member of parliament’ (not ‘[a person] representing [a person]’; from 
 nÀŒibun ‘representing’) /66/ 

 
mulªaqmulªaqmulªaqmulªaq----uuuu----nnnn   ¸askariyy-u-n 
attaché.M.SI-N-I   military.M.SI-N-I  
‘military attaché (from mulªaqun ‘attached’) /67/ 
 
alalalal----qÀŒimqÀŒimqÀŒimqÀŒim----uuuu     bi   l-Œa¸mÀl-i   l-filas†Ìniyy-u 
carrying:out.M.SI-N-I  with  D-tasks.NH.PL-G  D-Palestinian.M.SI-N 

 ‘the Palestinian chargé d’affaires’ (¸Arab al-Yawm 29/4/04, 2, Al-maliku: Œayyu 
 ªulÙlin...) (from al-qÀŒimu bi l-Œa¸mÀli ‘carrying out the duties’) /68/ 

 

 Substantives resulting from independent substantivization with syntactic 
and semantic surplus can also refer to non-human objects. The meaning of 
such substantives is not predictable: al-Œaswadu cannot be simply 
understood as ‘what is black, a black thing’103. The word Œaswadu (‘black’) 
means e.g. ‘pupil (of the eye)’, but usually it is accompanied by the 
qualificator ‘of the eye, viz. Œaswadu l-¸ayni. A grain of black coal dust in 
the eye will not be called Œaswadu or Œaswadu l-¸ayni. Neither with animals 
involved is there any predictability: Œaswadu means ‘a snake’, but it does 
not mean ‘a raven’, which is black, even proverbially black. Furthermore, 
Classical Arabic is known for its conventionalized duals: pairs of 

                                                
103 However, the proverb mÀ kullu bay™ÀŒa šaªmatun wa lÀ kullu sawdÀŒa tamratun should be translated 
as ‘not every white thing is a piece of fat and not every black thing is a date’ (from Monteil 1960: 297), 
i.e. the feminine forms bay™ÀŒ and sawdÀŒ mean ‘something white’ and ‘something black’, i.e. with no 
semantic surplus. Yet there is still a semantic surplus: they mean ‘a white piece’ and ‘a black piece’ 
respectively, i.e. something small that can be seen.  
103 Cf. the hackneyed English example with blackbird, which does not have to black. 
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substantivized adjectives denoting two things similar in some respect. But, 
for instance, al-ŒaswadÀni lit. ‘the two black things’ are in fact not black: 
this word can mean either ‘dates and water’ or ‘scorpion and snake’104. 
Examples: 
  

tarnÙ  ŒilÀ  l-ba¸Üd-i 
she:looks  to   D-distance.M.SI-G   
‘she is looking into distance’ (MaqhÇ 22) [Cf. ba¸Ìdun ‘far, distant’] /69/ 
 
¸Àmil¸Àmil¸Àmil¸Àmil----uuuu----nnnn    
factor.M.SI-N-I  
‘factor’ [Cf. ¸Àmilun ‘working’] /70/ 
 
alalalal----ªÀsibªÀsibªÀsibªÀsib----uuuu    l-ŒÀliyy-u 
D-counter.M.SI-N   D-automatic.M.SI-N  
‘computer’ (RiyÀ™ 24/4/04, 1, Al-ŒamÌru ¸AbdullÀh...) [Cf. ªÀsibun ‘counting’] /71/ 
 
bayna  mu©ta‰abatmu©ta‰abatmu©ta‰abatmu©ta‰abat----iiii   ÆÙš Qa†Ìf   wa ma¸bar-i...  
between  usurped:area.F.SI-G  G.Q.M.G    and passage.M.SI-G 

‘between the usurped land and the passage...’ (ŒAnwÀr 3/5/04, 1, Maqtalu 5 
 ŒIsrÀŒÌliyyÌna...) [Cf. mu©ta‰abatun ‘usurped, violated’ (feminine)] /72/ 

 
 ŒilÀ  ssss----sÀbi¸sÀbi¸sÀbi¸sÀbi¸----i i i i     mina š-šahr-i   l-ªÀliyy-i 
 to   D-seventh.M.SI-G  of   D-month.M.SI-G   current.M.SI-G  

‘to the 7th of the current month’ (DustÙr 1/5/04, 1, BadŒu ‰arfi...) /73/ 
 

Some substantives formed in this way may be used as proper names, e.g. 
al-¸Àöiru min rama™Àna ‘the Tenth (day) of Ramadan’ (name of a town in 
Egypt) or form constant epithets, e.g. for God: al-ãayyu ‘the Living’. 
Many such constructions may not be felt any more to be related to 
adjectives, which usually are no more in use. Thus e.g.  ªusÀmun ‘sword, 
sword edge’ is derived from ªusÀmun ‘sharp’ as in sayfun ªusÇmun ‘a 
sharp sword’ (Belkin 1968: 76). Within independent substantivization with 
syntactic and semantic surplus, substantivizations which are loan 
translations may be distinguished, e.g. @Àniyatun ‘second [the unit of time]’ 
(from ‘second [ordinal numeral]’) under the influence of Latin secunda; 
maw™Ù¸un ‘theme’ (from ‘laid down’) under the influence of Greek thema. 

                                                
jhkjh 
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Finally, we should remark that independent substantivization with  
syntactic and semantic surplus is a matter of the vocabulary of a given 
language. Only some adjectives undergo this process. They usually appear 
in dictionaries as separate entries. That a word is substantivized with 
syntactic and semantic surplus can be well observed in adjectival 
attributions. For instance in the adjectival attribution in /74/: 

 
¸Àbir-u-n    öÀªib-u-n 
passer-by.M.SI-N-I  pale.M.SI-N-I  
‘a pale passer-by’ (MaqhÇ 38) [Cf. ¸Àbirun ‘passing by’]  /74/ 

 

the noun ¸Àbirun is a substantive, while öÀ…ibun is an adjective. The word 
order cannot be reversed to yield *öÀªibun ¸Çbirun because the adjective 
öÀªibun has not been substantivized in the necessary way, whereas ¸Àbirun 
has. Adjectives that have undergone independent substantization with 
semantic surplus have given rise to new words, viz. substantives.   

 

4.5.6.3. Independent substantivization: specific case4.5.6.3. Independent substantivization: specific case4.5.6.3. Independent substantivization: specific case4.5.6.3. Independent substantivization: specific casessss    
 

In this chapter some specific cases of substantivization will be 
discussed. They concern nouns such as kaƒÌr ‘much, many’, ¸adÌd ‘id.’, 
mazÌd ‘more’ and qalÌl ‘little, few’.  An example of a substantivized kaƒÌr 
is given in /75/:  

 
ta¸Ñizu   l-qiÔa¸-u    l-qawiyy-at-u ¸an  fi¸l-i     llll----kaƒÌrkaƒÌrkaƒÌrkaƒÌr----iiii 
are:unable  D-pieces.NH.PL-N  D-strong-NH.PL-N from  doing.M.SI-G D- much.M.SI-G 

‘strong pieces cannot do much’ (¸ArabÜ 5/04, 182), /75/ 
 

In many, though not all cases, synonymous constructions can be formed 
with the adjective qualifying a substantive with a general meaning, usually 
šayŒun ‘thing, matter’. Having this general sense, this substantive is 
uncountable and can be qualified by adjectives meaning ‘much’ and 
‘little’. Cf. the following example: 

 
wa yasta†Ì¸u  Œan  ya‰na¸a   šššš----šayŒšayŒšayŒšayŒ----a a a a         llll----kaƒÌrkaƒÌrkaƒÌrkaƒÌr----aaaa    
and is:able   that  it:makes   D-thing.M.SI-A  D-much.M.SI-A 

‘and [he] is able to do a great deal’ (MÌƒÀq 30/12/03, 2) /76/ 
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The substantivized kaƒÌr can be qualified by a min-phrase. It may have 
neutralized gender and number even when relating to humans, as in /77/: 
 

ŒilªÀq-i    ™-™arar-i   bi  llll----kaƒÌrkaƒÌrkaƒÌrkaƒÌr----i i i i                 minminminmina l-ŒUrdunniyy-Ìna 
inflicting.M.SI-G  D-harm.M.SI-G  to  D-much.NG.NN-G   of   D-Jordanian.M-PL.G 

‘[of] inflicting harm to many Jordanians’ (¸Arab al-Yawm 29/4/04, 1, TawzÌ¸u 29 
 milyÙni...) /77/ 
 

Nonetheless, it may also inflect for number and gender as in /78/: 
 
 ya¸rifu-hu  llll----kaƒÌrkaƒÌrkaƒÌrkaƒÌr----Ùna Ùna Ùna Ùna     minminminmina   l-¸arab-i 
 know-3.M.SI  D-many.M-PL.N  of    D-Arabs.M.PL-G  

‘many Arabs know it’ (¸Ãlam al-fikr, 58) /78/ 
 

If not qualified by a min-phrase, it must be inflected in order to express the 
gender and number: 
 

fÌ raŒy-i                    llll----kaƒÌrkaƒÌrkaƒÌrkaƒÌr----ÌnaÌnaÌnaÌna  
in opinion.M.SI-G  D-many.M-PL.G 

‘in the opinion of the many’ (MÌƒÀq 20/4/04, 5) /79/ 
 

Normally, these substantivized adjectives are not qualified by attributive 
adjectives. However, one example, rather strange and exceptional, did 
occur in the corpus: 
 

alalalal----¸adÌdu¸adÌdu¸adÌdu¸adÌdu    mina  l-muŒallafÇt-i   fÜ  ¸ilm-i    l-iÑtimÀ¸-i  
D-much.NG.NN-U   of   D-works.NH.PL-G  in  science.M.SI-G  D-society.M.SI-G 

 
d-dÜniyy-i    llll----mukarrasmukarrasmukarrasmukarras----uuuu    li l-ŒislÇm-i 
 D-religious.M.SI-G  D-devoted.NG.NN-G   to D-Islam.M.SI-G 

‘a number of works on science of religious sociology devoted to Islam’ (ŒAyyÇmu  
 l-frankËfËniyyati, 10) /80/  
 

There are also graded forms of substantivized kaƒÌr and qalÌl, i.e. 
substantivized Œakƒar and Œaqall, e.g: 

 
fÌ ŒakƒarŒakƒarŒakƒarŒakƒar----aaaa     min  min†aqat-i-n  fÌ l-¸Àlam-i 
in more.M.NG.NN-G.I   than  region.F.SI-G-I  in D-world.M.SI-G  
‘in more than one region of the world’ (ŒAnwÀr 3/5/04, 2, LaªÙd Œa¸raba ¸an...) /81/ 
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yatamannÀ Œan  yun¸ama   bi   ŒaqallŒaqallŒaqallŒaqall----aaaa   min-hu  
he:wishes   that  he:be:favoured  with  less.NG.NN-G.I  than-3.M.SI 

‘he wishes to be favoured with less than this’ (RaŒy 2, Lan yamurrÙ) /82/ 
 

 
 

4.5.6.4. Independent substantivization: idiomatic cases4.5.6.4. Independent substantivization: idiomatic cases4.5.6.4. Independent substantivization: idiomatic cases4.5.6.4. Independent substantivization: idiomatic cases    
 

Some substantivized adjectives are used as set expressions and can be 
discussed in terms of idiomaticized substantivized adjectives. It seems that 
this phenomenon concerns only cases of independent substantivization. No 
constructions synonymous with them can be formed in which the adjective 
would qualify a substantive attributively. Thus e.g. the expression ¸alÀ l-
Œaqalli ‘at least’ lit. ‘on the least’ in /83/ : 
 

130  ºundiyy-a-n  ŒamÌrkiyy-a-n   ¸alÀ ¸alÀ ¸alÀ ¸alÀ     llll----ŒaqallŒaqallŒaqallŒaqall----iiii    
130  soldier.M.SI-A-I  American.M.SI-A-I  on   D-least.NG.NN-G 

‘at least 130 American soldiers’ (LiwÀŒ 7/4/04, 1, TaqÀrÌru mina l-BintÀ©Ùn...) /83/ 
 

has no synonym in a hypothetical expression *¸alÀ l-qadri l-Œaqalli lit. 
*‘on the least measure’. Likewise it is impossible to propose synonymous 
expressions of this kind for ¸Àmmatan and ®À‰‰atan in /84/: 

 
Œanna l-Œi¸lÀm-a   ¸Àmm¸Àmm¸Àmm¸Àmm----atatatat----aaaa----n n n n     wa d-dirÀmÀ   t-tilifizyÙniyy-at-a 
that  D-media.M.SI-G  general-F.SI-A-I  and D-drama.F.SI.A  D-of:television-F.SI-A 

 
®À‰‰®À‰‰®À‰‰®À‰‰----atatatat----aaaa----n n n n     la-hÀ   dawr-u-n 
specific-F.SI-A-I  for-3.F.SI   role.M.SI-N-I 

‘the media, generally, and tv drama specifically, have a role in...’ (¸Ãlam al-fikr, 46) /84/ 
 

Of rather idiomatic character is also the use of al-ŒÀ®aru ‘other’ and its 
feminine form al-Œu®rÀ after personal pronouns of respective gender (huwa 
and hiya) in the sense ‘also, as well, too’. E.g. 
  
 taqaddamat  hiya hiya hiya hiya     llll----Œu®rÀŒu®rÀŒu®rÀŒu®rÀ   bi mašrÙ¸-i [...]  
 stepped:forward  3.F.SI  D-other.F.SI.N  with project.M.SI-G  

‘it, as well, put forward the project of... ’ (MÌƒÀq 20/4/2004, 10) /85/ 
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Also expressions kaƒÌran mÀ ‘frequently’, ©Àliban mÀ ‘generally’ and 
nÀdiran mÀ ‘rarely’ could be treated as idiomaticized substantivized 
adjectives, e.g.: 

  
©Àlib©Àlib©Àlib©Àlib----aaaa----n n n n             mÀmÀmÀmÀ  yaqta™Ì  na‰‰-u-n  mina   l-masraª-i ...  
general.NG.NN-A-I  PART  requires  text.M.SI-N-I  from   D-theatre.M.SI-G 

‘generally, a text requires from the theatre...’ (×aqÀfÌ 9/11/04, 6, IntiªÀrun ©ayru...) /86/ 
 

 

4.6. Adjectives as adverbials4.6. Adjectives as adverbials4.6. Adjectives as adverbials4.6. Adjectives as adverbials    
 

In the present monograph, what is traditionally analysed as the adverb 
derived from the adjective, i.e. a separate part of speech, will be treated as 
the adverbial, i.e. a syntactic function of the adjective. We mean here 
expressions such as sarÌ¸an ‘quickly’, ªadÌƒan ‘recently’ and kaƒÌran 
‘much’. The adjectives used in this function are neutralized in gender and 
number. Their case is always the accusative and its state is indefinite. This 
will be considered to be the form an adjective has if it qualifies a verb, a 
verbal noun (ma‰dar) or another adjective. Verbs, verbal nouns and 
adjectives are thus interpreted as regents105. 
 The idea that some adverbs could be treated as special cases to 
adjectives was advocated e.g. by Baker (2003), who argues that “adjectives 
can merge with all these categories [verb phrases and adjective phrases – 
MM] – except that in these environments we normally call them adverbs”. 
According to Baker, “That adverbs belong to the same category as 
adjectives is indirectly confirmed by the fact that a language without the 
latter does not have the former either” (p. 232). Also in Karolak (1992: 
504) is a similar view hinted at. Admittedly, treating the adverb as one of 
the secondary syntactic functions of the adjective may not be free of 
controversy yet it seems that assuming this view for a description of MWA 
is justified at least to some extent. In this respect, Watson’s opinion can be 
quoted here as saying: “Classical Arabic has few words that function 
solely as adverbs. More often, a word with a basic nominal or adjectival 

                                                
105 Also the neutralized gender and number as well as the indefinite state of the adjective could be 
interpreted as a result of rection. However, we will not assume this for the purpose of our description. 
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function may be used as an adverbial in certain syntactic contexts” 
(Watson 2006: 21). Elsewhere, she says: “Adjectives which may function 
as manner adverbs include sarÌ¸-an ‘quickly’, ba†ÌŒ-an ‘slowly’ [...]” 
(2006: 23).  
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PPPPART ART ART ART 5. R5. R5. R5. REMAINING ADJECTIVAL EMAINING ADJECTIVAL EMAINING ADJECTIVAL EMAINING ADJECTIVAL SYNTAGMSSYNTAGMSSYNTAGMSSYNTAGMS    
 
 

 
Up to now, only a few biconstituent hypotactic adjectival syntagms have 

been discussed in detail, viz. those based on adjectival attribution. Also 
various kinds of predication and exclamation have been briefly introduced. 
In this part we will discuss the remaining syntagms106. The description 
presented below will serve as the basis for the typology to be proposed in 
Part 6. 

 
 

5.1. Qualifying adjectives as recta of genitival rection5.1. Qualifying adjectives as recta of genitival rection5.1. Qualifying adjectives as recta of genitival rection5.1. Qualifying adjectives as recta of genitival rection    
 

 In the present chapter constructions will be discussed in which the 
adjective in the genitive case qualifies the preceding substantive. The 
following constructions will be presented: 
 
 (i)  adjectives in the genitive as recta of substantives, 

(ii) adjectives in the genitive as recta of triconsonantal prepositions.  
 

5.1.1. Adjectives in the genitive as recta of substantives5.1.1. Adjectives in the genitive as recta of substantives5.1.1. Adjectives in the genitive as recta of substantives5.1.1. Adjectives in the genitive as recta of substantives    
 

Adjectives in the genitive as recta of substantives occur in two kinds of 
constructions: 

 

                                                
106 Constructions used in Classical Arabic and described in grammars of this language but not occurring 
in MWA (or if so, then only as quotations) will not be dealt here. Such constructions are e.g. adjectives 
qualifying substantives in the vocative use, where no concord in case is required, e.g. YÀ ¸Aliyyu ²-²arÌfa 
‘Oh, kind Ali!’ (from Corriente 2002 [1980]: 258; also Al-ÆalÀyÌnÌ 2002[1912]: 531), or the so-called 
na¸t maq†Ù¸ (lit. ‘severed adjective’), with the adjective not agreeing in case with the substantive 
described (as classical gramar says, due to the adjective being governed by an implicit regens) e.g.  
Al-ªamdu li llÀhi l-¸a²Ìmu or l-¸a²Ìma ‘Praise to God, the Great’, instead of l-¸a²Ìmi (Al-ÆalÀyÌnÌ 2002 
[1912]: 565). 
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(i) constructions with adjectives as qualificators and recta of ‘special 
substantives’,  

(ii) constructions with antegenitivally or sufixally substantivized adjectives 
qualifying substantives as genitival attributes. 

 

5.1.1.1. Adjectives as qualificators of ¸special substantivesŒ5.1.1.1. Adjectives as qualificators of ¸special substantivesŒ5.1.1.1. Adjectives as qualificators of ¸special substantivesŒ5.1.1.1. Adjectives as qualificators of ¸special substantivesŒ    
 

By the term ‘special substantives’ we will refer to words of special 
function, such as ©ayr- ‘other than’, šibh- ‘quasi-, -like’, ni‰f- ‘semi-’ and 
ºidd- ‘extremely’, that, if used attributively, agree in case with the 
substantive they qualify. Then, they form with it a substantival attribution. 
They may also be used as predicates. Adjectives are their qualificators in 
the genitive case107. 

The ‘special substantives’ are not lexically independent. The words 
©ayr- and šibh- are translated into English as ‘not-’, ‘un-’ and ‘semi-’, 
‘quasi-’, respectively, yet more adequately they should be understood as 
‘the reverse of’ and ‘the like of’, respectively. They could be conceived of 
in terms of auxiliary words, however, they are inflected for case and exert 
genitival rection, i.e. they have syntactic characteristics of full 
substantives. Therefore we will treat them as words (as defined in chapter 
1.1.1.). Above that, their use is not restricted to idiomaticizied expressions 
(they do not appear with elatives, though). Cf. the following examples (in 
order to show the case relations, examples /1/-/3/ are given with the 
substantives in the nominative, i.e. not in the original form how they were 
found in the corpus): 

 
ŒasÀlÌb-u            ©ayr©ayr©ayr©ayr----u u u u         mašrÙ¸mašrÙ¸mašrÙ¸mašrÙ¸----atatatat----iiii----nnnn    
ways.NH.PL-N.I  reverse-N   legal-NH.PL-G-I  
‘illegal ways’ (¥azÌra 3/4/04, 2, Æaymatu l-Œamni...) /1/ 
 
al-qÀnÙn-u  l-ºadÌd-u   ©ayr©ayr©ayr©ayr----u u u u         llll----munºazmunºazmunºazmunºaz----iiii   ba¸du 
D-law.M.SI-N   D-new.M.SI-N  reverse-N   D-completed.M.SI-G  yet 

‘the new law not completed yet’ (ŒAnwÀr 3/5/04, 2, Çadmatun rÀfaqat...) /2/ 

                                                
107 The expression ‘special substantives’ is used here for lack of a better term. Other denominations, e.g. 
‘miscellaneous determiners’ used by Badawi et al. (2004: 232ff) or ‘Modifikatoren des Adjektivs’ used 
by El-Ayoubi et al. (2001: 146ff) suggest an analysis contrary to ours, viz. with the adjectives being 
determined or modified by these substantives.  
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qunbulat-u-n        šibhšibhšibhšibh----u u u u         nawawiyynawawiyynawawiyynawawiyy----atatatat----iiii----nnnn  
bomb.F.SI-N-I  like-N    nuclear-F.SI-G-I 

‘a quasi-nuclear bomb’ (Šarq 14/4/04, 1, Al-FallÙºatu... wa mÀ ŒadrÀka...) /3/ 
 

A ‘special substantive’ may also function as the predicate, as in /4/: 
 

wa  Œinna-nÌ   ºiddºiddºiddºidd----u u u u     musta©ribmusta©ribmusta©ribmusta©rib----atatatat----iiii----nnnn    
and  that-1.SI   gravity-N  surprised-F.SI-G-I  
‘and I am very surprised’ (MÌƒÀq 30/12/03, 15)  /4/ 
 

Qualification within these constructions can be identified as follows: e.g. 
in the triconstituent syntagm ŒasÀlÌbu ©ayru mašrÙ¸atin of /1/, we can 
disntinguish the following biconstituent hypotactic adjectival syntagms: 
 

(i)  (ŒasÀlÌbu, ©ayru) with concord in case; 
(ii) (©ayru, mašrÙ¸atin) with genitival rection. 

 

Of interest to us is syntagm (ii), in which the adjective is the qualificator. 
It should be noted here that the article, instead of being attached to the 

qualifying adjective conforming to the classical usage, may be attached to 
a ‘special substantive’108. Perhaps this phenomenon might be understood in 
terms of ‘special substantives’ being reduced to prefixes. In such cases, the 
inflectional endings, which normally would not be pronounced, are 
difficult to determine. E.g.: 
  

al-mumÀrasÀt-i   ™™™™----™™™™idd# idd# idd# idd#             †abÌ¸iyy†abÌ¸iyy†abÌ¸iyy†abÌ¸iyy----atatatat----iiii    
D-activities.NH.PL-G   D-opposite#   natural-NH.PL-G  

‘unnatural activities’ (Al-MÌƒÀq 20/4/2004, 7) /5/ 
 
al-ŒamÀkin-u   ™-™ayyiq-at-u   llll----©ayr©ayr©ayr©ayr----u u u u         muhawwÀ-t-i-n 
D-places.NH.PL-N  D-confined-NH.PL-N  D-reverse-N   aired-NH.PL-G-I 

‘[the] confined unaired places’, lit. ‘the confined places the other than the other than the other than the other than the aired’ 
 (from Badawi et al. 2004: 235, their translation109) /6/ 

                                                
108 Krahl discusses these constructions under the term Zusammenrückungen (1985: 55) 
109 Note that the adjective qualifying l-©ayru is indefinite (with -in) according to Badawi et al. Likewise 
in examples in e.g. Polotsky (1978: 171): l-©ayri musarraªin ‘illicit’ (lit. ‘not allowed’) and Gätje (1970: 
233): al-©ayru ªasanin ‘der Unschöne’ (lit. ‘not beautiful’). In reality, the correctness of the indefinite 
inflectional ending is probably impossible to determine because classical grammarians did not provide 
rules for constructions they did not know. 
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Badawi et al. write that such constructions might have been modelled on 
unreal, i.e. formal, annexation. We, however, consider it rather impossible 
since formal annexation has a completely different structure: in a formal 
annexation the qualificatum is an adjective and the qualificator is a 
substantive, while in constructions with ‘special substantives’ the 
qualificatum is a substantive and the qualificator is an adjective, thus it is 
the reverse. What is more, in formal annexation the second component is 
always definite, while it is not the case in constructions with the ‘special 
substantives’. We are inclined to say that the irregular constructions with 
the ‘special substantives’ have arisen in analogy to such Œi™Àfa 
constructions as al-miŒatu raºulin ‘the hundred men’, where both 
components are substantives and the first one, despite being qualified by a 
substantive in the genitive, bears the definite article. 
 Generally, prefixation of these substantives is a phenomenon which is 
classed as rather substandard language by native speakers. It seems to be 
influenced by dialect usage. But according to Blau (1973: 181), the 
construction al-©ayru l- was permitted by the Language Academy of Cairo 
in 1969. 
 
 

5.1.1.2. 5.1.1.2. 5.1.1.2. 5.1.1.2. AnteAnteAnteAntegenitivally or sufixally substantivized adjectives as genitival genitivally or sufixally substantivized adjectives as genitival genitivally or sufixally substantivized adjectives as genitival genitivally or sufixally substantivized adjectives as genitival 
qualificatorsqualificatorsqualificatorsqualificators    

 

 Adjectives used in antegenitival or suffixal substantivization (see 
chapters 4.5.2. and 4.5.3.) are similar to substantives in that they may 
function as genitival qualificators of substantives. Thus, for instance, the 
adjectives rÀbi¸i ‘the fourth’ in /7/ and Œa¸tÀ ‘haughtiest’ in /8/ are in the 
genitive case and qualify they recta, ta¸mÌru and fÌ waºhi, respectively: 
 

ta¸mÌrta¸mÌrta¸mÌrta¸mÌr----uuuu   rÀbi¸rÀbi¸rÀbi¸rÀbi¸----i i i i             †ÀŒirat-i-n            min  †ÌrÀz-i... 
repair.M.SI-N   fourth.NG.NN-G  plane.F.SI-G-I   of   type.M.SI-G   
‘the repair of the fourth plane of the type...’ (ŒAhrÀm 29/01/03, 26, TaªsÌnu ºÙdati...) /7/ 
 

                                                                                                                                         
Corriente gives yet another example: al-ŒašyÀŒu l-©ayru ƒ-ƒÀbitati ‘cosas inseguras’, i.e. ‘the non-

fixed things’ with the article prefixed to both ©ayr and the adjective (2002 [1988]: 235).  
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fÌfÌfÌfÌ waºhwaºhwaºhwaºh----i i i i     Œa¸tÀŒa¸tÀŒa¸tÀŒa¸tÀ      quwwat-i-n  fÌ š-šarq-i   l-Œawsa†-i 
 in face.S.I-G  haughtiest.NG.NN.G  power.F.SI-G-I  in D-east.M.SI-G  D-middle.M.SI-G  

‘in the face of the haughtiest power in the Middle East’ (ŒAnwÀr 3/5/04, 2, Al-ãu‰‰: 
 ŒAmÌrkÀ...) /8/ 
 

In our description we will reject the existence of syntagms composed of 
a substantive qualified by an adjective in the genitive case if the adjective 
is not antegenitivally or sufixally substantivized or does not qualify one of 
the ‘special substantives’. Therefore in /9/ 
 

wazn-u    l-®afÌf-i 
weight.M.SI-N  D-light.M.SI-I 

‘the light weight’ lit. ‘weight of light’ /9/ 
 

the second constituent will be treated as a substantive, resulting from the 
independent substantivization of an adjective. The syntagm /9/ will be not 
be treated as adjectival but as bi-substantival, despite the fact that taken out 
of context ®afÌf is an adjective. Krahl, for instance, treats this word as an 
adjective, probably due to its semantics110. However, its use in this 
construction as well as the possibility of it being qualified by a substantive 
in the genitive, as in /10/: 
 

wazn-u    ®afÌf-i   ¡-¡ubÀbat-i 
weight.M.SI-N  light.M.SI-I  D-fly.F.SI-G 

‘flyweight’ (after Krahl 1985: 16, also fn. 19)  /10/ 
 

show that ®afÌf is independently substantivized. Also nouns with the 
foreign suffix -Ìk used in chemical terminology are of the same kind, e.g.: 
 

ªÀmi™-u  z-zaytÌk-i 
acid.M.SI-N  D-oleic.M.SI-G 

‘oleic acid’ (cf. Krahl 1985:48f, also fn. 67) /11/ 
 

This genitive construction is more frequent than the synonymous adjectival 
attribution al-ªÀmi™u z-zaytÌku. Cf. also the following construction with an 
indication of a date: 
 
 

                                                
110 Cf. also Badawi et al. (2004: 116). 
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yawm-u   ƒƒƒƒ----ƒÀminƒÀminƒÀminƒÀmin----iiii   min  ¡Ì l-ªiººati 
day.M.SI-N  D-eighth.M.SI-G  of   ¡Ù l-ªiººÀ  
‘the eighth of (lit. ‘the day of the eighth of’) [the month] ¡Ù l-ªiººa...’ (ŒAhrÀm 

 29/01/03, 28, ŒI¡À ªaººÀ r-raºulu...) /12/ 
 

Here, too, the word ƒ-ƒÀmini shall be considered to be a substantive. 
 

5.1.2. A5.1.2. A5.1.2. A5.1.2. Adjectives in the genitive as recta of triconsonantal prepositionsdjectives in the genitive as recta of triconsonantal prepositionsdjectives in the genitive as recta of triconsonantal prepositionsdjectives in the genitive as recta of triconsonantal prepositions    
 

Some adjectives stand in the genitive case without genitival rection 
being exerted upon them by the substantive they qualify. Instead, their 
genitive case results from the fact that they are preceded by certain 
triconsonantal prepositions111.  

In order to show the case relations, the examples below are given with 
the substantives in the nominative, i.e. not in the original form in which 
they occurred in the corpus: 
    

al-ºusaymÀt-u  taªta taªta taªta taªta     ¡¡¡¡----¡arriyy¡arriyy¡arriyy¡arriyy----atatatat----iiii 
D-particles.NH.PL-N  under   D-atomic-NH.PL-G 

‘subatomic particles’ (¸ArabÌ 3/04, 142) /13/ 
    
al-Œaši¸¸at-u  fawqa fawqa fawqa fawqa     llll----banafsaºiyybanafsaºiyybanafsaºiyybanafsaºiyy----atatatat----i i i i     
D-rays.NH.PL-N  over   D-violet-NH.PL-G 

‘ultra-violet rays’ (ãayÀt 2/08/07, 14, ...Wa ªikÀyÀtun...) /14/ 
 
diqqat-u-n                taªta taªta taªta taªta milÌmitriyymilÌmitriyymilÌmitriyymilÌmitriyy----atatatat----iiii----nnnn 
precision.F.SI-N-I  under  millimetric-NH.PL-G-I 

‘submillimetric precision’ (¸ArabÌ 5/04, 148) /15/ 
 

The prepositions which can appear in this specific function are those 
termed as ²arf in Arabic linguistic tradition. Their characteristic feature is 
that they have three radical consonants and terminate in -a, as if in the 
accusative. In contrast to ‘special substantives’ (discussed in 5.1.1.1.), 
which, if used attributively, agree with the qualified substantive in case, 
                                                
111 See also Krahl 1985: 56. Here we should also mention adjectives resulting from fragments of 
morphemes (e.g. syllables) being prefixed to other morphemes. This operation is called naªt, and was 
known already to classical grammarians. E.g. taªšu¸Ùriyyun ‘subconcious’ from taªta š-šu¸Ùri ‘under the 
feelings’. For more examples see Czapkiewicz (1979: 77f), Belkin (1975: 125-127); Krahl (1985: 50-51) 
and Badawi et al. (2004: 756-762). 
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the prepositions in question always retain the same final vowel -a, thus 
cannot be treated as inflecting. The adjectival component will be analysed 
as standing in the genitive case, as is usual for nouns after prepositions. 
Yet it seems that in practice inflectional endings are not pronounced and 
could be considered indeterminate.  

Some adjectives originating in this manner are preceded by the particle 
mÀ, usually translated into English as ‘what’: 
 

al-ªiqbat-u  mÀ mÀ mÀ mÀ     ba¸da ba¸da ba¸da ba¸da     ‰‰‰‰----‰inÀ¸iyy‰inÀ¸iyy‰inÀ¸iyy‰inÀ¸iyy----atatatat----i i i i     
D-stage.F.SI-N  PART  after   D-industrial-F.SI-G 

‘the post-industrial stage’ (¸ArabÌ 5/04, 26) /16/ 
 

The particle mÀ may also receive the definite article:  
 

al-Œaši¸¸at-u llll----mÀfawqamÀfawqamÀfawqamÀfawqa   l-banafsaºiyy-at-i 112 
D-rays.NH.PL-N  D-PART.over   D-violet-NH.PL-G 

‘ultra-violet rays’ (¸Àlam al-fikr 146) /17/ 
 

Since we assumed that prepositions, also those having three radical 
consonants and ending in -a, are not words in our understanding, the 
expressions under discussion, such as taªta ¡-¡arriyyati, will be treated as 
particular words and not as syntagms. These words, composed of the 
preposition and the adjective, qualify preceding substantives. The 
expression al-ºusaymÀtu taªta ¡-¡arriyyati is thus a biconstituent 
syntagm. Such syntagms will have the characteristic feature of the lack of 
case concord between the qualified substantive and the qualifying 
adjective, the latter being always in the genitive case. 
 
 
 

5.2. Predicative syntagms5.2. Predicative syntagms5.2. Predicative syntagms5.2. Predicative syntagms    
 

In this chapter, predicative syntagms will be discussed. We will  present 
them in the following order: (i) basic predicative syntagms, (ii) extended 
predicative syntagms and (iii) secondary predicative syntagms. 
                                                
112 Badawi et al. (2004) vocalize the ending of the adjective in an analogous example with # on p. 109 
and with -i on p. 760, where they, however, add that “the inflection is probably indeterminate here”. 
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5.2.1. Basic predicative syntagms5.2.1. Basic predicative syntagms5.2.1. Basic predicative syntagms5.2.1. Basic predicative syntagms    
 

By the term ‘basic predicative syntagms’ we will refer to predicative 
syntagms in which no verb, no cognate participle or a verbal noun 
expressing predication or a relation based on it is used. The expression 
baytÌ kabÌrun ‘My house is large’ is a basic predicative syntagm but not 
baytÌ kÀna kabÌran ‘My house was large’ is not. Predicative constructions 
involving verbs, cognate participles, or verbal nouns will be described as 
extended predicative syntagms in chapter 5.2.1.). 

The problem of distinguishing predicate adjectives from predicate 
substantives was discussed in chapter 4.1. Let us now discuss the problem 
of predicate adjectives in more detail. 

The rules governing the gender and number concord are the same as in 
attributive syntagms. The most simple kind of a basic predicative syntagm 
is that with both subject and predicate in the nominative case. In chapter 
1.2.1. we assumed that the subject governs the nominative case of the 
predicate, while itself being ungoverned. Usually, the predicate is 
indefinite. E.g.: 

 
wa  l-ªubb-u   ºamÌlºamÌlºamÌlºamÌl----uuuu----nnnn    
and  D-love.M.SI-N  beautiful.M.SI-N-I 

‘and love is beautiful’ (Raºab 7) /18/ 
 

NÌkÙl RÌtšÌ   ªÀmilªÀmilªÀmilªÀmil----uuuu----nnnn    
N.R.F.N    pregnant.NG.NN-N-I   
‘Nicole Richie is pregnant’ (ãayÀt 2/08/07, 19, headline) /19/ 
 

If it should be stressed that the predicate is known or the only one (i.e. if 
the sentence has the sense: it is X that...), the predicate receives the 
definite article al-. In such cases, a personal pronoun functions as the 
subject of the adjectival predicate. The resulting sentence is then the 
comment of the topic, which is a word represented by the pronoun113. E.g.: 
  

 
                                                
113 In many descriptions of this construction, the pronoun is treated as a copula. The pronoun with 
indefinite predicates is very rare. 
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al-fannÀn-u huwa  huwa  huwa  huwa     llll----masŒÙlmasŒÙlmasŒÙlmasŒÙl----uuuu    ¸an maªabbat-i  n-nÀs-i    li l-fann-i 
D-artist.M.SI-N 3.M.SI  D-responsible.M.SI-N for love.F.SI-G   D-people.M.PL-G to D-art.M.SI-G  
‘it is the artist that is responsible for the people’s love for art’ (×aqÀfÌ 9/11/04, 9, 

 I®ti‰ÀrÀtun šadÌdatun...) /20/ 
 

In /20/, the substantive al-fannÀnu ‘the artist’ is the topic, huwa is the 
subject of the comment while l-masŒÙlu is its predicate. In our study, we 
will not posit qualification between the topic and the predicate of its 
comment although it might be argued that some distant qualification binds 
these two words. 

It seems that it would be unjustified to speak of concord in state between 
the subject and predicate in basic predicative syntagms being comments, as 
in huwa l-masŒÙlu, as this concord appears to be rather accidental. Also in 
sentences where both subject and predicate are indefinite we will treat this 
situation as accidental concord and, consequently, disregard it in our 
typology of syntagms. 

The subject of a simple predicative syntagm (as well as in extended 
predicative syntagms, see below) can stand in the accusative case due to its 
attachement to a particle belonging to the group of particles which 
traditional Arab grammar terms together as Œinna wa Œa®awÀtuhÀ ‘the 
particle Œinna and its sisters’, i.e. ‘those having similar properties’. They 
include: Œinna, Œanna ‘that’ (also with prepositions: li Œanna ‘because’, 
ma¸a Œanna ‘despite’ etc.), lÀkinna ‘but’, la¸alla (and ¸alla) ‘perhaps’ and 
layta, expressing optativity. Examples: 

 
kay ya¸iya  l-fard-u     Œanna Œanna Œanna Œanna  ŒamnŒamnŒamnŒamn----aaaa----hu hu hu hu                 munÀ†munÀ†munÀ†munÀ†----uuuu----nnnn    bi-hi 
that know   D-individual.M.SI-N  that   security.M.SI-A-3.M.SI  depending.M.SI-N-I on-3.M.SI  
‘that [every] individual knows that his security depends on him’ (¥azÌra 3/4/04, 2, 

 Æaymatu l-Œamni...) /21/  
 
 
qultu  ŒinnŒinnŒinnŒinn----ÌÌÌÌ  ®Àriº®Àriº®Àriº®Àriº----uuuu----nnnni     l-yawm-a  mina   s-siºn-i 
I:said  that-1.SI  coming:out.M.SI-N-I   D-day.M.SI-A  from   D-prison.M.SI-G 

‘I said that I have come out of prison today’ (Li‰‰ 27) /22/ 

 
Syntagms involving such constructions will not be taken special account of 
in the typology to be proposed subsequently.  

The predicate may precede the subject, mainly for emphasis: 
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mal¸Ùnmal¸Ùnmal¸Ùnmal¸Ùn----atatatat----uuuu----nnnni  llll----Œar™Œar™Œar™Œar™----uuuu   llatÌ  Œanbatat-ki   fÌ †Ìn-i-hÀ 
damned-F.SI-N-I   D-earth.F.SI-N which begot-2.F.SI   in soil.M.SI-G-3.F.SI 

‘damned is the earth that has begot you in her soil’ (MÌr 129) /23/ 
 
Œarwa¸Œarwa¸Œarwa¸Œarwa¸----u u u u             min ¡Àlika Œi¸lÀnŒi¸lÀnŒi¸lÀnŒi¸lÀn----uuuu----kikikiki     li mawt-i   zawº-i-ki 
stranger.NG.NN-N.I  than this   declaration.M.SI-N-2.F.SI of death.M.SI-G husband.M.SI-G-2.F.SI  
‘stranger than this is your declaration about your husband’s death’ (MaqhÀ 41) /24/ 
 
 

5.2.2. Extended predicative syntagms5.2.2. Extended predicative syntagms5.2.2. Extended predicative syntagms5.2.2. Extended predicative syntagms    
 

The term ‘extended predicate’ refers to nouns having the syntactic 
function of qualificators of verbs, of participles and of verbal nouns 
derived from them, that can be understood as expressing various meanings 
based on predication. Thus, verbs of change, becoming, remaining, 
appearing as well as that of negation (laysa) and praeterity and futurity 
(kÀna) will be referred to as ‘extended predicative verbs’. Extended 
predicates are their qualificators. An extended predicate can be in the 
accusative case or it can be a prepositional phrase.  

Extended predicative syntagms can be divided into the following 
varieties:  
 
1. Extended predicative syntagms with finite verbs: 

1a. with the extended predicate in the accusative, 
1b. with the extended predicate in PP, 

2. Extended predicative syntagms with participles: 
 2a. with the extended predicate in the accusative, 
 2b. with the extended predicate in PP. 
3. Extended predicative syntagms with verbal nouns. 
 3a. with the extended predicate in the accusative, 
 3b. with the extended predicate in PP. 
 
Let us now exemplify these constructions: 
 
1. Extended predicative syntagms with finite verbs. 

1a. extended predicate in the accusative: 
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This group comprises syntagms with verbs which traditional Arab 
grammar terms kÀna wa Œa®awÀtuhÀ lit. ‘the verb kÀna and its sisters’, i.e. 
‘those having similar properties’. They include: kÀna ‘to be’, laysa ‘not to 
be’, ‰Àra, Œa‰baªa, bÀta, ŒamsÀ, all meaning ‘to become’, mÀ zÀla ‘to 
remain’ and other. Also syntagms with passive verba sentienti such as 
u¸tubira ‘to be considered’, ²unna ‘to be believed’ etc. belong here.  

Examples: 
 
kÀnati kÀnati kÀnati kÀnati     l-ma¸rakat-u        siyÀsiyysiyÀsiyysiyÀsiyysiyÀsiyy----atatatat----aaaa----nnnn  bi   mtiyÀz-i-n 
was   D-conflict.F.SI-N  political-F.SI-A-I   with  distinction.M.SI-G-I  
‘the conflict was political par excellence’ (ŒAnwÀr 3/5/04, 1, MufÀgaŒÀtu l-farzi...) /25/ 
 
kÀnÙ Œarba¸at-a riºÀl-i-n  wa  kÀnakÀnakÀnakÀna  ®Àmis®Àmis®Àmis®Àmis----aaaa----humhumhumhum    
were  four.M.PL-A  men.M.PL-G-I  and  was  fifth.NG.NN-A-3.M.PL        
‘they were four men and he was the fifth of them’    (¸Umar 97) /26/ 
 
huwa  laysalaysalaysalaysa  ©arÌb©arÌb©arÌb©arÌb----aaaa----nnnn   ¸ani  l-ŒasmÀ¸-i 
3.M.SI   is:not   strange.M.SI-A-I  from  D-ears.NH.PL-G 

‘it is not strange to ears’ (MÌƒÀq 20/4/2004, 10) /27/ 
    
tu¸tabaru tu¸tabaru tu¸tabaru tu¸tabaru     nisbat-u  l-ba†Àlat-i     l-ªÀliyy-at-u        llll----ŒadnÀŒadnÀŒadnÀŒadnÀ  
is:considered  rate.F.SI-N  D-unemployment.F.SI-G D-present-F.SI-N  D-lowest.NG.NN.A  
‘the present unemployment rate is considered [to be] the lowest’ (ãayÀt 2/08/07, 12, 

 Al-ba†Àlatu ŒilÀ...) /28/ 
 

Extended predicates in the accusative case are also used as qualificators 
of: 

(i)  verbs expressing a change of something or the absence of change, e.g.: ºa¸ala, 
   ªawwala, ‰ayyara ‘to change [something]’, taraka ‘to leave’; 

(ii)  verba sentiendi, e.g.: ²anna, i¸tabara, raŒÀ, ªasiba ‘to consider’114, waºada, 
   ŒalfÀ ‘to find’, Œaªassa ‘to feel’; 

(iii)  verba voluntatis, e.g.: ŒarÀda, šÀŒa ‘to want’, fa™™ala ‘to prefer’. 
Examples: 

 
ºa¸alaºa¸alaºa¸alaºa¸ala  l-¸ibÀrÀt-i    ®Àliy®Àliy®Àliy®Àliy----atatatat----aaaa----nnnn   tamÀman  mina l-ªissiyyat-i 
it:made  D-words.NH.PL-A  devoid-NH.PL-A-I  completely  of   D-sensuality.F.SI-G  
‘[it] made words completely devoid of sensuality’ (×aqÀfÌ 9/11/04, 9, ¸Abqariyyatu 

 l-®ayÀli...) /29/ 

                                                
114 In classical Arab grammar, they belong to the group called ²anna wa Œa®awÀtuhÀ, i.e. ‘the verb ²anna 
and its sisters’, i.e. ‘having similar properties’. 
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ªanÌn-u-hu     lla¡Ì        ŒaªassaŒaªassaŒaªassaŒaªassa----hu hu hu hu     mara™iyymara™iyymara™iyymara™iyy----aaaa----nnnni  l-ŒÀna 
tenderness.M.SI-N-3.M.SI  which  he:felt-3.M.SI   morbid.M.SI-A-I   now  
‘his tenderness which he now felt morbid’ (MaqhÀ 97) /30/ 

 
sayaº¸alusayaº¸alusayaº¸alusayaº¸alu min taªqÌq-i   hÀ¡ihi l-ŒahdÀf-i [...] Œa‰¸abŒa‰¸abŒa‰¸abŒa‰¸ab----aaaa        wa Œa‰¸abwa Œa‰¸abwa Œa‰¸abwa Œa‰¸ab----aaaa    
it:will:make from realisation.M.SI-G these   D-goals.NH.PL-G  harder.NG.NN-A.I  and harder.NG.NN-A.I 

 ‘[it] will make the realisation of these [...] goals harder and harder’ (̧ArabÌ 5/04, 159) /31/ 
 

1b. extended predicate in PP.  
 

Œanna l-ºamÀ¸at-a l-ŒÙrÙbiyy-at-a laysat bi laysat bi laysat bi laysat bi         ŒaqallŒaqallŒaqallŒaqall----aaaa          min ‰adÌqat-i-hÀ 
 that  D-group.F.SI-A D-European-F.SI-A is:not  PREP  less.NG.NN-A.I  than friend.F.SI-G-3.F.SI 

‘that the European Community is not less than its friend’ (MÌƒÀq 20/4/2004, 10) /32/ 
 
wa‰afawa‰afawa‰afawa‰afa [...] l-MÀlikÌ    nsiªÀbnsiªÀbnsiªÀbnsiªÀb----aaaa    t-TawÀfuq-i   bi bi bi bi     llll----mutawaqqa¸mutawaqqa¸mutawaqqa¸mutawaqqa¸----i i i i     
described   al-MÀlikÌ.M.N   withdrawal.M.SI-A  D-TawÀfuq.M.SI-G  as  D-expected.M.SI-G  

wa ©ayrwa ©ayrwa ©ayrwa ©ayr----i i i i         llll----mufÀºiŒmufÀºiŒmufÀºiŒmufÀºiŒ----iiii    
and reverse-G  D-surprsing.M.SI-G        
‘Al-Maliki described the withdrawal of at-Tafawuq as expected and unsurprising’ 

 (ãayÀt 2.8.07, 2, %¥abhatu t-tawÀfuqi&...) /33/ 
 

2. Extended predicative syntagms with participles. 
2a. extended predicate in the accusative: 
 
yu‰diru  ša®Ìr-a-n [...]  tÀriktÀriktÀriktÀrik----aaaa----nininini   s-samak-a        ®Àši¸®Àši¸®Àši¸®Àši¸----aaaa----nnnn    
he:utters  snore.M.SI-A-I  leaving.M.SI-A-I  D-fish.M.SI-A  submissive.M.SI-A-I  
‘he utters a snore, leaving the fish submissive’ (¸Umar 113) /34/ 
 
taŒahhala  l-ŒamrÌkiyy-u   ŒAndÌ RÙdÌk        alalalal----mu‰annafmu‰annafmu‰annafmu‰annaf----u u u u     ŒawwalŒawwalŒawwalŒawwal----aaaa   ŒilÀ...  
qualified   D-American.M.SI-N  A.R.M.N    D-seeded.M.SI-N   first.NG.NN.A.I  to 

‘the American A.R., seeded first, qualified for...’ (ãayÀt 2/08/07, 17, HÌn©Ìz ŒilÀ d-dawri...) /35/ 
 

2b. extended predicate in PP: 
No examples occurred in the corpus. The following example /36/, 

invented by us, is a reformulation of /33/: 
 

qÀla l-MÀlikÌ   wÀ‰ifwÀ‰ifwÀ‰ifwÀ‰if----aaaa----ni ni ni ni   nsiªÀb-a    t-TawÀfuq-i  bi lbi lbi lbi l----mutawaqqa¸mutawaqqa¸mutawaqqa¸mutawaqqa¸----iiii    
said al-MÀlikÌ.M.N describing.M.SI-A-I  withdrawal.M.SI-A  D-TawÀfuq.M.SI-G as D-expected.M.SI-G  
‘al-Maliki said, describing the withdrawal of Al-TawÀfuq as expected’ /36/. 
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3. Extended predicative syntagms with verbal nouns. 
3a. extended predicate in the accusative. 

 
bi kawn kawn kawn kawn----iiii----hÀ hÀ hÀ hÀ             llll----ŒabrazŒabrazŒabrazŒabraz----aaaa    
by being.M.SI-G-3.F.SI  D-most:outstanding.NG.NN-A  
‘by [virtue of] its being the most outstanding’ (LiwÀŒ 7/4/04, 1, ×iqatun ºadÌdatun...) /37/ 
 
li ºa¸lºa¸lºa¸lºa¸l----iiii    salÀlÀt-i    hÀŒulÀŒi [...]        ŒabrazŒabrazŒabrazŒabraz----aaaa  
to making.M.SI-G dynasties.NH.PL-G  those.G    most:conspicuous.NG.NN-A 

 ¸anÀ‰ir-i     l-muºtama¸-i  l-Œandalusiyy-i 
components.NH.PL-G  society.M.SI-G  D-Andalusian.M.SI-G 

‘to make their dynasties the most conspicuous elements of the Andalusian society’ 
 (KallÀs 37) /38/ 

 
bi wa‰fwa‰fwa‰fwa‰f----iiii----him him him him                     ©À©À©À©Àmi™mi™mi™mi™----ÌnaÌnaÌnaÌna   wa  ©arÌb©arÌb©arÌb©arÌb----Ì Ì Ì Ì             l-Œa†wÀr-i 
by description.M.SI-G-3.M.PL  obscure.M-PL.G  and  strange.M-PL.G  D-modes.NH.PL-G  
‘by describing them as obscure and strange in manners’ (¸Ãlam al-fikr, 53) /39/ 
 

3b. extended predicate in PP. 
 

lÀ ya‰iªªu wa‰fwa‰fwa‰fwa‰f----uuuu    stistististiºwÀbºwÀbºwÀbºwÀb----iiii----hi hi hi hi                 bi bi bi bi         llll----hazliyyhazliyyhazliyyhazliyy----iiii    
not is:correct description.M.SI-N interrogation.M.SI-G-3.M.SI as   D-ridicoulous.M.SI-G  
‘the description of his interrogation as ridiculous is not true’ (ŒAhrÀm 29/01/03, 

 30, ŒAzmatu l-mina‰‰ati...) /40/ 
 
Œanna taªwÌltaªwÌltaªwÌltaªwÌl----aaaa   l-fÀtÙrat-i        ŒilÀ ŒilÀ ŒilÀ ŒilÀ     šahriyyšahriyyšahriyyšahriyy----atatatat----iiii----nnnn  tu®affifu  l-¸ibŒ-a... 
that  changing.M.SI-A D-invoice.F.SI-G to  monthly-F.SI-G-I   eases    D-burden.M.SI-A  
‘that changing the invoice to [a] monthly [one] eases the burden’ (ãayÀt 2.8.07, 11, 

 LubnÀnu yadfa¸u...) /41/. 
 

Within the above constructions one can distinguish biconstituent 
adjectival syntagms composed of: 

 
(i)  the verb and its qualificator, in group (1), e.g. (kÀnati, siyÀsiyyatan) in /25/, 
(ii)  the participle and its qualificator, in group (2), e.g. (tÀrikani, ®Àši¸an) in /34/, 
(iii) the verbal noun and its qualificator, in group (3), e.g. (kawnihÀ, Œabraza) in /37/. 
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5.2.3. Participles derived from extended predicative verbs5.2.3. Participles derived from extended predicative verbs5.2.3. Participles derived from extended predicative verbs5.2.3. Participles derived from extended predicative verbs 
 

In the previous chapter we have introduced the concept of extended 
predicative verbs. In the present one we will give some examples of 
syntagms composed of a participle derived from an extended predicative 
verb and a substantive qualifying it. The qualifying substantive may be in 
the accusative:  
  

ŒuslÙbiyyat-u MÀykil RÌfÀtÌr  alalalal----mumumumusammÀsammÀsammÀsammÀ----tttt----u lu lu lu l----ŒuslÙbiyyatŒuslÙbiyyatŒuslÙbiyyatŒuslÙbiyyat----a a a a l-binyawiyy-at-a 
stylistics.F.SI-N M.R.M.G    D-called-F.SI-N   D-stylistics.F.SI-A D-structuralist-F.SI-A  
‘the stylistics of M.R. called structuralist stylistics’ (¸Ãlam al-fikr, 70) /42/ 
 
ŒinsÀn-u-n   mamsÙ®mamsÙ®mamsÙ®mamsÙ®----uuuu----n n n n         ®arÙf®arÙf®arÙf®arÙf----aaaa----nnnn    
man.M.SI-N-I   changed.M.SI-N-I   lamb.M.SI-A-I  
‘a man [who has] changed into a lamb’ (¸Umar 119) /43/ 

 

The qualifying substantive may also be expressed as a prepositional 
phrase: 
 

wÀ‰ifwÀ‰ifwÀ‰ifwÀ‰if----aaaa----n n n n             ŒiyyÀŒiyyÀŒiyyÀŒiyyÀ----hÀ hÀ hÀ hÀ         bi lbi lbi lbi l----mazÀ¸immazÀ¸immazÀ¸immazÀ¸im----iiii    
describing.M.SI-A-I  PREP-3.NH.PL   as  D-allegations.NH.PL-G  
‘describing them as allegations’ (¥azÌra 3/4/04, 1, SÙriyÀ tanfÌ...) /44/ 
 
min ªÀrat-i   l-yahÙd-i   fÌ Mi‰r-a l l l l----musammÀmusammÀmusammÀmusammÀ----tttt----i i i i     bibibibi šššš----ŠawÀ¡iliyyatŠawÀ¡iliyyatŠawÀ¡iliyyatŠawÀ¡iliyyat----iiii    
from quarter.F.SI-G  D-Jews.M.PL-G  in Cairo.F-G D-called-F.SI-G   as D-ŠawÀ¡iliyya.F.SI-G 

‘from the Jewish quarter in Cairo called aš-ŠawÀ¡iliyya’ (¸Ãlam al-fikr, 45) /45/. 
 
 
 

5.2.4. Predicative syntagms with antegenitivally or sufixally 5.2.4. Predicative syntagms with antegenitivally or sufixally 5.2.4. Predicative syntagms with antegenitivally or sufixally 5.2.4. Predicative syntagms with antegenitivally or sufixally 
substantivized adjectives as subjectssubstantivized adjectives as subjectssubstantivized adjectives as subjectssubstantivized adjectives as subjects    

 

A particular type of predicative syntagms is that in which  an 
antegenitivally or suffixally substantivized adjective functions as the 
subject. Their predicates include prepositional phrases, with pronouns or 
substantives. In /46/, the antegenitivally substantivized adjective ºazÌlu 
‘profuse’ functions as the subject, while the pronoun attached to the 
preposition lakum ‘for you’ is its predicate: 
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la-kum            ºazÌlºazÌlºazÌlºazÌl----uuuu    š-šukr-i 
for-2.M.PL  profuse.NG.NN-N  D-thanks.M.SI-G 

‘Thanks a lot’ lit. ‘for you the profuse [of] thanks’  /46/ 
 

In /47/, the subject is the antegenitivally substantivized adjective ®ayru, 
while its predicate is the sufixally substantivized adjective ¸Àºiluhu: 
 
 ®ayr®ayr®ayr®ayr----u u u u             llll----birrbirrbirrbirr----iiii    ¸Àºil-u-hu 
 best.NG.NN-N   D-charity.M.SI-G  quick.NG.NN-N-3.M.SI  

‘the best [of] charity is the quick [of it]’ (Li‰‰ 50)  /47/. 
 

Since these are basic predicative syntagms, their subjects are the 
qualificata. The subjects are regents with respect to their predicates. The 
subjects are in the nominative case as their ‘default case’. They, however, 
may be governed by the particle Œinna (or one of this type), which requires 
the accusative. 
 
  

5.2.5. Secondary predicative syntagms5.2.5. Secondary predicative syntagms5.2.5. Secondary predicative syntagms5.2.5. Secondary predicative syntagms    
 

Secondary predicative syntagms are syntagms with a secondary 
predicate as their qualificator. The term secondary predicate is used here to 
refer to what is traditionally known as the ‘circumstantial qualifier’ or 
what the Arab grammar terms the ªÀl (from ªÀl ‘state, condition’). We 
understand it as a syntactic function of an adjective which designates a 
property of an entity expressed by a usually definite substantive, a personal 
pronoun or an implied subject of a finite verb115. The substantive or 
personal pronoun designating this entity will be referred to as the 

                                                
115 According to grammars of Classical Arabic, the ªÀl can be an adjective, usually participle (because it 
is a transitory property), a substantive, e.g. mÀta Muªammadun ba†alanba†alanba†alanba†alan ‘Muhammad died a hero’, or a 
verbal noun (ma‰dar), e.g. ºÀŒa Muªammadun rak™anrak™anrak™anrak™an ‘Muhammad came, running’. Also verbs can 
function as the ªÀl, e.g. ºÀŒa Muªammadun yarku™uyarku™uyarku™uyarku™u ‘Muhammad came [and he] is running’. We, 
however, will understand the secondary predicate in a narrower sense, namely, as one in the form of an 
adjective. 

In some Western grammars, even adverbials are interpreted as ªÀl-constructions, e.g. in MECAS 
(1965: 101), kataba lÜ rasmiyyan ‘He wrote to me officially’ is an example of a ªÀl, because, it is 
argued’ rasmiyyan defines the way in which “he wrote to me”. This however, will appear to be false 
when the subject is feminine: katabat lÌ rasmiyyan, not rasmiyyatan. 
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antecedent of the secondary predicate. The secondary predicate is an 
indefinite adjective in the accusative case which agrees in gender and 
number with its antecedent. 

The syntactic function discussed here is termed ‘secondary predicate’ 
since it is carried out by a word designating a property which additionally 
characterizes an entity spoken of in a sentence but, for some reasons, 
cannot be expressed by an attributive adjective. This property predicate 
holds simultaneously with a state of affairs expressed by (i) a word with 
verbal properties, i.e. a finite verb, a participle, or a verbal noun, or (ii) a 
nominal sentence116. The former case is exemplified in /48/, where the 
word with verbal properties is the finite verb ta™ammanat, while the latter 
is exemplified in /49/: 

 
ta™ammanati r-risÀlat-u munÀšadat-a [...]  muƒamminmuƒamminmuƒamminmuƒammin----atatatat----aaaa----nnnn  ¸Àliy-a-ni  l-ªir‰-a  
contained   D-letter.F.SI-N request.F.SI-A   appreciating-F.SI-A-I   high.NG.NN-A-I  

D-concern.M.SI-A 

‘the letter contained a request of […], while highly appreciating the concern’ (LiwÀŒ 
 7/4/04, 2, LaªÙd: al-qimmatu...) /48/ 

 
Œanna-nÌ  ¸a¡Àb-u-hum    muºassadmuºassadmuºassadmuºassad----aaaa----nnnn    
that-1.SI   torture.M.SI-N-3.M.PL  incarnated.M.SI-A-I 

‘that I am their torture incarnated’    (SÌra 94) /49/ 
 
Every secondary predicate can be rephrased as a basic predicative syntagm 
with the subject being a pronoun representing the antecedent and the basic 
predicate being an adjective corresponding to the secondary predicate. 
Such a basic predicative syntagm is bound with the sentence containing the 
word with verbal properties or with the nominal sentence by the 
conjunction wa ‘and’. Thus, example /48/ can be rephrased as: 

 
wa ta™ammanati r-risÀlatu munÀšadata [...] wa hiya muƒamminatunwa hiya muƒamminatunwa hiya muƒamminatunwa hiya muƒamminatun ¸Àliyani l-ªir‰a  
‘and the letter contained […], and it is/was appreciatingit is/was appreciatingit is/was appreciatingit is/was appreciating the care’ 

 

                                                
116 Baker (2003: 219f) uses the term “depictive secondary predicate” for such expressions. Schmidt 
(1961: 62) analyses the similar Latin sentence Socrates venenum laetus hausit as having two predicates. 
According to Blau, the constructions with secondary predicates are used “when trying to imitate the 
category of adverbials in SAE”(1973: 127). 
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 The antecedent may have any syntactic function. Sometimes, it seems to 
be formally absent, but it is always inferable from the context. It may also 
be expressed by a suffixed pronoun.  

The antecedent as the subject is exemplified in /50/ and /51/: 
 
Œinna ãusnÌ ¸AllÀmãusnÌ ¸AllÀmãusnÌ ¸AllÀmãusnÌ ¸AllÀm   raºa¸a  mina l-®Àriº-i    sakrÀnsakrÀnsakrÀnsakrÀn----aaaa    
that  H.A.M.A     returned  from  D-outdoors.M.SI-G  drunk.M.SI-A.I        
‘that H. A. returned from outside drunk’ (MÌrÀmÀr 75) /50/ 
 
¸alayhi ŒÀsŒÀsŒÀsŒÀs----uuuu    d-dÌnÀr-i    mukabbarmukabbarmukabbarmukabbar----aaaa----n n n n bi  šakl-i-n   ¸aºÌb-i-n 
on-3.M.SI ace.M.SI-N   D-diamond.M.SI-G  enlarged.M.SI-A-I with  form.M.SI-G-I strange.M.SI-G-I  
‘on it was the diamond ace, enlarged in a very strange way’ (SÌra 62) /51/ 
    

The antecedent may be a direct object, as in /52/, or an indirect object, as 
in /53/: 
 

tamannaytu Œan  ŒarÀ        llll----¸alam¸alam¸alam¸alam----a a a a         ¸Àriy¸Àriy¸Àriy¸Àriy----aaaa----nnnn     mina  l-ŒasmÀŒ-i 
I:wished   that  I:see  D-flag.M.SI-A   stripped.M.SI-A-I of    D-names.NH.PL-G  
‘I wished I could see the flag stripped of the names’ (MaqhÀ 69) /52/ 

 
¸uƒira     ¸ala ¸ala ¸ala ¸ala     ºuƒaƒºuƒaƒºuƒaƒºuƒaƒ----iiii----him him him him             mumazzaqmumazzaqmumazzaqmumazzaq----atatatat----aaaa----nnnn  bi   r-ra‰À‰-i 
it:was:stumbled  upon  bodies.NH.PL-G-3.M.PL  torn-NH.PL-A-I    with  D-bullets.M.S-I  
‘their bodies have been found, torn with bullets’ (ãayÀt 2/08/07, 8, KÀbÙl tarfu™u...) /53/ 
 

The antecedent may be a genitival qualificator, e.g.: 
    

Œi‰rÀr-u-n   ¸alÀ  du®Ùl-i    wazÌrwazÌrwazÌrwazÌr----iiii [...]  maªmÙlmaªmÙlmaªmÙlmaªmÙl----aaaa----nnnn  ¸alÀ  l-Œa¸nÀq-i 
insisting.M.SI-N-I on   entrance.M.SI-G  minister.M.SI-G  carried.M.SI-A-I  on   D-necks.NH.PL-G 

‘insisting on the entrance of the Minister [...] carried on the shoulders’ (ŒAnwÀr 
 3/5/04, 2, %Çadmatun& rÀfaqat...) /54/ 

 

Note that in /54/ the relevant word with verbal properties is du®Ùli 
‘entrance’, not Œi‰rÀrun ‘insisting’. This means that the property of ‘being 
carried’, expressed by maªmÙlan, characterizes the minister only as long 
as he is entering, not as long as there is insistence. 

The antecedent may be the predicate: 
 

Œanna-nÌ  ¸a¡Àb¸a¡Àb¸a¡Àb¸a¡Àb----uuuu----humhumhumhum    muºassadmuºassadmuºassadmuºassad----aaaa----nnnn    
that-1.SI   torture.M.SI-N-3.M.PL  incarnated.M.SI-A-I 

‘that I am their torture incarnated’    (SÌra 94) /55/ 
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The antecedent may be represented by a pronoun suffixed to a verb, such 
as -hu ‘him’ in /56/: 
    

wa Œardaw-hu   qatÌlqatÌlqatÌlqatÌl----aaaa----nnnn    
and they:stroke-3.M.SI  dead.M.SI-A-I     
‘and they stroke him dead’ (ãayÀt 2/08/07, 4, Æaza: musallaªÙna...) /56/ 

 

or by a pronoun suffixed to a verbal noun, such as -Ì ‘I; my’ in /57/: 
 
sabab-a   qa™ÀŒqa™ÀŒqa™ÀŒqa™ÀŒ----ÌÌÌÌ     l-waqt-a  ®Àriºa ®idmat-Ì    ºÀlisºÀlisºÀlisºÀlis----atatatat----aaaa----nnnn    
reason.M.SI-A spending.M.SI-1.SI  D-time.M.SI-A outside work.F.SI-1.SI   sitting-F.SI-A-I  

 ‘the reason for my spending time out of my duty sitting’ (×aqÀfÌ 9/11/04, 9, Çaydun 
 min Œaºli YÀsmÌn) /57/. 
 

The antecedent may be formally absent, but then it is usually inferable 
from a word with verbal properties. This word may be a verb: 
 

lawwaªÀlawwaªÀlawwaªÀlawwaªÀ  bi   yad-ay-himÀ   li l-¸ummÀl-i                mubtasimmubtasimmubtasimmubtasim----ayniayniayniayni  
waved.DU  with  hand.F-DU.G-3.DU  to D-workers.M.PL-G   smiling.M-DU.A  

‘they both waved with their hands to the workers, smiling’ (¸Umar 126) /58/ 
 

or a verbal noun:    
 
 ƒumma  llll----inhiyÀrinhiyÀrinhiyÀrinhiyÀr----uuuu  fawqa  l-Œar™-i    muwalwilmuwalwilmuwalwilmuwalwil----aaaa----nnnn    
    then   D-fall.M.SI-N   on    D-earth.F.SI-G  lamenting.M.SI-A-I     

‘than the fall to earth [with] lamenting’ (Raºab 28) /59/ 
 

The construction in /59/ may be considered impersonal. However, since 
the secondary predicate has always the gender and number corresponding 
to its inferable antecendent, the entity intended can be understood as one 
with masculine gender and being one in number. 

Two antecedents may have different syntactic functions: 
    
    Œi¡À  raŒÀ   ŒunƒÀŒunƒÀŒunƒÀŒunƒÀ----huhuhuhu    fÌ ªi™n-i   raºulraºulraºulraºul----iiii----nnnn        ©arÌb-i-n     
 if   he:saw  woman.F.SI.A-3.M.SI  in lap.M.SI-G   man.M.SI-G-I  strange.M.SI-G-I  

ºÀlisºÀlisºÀlisºÀlis----ayniayniayniayni   ¸alÀ kanabat-i-n 
sitting.M-DU.G.I  on couch.F.SI-G-I 

 ‘if he sees his wife on the lap of a strange man, [while the two are] sitting on a 
 couch’ (Raºab 29) /60/ 
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An antecedent which seems to be absent is usually inferable from the 
context. Normally, this means that the antecedent has already occurred in a 
preceding sentence. In /61/, the antecedent of mu®À†ibatan may be inferred 
to be ‘she’, which is the implied subject of the verb lam tasma¸ ‘she did 
not hear’ in the preceding sentence: 

 
wa lammÀ  lam        tasma¸tasma¸tasma¸tasma¸  ‰awt-a-n   ‰ara®at: – lÀ!...  lÀ! 
and when   not  she:heard  voice.M.SI-A-I  she:cried   no  no 

ƒumma        mu®À†ibmu®À†ibmu®À†ibmu®À†ib----atatatat----aaaa----nnnn  ŒIsmÀ¸Ìl-a: 
then   addressing-F.SI-A-I  Ismael.M.A  
‘And  as she heard no  answer, she cried: – No! No! Then, addressingaddressingaddressingaddressing Ismail: ... (Karnak 44) /61/ 

 

Constructions with an indefinite antecedent occur as well, although 
according to grammars of Classical Arabic this is not a correct usage, e.g.: 
 

qÀla ‰awt-u-n   yÀfi¸-u-n                multa¡¡multa¡¡multa¡¡multa¡¡----aaaa----n n n n             bi  l-ªadÌƒ-i 
said  voice.M.SI-N-I  juvenile.M.SI-N-I   taking:pleasure.M.SI-A-I in  D-conversation.M.SI-G  
‘a juvenile voice said, taking pleasure in conversation’ (Li‰‰ 62) /62/ 
 

At times, it may be difficult to distinguish the secondary predicate from 
the extended predicate, which is also in the accusative case. Thus, in /63/: 
 

kÀnat  zawºat-Ì   wÀqifwÀqifwÀqifwÀqif----atatatat----aaaa----nnnn  ¸alÀ  l-bÀb-i                mustÀŒmustÀŒmustÀŒmustÀŒ----atatatat----aaaa----nnnn    
was   wife.F.SI-1.SI   standing-F.SI-A-I  at   D-door.M.SI-G  annoyed-F.SI-A-I  
‘my wife was standing at the door, annoyed’ (MaqhÀ 103) /63/ 
 

the adjective mustÀŒatan may be interpreted either as the secondary 
predicate or as the second of two paratactically bound extended predicates 
of the verb kÀnat. 

Two specific constructions involving the secondary predicate should be 
mentioned here. One is that with the antecedent repeated after the 
secondary predicate. Its use is fairly restricted. In our corpus this 
construction occurred only in texts suggesting that it conveys some special, 
probably honorific meaning, e.g.: 
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ŒašÀra   ºalÀlat-u-hu [...] ŒilÀ Œanna [...] muŒakkidmuŒakkidmuŒakkidmuŒakkid----aaaa----n n n n         ºalÀlatºalÀlatºalÀlatºalÀlat----uuuu----huhuhuhu Œanna... 
 pointed:out  majesty.F.SI-N-3.M.SI to that    stressing.M.SI-A-I  majesty.F.SI-N-3.M.SI that  

‘and his Majesty pointed out [...] that [...], stressing [his Majesty] that...’ (Ar-RaŒy 1, 
 Al-maliku: ŒiqÀmatu...) /64/ 

   

Another non-typical construction is that with the secondary predicate 
placed before its antecedent with no repetition of the latter. Example: 
 

¸Àdat   ŒilÀ  ¸AmmÀn-a Œamsi    qÀdimqÀdimqÀdimqÀdim----atatatat----aaaa----nnnn    min ŒiqlÌm-i    KÙsÙfÙ  
returned  to   Amman.F-G  yesterday   coming-F.SI-A-I  from province.M.SI-G Kosovo.G 

 maºmÙ¸atmaºmÙ¸atmaºmÙ¸atmaºmÙ¸at----uuuu----nnnn min   ™ubbÀ†-i-n 
 group.F.SI-A-I  of    officers.M.PL-G-I 

‘a group of officers returned yesterday to Amman, coming from the Kosovo 
 province’  (RaŒy 2, MaºmÙ¸atun min...) /65/ 

 

    
Qualification in syntagms with secondary predicatesQualification in syntagms with secondary predicatesQualification in syntagms with secondary predicatesQualification in syntagms with secondary predicates    
It is difficult, if not impossible, to establish beyond reasonable doubt 

what is the qualificatum of the secondary predicate: is it its antecedent or 
the word with verbal properties, if the latter is at all present? According to 
Cantarino “The noun in the circumstantial accusative [viz. secondary 
predicate] primarily modifies a substantive (...)” (1975, 2: 186). Yet the 
situation seems to be more complex. We will assume that the secondary 
predicate qualifies both its antecedent and the word with verbal properties, 
the latter being the case only if the antecedent is the subject. The two 
qualificata of the secondary predicate may occur both or one of them may 
be absent. 

Thus, for instance, in /50/ we will distinguish the following adjectival 
syntagms: first, (ãusnÌ, sakrÀna), which is composed of the antecedent 
and its secondary predicate and, secondly, (raºa¸a, sakrÀna), which is 
composed of the word with verbal properties and the secondary predicate. 

In /51/ there is only one biconstituent adjectival syntagm: (ŒÀsu, 
mukabbaran), i.e. that composed of the antecedent and its secondary 
predicate. There is no word with verbal properties. 

In /52/ we will distinguish one adjectival syntagm (l-¸alama, ¸Àriyan), 
composed of the antecedent and its secondary predicate. Since the 
antecedent is the object, the secondary predicate does not qualify the verb. 
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In examples /57/ and /59/ there are syntagms with verbal nouns qualified 
by the secondary predicates. 

Let us also remark here that MWA has a specific construction which 
seem to involve a secondary predicate without any word with verbal 
properties or a nominal sentence. In reality, it is rather a sentence-like 
construction with the predicate-like adjective in the accusative. Its use is 
restricted to specific situations, namely, it occurs in newspapers as 
headlines117. Example:  

 
AlAlAlAl----ŒamÌrŒamÌrŒamÌrŒamÌr----u u u u         ¸AbdullÀh ¸AbdullÀh ¸AbdullÀh ¸AbdullÀh         muftatiªmuftatiªmuftatiªmuftatiª----aaaa----nininini  l-muŒtamar-a   l-¸Àlamiyy-a 
D-prince.M.SI-N  Abdullah.M.N  opening.M.SI-A-I  D-congress.M.SI-A  D-global.M.SI-A  
‘Prince Abdullah opening the world congress’ (RiyÀ™, 21/04/04, 1, headline) /66/. 
 

 

Mph indicators in syntagms with secondary predicatesMph indicators in syntagms with secondary predicatesMph indicators in syntagms with secondary predicatesMph indicators in syntagms with secondary predicates    
Let us now discuss the morphosyntactic indicators in constructions with 

secondary predicates. It can be seen that both concord and rection are 
operative here. 
 First, a few remarks must be made with respect to concord. In Arabic, if 
the verb precedes a plural subject designating human beings, it does not 
agree with it in number: the verb is always in the singular, e.g.:  

 
ºÀŒa    r-riºÀl-u   rÀki™-Ìna  
came.3M.SI  D-men.M.PL-N  running.M-PL.A 

‘The men came running’ /67/ 
 

In such cases the secondary predicate does not agree with the verb in 
number. It, however, agrees with it in gender. If there is no overt subject as 
in ºÀŒÙ rÀki™Ìna ‘[They] came running’, or if the subject precedes the 
verbal predicate, as in ar-riºÀlu ºÀŒÙ rÀki™Ìna ‘The men came running’, 
then the secondary predicate agrees with the verb in number and gender. 
 The secondary predicate agrees in gender and number with its 
antecedent, whether it is a word or a pronominal suffix attached to another 
word (the latter being exemplified in /57/ above). 
                                                
117 This construction seems to contradict the opinion of Watson, who, with reference to the syntax of 
headlines of Arabic newspapers remarks that “Arabic does not as yet have a specific syntax which is 
agrammatical (as opposed to unstylistic) in other contexts” (1999: 180), in contrast to English. Cantarino 
points out that this construction is also used in stage directions (1975, 2: 189). 
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As for rection, there is the question of what is the regens of the 
accusative case of the secondary predicate. One could suppose that while 
the secondary predicate agrees with its antecedent, it is governed by the 
word with verbal properties (since the latter has also other accusatival 
qualificators). However, sometimes such a word is absent (e.g. in /51/) yet 
the accusatival rection remains. Therefore we will assume that the 
accusative case of the secondary predicate is governed by both its 
antecedent, whether explicit or implicit, and    the word with verbal 
properties. Thus, e.g. in ŒÀsu d-dÌnÀri mukabbaran of /51/ the accusative 
case of the adjective mukabbaran is governed by the substantive ŒÀsu. The 
adjective is not only its rectum but also its attractum.  

 

5.2.5.1. Secondary predicate in comparative5.2.5.1. Secondary predicate in comparative5.2.5.1. Secondary predicate in comparative5.2.5.1. Secondary predicate in comparative    constructionsconstructionsconstructionsconstructions    
 
A specific construction with the secondary predicate is used in order to 

express a comparison of an entity with itself or a comparison of two of its 
qualities with each other. Cf. the following example: 
 

al-madÌnat-u mu™ÀŒmu™ÀŒmu™ÀŒmu™ÀŒ----atatatat----aaaa----nnnn Œaºmal-u       minminminmin----hÀhÀhÀhÀ   mu†faŒmu†faŒmu†faŒmu†faŒ----atatatat----aaaa----nnnn    
D-city.F.SI-N  illuminated-F.SI-A-I more:beautiful.NG.NN-N.I  from-3.F.SI  extinguished-F.SI-A-I  
‘The city illuminated is more beautiful than extinguished’ (from El-Ayoubi et al. 

 2001: 297) /68/ 
 

In this example there are two secondary predicates. One secondary 
predicate, mu™ÀŒtan ‘illuminated’, qualifies the substantive al-madÌnatu 
‘the city’, while the other, mu†faŒatan ‘extinguished’, qualifies the pronoun 
attached to the preposition, min-hÀ ‘than it’, lit. ‘from it’. The specific 
character of these secondary predicates lies in that there is no word with 
verbal properties or a nominal sentence which would express a state of 
affairs which which the properties designated by the secondary predicates 
could be considered to be simultaneous. 

In this context, some grammars of MWA prescribe different rules. It 
seems that according to Kouloughli the adjective should not be in the 
accusative as the secondary predicate, but stand in the nominative case 
instead. Kouloughli gives the following example (the vocalization of Œakƒar 
is not sure): 
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 (Kouloughli 1994: 116, with no transliteration given)  ف1ن عالم أکثر منه ذکيّ 

 fulÀn-u-n    ¸Àlim-u-n     Œakƒar-u?   min-hu   ¡akiyy-u-n  
 so:and:so.M.SI-N-I  knowledgable.M.SI-N-I  more.NG.NN-N?.I  than-3.M.SI  smart.M.SI-N-I 

‘so-and-so more knowledgable than smart’ /69/118. 
 

In another example, taken from El-Ayoubi et al., which is similar to 
Kouloughli’s (despite substantives being used in it), the word Œakƒar is in 
the accusative: 
 

wa FadwÀ   ™aªiyyat-u-n  Œakƒar-a    min-hÀ   ºallÀd-u-n 
and FadwÀ.F.N  victim.F.SI-N-I  more.NG.NN-A.I  than-3.F.SI  opressor.M.SI-N-I  
‘Fadwa is more a victim than an opressor’ (from El-Ayoubi et al. 2001: 297) /70/ 
 

In this respect, Badawi et al. give a rather atypical example (2004: 247f), 
Cantarino’s is a mix of the structures used in /70/ (Œakƒar in the accusative) 
and in /68/ (the adjective in the accusative) (Cantarino1975, 2: 480). In 
Ullmann’s work (1985), who studied comparison for Classical Arabic, 
analogous constructions cannot be found. It seems that the reading as in 
/68/ (thus also in Corriente 2002 [1980]: 245, although with substantives 
instead of adjectives) is the most correct and classical and should be 
preferred if possible. However, no examples occurred in our corpus. 
 
 

5.3. Adjectives qualified by a possessum5.3. Adjectives qualified by a possessum5.3. Adjectives qualified by a possessum5.3. Adjectives qualified by a possessum----designating substantive designating substantive designating substantive designating substantive 
(AQPoss)(AQPoss)(AQPoss)(AQPoss)    

 

In this chapter we will discuss syntagms involving adjectives qualified 
by a possessum-designating substantive which, in turn, can qualify, either 
attributively or predicatively, a possessor-designating substantive. For the 
sake of brevity, such syntagms will be referred to by the abbreviation 
AQPoss (standing for AAAAdjectives QQQQualified by a PossPossPossPossessum-designating 
substantive). The possessum-designating substantive may be either in the 
genitive or in the accusative. Consequently, we will distinguish: 
 

                                                
118 In the opinion of native speakers we consulted, the construction in /76/ is rather incorrect. 
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(i)  syntagms with adjectives qualified by a possessum-designating substantive in 
the genitivegenitivegenitivegenitive, or AQPossGAQPossGAQPossGAQPossG, and 

(ii) syntagms with adjectives qualified by a possessum-designating substantive in 
the accusativeaccusativeaccusativeaccusative, or AQPossAAQPossAAQPossAAQPossA. 

 
These denominations, introduced in order to reflect qualification obtaining 
within these syntagms, will be used in this work instead of the more 
traditional terms: (i) ‘formal annexation’ and (ii) ‘elative with tamyÌz’ 
(specification), respectively. 

The terms ‘possessum-designating substantive’ and ‘possessor-
designating substantive’ should be understood as substantives designating, 
respectively, the possessum and the possessor involved in the relation of 
possession which, as will be showed subsequently, may be interpreted as 
inalienable (see discussion in chapter 5.3.5.). 

 
 

5.3.1. Adjectives qualified by a possessum5.3.1. Adjectives qualified by a possessum5.3.1. Adjectives qualified by a possessum5.3.1. Adjectives qualified by a possessum----designating substantive in designating substantive in designating substantive in designating substantive in 
the genitive (AQPossG)the genitive (AQPossG)the genitive (AQPossG)the genitive (AQPossG)    

 

The abbreviation AQPossG will stand for syntagms with adjectives 
qualified by a possessum-designating substantive in the genitive. Until 
now, we have been using one of its current denominations, viz. ‘formal 
annexation’119. The possessum-designating substantive, which is the 
qualificator of the adjective, stands in the genitive and is always made 
definite by the definite article al- (but see exceptions discussed below). It 
qualifies the adjective without, however, influencing the adjective’s 
definiteness. An example with an indefinite adjective is given in /71/, and 
one with a definite adjective in /72/120: 
                                                
119 Other terms used in Western grammars include ‘unreal annexation’ (e.g. in Badawi et al. 2004: 111), 
‘uneigentliche Genitivverbindung’ (Diem 1986), ‘formal Œi™Àfa’ (e.g. Paradela Alonso 2005), ‘formal 
status constructus’ (Danecki 1994: 410) or ‘adjectival i™Àfa (Buckley 2004: 174); they are translations of 
the Arabic terms Œi™Àfa ©ayr ªaqÌqiyya and Œi™Àfa laf²iyya. Similarly to other scholars, in our work we 
adopt a narrower meaning of the term Œi™Àfa laf²iyya, but it should be borne in mind that classical Arab 
grammarians applied this term also to constructions such as ™Àribu Zaydin ‘the [one] hitting Zayd’ lit. 
‘the hitter of Zayd’ (cf. Diem 1986: 248-249). 
120 That the qualificatum of this syntagm may receive the definite article is one of its characteristics 
which distinguish this syntagm from the ‘true annexation’, such as e.g. sa¸atu n-ni†Àqi ‘the width of the 
range’. Cf. the non-grammaticality of *as-sa¸atu n-ni†Àqi. In some descriptions, however, the AQPossG, 
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wÀsi¸-at-u   n-ni†Àq-i 
wide-F.SI-N  D-range.M.SI-G 

‘wide-ranging (FEM)’ lit. ‘wide of range’ /71/ 
 
al-wÀsi¸-at-u   n-ni†Àq-i 
D-wide-F.SI-N   D-range.M.SI-G 

‘wide-ranging (FEM)’ lit. ‘wide of range’ /72/. 
  

Besides functioning as a basic, extended, exclamative or secondary 
predicate, the AQPosG most frequently is an attribute. Then it agrees in 
state, gender, number and case with its qualificatum, with which it forms a 
syntagm based on adjectival attribution, e.g.: 

 
ŒaƒÀrat  ŒidÀnat-a-n    wÀsi¸wÀsi¸wÀsi¸wÀsi¸----atatatat----a a a a     nnnn----ni†Àqni†Àqni†Àqni†Àq----iiii 
it:provoked  condemnation.F.SI-A-I wide-F.SI-A D-range.M.SI-G 
‘[it] provoked wide-ranging condemnation’ lit. ‘[it] provoked condemnation wide in 
range’ (DustÙr 1/5/04, 1, Fa™Ìªatu siºni...) /73/ 

   

AQPossGs may be used in independent substantivization, e.g.: 
 

hÀkadÀ yaf¸alu  muwªišmuwªišmuwªišmuwªiš----u u u u         llll----qalbqalbqalbqalb----iiii    
so    does   desolated.M.SI-N  D-heart.M.SI-G  

‘[one] with desolated heart acts in this way’ (Li‰‰ 27) /74/ 
 

Definiteness of the qualiDefiniteness of the qualiDefiniteness of the qualiDefiniteness of the qualificatorficatorficatorficator    
Although generally the qualificator is definite, there are also isolated 

expressions in which it is indefinite. One of them is that with ¸ahd 
‘knowledge’ used as the qualificator, e.g.: 

  
 

                                                                                                                                         
or ‘formal annexation’ is confused with ‘proper ’, or ‘true annexation’, i.e. ‘Œi™Àfa ªaqÌqiyya’, which has, 
besides, also different semantic properties. Reckendorf classes e.g. qalÌlu l-humÙmi ‘wenig der Sorgen’, 
i.e. ‘der wenig Sorgen hat’ along with dasÌsu ¸adÀwatin ‘Geheimes von Feindschaft’, i.e. ‘geheime 
Feindschaft’ (1895-98: 128). Danecki lists e.g. fÌ qadÌmi z-zamÀni ‘in old times’ along with e.g. kaƒÌru l-
kalÀmi ‘garrulous’ lit. ‘much of words’ (1994: 410-411) and Buckley gives kibÀru l-fannÀnÌna ‘the 
greates artists’ along with qabÌªÀtu l-wuºÙhi ‘ugly faced [women]’ (2004: 175). However, while 
Reckendorf did not aim at distinguishing precisely between various kinds of the ‘Genitiv der 
Spezialisierung nach Adjektiven’, Danecki and Buckley did but erroneously classed fÌ qadÌmi z-zamÀni 
and kibÀru l-fannÀnÌna as what they term ‘adjectival i™Àfa’ or ‘formal status constructus’, respectively. 
In reality, they are instances of ‘true annexation’ with substantivized adjectives, discussed by us in 
chapter 5.6. 
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ra©ma  Œanna-hu  qadÌmqadÌmqadÌmqadÌm----u u u u     ¸ahd¸ahd¸ahd¸ahd----iiii----n n n n             bi l-ŒIskandariyyat-i 
despite  that-3.M.SI  old.M.SI-N  knowledge.M.SI-G-I  in D-Alexandria-F.G 

‘despite that he is well-experienced (lit. ‘old of knowledge’) in Alexandria’ (MÌr 148) /75/.  
 

This expression is rather exceptional (in this form it occurs also in Wehr, 
Cowan 1974 [1961]: 652). Analogous constructions with the definite 
qualificator are also correct. Another thing worth noticing is that some 
writers extend this exceptional usage to cases where the qualificator should 
be definite, e.g.: 
 

Œanna-hÀ nÀqi‰nÀqi‰nÀqi‰nÀqi‰----atatatat----u u u u     ̧ aql¸aql¸aql¸aql----iiii----nnnn    
that-3.F.SI  short-F.SI-N  mind.M.SI-G-I 

 ‘that she is short of mind’ (Raºab 79) /76/ 
 

Note that, similarly to /75/, the AQPossG without the article at the qr in 
/76/ is the predicate. The data in the corpus are not sufficient to tell 
whether these constructions are used with the definite article attached to 
the adjective, e.g. ?an-nÀqi‰atu ¸aqlin.  
 

More than one qualificator of the adjectiveMore than one qualificator of the adjectiveMore than one qualificator of the adjectiveMore than one qualificator of the adjective    
An AQPossG may be qualified by more than one possessum-

designating substantive, e.g.: 
    
 kÀŒinÀt-u-n   qawiyy-at-u  l-binyat-i     wa l-badan-i 
 creature.NH.PL-N-I  strong-NH.PL-N  D-construction.F.SI-G  and D-body.M.SI-G 

‘creatures strong in construction and body’ (¸ArabÌ 5/04, 164) /77/ 
   

Killean gives an example with two paratactically bound qualificators, 
linked asyndetically, which seems to be rather exceptional: 
 

al-ma‰À¸id-u  d-dÀŒib-at-u   ‰-‰u¸Ùd-i    l-hubÙ†-i 
D-elevators.NH.PL-N  D-constant-NH.PL-N  D-ascension.M.SI-G  D-descension.M.SI-G 

‘the constantly ascending and descending elevators’ (from Killean 1970: 14) /78/  

  
Paratactically bound AGPossGParatactically bound AGPossGParatactically bound AGPossGParatactically bound AGPossG    
Two or more paratactically bound adjectives qualified by the same 

possessum-designating substantive are rather avoided (but see /81/ below). 
Their shared qualificator is not repeated but replaced by a corresponding 
pronominal suffix representing it, e.g.: 
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 qad yakÙnu  l-biyÙn-u   muwºabmuwºabmuwºabmuwºab----a a a a         šššš----šaªnatšaªnatšaªnatšaªnat----i i i i         Œaw Œaw Œaw Œaw     sÀlibsÀlibsÀlibsÀlib----aaaa----hÀhÀhÀhÀ    
    PART is    D-pion.M.SI-N  positive.M.SI-A  D-charge.F.SI-G  or   negative.M.SI-A-3.F.SI  

‘a pion can positive or negative in charge’ (¸ArabÌ 3/04, 144) /79/ 
 

The suffix does not make the adjective definite. The adjective may receive 
the definite article al- if it is required, as for instance in /80/, where the 
adjective has to be definite. No example of this construction occurred in 
our corpus. /80/ is taken from a dictionary: 
 
 al-Œaz¸ar-u:  al-qalÌl-u   š-ša¸r-i    llll----mutafarriqmutafarriqmutafarriqmutafarriq----uuuu----huhuhuhu    
    D-bald.M.SI-N  D-scarce.M.SI-N  D-hair.M.SI-G   D-rare.M.SI-N-3.M.SI 

‘bald: having scarce and rare hair’ lit ‘scarce of hair and rare of it’ (definition from 
 Munºid 2002: 298) /80/    
    

In contrast to the rule exemplified in /79/ above, Cantarino shows that a 
construction with paratically bound adjectives qualified by one substantive 
following all of them can also be used121: 
 
 ma¸had-a-n  ŒamrÌkiyy-a-n [...] †ibbiyy†ibbiyy†ibbiyy†ibbiyy----a a a a         wawawawa tah¡Ìbiyy tah¡Ìbiyy tah¡Ìbiyy tah¡Ìbiyy----a a a a         llll----¸amal¸amal¸amal¸amal----iiii    
    institute.M.SI-A-I  American.M.SI-A-I  medical.M.SI-A  and educational.M.SI-A  D-work.M.SI-G  

‘an American institution [...] of medical and educational activity’ (from Cantarino 
 1975, 2: 107) /81/. 
 

Other qualificators of the AQPOther qualificators of the AQPOther qualificators of the AQPOther qualificators of the AQPosGosGosGosG    
Qualificators of the adjective other than the possessum-designating 

substantive are rather rare but also occur: 
 

hÀ¡ihi l-mÀddat-u  qarÌbqarÌbqarÌbqarÌb----atatatat----uuuu  š-šabah-i   min min min min     murakkabÀtmurakkabÀtmurakkabÀtmurakkabÀt----i   i   i   i   l-ŒamfÌtÀmÌn-i    
this  substance.F.SI-N  close-F.SI-N  D-similarity.M.SI-G  from  compounds.NH.PL-G   D-amphetamine.M.SI-G 

‘this substantce is very similar [lit. ‘close in similarity to’] to amphetamine 
 compounds’ (¸ArabÌ 5/04, 142) /82/ 
 

Qualificators of the possessumQualificators of the possessumQualificators of the possessumQualificators of the possessum----designating substantivedesignating substantivedesignating substantivedesignating substantive    
The possessum-designating substantive may be qualified by attributive 

adjectives, prepositional phrases, substantives in the genitive, or relative 
clauses. E.g.: 
 

                                                
121 This kind of construction, known as ŒiqªÀm, was discussed by Schub (1984). 
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kÀna [...] muta¸addid-a l-ihtimÀmÀt-i                ƒƒƒƒ----ƒaqÀfiyyƒaqÀfiyyƒaqÀfiyyƒaqÀfiyy----atatatat----i i i i     wa lwa lwa lwa l----ŒadabiyyŒadabiyyŒadabiyyŒadabiyy----atatatat----iiii    
he:was  numerous.M.SI-A  D-interests.NH-PL-G   D-cultural-NH.PL-G  and D-literary-NH.PL-G 

‘he had numerous cultural and literary interests’ lit. ‘he was numerous of cultural 
 and literary interests’ (¸ArabÌ  5/04, 201) /83/ 

 
raºul-u-n [...] ²Àhir²Àhir²Àhir²Àhir----uuuu   l-waºh-i  wa ma¸Àlimma¸Àlimma¸Àlimma¸Àlim----i i i i         llll----ºismºismºismºism----i i i i         l-®Àriºiyy-at-i 
man.M.SI-N-I   visible.M.SI-N D-face.M.SI-G and traits.NH.PL-G  D-body.M.SI-G D-external-NH.PL-G  
‘a man with visible face and external traits of the body’ lit. ‘visible in face and 

 external traits’ (ãayÀt 2/08/07, 18, %ŒI¸lÀnÀtu r-ru¸bi&:...) /84/ 
 

Number of tNumber of tNumber of tNumber of the qualifying possessumhe qualifying possessumhe qualifying possessumhe qualifying possessum----designating substantivedesignating substantivedesignating substantivedesignating substantive    
The qualifying possessum-designating substantive is singular if it is a 

singulare tantum, e.g.: 
 

‰uwar-a-n    ŒamrÌkiyyŒamrÌkiyyŒamrÌkiyyŒamrÌkiyy----atatatat----a a a a  ‰‰‰‰----‰an¸‰an¸‰an¸‰an¸----iiii    
images.NH.PL-A-I  American-NH.PL-A  D-production.M.SI-G 

‘images of American production’    lit. ‘American in production’ (¸Ãlam al-fikr, 57) /85/ 
 

If it is not a singulare tantum, it may be plural, especially if plurality is 
expressed by the adjective such as e.g. muta¸addid- ‘having many, multi-’. 
E.g.: 

 
bi   d-duwal-i    llll----muta¸muta¸muta¸muta¸addidaddidaddidaddid----atatatat----i i i i         llll----ŒalwÀnŒalwÀnŒalwÀnŒalwÀn----iiii    
with  D-states.NH.PL-G   D-numerous-NG.NN-G   D-colours-NH.PL-G  

‘with multicoloured countries’ (MÌƒÀq 20/4/04, 7) /86/ 
 

However, plurality expressed by the adjective may be sufficent so that the 
qualifying genitive substantive can be singular, e.g.: 
 
 aš-šarikÀt-u    llll----muta¸addidmuta¸addidmuta¸addidmuta¸addid----atatatat----u u u u     llll----ºinsiyyatºinsiyyatºinsiyyatºinsiyyat----iiii 
 D-companies.NH.PL-N  D-numerous-NH.PL-N  D-nationality.F.SI-G    

‘multinational companies’ (MÌƒÀq 20/4/04,15) /87/ 
 

If the qualificator designates a concrete entity, its number conforms to the 
real quantity of the possessed objects.  In /88/ the qualificator l-¸aynayni is 
dual, ‘two eyes’, since the possessa of one man are concerned: 
  

raŒÀ-hu   ma¸‰Ùbma¸‰Ùbma¸‰Ùbma¸‰Ùb----aaaa  llll----¸ayn¸ayn¸ayn¸ayn----ayniayniayniayni 
he:saw-3.M.SI  covered.M.SI-A  D-eye.F-DU.G  
‘he saw him with covered eyes’ (i.e. ‘he saw that he was blindfold’) (Raºab 8) /88/ 
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Cf. also the two following examples. The number of ªaºm ‘size’ in /89/ is 
singular and in /90/ it is plural, the latter being due to plurality implied by 
the adjective. In both examples, the possessors, expressed by the 
qualificata of the adjectives, are plural: 

 
al-yÀbÀniyy-Ùna [...]  ‰i©Àr‰i©Àr‰i©Àr‰i©Àr----u u u u   llll----ªaºmªaºmªaºmªaºm----iiii  ¸amÀliqat-u  l-fi¸Àl-i 
D-Japanese.M-PL.N    small.M.PL-N  D-size.M.SI-G  gigantic.M.PL-N  D-deeds.NH.PL-G  
‘the Japanese [...] are small in size, gigantic in deeds’ (¸Umar 109) /89/ 
 
25 [®ams-i-n wa ¸išrÌna ] †ÀŒirat-a-n  mu®talifmu®talifmu®talifmu®talif----atatatat----a a a a  †-†irÀzÀt-i   wa llll----ŒaªºÀmŒaªºÀmŒaªºÀmŒaªºÀm----iiii    

five.F-G-I  and  twenty.G  plane.F.SI-A-I  various-NH.PL-A  D-types.NH.PL-G  and D-sizes.NH.PL-G  
‘[of] 25 planes of various types and sizes’ (ŒAhrÀm 29/01/03, 27 ˆu††atun 

 mutakÀmilatun...) /90/ 
 

The AQPossG without the due definite articleThe AQPossG without the due definite articleThe AQPossG without the due definite articleThe AQPossG without the due definite article    
A specific variety of the AQPossG is one in which the adjective does 

not bear the definite article although it should be there in order for the 
adjective to agree with its qualificatum with respect to state. All remaining 
traits of the AQPossG are retained. E.g.: 
 

saŒala  bi   ‰awt-i-hi    ©alÌ²©alÌ²©alÌ²©alÌ²----i i i i   nnnn----nabarÀtnabarÀtnabarÀtnabarÀt----iiii    
he:asked  with  voice.M.SI-G-3.M.SI  harsh.M.SI-G  D-accents.NH.PL-G  
‘he asked with his voice, harsh in tone’ (Li‰‰ 35) /91/. 

 

According to Blau, this phenomenon is due to “the impact of the proper 
construct (...)” (1976: 181), i.e. genitive constructions other than the 

AQPossG122.  
 

Qualification within the AQPossGQualification within the AQPossGQualification within the AQPossGQualification within the AQPossG    
The way how we identified the qualification within the syntagm under 

discussion, i.e. with the adjective qualified by the possessum-designating 
substantive, resembles the prevalent description, in which, however, no 
clear terminology was used. Thus, e.g. Wright spoke of “a restrictive or 
limitative genitive” (1962, II [1862]: 221) and Reckendorf of “Genitiv der 
Spezialisierung” (1895-98: 127ff and 1921: 147f). Brockelmann described 
the genitive as the genitive of “Hinsicht, für die, oder des Bereichs, für den 

                                                
122 Kouloughli (1994: 114, ft. 1) writes that this construction was accepted in ancient Arabic, while the 
one with agreement in definiteness was preferred in modern Arabic. This does not seem to be true. 
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eine Eigenschaft gilt” (1913, II: 252). The matter was treated in a similar 
way by Grande (1963: 329), Kouloughli (1994: 113) and Badawi et al. 
(2004: 111). 

Yet it was pointed out by Diem (1986: 250) that in some cases this 
construction cannot be interpreted in terms of the restriction of the 
‘Geltungsbereich’. He uses the example which we adduce here as /92/: 
 

Zayd-un   kaƒÌr-u   l-mÀl-i 
 Zayd.M.SI-N  much.M.SI-N  D-wealth.M.SI-G 

‘Zayd has much wealth’ lit. ‘Zayd is abundant in wealth’ /92/ 
 

According to Diem, the adjective kaƒÌrun used in the above example 
cannot be understood as being restricted in its ‘Geltungsbereich’ “da ein 
Satz wie *Zaydun kaƒÌrun ‘Zayd is viel’ wegen der Verbindung von 
Individuativum and Massenadjektiv ungrammatikalisch ist” (1988: 250). 
Diem proposes the following interpretation: the adjective “semantically 
refers” to (“sich [...] semantisch eindeutig [...] bezieht”) the substantive in 
the genitive, i.e. the possessum-designating substantive (it is the ‘wealth’ 
that is ‘much’). The same would hold for the syntagm wÀsi¸atu n-ni†Àqi (it 
is ‘the range’ that is ‘wide’) and other AQPossGs. According to Diem, an 
exocentric possessive syntagm (in our example: ‘wide-ranging’) qualifies 
the noun which precedes it (as to yield ‘a wide-ranging condemnation’)123. 
Other similar instances can be adduced here in which the adjective seems 
not to ‘refer’ to the possessor-designating substantives, e.g.: 
 

ŒilÀ  l-ªayy-i   [...]  l-musdal-i    s-satÀŒir-i  
to  D-district.M.S-G    D-lowered.M.S-G  D-curtains.NH.PL-G 
‘to the district with [...] lowered curtains’ (‘the district lowered as far as curtains are 

 concerned’?) (SÌra 27) /93/ 
 

imraŒat-a-n   dÀniy-at-a   š-šay®Ù®at-i  
woman.F.SI-A-I   imminent-F.SI-A  D-old.age.F.S-G 

                                                
123 As Diem remarks, this was also the way the classical Arab grammarians viewed these semantic 
relations. According to SÜbawayhi (d. 793), in the sentence HÀ¡À ªasanu l-waºhi ‘This is (someone) of 
handsome face’ (lit. ‘handsome of face’) Œanna l-ªusna fÌ l-ma¸nÀ li l-waºhi “as far as the meaning is 
concerned, ªusn (‘handsomeness’) refers to l-waºhi (‘face’)” (SÌbawayhi 1991: I, 195). Also Jebali 
seems to support Diem’s view (2005: 7). 
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‘a woman of imminent old age’ (‘a woman imminent as far as her old age is 
 concerned’?)  (Kar 3) /94/ 

 

There have been other attempts to solve the problem of such apparently 
problematic constructions as *raºulun kaƒÌrun. El-Ayoubi et al. introduced 
the concept of ‘auxiliary adjectives’: 
 

“Einige Adjektive, die keine qualitative Bedeutung haben, sondern auf 
graduierende Funktion eingeschränkt sind, verlangen eine obligatorische 
Ergänzung, die gewöhnlich in einem spezifizierenden Genitivannex besteht; man 
kann sie in Analogie zum semantisch entleerten Hilfsverb (Auxiliarverb) als 
Auxiliaradjektive bezeichnen. Das sind Adjektive wie حاديّأ  [ŒuªÀdiyy – M.M] 

“nur einen Aspekt aufweisend”,  بالِغ [bÀli© – M.M]  “beträchtlich”,   – wašÌk]  وَشیك  

M.M]  ‘kurz bevorstehend’ (...)” (2001: 176f). 
 

However, we would like to remark that almost every example adduced by 
these authors can be rephrased as to give the same meaning without any 
‘obligatorische Ergänzung’. E.g. the ‘auxiliary adjective’ in /95/ would not 
be auxiliary in /96/: 
 

ŒÀƒÀr-u-n   bÀli©-at-u    l-®u†Ùrat-i 
effects.NH.PL-N-I  extreme-NH.PL-N   D-danger.F.SI-G 

‘extremely dangerous effects’ lit. ‘effects extreme in danger’ (from El-Ayoubi et al. 
 2001: 177) /95/ 
 

®u†Ùrat-u   l-ŒÀƒÀr-i      bÀli©-at-u-n 
danger.F.SI-N   D-effects.NH.PL-G   extreme-NH.PL-N-I  
‘the danger of the effects is extreme’ /96/ 

 

It seems that the set of ‘auxiliary adjectives’ should be restricted only to 
adjectives which never occur without a complement (e.g. ¸adÌm ‘deprived 
of..., -less’). Otherwise it remains unclear how one should tell whether e.g. 
the adjective ¸arabiyyu- ‘Arab’ in huwa ¸arabiyyu l-Œa‰li ‘he is Arab by 
birth’ is auxiliary or not. 

Another explanation is proposed by Danecki (1994). According to him, 
the adjective is determined (“jest określany”) by the word in the genitive 
following it, but at the same time it is this adjective that determines this 
substantive (“jednocześnie to przymiotnik określa ten wyraz”) (1994: 410). 
This explanation seems to be of little help in the problem under discussion. 
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Leaving aside the problem of what the adjective “semantically refers 
to”, let us observe that in order for a grammatical AQPossG to result, the 
following condition must be fulfilled: it should be possible to form a 
grammatical sentence in which the subject is the possessum-designating 
substantive qualified by the possessor-designating substantive in the 
genitive. As for the predicate, it is the adjective corresponding to that of 
the AQPossG. In other words, expression /97/  

 
al-ŒidÀnat-u    wÀsi¸-at-u  n-ni†Àq-i 
D-condemnation.F.SI-N  wide-F.SI-N  D-range.M.SI-G 

‘the condemnation is wide-ranging’ lit. ‘wide of range’ /97/ 
 

may not be grammatical unless /98/ is grammatical: 
  

ni†Àq-u   l-ŒidÀnat-i     wÀsi¸-u-n 
range.M.SI-N  D-condemnation.F.SI-G  wide.M.SI-N-I 

‘the range of the condemnation is wide’ /98/. 

 
Indeed, one can often encounter the same meaning expressed in both ways:  
 

†alÌq-u   l-yad-i 
free.M.SI-N  D-hand.F.SI-G 

‘qui a les coudées franches’, lit. ‘free in hand’, i.e. ‘having freedom of movement’ 
(Reig 1999 [1983], n. 3357)  /99/ 

 

vs.  
Œinna yad-a-hu    †alÌq-at-u-n  fÌ Œan... 
that  hand.F.SI-A-3.M.SI  free-F.SI-N-I   in that 

‘his hand is free to [do something]’ (MÌƒÀq 20/4/04,13) /100/.  
 

By contrast, if one takes e.g. raÑulun ‘man’ as the possessor-designating 
substantive, the adjective ba®Ìlun ‘stingy’ and mÀlun ‘money’ as the 
possessum-designating substantive, then the expression *raºulun ba®Ìlu  
l-mÀli is not grammatical. The reason for this is that the expression *al-
mÀlu ba®Ìlun *‘the money is stingy’ is not grammatical. In this case, a 
preposition is necessary, cf. ba®Ìlun ¸alÀ l-mÀli ‘stingy about money’124. 
We will return to this problem in chapter 5.3.5. 
                                                
124 This question should, however, be investigated in more detail. Some speakers accept constructions 
with an AQPossG which do not fulfil the condition proposed, e.g. al-ŒakkÀlu l-fawÀkihi ‘(someone) 
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What we have shown above is in accordance with Diem’s opinion that 
the adjective ‘semantically refers to’ (‘sich semantisch bezieht auf’) the 
possessum-designating substantive. Yet there is not a single morphological 
indicator showing that the adjective qualifies it. On the contrary, the 
morphological indicators suggest that the adjective is qualified by it. There 
might be, however, additional support for Diem’s reasoning: in its 
semantic structure, the AQPossG is similar to, and sometimes replaceable 
by the so-called ‘indirect attribute’, which we term an SS, i.e. a 
‘sententioid syntagm’, a construction in which the adjective undoubtedly 
qualifies the possessum-designating substantive. In the final parts of 
chapter 5.4. we will venture a comparison between the AQPossG and the 
SS.  
  

 

5.3.2. Adjectives qualified by a possessum5.3.2. Adjectives qualified by a possessum5.3.2. Adjectives qualified by a possessum5.3.2. Adjectives qualified by a possessum----designatidesignatidesignatidesignating substantive in ng substantive in ng substantive in ng substantive in 
the accusative (AQPossA)the accusative (AQPossA)the accusative (AQPossA)the accusative (AQPossA)    

    

Syntagms involving adjectives qualified by a possessum-designating 
substantive in the accusative, AQPossA for short, are semantically and 
formally related to those involving the AQPossG. The AQPossA has two 
varieties: (i) one with the elative adjective and (ii) another with the positive 
adjective, the former being by far more frequent. 
 

5.3.2.1. Elatival AQPossA5.3.2.1. Elatival AQPossA5.3.2.1. Elatival AQPossA5.3.2.1. Elatival AQPossA    
 

If relations similar to those expressed by the AQPossG but with a 
graded adjective, i.e. a relative elative, are to be expressed, a construction 
                                                                                                                                         
eating [much] fruit’ although *al-fawÀkihu ŒakkÀlatun ‘fruit [is] eating’ is not grammatical. These cases 
should yet be considered as incorrect constructions and can be easily dismissed. More problematic are 
correct examples which seem not to conform to the condition proposed, e.g.: 
 

al-ŒinsÀn-u (...)  l-fÀqid-u    ¡-¡akirat-i 
D-man.M.SI-N  D-losing.M.SI-N  D-memory.F.SI-G 
‘the man who lost (his) memory’ lit. ‘the man losing of memory’ (¸ArabÌ  18), 
 

where *a¡-¡Àkiratu fÀqidatun ‘the memory is losing’ is not grammatical. One should expect l-mafqÙdu 
¡-¡Àkirati (with l-mafqÙdu meaning ‘lost’) but it seems that it is not used. 
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must be used with the elative followed and qualified by an indefinite, 
singular possessum-designating substantive in the accusative. In Arab 
linguistic tradition, this substantive is called tamyÌz ‘specification’125. In 
the following example, corresponding to that in /73/, this substantive is 
ni†Àqan ‘range’:  
 

ŒidÀnat-u-n     Œawsa¸Œawsa¸Œawsa¸Œawsa¸----u u u u         ni†Àqni†Àqni†Àqni†Àq----aaaa----nnnn 
 condemnation.F.SI-N-I  wider.NG.NN-N  range.M.SI-A-I 
 ‘a wider-ranging condemnation’ lit. ‘a condemnation wider in range’ /101/ 
 

A genitival qualificator, such as in the AQPossG, cannot be used with 
elatives because then an expression with a meaning different from the 
intended would result. Thus e.g. ŒidÀnatun Œawsa¸u n-ni†Àqi would mean 
‘condemnation, the widest range’.  
 In the AQPossA, the adjective governs the accusative case of its 
qualificator, which, in addition, must be indefinite. The adjective itself can 
qualify substantives in attribution and predication. In the former case it is 
the attractum of its qualificatum (in /101/ it is ŒidÀnatun) with respect to 
state and case.  

Similarly to the AQPossG discussed in 5.3.1., in order for a grammatical 
AQPossA to result, the following condition must be fulfilled: it should be 
possible to form a grammatical sentence in which the subject is the 
possessum-designating substantive qualified by the possessor-designating 
substantive in the genitive. As for the predicate, it is the adjective 
corresponding to that of the AQPossA. Thus e.g., /101/ is a grammatical 
AQPossA because a grammatical sentence ni†Àqu l-ŒidÀnati Œawsa¸u ‘the 
range of the condemnation is wider’ can be formed. 

By virtue of being a relative elative, the adjective has neutralized gender 
and number. E.g.:  
     

fÌ l-Œa†fÀl-i                llll----ŒaqallŒaqallŒaqallŒaqall----iiii   ªaºm-a-n  wa llll----ŒaqallŒaqallŒaqallŒaqall----iiii    †Ùl-a-n 
in D-children.M.PL-G D-least.NG.NN-G  size.M.SI-A-I  and D-least.NG.NN-G   height.M.SI-A-I  
‘in children with the smallest body and height’ (¸ArabÌ 5/04, 173) /102/ 
    

                                                
125 The Arabic term tamyÌz, which has a sense broader than that discussed here, can be translated as 
“specification; distinguishing”. A discussion of the semantics of this construction as well as of related 
ones, including the AQPossG, can be found in Justice (1987: 289-361). 
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The AQPossA can be used as a basic, secondary and extended predicate, 
the latter being exemplified in /103/:  
 
 fÌ qa™ÀyÀ    Œu®rÀ     qad takÙnu  ŒakƒarŒakƒarŒakƒarŒakƒar----a a a a         ºiddiyyatºiddiyyatºiddiyyatºiddiyyat----aaaa----nnnn    
 in issues.NH.PL.G.I  other.NH.PL.G.I   PART are    more.NG.NN-A.I  importance.F.SI-A-I        

‘in other issues that might be more important’ (MÌƒÀq 20/4/04, 6) /103/ 
  

An AQPossA can have more than one qualificator, e.g.: 
 

ad-duwal-a   llll----ŒakƒarŒakƒarŒakƒarŒakƒar----aaaa         ©inan©inan©inan©inan    wa quwwatquwwatquwwatquwwat----aaaa----nnnn    
D-countries.NH.PL-A  D-more.NG.NN-A wealth.M.SI.A.I  and power.F.SI-A-I 

‘countries most potent in wealth and power’ (Al-MÌƒÀq 20/4/2004, 8) /104/ 
 

With two or more paratactically bound adjectives, the qualificator can 
occur after the last one or be repeated after each of them. Thus one can say 
Œaqallu Œaw Œakbaru ªaºman ‘smaller or bigger in size’ or Œaqallu ªaºman 
Œaw Œakbaru ªaºman ‘smaller in size or bigger in size’. However, unlike in 
the AQPossG, the qualificator cannot be replaced by a pronominal suffix. 
For instance, it is incorrect to say *Œaqallu ªaºman Œaw Œakbaruhu hu hu hu ‘smaller 
in size or bigger in it’. Neither can the qualifying substantive be replaced 
by a prepositional phrase equivalent to the accusative: the expression    
*Œaqallu ªaºman Œaw Œakbaru ŒiyyÀhu  ŒiyyÀhu  ŒiyyÀhu  ŒiyyÀhu is  incorrect as well. 

The AQPossA can be used in independent substantivization, e.g.: 
 

lÀ yu¸abbirÙna ¸ani  llll----ŒakƒarŒakƒarŒakƒarŒakƒar----iiii        ©inan©inan©inan©inan    wa ŒinnamÀ llll----ŒakƒŒakƒŒakƒŒakƒarararar----i i i i         faqrfaqrfaqrfaqr----aaaa----nnnn    
not they:stand   for  D-most.NG.NN-G richness.M.A.I  and but   D-most.NG.NN-G poverty.M.SI-A-I  

‘they do not represent the richest but the poorest’ (Al-MÌƒÀq 20/4/2004, 9) /105/.  
 

Other qualificators of the AQPosAOther qualificators of the AQPosAOther qualificators of the AQPosAOther qualificators of the AQPosA    
If used in the comparative meaning, the elative is frequently qualified by 

a min-phrase, which expresses the object being the standard of 
comparison. In /106/ it is min sardi ‘than the narration’: 
 

yaº¸alu  l-¸un‰ur-a    d-dirÀmiyy-a   ŒaqallŒaqallŒaqallŒaqall----a a a a         ŒahammiyyatŒahammiyyatŒahammiyyatŒahammiyyat----aaaa----nnnn  
it:makes  D-element.M.SI-A  D-dramatic.M.SI-A  lesser.NG.NN-A.I  importance.F.SI-A-I 

 
minminminmin sardsardsardsard----i i i i     l-ŒaªdÀƒ-i 
 than narration.M.SI-G  D-events.NH.PL-G  
‘[it] makes the dramatic element less important than the narration of events’ (×aqÀfÌ 

 9/11/04, 6, IntiªÀrun ©ayru...) /106/ 
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Qualification of the possessumQualification of the possessumQualification of the possessumQualification of the possessum----designating substantivedesignating substantivedesignating substantivedesignating substantive    
The possessum-designating substantive may be qualified by PPs, e.g.: 
 
kÀna   Œa™¸af-a     l-ºamÌ¸-i  ru¸bru¸bru¸bru¸b----aaaa----nnnn  mina mina mina mina     llll----mawtmawtmawtmawt----iiii    
he:was  weakest.NG.NN-A  D-all-G   fear.M.SI-A-I  of   D-death.M.SI-G        
‘he was fearing death the least of all’ (¸ArabÌ 5/04, 84) /107/ 
 

The AQPossA is usually used (i) if there exists no elative related to a 
positive adjective or (ii) if degressive comparison is to be expressed (as in 
/106/). But it may be used even though a synonymous elative exists. Thus 
e.g. the meaning expressed by /108/: 

 
z-za¸Ìm-i   llll----ŒakƒarŒakƒarŒakƒarŒakƒar----i i i i         qurbqurbqurbqurb----aaaa----nnnn    min riŒÀsat-i 
D-leader.M.SI-G  D-most.NG.NN-G  proximity.M.SI-A-I  from presidency.F.SI-G 

‘of the leader closest to the presidency of...’ (ãayÀt 2/08/07, 2, 4 muraššaªÌna...) /108/ 
 

could be expressed by /109/: 
 
z-za¸Ìm-i   llll----ŒaqrabŒaqrabŒaqrabŒaqrab----iiii    min riŒÀsat-i 
D-leader.M.SI-G  D-closest.NG.NN-G from presidency.F.SI-G /109/ 
 
 

Discussion of a possible grammaticalization of elatives in the AQPossADiscussion of a possible grammaticalization of elatives in the AQPossADiscussion of a possible grammaticalization of elatives in the AQPossADiscussion of a possible grammaticalization of elatives in the AQPossA    
A specific trait of the AQPossA which makes it different from the 

AQPossG is that while in the latter the adjective can be relatively freely 
chosen, in the AQPossA, at least in MWA, the elatives are usually chosen 
from a limited set. The most frequent elatives are Œakƒaru, Œaqallu and 
Œašaddu. Other elatives are used rather infrequently and a certain number 
of them occurs in set phrases. The fact that two ‘intensifiers’, viz. Œakƒar 
and Œašadd, and two ‘diminishers’, viz. Œaqall and Œa™¸af, have almost 
monopolized the position of the elative in the AQPossA could be an 
indication that in this construction they have become grammaticalized. 
Such grammaticalized units should not be treated as words any more but as 
auxiliaries instead. However, we think that the process of 
grammaticalization is not completed, if initiated at all, because in many, if 
not in all, cases Œakƒaru and other elatives still retain their lexical meaning 
so that the whole construction is rephrasable to a construction with the 
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possessum-designating substantive as the subject qualified by the 
possessor-designating substantive in the genitive and the elative as the 
predicate. What is also important, these units are always inflected for case 
and state and have their own rection. Elatives in the AQPossA rather 
cannot be said to be affected by any of the four main mechanisms involved 
in grammaticalization listed in Heine and Kuteva (2002: 2), i.e. 
desemanticization, extension, decategorialization, and erosion (see 
footnote 23 in chapter 1.1.1.). Thus, treating them as grammaticalized units 
is not warranted. 

 
    

5.3.2.2. Positival AQPossA5.3.2.2. Positival AQPossA5.3.2.2. Positival AQPossA5.3.2.2. Positival AQPossA    
 

Positive adjectives are used in the AQPossA rather infrequently and 
probably only in set phrases, e.g.: 

 
li Œanna  hÀ¡À  l-ism-a    yÙnÀniyyyÙnÀniyyyÙnÀniyyyÙnÀniyy----uuuu----n n n n     Œa‰lŒa‰lŒa‰lŒa‰l----aaaa----nnnn    
for that  this  D-name.M.SI-A  Greek.M.SI-N-I  origin.M.SI-A-I        
‘because this name is Greek in origin’ (¸ArabÌ  5/04, 70) /110/ 
 

Some of set phrases involving a positive AQPossA would sound rather 
archaic in MWA, e.g. †ayyibun rÌªan ‘pleasent in scent’.  

One could also speak of the AQPossA with participial adjectives 
derived from verbs such as izdÀda ‘to increase’ or qalla ‘to decrease’. 
These verbs are qualified by tamyÌz-substantives. With participles derived 
from them, the tamyÌz-substantives could be interpreted as the possessum-
designating substantives qualifying the participles. E.g. from lla¡Ì yazdÀdu 
sÙŒan ‘which is worsening’ lit. ‘increases in evil’ one could imagine a 
corresponding construction with the active participle, i.e. muzdÀdun sÙŒan 
‘worsening’ lit. ‘increasing in evil’. Such constructions, however, did not 
occur in our corpus and seem not to be discussed in grammars of MWA.  
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5.3.5. Inalienable po5.3.5. Inalienable po5.3.5. Inalienable po5.3.5. Inalienable possession and the AQPossssession and the AQPossssession and the AQPossssession and the AQPoss    
 

The divergent opinions represented by scholars as regards the relations 
in the AQPossG result from the specific semantic conditions which have to 
be fulfilled in order for a given construction with the AQPossG to be 
possible. These conditions are related to the nature of the possessive 
relation between the possessors and their possessa, the most important 
feature of the necessary relation being the inalienability of possession (see 
Diem 1986: 251; the fact itself was, however, noted earlier, by Killean 
1970). Below we give the list of relations between the possessum and the 
possessor expressed in the AQPossG as proposed by Diem (1986: 251, 
with his examples and translations): 
 

a) “die Teil-von-Relation”, e.g. Zaydun ªasanu l-waºhi ‘Zayd hat ein schönes 
Gesicht’; 

b) “die Relation des zwar nicht von Natur aus mit Possessor kohärenten, jedoch 
an oder in ihm befindlichen Dings”, e.g. Zaydun ºamÌlu ƒ-ƒawbi ‘Zayd hat ein 
schönes Gewand an’; 

c) “die Relation der Eigenschaft, des Zustands, der gewohnheitsmäßigen oder als 
Disposition angelegten Handlung, der körperlichen oder geistigen 
Manifestation”, e.g. Zaydun šadÌdu ™-™arbi ‘Zayd pflegt fest zuzuschlagen’; 

d) “die Relation der Verwandschaft, besonders der Aszendenz”, e.g. Zaydun 
¸irÀqiyyu l-Œummi ‘Zayd ist mütterlicherseits Iraker’; 

e) “Darüber hinaus können verschiedene sonstige Possessa den Genitiv einer 
uneigentlichen Annexion (i.e. AQPossG – M.M.) bilden, ohne daß sie 
eindeutig einer der oben genannten Relationen zugewiesen könnten, z.B. mÀl 
‘Vermögen’ und dÀr ‘Haus’ im Sinne von ‘Hauswesen’”, e.g. Zaydun 
ma¸mÙru d-dÀri ‘Zayd hat ein blühendes Hauswesen’. 

 
As it can be seen from the above, the relation of ‘inalienable possession’ 
should be understood here in a rather broad sense. For instance, in how far 
can it be said that condemnation, the entity designated by ŒidÀnatan of /73/ 
in chapter 5.3.1., possesses another entity, viz. a range? It seems that one 
is rather dealing here with some meanings being expressed by 
constructions which are capable of expressing the relation of inalienable 
possession. Let us discuss it in more detail. 
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It very frequently happens that, unlike in examples /93/-/94/, in which 
the adjective could not be used as the unqualified predicate of the 
possessor-designating substantive (cf. *Zaydun kaƒÌrun) in many other 
cases the adjective may be used as the unqualified predicate of both the 
possessum-designating substantive and the possessor-designating 
substantive. The reason for it lies in the fact that a property of an 
inalienable possessum can in some cases be attributed to its possessor. E.g. 
a man who has white skin is a white man. The Polish prince Bolesław 
Kędzierzawy ‘Bolesław the Curly’ was named so because he had curly 
hair. This, of course, must be relativized to a given language. In Arabic, for 
instance, one can say si¸ru l-kitÀbi ra®Ì‰un ‘the price of the book is cheap’ 
and al-kitÀbu ra®Ì‰un ‘the book is cheap’, whereas in Polish one can only 
say książka jest tania ‘the book is cheap’, but not *cena książki jest tania 
‘the price of the book is cheap’. In some cases it is known that the property 
of the possessor is primarily that of the possessum, consequently the 
qualificator designating the latter is not necessary, e.g. kitÀbun ra®Ìsun ‘a 
cheap book’ means the same as kitÀbun ra®Ì‰u s-si¸ri ‘a book cheap in 
price’. Another example is raºulun †awÌlun ‘a tall man’, which means the 
same as raºulun †awÌlun l-qÀmati ‘a man tall in height’. But sometimes a 
property inherent to a possessum may not be attributable to its possessor as 
a whole. Cf. raºulun ‰a©Ìrun kabÌru r-raŒsi ‘a little man with a big head’ 
(lit. ‘a man little, big of head’)126. 

Let us here recall what Wehr pointed out with respect to the meaning of 
the elative. By virtue of not being derived from the positive adjective but 
directly from the root the elative is neutralized with respect to diathesis. 
The elative form signifies generally “stärker mit (...) behaftet, sich mehr 
auszeichnend durch (...)”. Cf. the meaning of the elative ŒahdÀ in the 
examples given by Wehr: ŒahdÀ mina n-naºmi ‘den Weg besser weisend 
als die Sterne’ and ŒahdÀ mina l-qa†À ‘besser geleitet als die Flughühner’ 
(Wehr 1953: 55). Likewise, Œaªwaºu can “in zwei Richtungen ausgelegt 
werden”: either as ‘more in need’ or as ‘more needed’. This is so because 
the general meaning of ŒahdÀ is ‘more characterized by proper guiding’ 
and that of Œaªwaº is ‘more characterized by need’, without it being 
                                                
126 No example of this was found in our corpus but cf. a Spanish one: (...) en ese paupérrimopaupérrimopaupérrimopaupérrimo país del 
Sudeste Asiático rico enrico enrico enrico en petróleo ‘in this extremely poor extremely poor extremely poor extremely poor country of southeastern Asia rich in rich in rich in rich in oil’ (from 
La Vanguardia 12/02/2008, 6, Timor Oriental decreta...).  
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specified whether the entity spoken of is guided or guiding and whether it 
is in need or needed, respectively. 

Perhaps a similar neutralization, but one with respect to the relation of 
possession, could be proposed for most adjectives, also positives. Let us 
repeat here the problematic example /92/ as /111/: 

 
Zayd-un   kaƒÌr-u   l-mÀl-i 

 Zayd.M.SI-N  much.M.SI-N  D-wealth.M.SI-G 

‘Zayd has much wealth’ lit. ‘Zayd is abundant in wealth’ /111/ 

 

If the adjective kaƒÌrun could be taken to mean ‘characterized by plenty’, it 
could be interpreted in two ways: either as ‘characterized by being many’ 
or as ‘characterized by having many’, depending on how it is used. If the 
adjective qualifies without being qualified by a possessum-designating 
substantive, it is interpreted as ‘characterized by being many’, e.g. al-mÀlu 
l-kaƒÌru ‘much money’. When it is used as an AQPossG (or an AQPossA 
in the form of a cognate elative), it is interpreted as ‘characterized by 
having many’, e.g. in Zaydun kaƒÌru l-mÀli ‘Zayd has much wealth’ lit. 
‘Zayd is abundant in wealth’. 

The hypothetical property of the neutralization of possessor-possessum 
relation considered here manifests itself especially clearly if an AQPossG, 
e.g. Zaydun kaƒÌru l-mÀli, is compared with synonymous expressions in 
which the possessum-designating substantive functions as the subject and 
is qualified by the possessor-designating substantive in the genitive case, 
while the adjective is the predicate, e.g. mÀlu Zaydin kaƒÌrun ‘Zayd’s 
wealth is great’. 

Frei (1939) discusses very similar constructions in Indo-European 
languages, showing that a sentence like Sylvie a de jolis yeux may have an 
equivalent in  Sylvie est jolie des yeux, the latter being called by him “le 
type converse”(1939: 185). Frei observes that in order for such a 
“conversion” to be possible “les deux sujets logiques [i.e. possessor and 
possessum, in the present example, ‘Sylvie’ and ‘yeux’, since, as Frei 
interprets it, Sylvie a des yeux and ces yeux sont jolis – M.M.] doivent Être 
conçus comme formant une seule et mÊme substance”. Therefore 
expressions such as belle de gants or noire de chaussure are not well 
formed (1939: 188). He adds, however, that as far as moral qualities and 
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abstract concepts are concerned, such a “conversion” may be applied with 
almost absolute freedom, which he exemplifies with brave de cœur, froid 
de parole and libre de mœurs (1983: 188)127. 

Let us observe that the phenomenon which we interpret here as 
adjectives capable of expressing a property of both the possessor and the 
possessum can, at least in some languages, be reflected in dictionary 
entries. Cf. a dictionary definition of the English word blond: 

  
“1a1a1a1a said of hair: of a flaxen, golden, light auburn or pale yellowish brown 
colour. bbbb having blond hair (...)” (Penguin 2000: 144).  

 
It seems, however, that in Arabic this may be not a question of lexis. 
Arabic dictionaries made by and for Arabs usually do not list 
differentiations such as that cited above from the dictionary of English. It 
seems that in Arabic every adjective that designates a property of an 
inalienable possessum, and entities treated in this way in Arabic, may be 
interpreted as neutralized with respect to possessum-possessor and, 
consquently, used as an AQPoss. 

Let us now consider some questions related to the degree of the 
requiredness of the possessum-designating substantive in the AQPoss. It 
seems that three major groups can be distinguished here. 

(1) Some adjectives, if qualifying certain substantives, require a 
qualifying possessum-designating substantive. E.g. it is not grammatical to 
say *ar-raºulu l-kaƒÌru ‘the man characterized by plenty’. Such an 
expression is incomplete and it must be specified what the possessum of 
the man characterized with plenty is. Thus, it can be e.g. al-kaƒÌru l-mÀli 
‘characterized by plenty of wealth’ or al-kaƒÌru š-ša¸ari ‘characterized by 

                                                
127  Rather strangely, in his monograph on possession, Seiler (1983) considers constructions of this kind 
to be “subvarieties of double case constructions” (1983: 49). “Double case constructions”, as he explains, 
are those in which possessor and possessum “appear in the same case” (1983: 48), as in the following 
classical Greek example from the Odyssey 19.356: 

 
hÉ   se    pódas    nípsei 
she  PERS.PR  feet-ACC   wash-FUT 

2SG.ACC      3SG 
‘she will wash you, viz. the feet; she will wash your feet’ (Seiler 1983: 49, original glossing and 

 translation). 
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plenty of hair’. We will therefore disagree with Diem’s view that kaƒÌr 
cannot ‘refer’ to raºul (or to Zayd, in his example) since we prefer to say 
that it can, on condition that it is qualified. It seems that similar 
constructions may be found in other languages, e.g. in Spanish un hombre 
escaso de dinero means ‘a man poor in money’ while it is impossible to 
say only *un hombre escaso. In Polish one can say wiosna obfita we 
zdarzenia ‘a spring abundant in events’ but not *wiosna obfita ‘an 
abundant spring’128.  

A similar problem is exemplified in the Polish expression trudne drzwi 
‘a difficult door’, which is incomplete as well. It requires specification, 
viz. a qualificator of the adjective, e.g.: drzwi trudne do wyważenia ‘a 
door difficult to force in’.   

(2) On the other hand, there are adjectives which do not require a 
qualificator. Thus e.g. it is understood from the expression raºulun †awÌlun 
‘a tall man’ that it is his height that is long and not e.g. his hand or 
patience. In other words: it is understood that it is synonymous with 
raºulun †awÌlu l-qÀmati ‘a man long of height’, although †awÌlu l-yadi 
‘long of hand’ or †awÌlu l-bÀli ‘long of mind’, i.e. ‘patient’ are also 
grammatical. Similarly, kitÀbun ‰a©Ìrun is understood as ‘a small book’, 
i.e. it is synonymous with kitÀbun ‰a©Ìru l-ªaºmi ‘a book small in size’, 
although e.g. ‰a©Ìru l-ªurÙfi ‘small-print’ lit. ‘small of letters’ is also 
grammatical. This means that †awÌlun and ‰a©Ìrun already include a 
certain meaning which is ‘actualized’ depending on what substantive they 
qualify. This meaning is understood unless some other is expressed by the 
qualificator, as in raºulun †awÌlu l-bÀli or kitÀbun ‰a©Ìru l-ªurÙfi.  

An example from Polish could be trudne zadanie ‘a difficult task’, 
which means trudne do rozwiązania ‘difficult to solve’, because tasks are 
intended for being solved. Also if the Polish expression trudne drzwi 
considered above were to be understood without a qualificator of the 
adjective, it would be understood as ‘a door difficult to open’ (drzwi 
trudne do otworzenia) and not e.g. difficult to paint (trudne do 
malowania). Again, the reason for this seems to be that normally a door is 

                                                
128 The Polish example is taken from A. Mickiewicz, Pan Tadeusz, XI, 71. Note, however, that unlike in 
Arabic constructions, the adjective, obfity ‘abundant’, cannot be used as an unqualified qualificator of the 

possessum-designating substantive: *zdarzenia są obfite ‘[the] events are abundant’ is not grammatical. 
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intended for being opened, not for being painted. Opening is the first thing 
associated with doors, even more than e.g. closing. 

(3) An adjective which is not qualified may be ambiguous in meaning. 
Thus, e.g. with raºulun kabÌrun one cannot be sure whether kabÌrun 
means ‘old’ or ‘big’. This expression has no meaning which would suggest 
itself as the one most probable. If a possessum-designating substantive is 
not added as to yield either kabÌru s-sinni ‘old of age’ or kabÌru l-ªaºmi 
‘big in size’, there is uncertainty (which can, however, be removed by the 
context). 

Finally, it should be remarked that sometimes adjectives may be 
qualified by a prepositional phrase with fÌ ‘in’ instead of a genitive 
substantive, as in the AQPossG, or an accusative substantive, as in the 
AQPossA. Cf. the following examples: 
     

Œanna š-ŠÀwÌš ãasbullÀh kÀna ŒanÌqŒanÌqŒanÌqŒanÌq----aaaa----n n n n         fÌ fÌ fÌ fÌ     malÀbismalÀbismalÀbismalÀbis----iiii----hihihihi    
that         Š.ã.M.A      was  elegant.M.SI-A-I  in  clothes.NH.PL-G-3.M.SI 

‘that Š.ã. was elegant in his way of dressing’  (ãayÀt 2/08/07, 19, Firqatu 
 ãasbullÀh...) /112/ 

    
bi kaŒÀbat-i-n    Œabla©Œabla©Œabla©Œabla©----a a a a         fÌ Œif‰ÀªfÌ Œif‰ÀªfÌ Œif‰ÀªfÌ Œif‰Àª----iiii----hÀhÀhÀhÀ     ¸an    Œayy-i tafaººu¸-i-n 
in despondency.F.SI-G-I intenser.NG.NN-G in expression.M.SI-G-3.F.SI  than any-G grief.M.SI-G-I 

‘in a despondency intenser in expression than any grief’ (MÌr 77)  /113/. 
 

Synonymous syntagms with the AQPossG and the AQPossA, i.e. ŒanÌqa l-
malÀbisi and Œabla©a Œif‰Àªan, respectively, are possible and also 
grammatical. 
 

5.4  Sententioid syntagm (SS)5.4  Sententioid syntagm (SS)5.4  Sententioid syntagm (SS)5.4  Sententioid syntagm (SS)    
        

The construction to be discussed in the present chapter and which we 
will refer to by the term ‘sententioid syntagm’, or SS, has been known and 
described under various denominations. It was called ‘indirect attribute’ 
(e.g. by Polotsky 1978), ‘semantically linked attribute’ (Carter 1981), 
‘przydawka przymiotna ograniczająca’ [‘restricting adjectival attribute’]  
(Danecki 1994: 404), ‘adjektivischer Satz’ (Diem 1998), or ‘Satzadjektiv’ 
(El-Ayoubi et al. 2001: 186). In the Arabic terminology the construction is 
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called na¸t sababÌ129. Below, an example is given with the syntagm in 
question emphasized in bold: 

 
li r-raŒÌs-i     llll----muntahiymuntahiymuntahiymuntahiy----atatatat----i i i i         wilÀyatwilÀyatwilÀyatwilÀyat----uuuu----huhuhuhu 

 for D-president.M.SI-G  D-ending-F.SI-G    term:of:office.F.SI-N-POSS.3.M.SI 

‘for the president whose term of office is ending’ (ãayÀt 2/08/07, 8, TurkiyÀ: taªdÌdu...) /114/ 

 
The term which will be employed in our study, ‘sententioid syntagm’, is 

intended to reflect the specific properties of this kind of syntagm. The 
syntagm in question, represented in /114/ by l-muntahiyati wilÀyatuhu, has 
the following characteristics: the adjective l-muntahiyati is a participle and 
agrees in gender and number with the substantive wilÀyatuhu. The 
substantive is always in the nominative case. The adjective agrees in state 
and case with the substantive preceding it, li r-raŒÌsi130, yet it cannot be 
said to qualify it. What it qualifies is the substantive in the nominative, 
following the adjective, in /114/ wilÀyatuhu. 

Without considering the origins and diachronic development of 
syntagms of this kind, we can state the following: 

They have always synonymous equivalents in relative clauses, the 
verbal predicate of which corresponds to the participle, and the subject to 
the substantive in the nominative. Thus /114/ is synonymous with /115/: 

 
li   r-raŒÌs-i     lla¡Ì   tantahÌtantahÌtantahÌtantahÌ            wilÀyatwilÀyatwilÀyatwilÀyat----uuuu----hu hu hu hu         
for  D-president.M.SI-G  which  is:ending.F.SI  term:of:office.F.SI-N-3.M.SI     

 ‘for the president whose term of office is ending’ /115/ 
 

The participle l-muntahiyati in /114/ corresponds to the verb tantahÌ in 
/115/, from which it was derived. The substantive wilÀyatuhu of /114/ 
corresponds to the same substantive of /115/.  
 As for their predicative (sentential) or attributive (non-sentential) 
character, the following may be observed: 
 

                                                
129 Blau (1999), following Bergsträsser (1975 [1928]: 145) stresses the apo koinou character of this 
construction (i.e. the adjective referring to both substantives). For a discussion of the term sabab used in 
Arab grammar see Carter 1985. 
130 Some speakers of  Arabic, when asked to read these constructions, put the adjective in the nominative 
case. Such a reading is non-classical or simply incorrect. 
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(i)  They differ from predicativepredicativepredicativepredicative syntagms131 in that: 
 

– the qualifying adjective, i.e. the participle, is not in the nominative but agrees 
in case with the substantive preceding it. In predicative syntagms the 
qualifying adjective is always in the nominative. 

–  the qualified substantive cannot be preceded by the particle Œinna, or a related 
one, and thus change its case to the accusative, while in predicative syntagms 
it can. 

–  the possibility of assertion seems to be absent in the SS, i.e. it cannot be 
negated, while it is possible in predicative syntagms. 

 
(ii)  They differ from attributiveattributiveattributiveattributive syntagms in that: 
 

–  the qualifying adjective does not agree with the qualified substantive with 
respect to state and case. 

–  the qualified substantive is always in the nominative case while in attributive 
syntagms it may be subject to rection or concord. 

 
(iii)  They resemble predicative predicative predicative predicative and attributive attributive attributive attributive syntagms in that: 
 

–  the qualifying adjective agrees with the qualified substantive with respect to 
gender and number.    

 
 We decided to term these syntagms as ‘sententioid syntagms’, i.e. 
showing some properties of sentences. Analogously, the substantive which 
is the qualificatum within a sententioid syntagm will be called ‘subjectoid’ 
and the participial adjective which is its qualificator will be called 
‘predicatoid’132. Sententioid syntagms are bi-constituent, but their 
constituents may also be qualified, thus giving rise to more complex 
expressions. 

It should be noted here that other scholars, e.g. Diem and El-Ayoubi et 
al., also analysed the syntagm under discussion in terms of its resemblance 
to the sentence and the attributive syntagm. As a result, they proposed the 

                                                
131 Basic predicative syntagms are meant here, since only such can be reasonably compared with the SS. 
132 In his work devoted to these constructions, Diem (1998) used terms taken from Arab linguistics: na¸t 
‘the adjective’ to refer to the adjective, and marfÙ¸, i.e. ‘standing in the nominative case’, to refer to the 
substantive following the adjective and being always in the nominative. Thus, our ‘predicatoid’ 
corresponds to Diem’s na¸t and our ‘subjectoid’ corresponds to his marfÙ¸. 
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terms ‘adjektivischer Satz’ and ‘Satzattribut’, respectively. Diem did not 
claim that the construction in question is a sentence. As he put it, “Die 
Konstruktionen entsprechen Sätzen” (1998: 14). However, the term he 
proposed, ‘adjektivischer Satz’, might suggest the opposite. El-Ayoubi et 
al. speak of the construction as of one which shows only “einen satzartigen 
Charakter” but which has “ein eigenes Subjekt” and “das Prädikat” (2001: 
186). For all these reasons we considered it justified to introduce less 
misleading terms: ‘sententioid’ with its ‘subjectoid’ and ‘predicatoid’133. 

In MWA, the adjective is almost always a participle, either active or 
passive derived from transitive verbs but not passive derived from 
intransitive verbs134.  

The SS may be used as a predicate, an extended-predicate, a secondary 
predicate, or an attribute. It always functions as a phrasal qualificator (cf. 
chapter 1.1.6). Its attributive use is exemplified in /114/ above. In such an 
attributive SS, its predicatoid (l-muntahiyati) agrees with respect to state 
and case with the substantive qualified by the entire SS (li r-raŒÌsi). It must 
be stressed here that this concord between the predicatoid (l-muntahiyati) 
and the substantive qualified by the SS (li r-raŒÌsi) does not mean that 
these two words are bound by qualification. This is an example of 
morphological indicators which do not show qualification between two 
words. 

Let us now discuss some other properties of the SS. One of its very 
important traits is that a pronominal suffix135 representing anaphorically 
the qualificatum of the entire SS must be attached to: 

 
(i)  the subjectoid, or 
(ii)  a substantive qualifying the subjectoid, or 
(iii)  to a preposition and qualify the predicatoid, or 

                                                
133 We owe the remark that a syntagm which is not a sentence cannot be spoken of as having a subject 
and a predicate to Prof. Bańczerowski. 
134 In Classical Arabic also non-participial positive adjectives could be used in the SS. They, however, 
showed different behaviour with respect to concord (cf. Mosel 1975: 332-333, Danecki 1994: 405; a 
closer discussion can be found in Diem 1998: 35ff). 
135 This pronominal suffix is the “formal realization” of what classical Arab grammarians termed a sabab 
and what Carter (1985) translated as “semantic link”. According to him, this sabab is a “cohesive 
device” (p. 59), which requires that “there must be a common element of meaning between the first and 
second terms of the sentence (broadly, that one can be predicated of the other or stand in annexation with 
it)”; its function is to “join together otherwise independent sentences or parts of sentences” (p. 60). 
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(iv)  (iii) may be combined with (i) or with (ii)136. 
 
Below, the exemplifications of the four possibilities are given: 
 
(i) The pronominal suffix attached to the subjectoid is exemplified in 
/116/137:  
 

li r-raŒÌs-i     llll----muntahiymuntahiymuntahiymuntahiy----atatatat----i i i i         wilÀyatwilÀyatwilÀyatwilÀyat----uuuu----huhuhuhu 
 for D-president.M.SI-G  D-ending-F.SI-G    term:of:office.F.SI-N-POSS.3.M.SI 

‘for the president whose term of office is ending’ (ãayÀt 2/08/07, 8, TurkiyÀ: taªdÌdu...) /116/ 
 

In this example, wilÀyatuhu, the subjectoid, bears the pronominal suffix. 
The word l-muntahiyati is the predicatoid. 

(ii) The pronominal suffix attached to a substantive qualifying the 
subejctoid is exemplified in /117/ 
 

bi   ²-²Àhirat-i                    llll----murÀdmurÀdmurÀdmurÀd----iiii    stišrÀfstišrÀfstišrÀfstišrÀf----uuuu     mustaqbalmustaqbalmustaqbalmustaqbal----iiii----hÀhÀhÀhÀ    
with  D-phenomenon.F.SI-G  D-intended.M.SI-G  examination.M.SI-N   future.M.SI-G-3.F.SI   
‘with the phenomenon the examination of whose future is intended’ (¸ArabÌ  5/04, 25) /117/ 

 
In this example, the subjectoid is stišrÀfu. It is qualified by mustaqbalihÀ, 
which bears the pronominal suffix. The word l-murÀdi is the predicatoid. 

(iii) The pronominal suffix attached to a preposition and qualifying the 
predicatoid is exemplified in /118/138: 

 
li  ruq¸at-i   l-Œar™-i   llll----mawºÙdmawºÙdmawºÙdmawºÙd----iiii        fÌfÌfÌfÌ----hÀhÀhÀhÀ   nnnn----nabÀtnabÀtnabÀtnabÀt----uuuu 

 of  piece.F.SI-G  D-land.F.SI-G  D-found.M.SI-G  in-3.F.SI  D-vegetation.M.SI-N 
‘of the piece of the land in which there is vegetation’ lit. ‘in which vegetation is 
found’ (¸ArabÌ  5/04, 124) /118/ 
 

                                                
136  There are also SSs in which the subjectoid is a clause, e.g.: 
 

 ar-risÀlat-u         llll----mutawaqqa¸mutawaqqa¸mutawaqqa¸mutawaqqa¸----uuuu        Œan yusallimaŒan yusallimaŒan yusallimaŒan yusallima-hÀhÀhÀhÀ   BÙš   li ŠÀrÙn 
D-letter.F.SI-N  D-expected.NG.NN-N  that he:hands-3.F.SI   Bush.M.N  to Sharon.M.G 
‘the letter which Bush is expected to hand to Sharon’ (RaŒy 1, ŒAnbÀŒun ¸an ™amÀnÀtin...) 

 
Here, the subjectoid has the form of the clause ’an yusallimahÀ BÙš li ŠÀrÙn. The pronominal suffix -hÀ, 
representing the qm of the SS, is attached to the verb of this clause. 
137 It is Diem’s type 1.1. (1998: 24-60). 
138 Diem’s type 2.1. (1998: 71-95). 
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In this example, the predicatoid l-mawºÙdi is qualified by the pronominal 
suffix attached to the preposition, fÌhÀ. The word n-nabÀtu is the 
subjectoid. In the following example the structure is the same: 
 

mahmÀ ®talafati    l-lu©Àt-u    llll----maktÙbmaktÙbmaktÙbmaktÙb----u u u u     bibibibi----hÀhÀhÀhÀ    kullkullkullkull----uuuu    na‰‰-i-n 
whatever differed.3.NH.PL  D-languages.NH.PL-N D-written.M.SI-N  with-3.NH.PL all-N  text.M.SI-G-I 

‘much as the languages in which each text was written should differ’ (×aqÀfÌ 
 9/11/04, 9, ¸Abqariyyatu l-®ayÀli...) /119/ 

 

Here, the predicatoid l-maktÙbi is qualified by the pronominal suffix 
attached to the preposition, bihÀ. The word kullu is the subjectoid. 

If the pronominal suffix is attached to the preposition and qualifies the 
predicatoid, the subjectoid may be absent due to its redundancy139. 
However, the subjectoid must be inferable from the context. In such cases, 
an SS may be said to be elliptical. What remains of it is the predicatoid 
qualified by the pronominal suffix attached to the prefix: 
 

yumkinu li Œayy-i muštarikmuštarikmuštarikmuštarik----iiii----n n n n [...] Œil©ÀŒ-u     hÀ¡ihi  l-®idmat-i [...]   
is:possible to any-G user.M.SI-G-I    cancellation.M.SI-N  this   D-service.F.SI-G 

 bi muwºab-i   †alab-i-n   ®a††iyy-i-n   yataqaddamu  bi-hi    ladÀ [...]  
by strength.M.SI-G  demand.M.SI-G-I  written.M.SI-G-I  he:submits   with-3.M.SI  at 

  
llll----min†aqatmin†aqatmin†aqatmin†aqat----iiii  l-hÀtifiyy-at-i    tttt----tÀbi¸tÀbi¸tÀbi¸tÀbi¸----i i i i                 lalalala----hÀhÀhÀhÀ  
D-area.F.SI-G   D-telephonic-FM.SI-G  D-belonging.M.SI-G  to-3.F.SI 

‘every user may cancel this service by means of a written demand he submits in the 
 telephone area he belongs to’ (ãayÀt 2/8/07, 11, LubnÀnu yadfa¸u...) /120/ 
 

The word al-muštariku could be used here as the subjectoid. Also the 
personal pronoun huwa ‘he’ could be used, but the latter is unusual140. 

(iv) A combination of (iii) with (i) is showed in /121/141: 
 

fÌ l-ºudrÀn-i   llll----manqÙšmanqÙšmanqÙšmanqÙš----i i i i   ¸alay¸alay¸alay¸alay----hÀ hÀ hÀ hÀ     tÀrÌ®tÀrÌ®tÀrÌ®tÀrÌ®----uuuu----hÀhÀhÀhÀ    
in D-walls.NH.PL-G  D-engraved.M.SI-G  on-3.NH.PL  history.M.SI-N-3.NH.PL     
‘in the walls into which their history was engraved’ (MÌr 18) /121/. 

                                                
139 Diem’s type 2.2.1 (1998: 95-109). Blau (1999: 340, fn. 340), with reference to the origin of this 
construction, is inclined to “consider this feature to reflect ellipsis of the subject and attribute it to 
careless language”.  
140 Diem’s type 2.2.2. (1998: 109-110). The possibility of the absence of the subjectoid might be 
interpreted as a property which the SS shares with the sentence, since the latter may consist only of the 
predicate (scil. verbal predicate), without an explicit subject. 
141 Diem’s type 4.1. (1998: 134ff). 
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Here, the predicatoid l-manqÙši is qualified by the pronominal suffix 
attached to the preposition, ¸alayhÀ. The suffix is also attached to tÀrÌ®uhÀ, 
the subjectoid. 
 Sometimes, one prominal suffix may represent a word other than the 
qualificatum of the SS, e.g.: 
 

istiqdÀm-i    l-muºannas-Ìna     li qtirÀ¸-i   fÌ  ©ayr-i 
bringing.M.SI-G   D-naturalized:citizens.M-PL.G  to voting.M.SI-G  in  reverse-G 
 

l-ŒamÀkin-i   llll----musaººalmusaººalmusaººalmusaººal----atatatat----i i i i         ŒasmÀŒŒasmÀŒŒasmÀŒŒasmÀŒ----uuuu----humhumhumhum   fÌfÌfÌfÌ----hÀhÀhÀhÀ    
D-places.NH.PL-G  D-registered-NH.PL-G  names.NH.PL-N-3.M.PL  in-3.NH.PL 

‘[of] making the naturalized citizens come to vote at places other than those where 
their names are registered’ (ŒAnwÀr 3/5/04, 2, Çadmatun rÀfaqat...) /122/ 

 
Here, the predicatoid l-musaººalati is qualified by fÌhÀ, i.e. the word with 
the pronominal suffix -hÀ representing the word l-ŒamÀkini ‘places’, while 
the subjectoid ŒasmÀŒuhum bears the pronominal suffix -hum representing 
the word l-muºannasÌna ‘naturalized citizens’142. 
 An SS can be used without a substantive that could be considered to be 
its qualificatum. Such a substantivized use of the SS did not appear in our 
corpus and it seems that is rather not used in MWA143.  

 
NonNonNonNon----classicaclassicaclassicaclassical gender and number concord in the SSl gender and number concord in the SSl gender and number concord in the SSl gender and number concord in the SS    
There are examples of SS used attributively in which the predicatoid 

does not agree in gender and number with the subjectoid144. It seems to 
agree with respect to these categories with the qualificatum of the SS 
instead, e.g.: 
 
                                                
142 It seems that Diem did not describe such cases in (1998). 
143 El-Ayoubi et al. give the following expression as an example of a substantivized SS (in their 
terminology: Satzadjektiv): 
  

wa  l-ºadÌr-u    ¡ikr-u-hu     Œanna... 
and  D-worth.M.SI-N  mention.M.SI-3.M.SI  that 
‘and [it is] worth mentioning that [...]’ (from El-Ayoubi et al. 2001: 188) 

 
However, we can add here that although this construction is in use, it is rather an incorrect form of a 
substantivized adjective qualified by a PP: al-ºadÌru bi ¡-¡ikri lit. ‘worth of mentioning’. 
144 Cf. Diem (1998: 82 and 121-122). 
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fÌ l-ma¸had-i   llll----muqarrarmuqarrarmuqarrarmuqarrar----i i i i         ŒizÀlatŒizÀlatŒizÀlatŒizÀlat----uuuu----huhuhuhu    
in D-institute.M.SI-G  D-decided.M.SI-G  abolishment.F.SI-N-3.M.SI        
‘in the institute the abolishment of which is decided’ (ŒAhrÀm 22/01/03, 11, ŒIl©ÀŒu  

 l-masºidi) /123/ 
 

instead of the expected:  
 
l-muqarrar-atatatat-i  ŒizÀlat-u-hu 
D-decided-FFFF....SISISISI-G   abolishment.F.SI-N-3.M.SI 

 

Such non-classical concord may happen also if the subjectoid is absent, 
e.g.: 
 

Œanna  l-kitÀb-a   yanba©Ì   Œan  yunqala [...] li  Œanna-hu  yuƒrÌ  
that   D-book.M.SI-A  it:is:needed  that  it:be:translated for  that-3.M.SI  enriches 
 

llll----lu©atlu©atlu©atlu©at----a a a a    llll----manqÙlmanqÙlmanqÙlmanqÙl----atatatat----aaaa  Œilay-hÀ 
D-language.F.SI-A  D-translated-F.SI-A  to-3.F.SI  
‘that the book should be translated [...] because it enriches the language translated 
into’ (×aqÀfÌ 9/11/04, 4, Ad-duktÙr ŒAªmad...) [instead of yuƒrÌ l-lu©ata l-manqÙla 
ŒilayhÀ] /124/ 

 

In this example, the subjectoid is absent (it would be l-kitÀbu ‘book’). The 
predicatoid l-manqÙlata agrees in gender and number with the 
qualificatum of the SS, viz. with l-lu©ata, instead of having the gender and 
number agreeing with l-kitÀbu, i.e. l-manqÙla. Perhaps the absence of the 
subjectoid was not without influence on this non-classical concord. 

However, some examples show that the predicatoid does not agree with 
the qualificatum of the SS either. In the following example, the gender of 
the predicatoid appears to be masculine, or rather neutralized, while both 
the subjectoid (ŒalwÀnuhÀ) and the qualificatum of the SS (¸a‰ÀŒira) are 
non-human plurals: 

 
bi   širÀŒ-i [...]   ¸a‰ÀŒir-a    mu®talifmu®talifmu®talifmu®talif----iiii----nnnn  ŒalwÀn-u-hÀ 
with  buying.M.SI-G  juices.NH.PL-G.I   various.M.SI-G-I  colours.NH.PL-N-3.NH.PL  
‘with the buying of multicoloured juices’ (¸Umar 121) /124/ 

 

Perhaps also the predicatoid of /123/ might be interpreted as having 
neutralized gender. However, the problem cannot be decided. 
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The phenomenon of non-classical concord may be interpreted as a 
tendency to signal the qualification between the SS and its qualificatum in 
a more intense manner, i.e. by means of concord between the qm of the SS 
and the predicatoid of the SS with respect to four categories, viz. state, 
gender, number and case, instead of the classical concord with respect to 
two categories, viz. state and case. 

 
SS as basic predicate, extended predicate and secondary predicatSS as basic predicate, extended predicate and secondary predicatSS as basic predicate, extended predicate and secondary predicatSS as basic predicate, extended predicate and secondary predicateeee 
An SS may be used as a basic predicate, an extended predicate and a 

secondary predicate, although there may be uncertainty whether one deals 
with a predicatively used SS or with an inverted nominal sentence being a 
comment to the topic. Cf. the following example: 

 
al-fÌlm-u  muŒaººalmuŒaººalmuŒaººalmuŒaººal----uuuu----n n n n       ¸ar™  ¸ar™  ¸ar™  ¸ar™----uuuu----hu hu hu hu                 mun¡u 3[ƒalÀƒ-i] sanawÀt-i-n 
D-film.M.SI-N postponed.M.SI-N-I screening.M.SI-N-3.M.SI  since     three.F-G  years.NH.PL-G-I  
‘the screening of the film has been being postponed for 3 years’ (ŒAhrÀm 22/01/03, 

 24, %Dayl as-samaka&...) /125/ 
 

The expression muŒaººalun ¸ar™uhu in /125/ may be interpreted either as 
an SS functioning as the predicate of al-fÌlmu or as an inverted nominal 
sentence functioning as the comment to the topic al-fÌlmu. A topic-
comment construction without inversion, al-filmu ¸ar™uhu muŒaººalun... 
‘As for the film – its screeing [has been] postponed...’, seems to be rather 
avoided in careful MWA. 
  

A comparison between the SS and the AQPossGA comparison between the SS and the AQPossGA comparison between the SS and the AQPossGA comparison between the SS and the AQPossG    
Let us present here a brief comparison between the SS and the 

AQPossG. It seems that each of the two syntagms is used in a certain 
specialized way and that their functions mostly do not overlap. E.g. the 
AQPossG is used with the adjective muta¸addid ‘having many; multi-’, 
while the SS is used with the adjective murÀd ‘wanted, desired’. This 
distribution seems to be conditioned by semantic factors such as the degree 
of inalienability of possession: while the AQPossG is used on condition 
that between the possessor-designating substantive (the qm of the 
AQPossG) and the possessum-designating substantive (the qr of the 
AQPossG) the relation of inalienable possession must obtain, the SS is 
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usually used if between its subjectoid and the qualificatum of the SS there 
is no such a relation. This can be observed in the examples adduced during 
the discussion of each of the two syntagms. This finding reflects a 
generalization made by Seiler, basing himself on data from various 
languages, saying that expressions of ‘established’, or alienable, 
possession “were found to be longer, more complex, more explicit, both 
formally and semantically” (1983: 68), while those of ‘inherent’, or 
inalienable, possession “are less complex” (1983: 83)145. 

Yet it can be observed that there are fields in which the usages of the 
two syntagms overlap. Let us analyse examples /126/, with the AQPossG 
in bold, and /127/, with SS in bold: 
 

[¸alÀ  l-iktimÀl-i]     llll----ŒÀnifŒÀnifŒÀnifŒÀnif----i i i i                 ¡¡¡¡----¡ikr¡ikr¡ikr¡ikr----iiii   
 on   D-completion.M.SI-G.  D-foregoing.M.SI-G  D-mention.M.SI-G 

‘on the previously mentioned completion’ (×aqÀfÌ 9/11/04, 9, ̧Abqariyyatu l-®ayÀli...) /126/ 
 
[al-ŒinºÀzÀt-i]     ssss----sÀbiqsÀbiqsÀbiqsÀbiq----i i i i                 ¡ikr¡ikr¡ikr¡ikr----uuuu----hÀhÀhÀhÀ . 
 D-achievements.NH.PL-G   D-foregoing.M.SI-G   mention.M.SI-N-3.NH.PL  

‘[of] the previously mentioned achievements’ (ŒAhrÀm 29/01/03, 27, ŒInšÀŒu ‰ÀlÀtin...) /127/ 
 

In both syntagms the substantive is the same, viz. ¡ikr ‘mention’. In the 
AQPossG the adjective is ŒÀnif, wile in the SS it is sÀbiq. Both adjectives 
have the same meaning and can be considered as full synonyms. Although 
both the AQPossG of /126/ and the SS of /127/ seem to designate the same 
fragment of the extralingual reality, i.e. the property of ‘having been 
previously mentioned’, their qualificational structures are different. In the 
AQPossG the adjective is qualified by the substantive, in the SS the 
substantive is qualified by the adjective. The same meaning is expressed in 
two different ways. It appears that the relation between ¡ikr ‘mention’ as 
possessum and its possessor, viz. what is mentioned (‘completion’ in /126/ 
and ‘achievements’ in /127/) can be expressed equally well as inalienable 
and alienable possession in MWA. This agrees with the statement made by 
Seiler that “Within one and the same language, a possessive relation to one 
and the same object [...] can be represented as either ‘inalienable’ or 

                                                
145 Note also that the adjective in the AQPossG usually designates properties which are inherent to the 
possessor, while the adjective in the SS, being a participial, designates rather transitory states. 
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‘alienable’” (Seiler 1983: 5). If there are more similar cases in MWA 
remains to be investigated. 
 
  

5.5. Adjectival adverbials5.5. Adjectival adverbials5.5. Adjectival adverbials5.5. Adjectival adverbials    
 

Besides periphrastic adverbials involving adjectives, such as e.g. bi 
šaklin ©arÌbin ‘in a strange manner’146, MWA also has a special category, 
which we have discussed in chapter 4.6. We have assumed that words such 
as sarÌ¸an ‘quickly’ or nÀdiran ‘rarely’ are only one of the syntactic 
functions of the adjective and do not belong to a separate part of speech. 
The morphological form of adjectives which have this function will be 
interpreted as resulting from the accusatival rection exerted normally by 
the verb or a word with verbal properties, such as a participle or a verbal 
noun. Besides standing in the accusative case, adjectives functioning as 
such adverbials have neutralized gender and number and are always 
indefinite. 

Contrary to what is suggested by the term ‘adverbial’, not only verbs 
can be qualified by adjectival adverbials. Also non-verbal words, e.g. 
adjectives or even substantives can be their qualificata. 

It seems that the class of adjectives which may function as adverbials is 
neither closed nor open, i.e. not every adjective can function as an 
adverbial but it seems that adjectives that can do this appear in language 
with relatively much freedom. They can be both positives and elatives. 
Below, examples are presented and discussed. 

Adverbials qualifying verbs can be exemplified as follows: 
  

Œan nantaqidanantaqidanantaqidanantaqida----huhuhuhu  maw™Ù¸iyymaw™Ù¸iyymaw™Ù¸iyymaw™Ù¸iyy----aaaa----nnnn    
that we:criticize-3.M.SI  objective.NG.NN-A-I  
‘that we criticize it objectively’ (Al-MÌƒÀq 20/4/2004, 11) /128/  
 
sawfa  tatawa††adutatawa††adutatawa††adutatawa††adu  ŒakƒarŒakƒarŒakƒarŒakƒar----aaaa   mina  s-sÀbiq-i 
PART   it:will:strengthen  more.NG.NN-A.I  than  D-past.M.SI-G  
‘it will strenghten more than before’ (¸Ãlam al-fikr, 74) /129/ 

                                                
146 We will not consider such expressions as a special type in the typology, as they consist of substantives 
with the meaning ‘manner’, ‘form’, ‘way’ etc. qualified by adjectives in adjectival attribution. 
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Usually, adverbials follow the word they qualify. However, they may also 
precede their qualificata, e.g.: 
 

sarÌ¸sarÌ¸sarÌ¸sarÌ¸----aaaa----n n n n         itta®a¡aitta®a¡aitta®a¡aitta®a¡a  l-qayyim-Ùna   ¸alÀ  l-ªadaƒ-i   mawqi¸-a... 
quick.NG.NN-A-I  adopted   D-supervisor.M-PL.N  over  D-EVENT.M.SI-G  attitude.M.SI-A  
‘quickly the supervisors of the event adopted the attitude [of...]’ (ãayÀt 2/08/07, 9, 

 Al-®Àriºu dÀŒu...) /130/ 
    

Here, it should be remarked that, since verbs express predication, the 
adverbial, by virtue of its qualifying the verb, could be interpreted as 
qualifying the entire predication, not the verb (or the predicative adjective) 
alone147. What is more, there are sentences without a verbal nor adjectival 
predicate, yet with an adverbial, which then qualifies the predication, e.g.: 
  

lÀ ªa²r-a    wa lÀ Œiq‰ÀŒ-a    dustÙriyydustÙriyydustÙriyydustÙriyy----aaaa----n n n n             wa qÀnÙniyyqÀnÙniyyqÀnÙniyyqÀnÙniyy----aaaa----nnnn    
no oppression.M.SI-A and no exclusion.M.SI-A  constitutional.NG.NN-A-I and legal.NG.NN-A-I        
‘There is constitutionally and legally no oppression or exclusion’ (MÌƒÀq 20/4/04,15) /131/ 
 

In cases where there is a verbal or adjectival predicate, we will assume that 
the adverbial qualifies it but we will bear in mind that it also qualifies the 
entire predication. Where such a predicate is absent, the adverbial should 
be said to qualify the clause, e.g. in /131/ the following syntagm can be 
distinguished: (lÀ ªa²ra, dustÙriyyan), i.e. (‘there is no oppression’, 
‘constitutionally’), with a clause as its qualificatum.  

Adverbials qualifying adjectives are exemplified in what follows: 
 

lu©at-u-n    ºadÌd-at-u-n  kullikullikullikulliyyyyyyyy----aaaa----nnnn    
language.F.SI-N-I   new-F.SI-N-I   complete.NG.NN-A-I        
‘a completely new language’ (MÌƒÀq 20/4/04,12) /132/ 
 
huwa ŒaqrabŒaqrabŒaqrabŒaqrab----uuuu   ŒilÀ  l-wilÀyÀt-i   l-muttaªid-at-i  qti‰Àdiyyqti‰Àdiyyqti‰Àdiyyqti‰Àdiyy----aaaa----nnnn    
3.M.SI  closer.NG.NN-N.I  to   D-states.NH.PL-G  D-united-NH.PL-G  economic.NG.NN-A-I 

‘it is closer to the USA economically’ (¸Ãlam al-fikr, 49) /133/ 
 
ru®Àm-u-hÀ   mu™ÌŒmu™ÌŒmu™ÌŒmu™ÌŒ----uuuu----n n n n         ŒakƒarŒakƒarŒakƒarŒakƒar----a a a a         min faraª-Ì 
marble.M.SI-N-3.F.SI  shiny.M.SI-N-I  more.NG.NN-A.I  than joy.M.SI-1.SI  
‘its marble is more shiny than my joy’ (SÌra 93) /134/ 

                                                
147 Cf. Kuryłowicz’s observation that a word which modifies a verb, modifies the whole sentence (1960b 
[1948]: 38) and Cantarino’s remark on prepositional phrases (1975, 2: 86). 
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Note that example /134/ with Œakƒara could be rephrased into a 
construction with the AQPossA (see chapter 5.3.2.1.), viz. ru®ÀmuhÀ 
Œakƒaru Œi™ÀŒatan lit. ‘its marble is more in shining’, which is considered 
more correct and closer to Classical Arabic148. Yet in this case, as in many 
others, this would produce ambiguity with respect to diathesis: the 
expression could mean both ‘its marble is more shining’ and ‘is more lit 
up’. 

Adverbials can precede the qualified adjective, e.g.: 
 

yamliku ¸adadiyy¸adadiyy¸adadiyy¸adadiyy----aaaa----n n n n             ŒakŒakŒakŒakbarbarbarbar----aaaa   ºayš-i-n   fÌ l-¸Àlam-i 
it:has   quantitative.NG.NN-A-I  biggest.NG.NN-A  army.M.SI-G-I  in D-world.M.SI-G  
‘it has, quantitatively, the biggest army in the world’ (ãayÀt 2/08/07, 8, Da̧wÀtun ŒilÀ...)  /135/ 
 

It seems that in some constructions the adverbial can be said to be 
expressing the agent, e.g.: 
 

min mawqi¸-i-n   muhaymin-i-n  wa mad¸Ùmmad¸Ùmmad¸Ùmmad¸Ùm----iiii----n n n n         ŒamrÌkiyyŒamrÌkiyyŒamrÌkiyyŒamrÌkiyy----aaaa----n n n n     
from position.M.SI-G-I  prevalent.M.SI-G-I  and supported.M.SI-G-I  American.NG.NN-A-I 

    
wa li Œanna  kull-a  ¡Àlika  marfÙ™marfÙ™marfÙ™marfÙ™----uuuu----n n n n         ¸arabi¸arabi¸arabi¸arabiyyyyyyyy----aaaa----nnnn    
 and for that   all-A   this   rejected.NG.NN-N-I  Arab.NG.NN-A-I        
‘from the prevalent attitude, supported by the Americans and because all this is 

 rejected by the Arabs’ (ŒAhrÀm 29/01/03, 32, ªisÀbÀtu l-iqti‰ÀdÀti...) /136/ 
 

Adjectival adverbials can qualify substantives, e.g.: 
  

ŒallÀ   taqilla [...] ¸an  marratmarratmarratmarrat----ayni ayni ayni ayni         ŒusbÙ¸iyyŒusbÙ¸iyyŒusbÙ¸iyyŒusbÙ¸iyy----aaaa----nnnn    
that:not  is:lower   than  time.F-DU.G    weekly.NG.NN-A-I        
‘that it [...] is not lower than two times per week’ (ŒAhrÀm 22/01/03, 14, 

 MutÀba¸atun ºÀddatun...) /137/ 
 
¸alÀ   mudÌrmudÌrmudÌrmudÌr----iiii    Bank-i   l-QÀhirat-i [...]  sÀbiqsÀbiqsÀbiqsÀbiq----aaaa----nnnn    
against  director.M.SI-G  bank.M.SI-G  D-Cairo.F-G    former.NG.NN-A-I        
‘against the former director of the Bank of Cairo’ (ŒAhrÀm 22/01/03, 22, Al-qab™u 

 ¸alÀ mudÌri...)  /138/ 
 

Frequently, they qualify verbal nouns: 
 

                                                
148 E.g. MECAS (1965: 48). 
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¸alÀ  kayfiyyat-i [...]  mu¸Àlaºatmu¸Àlaºatmu¸Àlaºatmu¸Àlaºat----iiii----hÀ hÀ hÀ hÀ         Œi¸lÀmiyyŒi¸lÀmiyyŒi¸lÀmiyyŒi¸lÀmiyy----aaaa----nnnn    
on   quality.F.SI-G    treatment.F.SI-G-3.F.SI  related:to:media.NG.NN-A-I  
‘on the quality of its [...] treatment by the media’ (¸Ãlam al-fikr, 29) /139/ 
 
lam  ta¸ni    bi   munÀqmunÀqmunÀqmunÀqašatašatašatašat----iiii----hi hi hi hi   ŒakƒarŒakƒarŒakƒarŒakƒar----aaaa    
not  she:intended  with  arguing.F.SI-G-3.M.SI  more.NG.NN-A.I  
‘[she] did not intend to argue with him [any] more’ (Karnak 27)  /140/ 

 

Syntagms with adverbials qualifying verbal nouns are often synonymous 
with those based on adjectival attribution, e.g.: the syntagm mu¸ÀlaºatihÀ 
Œi¸lÀmiyyan of /139/ seems to be synonymous with mu¸ÀlaºatihÀ l-
Œi¸lÀmiyyati. One may suppose that the former construction is preferred 
when the processual meaning of the verbal noun is to be stressed. But 
when the process itself is not so important as the concept generally, the 
substantival interpretation of the verbal noun and the attribution is 
chosen149. Cf. the two syntagms both encountered in one and the same text: 

 
ad-dawrÀt-i   t-tadrÌbiyy-at-i  llatÌ  tahdifu  ŒilÀ  taƒqÌftaƒqÌftaƒqÌftaƒqÌf----i i i i             Œa¸™ÀŒ-i    
D-courses.NH.PL-G D-traning-NH.PL-G  which  aim   at   educating.M.SI-G  members.M.PL-G 
 

l-waªdÀt-i    l-ªizbiyy-at-i [...]  siyÀsiyysiyÀsiyysiyÀsiyysiyÀsiyy----aaaa----n n n n [..] 
D-units.NH.PL-G   D-of:parties-NH.PL-G  political.NG.NN-A-I 

‘[of] training courses that aim at educating the members of party units politically’  

(ŒAhrÀm 29/01/03, 31, ™ammu 12 Œalfa...) /141/ 
 

In the above example, the verbal noun taƒqÌfi is qualified by the adverbial 
adverb, while in the following one, it is qualified by the attributive 
adjective: 
 

al-marªalat-a l-ŒÙlÀ    min  barnÀmaº-i   tttt----taƒqÌftaƒqÌftaƒqÌftaƒqÌf----i i i i             ssss----siyÀsiyysiyÀsiyysiyÀsiyysiyÀsiyy----iiii 
D-stage.F.SI-A  D-first.F.SI.A  of   programme.M.SI-G  D-education.M.SI-G  political.M.SI-G   
‘the first stage of the programme of political education’ (ibidem) /142/ 

                                                
149 What is more, in the same function, also a construction with internal object (see chapter 5.9.) can be 
used to qualify verbal nouns, e.g.  

 
tadrÌb-u-hum     tadrÌb-a-n   mutafawwiq-a-n 
traning.M.SI-N-3.M.PL  training.M.SI-A-I  excellent.M.SI-A-I  
‘training them [with] an excellent training’ (ŒAhrÀm 29/01/03, 27 ŒInšÀŒu ‰ÀlÀtin...) 
 

It seems to be worth investigating under which circumstances adjectival adverbials, attributive 
constructions or constructions with the internal object are used.  
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Finally, let us remark that the adjectival adverbial must not be confused 
with the secondary predicate. The latter always agrees with the antecedent 
in gender and number. However, if the antecedent is masculine singular, 
the difference is formally neutralized, e.g.: 

 
al-©asaq-u   yantasiºu   šafÌfšafÌfšafÌfšafÌf----aaaa----nnnn    
D-dusk.M.SI-N  weaves:itself   transparent.M.SI-A-I (not: NG.NN-A-I)        

‘dusk weaves itself transparent’ (MaqhÀ 107) /143/ 
 

It can only be inferred from the fact that adjectives such as šafÌf 
‘transparent’ are not used as adverbials that this is a construction with a 
secondary predicate. 
 
 

5.6. Antegenitival adjective5.6. Antegenitival adjective5.6. Antegenitival adjective5.6. Antegenitival adjective    
 

Let us recall that the term ‘antegenitival adjectives’ denotes adjectives 
used in antegenitival substantivization (see chapter 4.5.2.). Antegenitival 
adjectives, whether positive or elative, have neutralized gender and 
number (however, some exceptions will be shown). They are qualified by 
substantives in the genitive case, following them. One of their 
characteristics is that although substantivized, they cannot be qualified in 
adjectival attribution. 
 

5.6.1. Antegenitival Adjective: Positive5.6.1. Antegenitival Adjective: Positive5.6.1. Antegenitival Adjective: Positive5.6.1. Antegenitival Adjective: Positive    
 

Antegenitival positive adjectives are positive adjectives used in 
antegenitival substantivization. With the qualifying substantive they 
constitute a specific kind of syntagm, which can be divided into two 
varieties: 
  

(i)  syntagms with the qualifying substantive designating a non-human entity and  
(ii) syntagms with the qualifying substantive designating a human entity. 
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Let us begin the discussion with the syntagms of variety (i). It seems that 
the most frequent syntagm representing it is one with the qualificator being 
an uncountable substantive in the definite state, usually resulting from the 
attachment of the definite article al-. The adjective has neutralized gender 
and number. E.g.:  

 
bi   ‰arÌª‰arÌª‰arÌª‰arÌª----i i i i             llll----¸ibÀrat¸ibÀrat¸ibÀrat¸ibÀrat----iiii 
with  true.NG.NN-G   D-word.F.SI-G 

‘with a true word’ lit. ‘with the true of word’ (MÌƒÀq 20/4/04, 4) /144/ 
 

 ®Àli‰®Àli‰®Àli‰®Àli‰----u u u u             llll----mawaddatmawaddatmawaddatmawaddat----i i i i  wa  tttt----taqdÌrtaqdÌrtaqdÌrtaqdÌr----iiii    
 pure.NG.NN-N  D-love.F.SI-G   and  D-respect.M.SI-G  

‘pure love and respect’ (Šarq 14/4/04, 2, Al-ãarÌrÌ yubriqu muhanniŒan...) /145/ 
 
 wa la-nÀ  kabÌrkabÌrkabÌrkabÌr----u u u u             llll----ŒamalŒamalŒamalŒamal----iiii   fÌ Œi‰dÀr-i... 
 and for-1.PL  great.NG.NN-N  D-hope.M.SI-G  in publishing.M.SI-G 

‘we have great hope to publish ...’ (ŒAhrÀm 22/01/03, 17, RuŒyatu  muwÀ†inin...) 
/146/ 
 

If the substantive is a countable one, it must be in the plural form150, e.g.: 
 
 li   bulÙ©-i     rafÌ¸rafÌ¸rafÌ¸rafÌ¸----i i i i                 llll----marÀkizmarÀkizmarÀkizmarÀkiz----iiii 
 for   reaching.M.SI-G   elevated.NG.NN-G  D-positions.NH.PL-G   

‘for reaching elevated positions’ (MÌƒÀq 30/12/03, 7) /147/ 
 

 li  ¸uqÙd-i-n   ma¸a  mu®talifmu®talifmu®talifmu®talif----i i i i         dddd----duwalduwalduwalduwal----iiii 
 for  pacts.NH.PL-G-I  with  various.NG.NN-G  D-countries.NH.PL-G  

‘for pacts with various countries’ (RiyÀ™ 24/4/04, 1, Li naktub ¸aqdan ºadÌdan...) /148/ 
 

According to Fassi Fehri (1999), such “prenominal adjectives can occur in 
a series”, e.g.: 
 

ºayyid-u   qadÌm-i    l-manÀzil-i 
good.NG.NN-N  old-NG.NN-G   D-houses.NH.PL-G 

‘The best of the old (of the) houses’, (from Fassi Fehri 1999: 116f, fn. 23) /149/ 
 

The following example encountered in our corpus can also be mentioned 
here: 
                                                
150 A countable substantive in the singular is also possible, e.g. in ¸azÌzu kitÀbika ‘your dear letter’ lit. 
‘the dear of your letter’ (from Corriente 2002 [1980]: 245), yet such expressions are very seldom and 
seem to be idiomaticized to a great extent.  
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fÌ ºanÙbiyyºanÙbiyyºanÙbiyyºanÙbiyy----i i i i             šarqiyyšarqiyyšarqiyyšarqiyy----i i i i         ŒÃsiyÀŒÃsiyÀŒÃsiyÀŒÃsiyÀ 
in Southern.NG.NN-G  Eastern.NG.NN-G  Asia.F.G        
‘in South Eastern Asia’ (¸ArabÌ  5/04, 161) /150/ 

 

The definiteness of the genitival qualificator can also be expressed by a 
pronominal suffix, e.g.: 
 

li tu¸riba [...]  ¸an  fÀŒiqfÀŒiqfÀŒiqfÀŒiq----i i i i             taqdÌrtaqdÌrtaqdÌrtaqdÌr----iiii----hÀ hÀ hÀ hÀ   wa  ªtirÀmªtirÀmªtirÀmªtirÀm----iiii----hÀhÀhÀhÀ    
for expresses   of   high.NG.NN-G  esteem.M.SI-G-3.F.SI and  respect.M.SI-G-3.F.SI  
‘to express [...] her highest esteem and respect’ (LiwÀŒ 7/4/04, 2, As-sifÀratu  

 l-ma©ribiyyatu...) /151/ 
 

Constructions with an indefinite substantive are possible as well: 
 
bidÙni        sÀbiqsÀbiqsÀbiqsÀbiq----i i i i                 Œin¡ÀrŒin¡ÀrŒin¡ÀrŒin¡Àr----iiii----nnnn    
without  previous.NG.NN-G  warning.M.SI-G-I  
‘without previous warning’ (SÌra 69) /152/ 
 
lam  yu¸†i-hÀ   l-muŒarri®-Ùna   kabÌrkabÌrkabÌrkabÌr----a a a a             ¸inÀyat¸inÀyat¸inÀyat¸inÀyat----iiii----nnnn    
not  gave-3.NH.PL  D-historian.M-PL.N   great.NG.NN-A  attention.F.SI-G-I 

‘historians did not paid much attention to it’ (from Krahl 1985: 15-16, fn. 18) /153/ 
 

Here, we shall also mention constructions with ordinal numerals used as 
antegenitival adjectives151. The genitival qualificator may be indefinite 
singular, e.g.:  

 
ta¸mÌr-u   rÀbi¸rÀbi¸rÀbi¸rÀbi¸----i i i i             †ÀŒirat†ÀŒirat†ÀŒirat†ÀŒirat----iiii----n n n n         min  †ÌrÀz-i... 
repair.M.SI-N   fourth.NG.NN-G  plane.F.SI-G-I   of   type.M.SI-G   
‘the repair of the fourth plane of the type...’ (ŒAhrÀm 29/01/03, 26, TaªsÌnu ºÙdati...) /154/ 
 

An ordinal numeral which itself is an antegenitival adjective can be 
qualified by another antegenitival adjective. It appears that the latter must 
be an elative (see chapter 5.6.2.), e.g.: 
 

                                                
151 Cf. Blau (1973: 185). Kouloughli (1994: 145) remarks that the resulting expression, although 
grammatically undetermined, is semantically determined, in contrast to an indefinite adjectival 
attribution, which is both grammatically and semantically undetermined. 
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huwa ƒÀnÌ ƒÀnÌ ƒÀnÌ ƒÀnÌ                 ŒahammŒahammŒahammŒahamm----i i i i 152            markazmarkazmarkazmarkaz----iiii----n n n n         
3.M.SI second.NG.NN.N  most:important.NG.NN-G  center.M.SI-G-I  

li   t-tafkÌr-i     fÌ l-¸Àlam-i  
for   D-thought.M.SI-G    in D-world.M.SI-G 

‘it is the second most important center of thought in the world’ (ŒAhrÀm 29/01/03, 
 32, Sirru raŒsi l-mÀli) /155/ 

 

The qualificator may be definite plural: 
 

 dafanat-hu  KÀtrÌn BÀr    sÀdissÀdissÀdissÀdis----u u u u             zawºÀtzawºÀtzawºÀtzawºÀt----iiii----hihihihi    
    buried-3.M.SI  K.B.F.N     sixth.NG.NN-N  wives.F.PL-G-3.M.SI        

‘Katherine Parr, his sixth wife buried him’ (¸ArabÌ  5/04, 82) /156/ 
 

Syntagms of this kind may have as their qualificata adjectives designating 
geographical directions. The resulting expression has the meaning ‘in the 
...ern part of...’, e.g.: 

 
fÌ ©arbifÌ ©arbifÌ ©arbifÌ ©arbiyyyyyyyy----i i i i             llll----ŒAndalusŒAndalusŒAndalusŒAndalus----iiii    
in Western.NG.NN-G   D-Andalus-G  
‘in the Western part of al-Andalus (¸Ãlam al-fikr, 13) /157/ 
    
fÌ ºanÙbiyyfÌ ºanÙbiyyfÌ ºanÙbiyyfÌ ºanÙbiyy----i i i i             šarqiyyšarqiyyšarqiyyšarqiyy----i i i i         ŒÃsiyÀŒÃsiyÀŒÃsiyÀŒÃsiyÀ    
in Southern.NG.NN-G  Eastern.NG.NN-G  Asia.G        
‘in South Eastern Asia’ (¸ArabÌ  5/04, 161) /158/ 
    

This, however, should not be confused with a construction which is 
formally similar, but has a different meaning: ‘to the ... of...’, e.g.: 
  

¸alÀ  masÀfat-i  35 [®amsat-i-n wa ƒalÀƒÌna] kÌlÙmitr-a-n        ©arbiyy©arbiyy©arbiyy©arbiyy----aaaa   llll----FallÙºÀFallÙºÀFallÙºÀFallÙºÀ 
on   distance.F.SI-G  five.M-G-I  and thirty.G  kilometre.M.SI-A-I  Western.NG.NN-A D-Falluja.F.G

 ‘at a distance of 35 kilometres to the west of Falluja’ (LiwÀŒ 7/4/04, 1, TaqÀrÌru 
 min-a l-BintÀ©Ùn...) /159/ 
 

Syntagms with the numeral inflected for gender are less frequent: 
 
 
                                                
152 Badawi et al. write: “Inflection here on Œaf¸al أفعل words is regular [...] although pronunciation of case 

endings is unlikely in practice” (2004: 256) and give the transliteration with indeterminable vowel after 
the substantive following the numeral: ŒiªdÀ Œakbar#ŒiªdÀ Œakbar#ŒiªdÀ Œakbar#ŒiªdÀ Œakbar# dÙri l-našri... (emphasis in original; the same on p. 
272). We however, prefer to leave the inflectional vowel as it would be, at least in theory (and in careful 
speech), i.e. the i of the genitive. 
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al-ŒarqÀm-u   taº¸alu  BarlÌn-a   ƒÀliƒƒÀliƒƒÀliƒƒÀliƒ----atatatat----a a a a     Œakƒar-i   l-mudun-i  
D-numbers.NH.PL-N  make   Berlin.F-A   third-F.SI-A  most.NG.NN-I  D-cities.NH.PL-G 

l-ŒÙrubiyy-at-i            ša¸biyy-at-a-n 

  D-European-NH.PL-G  popularity.F.SI-A-I 

‘numbers make Berlin the third most popular European city’ (¸ArabÌ  5/04, 45) /160/  
 

A specific construction with ordinal numerals, which have lost their 
ordering meaning (Łacina 1989: 44), are scientific names of chemical 
compounds: 
 
 rÀbi¸rÀbi¸rÀbi¸rÀbi¸----uuuu????153    ŒÌƒÌlŒÌƒÌlŒÌƒÌlŒÌƒÌl----iiii----nnnn 
 fourth.NG.NN-N   ethyl.M.SI-G-I 

‘tetraethyl’ (from Łacina 1989: 44, our vocalization) /161/  
 

 ƒÀnÌ ƒÀnÌ ƒÀnÌ ƒÀnÌ                 ŒÙksÌdŒÙksÌdŒÙksÌdŒÙksÌd----iiii   l-karbÙn-i 
 second.NG.NN.N  oxide.M.SI-G  D-carbon.M.SI-G  

‘carbon dioxide’ (ãayÀt 2/08/07, 14, Maktabu l-ŒÙzÙni...) /162/ 
 

The adjectives kaƒÌr, qalÌl and mazÌd usually do not function as  
antegenitival adjectives in constructions of this kind (substantives that 
qualify them are connected with them by means of the preposition min, see 
chapter 4.5.6.3.). However, the following examples show that exceptions 
do occur: 

 
Œusrat-u   l-kulliyyat-i tan¸À    bi bi bi bi         mazÌdmazÌdmazÌdmazÌd----i i i i         llll----ªuznªuznªuznªuzn----i i i i             wÀlidat-a ... 
family.F.SI-N D-faculty.F.SI-G announces:death with much.NG.NN-G D-sorrow.M.SI-G mother.F.SI-A  
‘the family of the Faculty with great sorrow announces the death of the mother of...’ 

 (ŒAhrÀm 29/01/03, 33, obituary)154 /163/ 
 
dÙna   kaƒÌrkaƒÌrkaƒÌrkaƒÌr----i i i i             mubÀla©atmubÀla©atmubÀla©atmubÀla©at----iiii----nnnn    
without  much.NG.NN-G  exaggeration.F.SI-G-I  
‘without much exaggeration’ (MÌƒÀq 30/12/03, 3) /164/ 

 

El-Ayoubi et al. classed the use of kaƒÌr as in /164/ as ‘Quantifizierende 
Adjektive’ used ‘als evaluierende Quantoren’. According to them, such 
usage seems to be restricted to Northern Africa (2001: 172), however, 

                                                
153 It is possible that Arabic speakers treat these expressions as single words, not syntagms, and the 
inflectional vowel after the numeral will not be pronounced (scil. rÀbi¸# ŒÌƒÌl). Yet we will vocalize it so 
as to reflect the canonical rules. 
154 Note that here mazÌd does not mean ‘more’ (as in constructions with min) but ‘very much’. 
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example /164/ of our corpus, encountered in a Syrian magazine, could 
suggest that it is not. 

Perhaps a specific variety of this syntagm is one used in information 
signs. Yet the determination of the syntax in this construction is 
problematic: 
  

mamnÙ¸-u?    d-du®Ùl-? 
prohibited.NG.NN-N?  D-entry.M.SI-? 

‘no entry’ lit. ‘prohibited entrance’ /165/ 
 

Constructions like /165/ are difficult do describe in terms of canonical 
Arabic grammar. Grammars consulted by us are silent on this issue. 
Perhaps such syntagms could be interpereted as inverted predications. If 
so, then /165/ would be vocalized as mamnÙ¸uni d-du®Ùlu and be 
equivalent to ad-du®Ùlu mamnÙ¸un (with the adjective glossed M.SI instead 
of NG.NN). However, some native speakers see in them an AQPossG (as in 
da®altu makÀnan mamnÙ¸a dmamnÙ¸a dmamnÙ¸a dmamnÙ¸a d----du®Ùli du®Ùli du®Ùli du®Ùli lit. ‘I entered a place forbidden [in 
terms] of entrance’). We however prefer to treat this construction as one of 
particular character155. It will be not included in our typology of syntagms. 
 Finally, let us discuss syntagms involving antegenitival positive 
adjectives qualified by substantives designating human entities. In such 
syntagms the substantive must be plural. The adjective may inflect for 
number. Generally, in MWA this construction is used with the adjective 
kibÀr ‘great’ in the sense ‘chief, senior’, e.g.:  
 

min kibÀrkibÀrkibÀrkibÀr----iiii  llll----masŒÙlmasŒÙlmasŒÙlmasŒÙl----ÌnaÌnaÌnaÌna   n-nimsÀwiyy-Ìna 
of great.M.PL-G  D-official.M-PL.G  D-Austrian.M-PL.G  
‘of senior Austrian officials’ (¥azÌra 2, Waliyyu l-¸ahdi yabªaƒu...) /166/ 
 
qudÀmÀqudÀmÀqudÀmÀqudÀmÀ  llll----muštarikmuštarikmuštarikmuštarik----ÌnaÌnaÌnaÌna    
old.M.PL.N  D-participant.M-PL.G  
‘the old participants’ (ãayÀt 2/08/07, 15, A‰-‰ayfu yu®riºu...) /167/    
 

                                                
155 Other languages also have specific constructions with ‘non-canonical’ syntax for brief informations. 
E.g. Spanish Informado y conforme el cliente con los datos del billete ‘The client [is] informed of and 
agreeing with the conditions of the ticket’ (stamp on a railway ticket). Between the adjectives informado 
and conforme and the substantive el cliente there seem to be no attribution or predication like one in a 
sentence. Another example from Spanish is: prohibido el paso ‘No entry’, lit. ‘Prohibited the passage’. 
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Badawi et al. suggest that there is a difference in meaning between the 
adjective kibÀr used in constructions of this type and one used in adjectival 
attribution. They contrast kibÀru l-ŒasÀti¡ati ‘the seniorseniorseniorsenior professors’ with 
ŒasÀti¡atunÀ l-kibÀru ‘our greatgreatgreatgreat teachers’ (2004: 111, emphasis in the 
original). However, we are of the opinion that the difference, if any, is 
minimal and not always predictable. This is also suggested by the 
following example, where kibÀr is used atributively in the same meaning 
as in /166/: 
 

qÀdatqÀdatqÀdatqÀdat----iiii----n n n n     ¸askariyy-Ìna  ŒamÌrkiyyÌ-na   kibÀrkibÀrkibÀrkibÀr----iiii----nnnn    
commanders.M.PL-G-I  miliatry.M-PL.G  American.M-PL.G  senior.M.PL-G-I  
‘[of] senior American military commanders’ (LiwÀŒ 1, TaqÀrÌru mina l-BintÀ©Ùn...) /168/ 
 

 
 

5.6.2. Antegenitival Adjective: Elative5.6.2. Antegenitival Adjective: Elative5.6.2. Antegenitival Adjective: Elative5.6.2. Antegenitival Adjective: Elative    
 

In contrast to the foregoing chapter, in the discussion of the 
antegenitival elative, no distinction will be made between syntagms 
involving substantives designating human and non-human entities. 
Syntagms with antegenitival elatives will be divided into: (i) syntagms 
with indefinite qualificators and (ii) syntagms with definite qualificators. 
 

5.6.2.1. Antegenitival elatives with indefinite qualificators5.6.2.1. Antegenitival elatives with indefinite qualificators5.6.2.1. Antegenitival elatives with indefinite qualificators5.6.2.1. Antegenitival elatives with indefinite qualificators    
 

Antegenitival elatives may be qualified by both countable and 
uncountable substantives. In most frequent cases the qualifying substantive 
is singular. The meaning of the elative is always superlative. Examples: 
 

hiya  ŒaºmalŒaºmalŒaºmalŒaºmal----uuuu      kalimatkalimatkalimatkalimat----iiii----n n n n  fÌ  hÀ¡ihi  l-lu©at-i 
3.F.SI  most:beautiful.NG.NN-N   word.F.SI-G-I   in  this    D-language.F.SI-G 

‘it is the most beautifulthe most beautifulthe most beautifulthe most beautiful word in this language’ (¸Ãlam al-fikr, 80) /169/ 
 
ta‰mudu  baldat-u   l-FallÙºat-i [...] Œarwa¸Œarwa¸Œarwa¸Œarwa¸----a a a a                         ‰umÙd‰umÙd‰umÙd‰umÙd----iiii----nnnn 
defies   village.F.SI-N   D-Falluja.F-N    most:marvellous.NG.NN-A  defiance.M.SI-G-I  
‘the village of Falluja shows the most marvellous defiance’ lit. ‘defies [...] [with] the 
most marvellous defiance’ (ŒAnwÀr 3/5/04, 2, Al-ãu‰‰: ŒAmÌrkÀ...) /170/ 
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hÀ¡À ®ayr®ayr®ayr®ayr----u u u u             ši¸Àrši¸Àrši¸Àrši¸Àr----iiii----n n n n   fÌ  l-ªayÀt-i 
this  best.NG.NN-N   motto.M.SI-G-I  in  D-life.F.SI-G   
‘this is the best motto in life’ (Karnak 35) /171/ 
 

Both the adjectives and their qualificators can have paratactic co-
constituents, as is shown by the following example: 
 

yušakkilu  ŒakbarŒakbarŒakbarŒakbar----aaaa            wa ŒaqwÀwa ŒaqwÀwa ŒaqwÀwa ŒaqwÀ     da¸mda¸mda¸mda¸m----iiii----n n n n     wa musÀnadatwa musÀnadatwa musÀnadatwa musÀnadat----iiii----nnnn    
it:forms   biggest.NG.NN-A  and strongest.NG.NN.A  aid.M.SI-G-I  and support.F.SI-G-I  
‘[it] constitutes the biggest and strongest aid and support’ (LiwÀŒ 2,  LaªÙd:  
al-qimmatu...) /172/ 

 

Probably under the impact of dialects, a construction with elatives 
qualified by wÀªid (feminine: wÀªida) ‘one’ is sometimes used with the 
meaning ‘the ...st one’, e.g.: 
 

ªattÀ šahidtu  mawt-a   ŒÀ®irŒÀ®irŒÀ®irŒÀ®ir----iiii    wÀªidwÀªidwÀªidwÀªid----atatatat----iiii----n n n n     
until  I:saw   death.M.SI-A  last.NG.NN-G   one-F.SI-G-I 

‘until I saw the death of the last of them’ (Li‰‰ 130) /173/ 
 

The qualifying substantive can also be dual or plural: 
 
¸an  ŒahammŒahammŒahammŒahamm----i i i i                     šÀ¸iršÀ¸iršÀ¸iršÀ¸ir----ayniayniayniayni   yahÙdiyy-ayni 
about  most:important.NG.NN-G  poet.M-DU.G.I  Jewish.M-DU.G.I  
‘about the two most important Jewish poets’ (¸AyyÀrÌ 35) /174/ 
 
tarÀºa¸a [...]  ŒilÀ  ŒadnÀ ŒadnÀ ŒadnÀ ŒadnÀ                 mustawayÀtmustawayÀtmustawayÀtmustawayÀt----iiii----n n n n     fÌ šahr-ayni 
they:fell    to   lowest.NG.NN.G   levels.NH.PL-G-I   in month.M-DU.G.I  
‘they [...] fell to the lowest levels in two months’ (ãayÀt 2/08/07, 11, Šabaªu 

 Œazmati...) /175/ 
 

Frequently, the qualifying substantive in this syntagm is qualified as well. 
Its qualificator may be an adjective, a prepositional phrase or a relative 
clause, e.g.:  

 
¸alÀ  Œa‰©arŒa‰©arŒa‰©arŒa‰©ar----i i i i             masÀªatmasÀªatmasÀªatmasÀªat----iiii----nnnn  mumkinmumkinmumkinmumkin----atatatat----iiii----nnnn    
on   smallest.NG.NN-G  surface.F.SI-G-I  possible-F.SI-G-I     
‘on the possibly smallest surface’ (ãayÀt 2/08/07, 9, MÀtat ®arÌ†atu...) /176/ 
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The antegenitival elative may also have qualificators other than the 
substantive in the genitive. Such constructions will be discussed in 
chapters 5.6.3. and 5.6.4. 

 

5.6.2.2. Antegenitival elatives with definite qualificators5.6.2.2. Antegenitival elatives with definite qualificators5.6.2.2. Antegenitival elatives with definite qualificators5.6.2.2. Antegenitival elatives with definite qualificators    
 

The definiteness of the substantival qualificator of an antegenitival 
elative may be expressed by the article al- or a pronominal suffix.  It may 
also result from its being qualified by a definite genitival qualificator. The 
qualifying substantive can be either a countable plural or dual, or an 
uncountable singular substantive156. 

Examples of countable plural and dual substantives as qualificators 
include: 

 
 turºimat [...]  ŒilÀ  ŒŒŒŒakƒarakƒarakƒarakƒar----i i i i             llll----lu©Àtlu©Àtlu©Àtlu©Àt----i i i i                 l-ªayy-at-i 
 was:translated  to   most.NG.NN-I   D-languages.NH.PL-G  D-living-NH.PL-G    

‘[it] was translated into the majority of living languages’ (×aqÀfÌ 9/11/04, 9, 
 ¸Abqariyyatu l-®ayÀli...) /177/ 
  

huwa  Œa†walŒa†walŒa†walŒa†wal----u u u u         ssss----sifrsifrsifrsifr----ayniayniayniayni    
3.M.SI   longer.NG.NN-N  D-book.M-DU.G  

‘it is the longer of the [two] books’ (KallÀs 61) /178/ 
 

Uncountable singular substantives as qualificators are exemplified below: 
 
 li ŒÀ®irŒÀ®irŒÀ®irŒÀ®ir----i i i i             nnnn----nitÀºnitÀºnitÀºnitÀº----iiii     l-ŒibdÇ¸iyy-i 
 of recent.NG.NN-G  D-production.M.SI-G   D-literary.M.SI-G   

‘of the recent literary production’ (ŒAyyÇmu l-frankËfËniyyati 8) /179/ 
 
fÌ Œaq‰À Œaq‰À Œaq‰À Œaq‰À                 šimÀlšimÀlšimÀlšimÀl----i i i i             l-bilÀd-i    
in furthest.NG.NN.G  D-north.M.SI-G  D-country.M.SI-G 

‘in the very far north of the country’ (ãayÀt 2/08/07, 8, Al-ºayšu s-sirÌlÀnkiyyu...) /180/ 
  

A specific variety is one with a relative clause introduced by man ‘that 
one who’ or mÀ ‘that which’ and functioning as the genitival qualificator 
of the adjective. E.g.: 

                                                
156 The qualifying substantive may be replaced by a pronominal suffix anaphorically representing an 
aforementioned substantive. Then a sufixally substantivized adjective (SSA) results (see chapter 4.5.3.). 
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 Œanta ŒahammŒahammŒahammŒahamm----u u u u                     mÀ mÀ mÀ mÀ     ladayladayladayladay----ya ya ya ya     fÌ hÀ¡ihi  l-ªayÀt-i 
 2.M.SI  most:important.NG.NN-N  what  at-1.SI    in this    D-life.F.SI-G  

‘you are the most important [thing] for me in this life’ (Li‰‰ 35) /181/ 
 

Note the following construction with the meaning ‘the most, at [one’s] 
most’: 
 

al-ba‰amÀt-u    s-siyÀsiyy-at-u [...]  ta²haru  ŒakƒarŒakƒarŒakƒarŒakƒar----a a a a         mÀmÀmÀmÀ  ta²haruta²haruta²haruta²haru  
D-influences.NH.PL-N  D-political-NH.PL-N   appear  most.NG.NN-A  what  appear 

 
fÌ qÀnÙn-i  l-inti®ÀbÀt-i 
in law.M.SI-G  D-elections.NH.PL-G  

‘political influence [...] appers at its most [visible] in the electoral law’ (ŒAnwÀr 
 3/5/04, 2, Al-ba‰amatu s-siyÀsiyyatu...)157 /182/ 

 

Within this variety, a construction could be distinguished with the RC mÀ 
yakÙnu (or takÙnu, depending on the gender and number of the substantive 
designating the relevant entity158), which emphasizes the superlative grade 
of the adjective. E.g.:  
 

an-nabÀtÀt-u  Œab¸adŒab¸adŒab¸adŒab¸ad----u u u u             mÀ mÀ mÀ mÀ     takÙnu takÙnu takÙnu takÙnu     ¸an        kawn-i-hÀ  
D-plants.NH.PL-N  farthest.NG.NN-N   what  are   from  being.M.SI-G-3.NH.PL 

 
kÀŒinÀt-i-n    salbiyy-at-a-n 
creatures.NH.PL-A-I  harmful-NH.PL-A-I 

‘plants are as far as possible from being harmful creatures’ (¸ArabÌ  5/04, 153) /183/ 
 

An elative qualified in this way may function as an adjectival attribute but 
only if the substantive qualified by it is indefinite (as observed in El-
Ayoubi et al. 2001: 271, “nur bei Indetermination des Kernnomens”)159, 
e.g.: 
 

                                                
157 Cf. Badawi et al. (2004: 523). 
158 However, according to  El-Ayoubi et al., due to the formulaic character of this phrase, the agreement 
is sometimes absent and the standard form of masculine singular is usually used (2001: 272). 
159 We have said in chapter 4.5.2. that an antegenitival adjective, whether positive or elative, cannot 
qualify attributively. An elative qualified by mÀ yakÙnu etc. would thus be an exception. One could 
however argue that the phrase mÀ yakÙnu  is not a genitival qualificator of the elative. We have not been 
able to decide it since the inherent lack of the “indefinite article” in the elative does not permit us to say 
whether with the addition of mÀ yakÙnu the elative becomes definite, ergo is genitivally qualified, or not. 
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 bi ŒuslÙb-i-n Œab¸adŒab¸adŒab¸adŒab¸ad----a a a a             mÀ yakÙnmÀ yakÙnmÀ yakÙnmÀ yakÙn----uuuu  ¸ani  t-tafsÌr-i    wafqan li... 
 in  way.M.SI-G-I farthest.NG.NN-G  what is    from  D-explicaton.M.SI-G  conforming to 

 ‘in a way [which is] as far as possible from an explicaton in accordance with...’ 
 (from El-Ayoubi et al. 2001: 271). /184/  
 

Neutralization of numberNeutralization of numberNeutralization of numberNeutralization of number    
One of the characteristics of syntagms with antegenitival elatives is that 

the elative, by virtue of being neutralized with respect to number, does not 
indicate what is the intended quantity of the entities designated by the 
genitival substantive160. The number may be inferable from the context. 
E.g. in /185/ singular meaning is intended: 

 
 nihÀyat-i  Œa†walŒa†walŒa†walŒa†wal----i i i i             llll----ªurÙbªurÙbªurÙbªurÙb----i i i i             l-ŒifrÌqiyy-at-i 
 end.F.SI-G  longest.NG.NN-G  D-war.NH.PL-G   D-African-NH.PL-G 

‘[of] the end of the longest of the African wars’ (ãayÀt 8/4/04, 1, ŒAnÀn ya†ruªu...) /185/ 
 

Plural meaning should be understood in /186/: 
 
 maºmÙ¸at-a-n min ŒanqÀŒanqÀŒanqÀŒanqÀ       wa  Œa¸²amŒa¸²amŒa¸²amŒa¸²am----i i i i             rumÙzrumÙzrumÙzrumÙz----iiii----hÀhÀhÀhÀ 
 group.F.SI-A-I  of   most:exquisite.NG.NN.G  and  greatest.NG.NN-G  symbols.NH.PL-G-3.F.SI 

‘a group of its most exquisite and greatest symbols’ (Al-MÌƒÀq 20/4/2004, 3,  
 Al-muŒÀmaratu l-kubrÀ) /186/ 
 

Sometimes, however, the context does not permit to identify the number 
intended, as e.g. in /187/:  
 
 yunaffi¡Ùna        ŒaswaŒŒaswaŒŒaswaŒŒaswaŒ----a a a a         ssss----sÌnÀryÙhÀtsÌnÀryÙhÀtsÌnÀryÙhÀtsÌnÀryÙhÀt----iiii  llatÌ  rasamat-hÀ  ŒAmÌrkÀ 
 they:realize   worst.NG.NN-A  D-scenarios.NH.PL-G  which  drew-3.NH.PL  America.F.N  

‘[they] are realizing the worst scenario (or: scenarios) that America had drawn’ 
 (Šarq 2, Al-Bašmarka l-yadu...) /187/ 
 

Here, both readings, either with singular or plural, are equally possible. 
  

                                                
160 According to Kouloughli, such constructions are even triply ambiguous: Œaºmalu l-banÀti, besides 
meaning (i) ‘the most beautiful girl’ and (ii) ‘the most beautiful girls’, can also mean (iii) “ce qu’il y a de 
plus beau dans les filles”. However, Kouloughli admits that in the latter case, in Modern Arabic one 
would simply say Œaºmalu mÀ fÌ l-banÀti instead (1994: 144). 
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Antesubstantival elatives with absolutive meaningAntesubstantival elatives with absolutive meaningAntesubstantival elatives with absolutive meaningAntesubstantival elatives with absolutive meaning    
Some elatives, which belong to a limited group (comprising e.g. kubrÀ 

‘big; biggest’, ŒÙlÀ ‘first’) inflect for gender even though they are 
antegenitivally substantivized. It seems that they always convey absolutive 
meaning. E.g.: 
 

kÀnat        ŒÙlÀ ŒÙlÀ ŒÙlÀ ŒÙlÀ             ©azawÀt©azawÀt©azawÀt©azawÀt----iiii----hihihihi     ma¸a  zawºat-i WahºÀna 
was   first.F.NN.N  conquests.NH.PL-G-3.M.SI  with  wife.F.SI-G WahºÀn  
‘his first conquest was with the wife of WahºÀn’ (¸Umar 37) /188/ 

 

In /189/, the elative should be probably interpreted as having the non-
human plural form rather than feminine singular. Consequently, it should 
be said to inflect for number as well:   

 
tatasÀbaqu kubrÀ kubrÀ kubrÀ kubrÀ             šššš----šarikÀtšarikÀtšarikÀtšarikÀt----iiii [...]  l-ŒamrÌkiyy-at-i Œawi l-faransiyy-at-i li... 
vie    biggest.NH.PL.N  D-companies.NH.PL-G D-American-NH.PL-G or D-French-NH.PL-G to  
‘the biggest American and French companies compete [in order] to...’ (ŒAhrÀm 
29/01/03, 26, Markazun ºadÌdun...) /189/ 
 

Such absolutive elatives inflected for number can have endings typical of 
human adjectives161, probably because otherwise the context would not 
permit to identify the number intended. Another explanation could be that 
idiomaticized expressions are involved here. E.g.: 
  
 mun¡u  zaman-i   kubrayÀtkubrayÀtkubrayÀtkubrayÀt----iiii   ‰-‰uªuf-i 
 since   time.M.SI-G  great.F.PL-G   D-newspapers.NHPL-G  

‘since the era of the great newspapers’ (MÌƒÀq 20/4/04, 4) /190/. 
 
 

AntegenitAntegenitAntegenitAntegenitival elatives functioning as subjectsival elatives functioning as subjectsival elatives functioning as subjectsival elatives functioning as subjects    
If an antegenitival elative functions as a subject, the concord between it 

and the predicate may reflect its neutralized gender and number, e.g.: 
 

Œanna Œa©labŒa©labŒa©labŒa©lab----aaaa   hÀ¡ihi  l-ŒaflÀm-i   ©ayr©ayr©ayr©ayr----uuuu  mudablaºmudablaºmudablaºmudablaº----iiii----nnnn    
that  most.NG.NN-A  these   D-films.NH.PL-G  reverse-N  dubbed.NG.NN-G-I  

‘that most of these films are not dubbed’ (¸Ãlam al-fikr, 49) /191/ 
 

                                                
161 Cf. Cantarino (1975, 2: 475) and Badawi et al. (2004: 252). 
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However, concord ad sensum, i.e. with the predicate ©ayru mudablaºinmudablaºinmudablaºinmudablaºin 
agreeing in gender and number with ŒaflÀmun, i.e. the qualificator of the 
elative, is also possible. 
 

5.6.2.3. Antegenitival elative: a non5.6.2.3. Antegenitival elative: a non5.6.2.3. Antegenitival elative: a non5.6.2.3. Antegenitival elative: a non----classical constructionclassical constructionclassical constructionclassical construction    
 

Perhaps a separate construction, which is evidently non-classical, should 
be distinguished, viz. that in which the elative emphasizes the property 
expressed by an adjective qualifying the genitival substantive or by a RC 
introduced with mÀ ‘what’ or man ‘who’. Thus, although no mph 
indicators suggest it, the elative could be interpreted as qualifying this 
adjective or RC. The construction is exemplified in what follows: 

 
satakÙnÌna ŒakƒarŒakƒarŒakƒarŒakƒar----a a a a         mraŒatmraŒatmraŒatmraŒat----iiii----n n n n         maªsÙdmaªsÙdmaªsÙdmaªsÙd----atatatat----iiii----n n n n     fÌ l-¸Àlam-i 
you:will:be  most.NG.NN-A  woman.F.SI-G-I  envied-F.SI-G-I   in D-world.M.SI-G  
‘you will be the most envied woman in the world’ lit. ‘the most of envied women’ 

 (from El-Ayoubi 2001: 294) /192/ 
 

Here, the property expressed by the adjective maªsÙdatin ‘envied’ seems 
to be emphasized by the elative Œakƒara ‘the most’, as to produce the sense 
‘the most envied’. The following example has a similar structure: 

 
ŒakbarŒakbarŒakbarŒakbar----u u u u         dawladawladawladawlatttt----iiii----n muntahikn muntahikn muntahikn muntahik----atatatat----iiii----nnnn li  l-qarÀrÀt-i    d-duwaliyy-at-i 
biggest.NG.NN-N state.F.SI-G-I  violating-F.SI-G-I    PREP D-decisions.NH.PL-G D-international-NH.PL-G  
‘the state violating international decisions the most’ lit. ‘the biggest of violating 

 countries’ (Al-MÌƒÀq 20/4/2004, 9) /193/  
 

The constructions exemplified in /192/ and /193/ seem to be very close in 
meaning to antegenitival adjectives qualified by an accusatival substantive 
(see chapter 5.6.3.). In fact, they could be rephrased as the latter. Cf. 
Œakƒaru mraŒatin ªasadan lit. ‘the most of woman in envy’ as the 
equivalent of the expression of /192/ and Œakbaru dawlatin intihÀkan ‘the 
biggest of country in violating’ as one of the expression of /193/. However, 
in the first equivalent, it may not be clear whether the woman spoken of is 
envied or envious. Thus, the non-classical construction in question may in 
some cases be used in order to remove ambiguity. 
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Admittedly, the interpretation of /193/ which we gave as literal 
translation might also be accepted. The expression might be understood as 
simply ‘the biggest of the violating countries’. However, the existence of 
cases where such an interpretation is not possible or not intended in a 
certain context (cf. the non-sensicality of the interpretation ‘you will be the 
most of the envied women’ for /192/) suggests that this is a separate 
construction. 

This construction is closely related to the one with a relative clause 
introduced by mÀ ‘what’ or man ‘who’ and qualifying the elative, e.g.:  

 
ŒanÀ  ®ayr®ayr®ayr®ayr----u u u u             man man man man     yaqraŒu  dÀ®ila  raŒs-i-ka 
1.SI  best.NG.NN-N   who  reads   inside   head.M.SI-G-2.M.SI 

‘I am the one who reads best in your head’ lit. ‘the best of those who read’ (Li‰‰ 16) /194/ 
 

Disregarding the specific semantic relations obtaining in constructions of 
this kind, we will not posit qualification between the elative and the 
adjective qualifying its qualificatum. In our typology of syntagms these 
constructions will not be treated differently from other syntagms with 
antegenitival elatives. 
 
 

5.65.65.65.6.3. Antegenitival elative qualified by an accusative substantive.3. Antegenitival elative qualified by an accusative substantive.3. Antegenitival elative qualified by an accusative substantive.3. Antegenitival elative qualified by an accusative substantive    
 

Antegenitival elatives, but not antegenitival positives, may be qualified 
by an accusative substantive. This is especially frequent with the genitive 
qualificator of the elative being definite and plural. The qualification and 
function of the accusatival qualificator with respect to the elative is the 
same as described for the AQPossA in chapter 5.3.2.1. The accusative 
substantive designates a possessum which may be interpreted as 
inalienable, while the genitival qualificator of the adjectives designates its 
possessor. E.g.: 
 
 huwa        Œasra¸Œasra¸Œasra¸Œasra¸----uuuu    qti‰ÀdÀt-i    l-¸Àlam-i            numuwwnumuwwnumuwwnumuww----aaaa----nnnn    
 3.M.SI   quickest.NG.NN-N  economies.NH.PL-G  D-world.M.SI-G  development.M.SI-A-I 

‘it is the quickest developing economy in the world’ lit. ‘the quickest of the world’s 
 economies in terms of development’ (¸ArabÌ  5/04, 186) /195/ 
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Also the phrase mÀ yakÙnu lit. ‘what can be’ can be used as the 
qualificator of the elative qualified by an accusative substantive, e.g.: 
 
 hiya ŒašaddŒašaddŒašaddŒašadd----uuuu    mÀ  takÙnu wu™Ùªwu™Ùªwu™Ùªwu™Ùª----aaaa----nnnn    
 3.F.SI strongest.NG.NN-N  what  is    brightness.M.SI-A-I  
 ‘she is the brightest thing [that can be]’ (Raºab 81) /196/ 
  

Only infrequently is an accusative substantival qualificator used with the 
antegenitival adjective qualified by an indefinite substantive in the 
genitive. We did not encounter any example of it in our corpus. However, 
cf. one from El-Ayoubi et al.162, with mustawan as the indefinite genitive 
substantive qualifying the elative: 
 
 ya¸Ìšu   fÌ        ŒaŒaŒaŒakƒarkƒarkƒarkƒar----i i i i             mustawan mustawan mustawan mustawan         ta®allufta®allufta®allufta®alluf----aaaa----nnnn    

he:lives   in  most.NG.NN-G  standard.M.SI.G.I  backwardness.M.SI-A-I 

‘lives on a most backward standard’ (from El-Ayoubi et al. 2001: 267, our emphasis) /197/ 
 

 

5.6.4. Antegenitival elative qualified by a prepositional ph5.6.4. Antegenitival elative qualified by a prepositional ph5.6.4. Antegenitival elative qualified by a prepositional ph5.6.4. Antegenitival elative qualified by a prepositional phraseraseraserase    
 

Antegenitival elatives, but not antegenitival positives, may be qualified 
by prepositonal phrases163, e.g.: 
 

Œa‰baªat  ŒašaqqŒašaqqŒašaqqŒašaqq----a a a a                 ŒawqÀt-i-n            ¸alay¸alay¸alay¸alay----nÀnÀnÀnÀ    
they:became  most:difficult.NG.NN-A  times.NH.PL-G-I  for-1.PL  
‘[they] became the most difficult times for us’ (Karnak 75) /198/ 
 
min  ŒabhaºŒabhaºŒabhaºŒabhaº----iiii     d-duwal-i                fÌ lfÌ lfÌ lfÌ l----karamkaramkaramkaram----i i i i             wa lwa lwa lwa l----fa™lfa™lfa™lfa™l----iiii    
of   most:splendid.NG.NN-G  D-countries.NH.PL-G  in D-generosity.M.SI-G  and D-opulence.M.SI-G 

‘out of countries most splendid in [their] generosity and opulence’ (KallÀs 42) /199/ 
 
 

                                                
162 Another example of it, although in a different context, is given in El-Ayoubi et al. on p. 265. 
163 It seems that since absolutive elatives are usually not qualified by PPs, the same should hold for 
antegenitival absolutive elatives. However, Holes adduces an example which shows the opposite: 
kubrÀyÀtu l-banÀti fÌ s-sinni ‘the oldest ones of the girls’ (2004 [1995]: 211). 
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5.6.5. Antegenitival adjective and attri5.6.5. Antegenitival adjective and attri5.6.5. Antegenitival adjective and attri5.6.5. Antegenitival adjective and attributive adjective: a comparisonbutive adjective: a comparisonbutive adjective: a comparisonbutive adjective: a comparison    
    

Many, if not all, syntagms with antegenitival adjectives have more or 
less synonymous correspondents in the form of syntagms based on 
adjectival attribution. Let us show it at the following examples:   

 
bi   ‰arÌª-i    l-¸ibÀrat-i 
with  true.NG.NN-G   D-word.F.SI-G 

‘with a true word’ lit. ‘with the true of word’ (MÌƒÀq 20/4/04, 4) /200/ 
 

The above syntagm seems to be synonymous with the following:  
 

bi   ¸ibÀrat-i-n   ‰arÌª-at-i-n 
with  word.F.SI-G-I   true-F.SI-G-I 

‘with a true word’. /201/ 
 

The attributive adjective in the latter, ‰arÌªatin, corresponds to the 
antegenitival adjective in the former, ‰arÌªi-, while the qualified 
substantive in the latter, ¸ibÀratin, corresponds to the the qualifying 
genitive substantive in the former, l-¸ibÀrati. 

The two kinds of syntagms seem to be synonymous. However, it seems 
that each of them is at times used in different contexts and for different 
purposes. Below, a brief comparison will be made. Let us begin with the 
discussion of syntagms involving positive adjectives. 
 

Antegenitival positive and attributive positive: a comparisonAntegenitival positive and attributive positive: a comparisonAntegenitival positive and attributive positive: a comparisonAntegenitival positive and attributive positive: a comparison    
The difference between the syntagms with antegenitival positive and the 

syntagms with attributive positive adjective has, to our knowledge, not 
been investigated in depth yet. However, some general observations can be 
made in this regard. The antegenitival substantivization of adjectives 
which are not ordinal numerals is used “for emphasis” and is “rather 
stylized and restricted” (Badawi et al. 2004: 110). It is, for instance, often 
encountered in obituaries and congratulations. According to Wierzbicka 
(1986: 385, fn. 5), “syntactic reversal between the head and the modifier 
serves the purpose of giving the property a special semantic 
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prominence”164. Sometimes the best translation of these positive adjectives 
into English are superlatives, e.g. ‘with the truest word’ for /200/. 

As for adjectives that are ordinal numerals, the difference between the 
two kinds of syntagms appears to be of another nature. Some examples, 
such as /202/ and /203/, show that both constructions can be used 
interchangeably, without a change in meaning being produced: 

 
KÀtrÌn BÀr   sÀdissÀdissÀdissÀdis----u u u u             zawºÀtzawºÀtzawºÀtzawºÀt----iiii----hihihihi    

    K.B.F.N    sixth.NG.NN-N  wives.F.PL-G-3.M.SI        
‘Katherine Parr, his sixth wife’ (¸ArabÌ  5/04, 82) /202/ 
 
KÀtrÌn BÀr   zawºatzawºatzawºatzawºat----uuuu----hu hu hu hu         ssss----sÀdissÀdissÀdissÀdis----atatatat----u u u u                 

    K.B.F.N    wife.F.SI-N-3.M.SI  D-sixth-F.SI-N        
‘Idem’ /203/ 
 

Yet certain meanings must be expressed by syntagms with adjectival 
attribution and cannot be expressed by an antegenitival adjective. E.g.: 
 

kÀna            rrrr----raºulraºulraºulraºul----a a a a         ƒƒƒƒ----ƒÀnÌƒÀnÌƒÀnÌƒÀnÌ    fÌ l-QÀ¸idat-i   ŒAyman a²-³awÀhirÌ 
was   D-man.M.SI-A  D-second.M.SI.A  in D-Qaeda.F.SI-G  A.³.M.N.   
‘The man number two in al-Qaeda was Ayman Az-Zawahiri’ (ãayÀt 2/08/07, 8, Al-

 QÀ¸idatu tad¸Ù..) /204/ 
 

In this sense, one would rather not say:  
 

kÀna            ƒÀnÌ ƒÀnÌ ƒÀnÌ ƒÀnÌ                 raºulraºulraºulraºul----inininin ....  
was   second.NG.NN.A  man.M.SI-G-I  

 

It seems that the meaning that must be expressed by syntagms with 
attribution is  ‘being numbered’, as opposed to ‘being counted’. In other 
words, what is meant here is occupying a fixed position in a group, which 
cannot be changed. This position is named by means of a number, which 
can reflect a fixed hierarchy in space, time or other dimensions, as 
exemplified in /205/: 
 

 
                                                
164 She adduces similar examples from French, involving adjectives and substantives: 
 un enfant charmant – un enfant bijou – un bijou d’enfant 
 une femme horrible – une femme monstre – un monstre de femme (Wierzbicka 1986: 385). 
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al-ªarb-u  l-¸Àlamiyy-at-u  llll----ŒÙlÀŒÙlÀŒÙlÀŒÙlÀ 
D-war.F.SI-N  D-global-F.SI-N   D-first.F.SI.N  
‘World War Two’ /205/ 
  

Such a fixed position expressed by this kind of syntagm may be 
established in an accidental way. It remains, however, fixed. E.g.: 
 

al-maºmÙ¸at-u  ƒƒƒƒ----ƒÀniyƒÀniyƒÀniyƒÀniy----atatatat----uuuu 
D-group.F.SI-N   D-second-F.SI-N 

‘Group Two’ [in football] (ãayÀt 2/08/07, 17, LubnÀnu ya¸buru...) /206/ 
 

Other languages also differentiate such meanings. English has e.g. the man 
number two and Group Two, which mean something else than the second 
man and the second group. Polish, in turn, has człowiek numer dwa ‘the 
man number two’ and grupa druga ‘Group Two’, which mean something 
else than drugi człowiek ‘a/the second man’ and druga grupa ‘a/the 
second group’. 

In other contexts, one kind of the two syntagms under discussion is 
preferred because of the category of state of the substantive, which may 
influence the meaning. Thus e.g. /207/: 
 

ba¸da  llll----mubÀrÀtmubÀrÀtmubÀrÀtmubÀrÀt----i i i i     llll----ŒÙlÀ ŒÙlÀ ŒÙlÀ ŒÙlÀ         llatÌ  ®araºa  fÌ-hÀ   l-munta®ab-u  
after   D-match.F.SI-G  D-first.F.SI.G  which  came:out  in-3.F.SI  D-team.M.SI-N 

l-¸irÀqiyy-u  muta¸Àdil-a-n 
D-Iraqi.M.SI-N  drawing.M.SI-A-I  
 ‘after the first match, from which the Iraqi team came away with a draw’ (ãayÀt 

 2/08/07, 17, FiyÌrÀ yuŒakkidu...) /207/ 
 

is not synonymous with /208/: 
 

ba¸da  ŒawwalŒawwalŒawwalŒawwal----i i i i         mubÀrÀtimubÀrÀtimubÀrÀtimubÀrÀti----nnnn  ®araºa  fÌ-hÀ   l-munta®ab-u   
after   first.NG.NN-G   D-match.F.SI-G  came:out  in-3.F.SI  D-team.M.SI-N 

l-¸irÀqiyy-u  muta¸Àdil-a-n 
D-Iraqi.M.SI-N  drawing.M.SI-A-I  
‘after the first match from which the Iraqi team came away with a draw’ /208/ 

 

because in /207/ the relative clause is non-restrictive, while in /208/ it is 
restrictive, this difference being closely related to the definiteness or 
indefiniteness of the substantive -mubÀrÀt-. Yet it must be noted that the 
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formal indefiniteness does not necessarily entails semantic indefiniteness. 
In /209/, the syntagm ƒÀnÌ mubÀrÀtin, though with the substantive formally 
indefinite, is semantically definite: 
 

li ®asÀrat-i-n  qÀsiy-at-i-n  fÌ  ƒÀnÌ ƒÀnÌ ƒÀnÌ ƒÀnÌ                 mubÀrÀtmubÀrÀtmubÀrÀtmubÀrÀt----iiii----n n n n     rasmiyy-at-i-n 
to defeat.F.SI-G-I  severe-F.SI-G-I  in  second.NG.NN.G  match.F.SI-G-I  official-F.SI-G-I 

‘to a severe defeat in the second official match’ (ãayÀt 2/08/07, 17, ŠÙstir yu̧ ribu...) /209/ 
    

Antegenitival elative and attributive elative: a comparisonAntegenitival elative and attributive elative: a comparisonAntegenitival elative and attributive elative: a comparisonAntegenitival elative and attributive elative: a comparison    
As far as elatives are concerned, the difference between their use in 

syntagms with antegenitival elatives and that in syntagms based on 
attribution seems to be more obscure. It seems that usually both 
constructions have the same meaning. In spite of differences in formal 
definiteness, semantic definiteness remains the same. Cf. the two 
syntagms, Œahamma ¸ilÀqatin and l-¸ilÀqatu l-Œahammu, encountered in 
one and the same text: 
 
 Œinna    ŒahammŒahammŒahammŒahamm----a a a a                     ¸ilÀqat¸ilÀqat¸ilÀqat¸ilÀqat----iiii----nnnn   ƒunÀŒiyy-at-i-n  li BrÌ†ÀniyÀ hiya ma¸a  
 that  most:important.NG.NN-A  relation.F.SI-G-I  bilateral-F.SI-G-I   of Britain.F.G  3.F.SI with 

l-WilÀyÀt-i   l-Muttaªid-at-i [...]. mÀ hiya  llll----¸ilÀqat¸ilÀqat¸ilÀqat¸ilÀqat----u u u u         llll----ŒahammŒahammŒahammŒahamm----uuuu    
D-states.NH.PL-G  D-united-NH.PL-G   what 3.F.SI  D-relation.F.SI-N  D-most:important.NG.NN-N  

li BrÌ†ÀniyÀ 
of Britain.F.G 

‘that the most important bilateral relation of Britain is that with the USA’ [...] ‘so 
 what is this most important relation of Britain?’ (ãayÀt 2/08/07, 8, BrÀwn qad yaḑÙ...) /210/ 
 

Cf. also /211/ and /212/, both expressing the same meaning of 
superlativity, yet by means of the two different kinds of syntagms: 
 

laqab-u   Œaf™alŒaf™alŒaf™alŒaf™al----i i i i             lÀ¸iblÀ¸iblÀ¸iblÀ¸ib----iiii----nnnn    
title.M.SI-N  best.NG.NN-G   player.M.SI-G-I        
‘the title of the best player’ (Maºalla 33) /211/  

 
 ºÀŒizat-u  llll----munta®abmunta®abmunta®abmunta®ab----i i i i     llll----Œaf™alŒaf™alŒaf™alŒaf™al----iiii    
 award.F.SI-N  D-team.M.SI-G  D-best.NG.NN-G        

‘the award of the best team’ (Maºalla 33) /212/ 
 

In certain cases, the syntagm with antegenitival adjective is preferred. Thus 
for instance, if there is a need for an additional qualificator, either of the 
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adjective or of the substantive165, a syntagm with the antegenitival elative 
is used, e.g.: 
 

ŒilÀ  ŒaºmalŒaºmalŒaºmalŒaºmal----i i i i                 mraŒatmraŒatmraŒatmraŒat----iiii----nnnn   fÌ l-¸Àlam-i 
to   most:beautiful.NG.NN-G  woman.F.SI-G-I  in D-world.M.SI-G  
‘to the most beautiful woman in the world’ (¸Umar 60) /213/ 

 

rather than one based on adjectival attribution: 
 
ŒilÀ     llll----mmmmarŒatarŒatarŒatarŒat----i i i i         llll----ŒaºmalŒaºmalŒaºmalŒaºmal----iiii       fÌ l-¸Àlam-i 
to   D-woman.F.SI-G  D-most:beautiful.NG.NN-G    in D-world.M.SI-G /214/ 

 

According to Lecomte, constructions like that in /214/ have “une valeur 
plus absolue” (1976 [1968]: 108). A more thorough comparison to be 
made should also include synonymous constructions with antegenitival 
adjective qualified by definite plural substantive in the genitive, e.g. 
Œaºmalu n-nisÀŒi166. 
 
 

5.7. Sufixally substantivized adjective qualified by a substantive5.7. Sufixally substantivized adjective qualified by a substantive5.7. Sufixally substantivized adjective qualified by a substantive5.7. Sufixally substantivized adjective qualified by a substantive    
 

In this chapter syntagms composed of an SSA (see chapter 4.5.4.) 
qualified by a substantive will be presented. The qualifying substantive 
may be either (i) in the accusative case or it may be (ii) a prepositional 
phrase.  
 

5.7.1. SSA qualified by accusative substantive5.7.1. SSA qualified by accusative substantive5.7.1. SSA qualified by accusative substantive5.7.1. SSA qualified by accusative substantive    
 

Suffixally substantivized adjectives may be qualified by a substantive in 
the accusative case. These syntagms are related to antegenitival adjectives 
qualified by an accusative substantive discussed in chapter 5.6.3. E.g.: 

 
 

                                                
165 This was noted by Wehr, in whose wording this is “engere Umschreibung der Gültigkeit der Qualität” 
(Wehr 1953: 16). 
166 For proposal of possible answers see Holes (2004 [1995]: 211) and El-Ayoubi et al. (2001: 273).  
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bi Œa®†ar-i      l-Œasliªat-i    wa  ŒašaddŒašaddŒašaddŒašadd----iiii----hÀ hÀ hÀ hÀ             fatkfatkfatkfatk----aaaa----nnnn    
with most:dangerous.NG.NN-G  D-weapons.NH.PL-G  and  powerful.NG.NN-G-3.NH.PL destruction.M.SI-A-I 

‘with the most dangerous and most powerfully destructive weapon’ (Šarq 14/4/04, 1, 
 Al-FallÙºatu... wa mÀ ŒadrÀka...) /215/ 
 

ŒAbsÀl-u  Œa‰©aŒa‰©aŒa‰©aŒa‰©arrrr----uuuu----humÀ humÀ humÀ humÀ                 sinnsinnsinnsinn----aaaa----nnnn    
AbsÀl.M.N  youngest.NG.NN-N-3.DU    age.F.SI-A-I 

‘Absal is the younger of age of them two’ (KallÀs 84) /216/ 
 

 

5.7.2. SSA qualified by a prepositional phrase5.7.2. SSA qualified by a prepositional phrase5.7.2. SSA qualified by a prepositional phrase5.7.2. SSA qualified by a prepositional phrase    
 

Suffixally substantivized adjective may be qualified by prepositional 
phrases. E.g.: 

 
ŒaºÀba-hu   ŒakbarŒakbarŒakbarŒakbar----uuuu----hum hum hum hum         fÌ sfÌ sfÌ sfÌ s----sinnsinnsinnsinn----iiii    
answered-3.M.SI  oldest.NG.NN-N-3.M.PL  in D-age.F.SI-G     
‘the oldest one of them answered him’ (MaqhÀ 92) /217/ 
 
kÀna [...]        ŒaºhalŒaºhalŒaºhalŒaºhal----aaaa----hum hum hum hum                     bi funÙnbi funÙnbi funÙnbi funÙn----iiii   l-munÀdamat-i  
was    most:ignorant.NG.NN-A-3.M.PL  in arts.NH.PL-G  D-drinking.F.SI-G  
‘[he] was the most ignorant of them in the arts of drinking’ (KallÀs  95) /218/ 

 

5.8. Direct object of participial adjectives5.8. Direct object of participial adjectives5.8. Direct object of participial adjectives5.8. Direct object of participial adjectives    
 

The syntagms to be discussed here are composed of an adjective which 
is a participle and its qualificator interpretable as its direct object in the 
accusative case167. When discussing the direct object of the adjective, we 
will be concerned with: 
  

(i)  active participles of transitive verbs, 
 (ii) passive participle of ditransitive verbs. 
 

                                                
167 That the direct object is a syntactic category qualifying not only verbal predicates is assumed also in 
descriptions of other languages. As an example, let us cite here a grammar of Polish: “Przymiotniki 
odczasownikowe, które swoim znaczeniem zbliżają się do czasowników, mają również dopełnienia” 
‘deverbal adjectives which with respect to the meaning are close to verbs have objects as well’ (Bąk 
1989 [1977]: 420). In MWA the direct object in the accusative can also qualify verbal nouns of transitive 
verbs. 
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The variety (i) is by far the more frequent construction. An adjective 
qualified in this way usually is an attribute or a secondary predicate. It 
rather does not occur in basic predicate function. E.g.: 
 

qad  ustušhida    munaffi¡munaffi¡munaffi¡munaffi¡----aaaa----ni ni ni ni         llll----¸amaliyyat¸amaliyyat¸amaliyyat¸amaliyyat----aaaa    
PART  he:died:as:martyr  carrying:out.M.SI-A-I  D-action.F.SI-A  
‘he died as a martyr, [while] carrying out the action’ (ŒAnwÀr 1, Maqtalu 5 
ŒIsrÀŒÌliyyÌna...) /219/ 
 

If the direct object is a personal pronoun, it is suffixed to the preposition 
ŒiyyÀ: 

 
hazzat  raŒs-a-hÀ    dÀ¸iydÀ¸iydÀ¸iydÀ¸iy----atatatat----aaaa----n n n n     ŒiyyÀŒiyyÀŒiyyÀŒiyyÀ----ya ya ya ya     ŒilÀ  l-if‰Àª-i 
shook   head.M.SI-A-3.F.SI  calling-F.SI-A-I  PREP-1.SI   to   D-frank:declaration.M.SI-G  
‘she shook her head, calling me to be frank’ (MÌr 213) /220/ 

 

The following is an example with an active participle of a ditransitive verb. 
The participle has two direct objects: 
 

ºaddadat  kutlat-u   l-WafÀŒ-i [...]  i¸tibÀr-a-hÀ [...]   muªammilmuªammilmuªammilmuªammil----atatatat----aaaa----n n n n  
renewed   block.F.SI-N  D-WafÀŒ.M.SI-G  opinion.M.SI-A-3.F.SI  charging-F.SI-A-I 

ŒiyyÀhuŒiyyÀhuŒiyyÀhuŒiyyÀhu   masŒÙliyyatamasŒÙliyyatamasŒÙliyyatamasŒÙliyyata  
 PREP-3.M.SI  responsability.F.SI-A 

‘the WafÀŒ block re-stated its opinion [...] while charging him with the responsability 
 [of] ...’ (ãayÀt 2/08/07, 7,  Al-WafÀŒu li l-muqÀwamati...) /221/ 
 

The variety (ii) can be exemplified as follows: 
 
lÀ yakÙnu [...]  mufawwmufawwmufawwmufawwa™a™a™a™----aaaa----ni ni ni ni         tti®À¡tti®À¡tti®À¡tti®À¡----a a a a     qarÀr-i-n 
not it:is     authorized.M.SI-A-I   adoption.M.SI-A  decision.M.SI-G-I 

‘[it] is not authorized [to] adopt the decision of...’ (ãayÀt 2/08/07, 8, KÀbÙl 
 tarfu™u...) /222/ 

 
al-fatÀt-u [...]  llll----maslÙbmaslÙbmaslÙbmaslÙb----atatatat----u u u u         šššš----šarafšarafšarafšaraf----aaaa    
D-girl.F.SI-N   D-deprived-F.SI-N  D-honour.M.SI-A 

‘the girl deprived [of] honour’ (MÌr 192) /223/ 
 

In /222/, the passive participle of the ditransitive verb fawwa™a ‘to 
authorize somebody to something’ has the direct object tti®À¡a. In /223/, 
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the passive participle of the ditransitive verb salaba ‘to deprive somebody 
of something’ has the direct object š-šarafa. 

Syntagms of variety (i) sometimes have synonymous syntagms in which 
the adjective is qualified by a prepositional phrase. The object phrase is 
then expressed by means of a li-phrase. This construction is used 
frequently in set expressions, e.g.: 
  
 raºul-u-n  muƒÌrmuƒÌrmuƒÌrmuƒÌr----uuuu----n n n n                 li li li li         llll----ihtimÀmihtimÀmihtimÀmihtimÀm----iiii    
    man.M.SI-N-I  arousing.M.SI-N-I   PREP  D-interest.M.SI-G  

‘an interesting man’ lit. ‘a man arousing interest’ (LiwÀŒ 2, ŒAn²imatun 
 ¸arabiyyatun...) /224/ 
 
 bi   ši¸ÀrÀt-i-n    mu¸Àdiymu¸Àdiymu¸Àdiymu¸Àdiy----atatatat----iiii----n n n n     li li li li         llll----ŒamrÌkiyyŒamrÌkiyyŒamrÌkiyyŒamrÌkiyy----ÌnaÌnaÌnaÌna    
 with  slogans.NH.PL-G-I  hostile-NH.PL-G-I  PREP  D-American.M-PL.G  

‘with anti-American slogans’ lit. ‘slogans treating Americans in a hostile way’ 
 (¸Arab al-Yawm 1, BÙš yu†liqu ¸inÀna...) /225/ 

 
 

5.9. Internal object5.9. Internal object5.9. Internal object5.9. Internal object    
 

The term ‘internal object’ denotes a syntactic function occupied by 
substantives which primarily are qualificators of the verb168 but may also 
qualify adjectives, esp. participles. Substantives carrying out this function 
are usually indefinite accusative verbal nouns cognate to the qualified 
word but they can also be quantifiers, such as kull ‘all’, qualified in turn by 
a definite cognate verbal noun.  

When unqualified, the internal object is indefinite. Its function is to 
emphasize the meaning of the adjective, e.g.: 

  
ŒilÀ  l-ŒalwÀn-i     llll----manƒÙrmanƒÙrmanƒÙrmanƒÙr----atatatat----i i i i             naƒrnaƒrnaƒrnaƒr----aaaa----nnnn 
to   D-colours.NH.PL-G   D-dispersed-NH.PL-G  dispersion.M.SI-A-I   

‘to widely dispersed colours’ lit. ‘to colours dispersed a dispersion’ (×aqÀfÌ 9/11/04, 
 8, Bayna t-ta¸bÌriyyati...) /226/ 

 

                                                
168 This is what in Arab grammar is termed maf¸Ùl mu†laq. Western scholars use denonimations including 
‘accusativus absolutus’ (e.g. Danecki 1994) and ‘absolute object’ (e.g. Badawi et al. 2004) 
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However, in the most frequent kind of this construction, the internal object 
is qualified by an adjective or a definite genitive qualificator. In the latter 
case the internal object ceases to be indefinite. E.g.: 

 
kÀna            muƒaqqafmuƒaqqafmuƒaqqafmuƒaqqaf----aaaa----n n n n         ƒaqÀfatƒaqÀfatƒaqÀfatƒaqÀfat----aaaa----nnnn    faransiyy-at-a-n 
he:was  educated.M.SI-A-I  education.F.SI-A-I   French-F.SI-A-I 

‘he was educated in the French manner’ lit. ‘he was educated the French education’ 
 (¸ArabÌ  5/04, 194) /227/ 

 
¸Àdat-u-n  zawºiyy-at-u-n  qadÌmqadÌmqadÌmqadÌm----atatatat----uuuu----n n n n     qidamqidamqidamqidam----a a a a         ®tirÀ¸-i   l-ºayb-i 
custom.F.SI-N-I  matrimonial-F.SI-N-I  ancient-F.SI-N-I  ancientness.M.SI-A  invention.M.SI-A D-pocket.M.SI-G 

‘a matrimonial custom as ancient as [the ancientness of] the invention of the pocket’ 
 (Raºab 93) /228/ 
 

The internal object in the form of a substantive with quantitative meaning 
qualified by the cognate verbal noun can be exemplified as follows: 
 

laysa  ºadÌdºadÌdºadÌdºadÌd----aaaa----n n n n         kullkullkullkull----a a a a     llll----ºiddatºiddatºiddatºiddat----iiii    
it:is:not  new.M.SI-A-I   all-A   D-newness.F.SI-G 

‘it is not completely new’ lit. ‘not new [with] the whole of newness’ (¸Ãlam al-fikr, 75) /229/ 
 
ŒaºwÀŒ-i-n    ºadÌd-at-i-n  mu®talifmu®talifmu®talifmu®talif----atatatat----iiii----n n n n     kullkullkullkull----a a a a     llll----i®tilÀfi®tilÀfi®tilÀfi®tilÀf----iiii    
milieus.NH.PL-G-I  new-NH.PL-G-I  various-NH.PL-G-I  all-A D- variation.M.SI-G  
‘[of] new very varied milieus’ lit. ‘varied with all variation’ (¸ArabÌ  5/04, 164) /230/ 

 

It can also be an elative, usually Œašadd ‘strongest’, qualified by the 
cognate verbal noun, e.g.: 
 

kÀna  ¥ÀlÌliyÙ [...]  ªa¡irªa¡irªa¡irªa¡ir----aaaa----n n n n             ŒašaddŒašaddŒašaddŒašadd----a a a a             llll----ªa¡arªa¡arªa¡arªa¡ar----iiii    
was  Galileo.M.N  cautious.M.SI-A-I   strongest.NG.NN-A  D-caution.M.SI-G 

‘Galileo was extremely cautious’ lit. ‘cautious with the strongest of caution’ (¸ArabÌ  
 5/04, 123) /231/ 

 

The internal object can also qualify the verbal noun itself, e.g.: 
 
 al-ªa¡ar-u    Œašadd-a    l-ªa¡ar-i 
 D-caution.M.SI-N   strongest.NG.NN-A  D-caution.M.SI-G 

 ‘extreme caution’ lit. ‘being cautious with the strongest [of] caution’ /232/ 
 

Such a syntagm, however, did not occur in our corpus. It seems that in 
MWA it is used rather rarely. 
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5.10. Other ac5.10. Other ac5.10. Other ac5.10. Other accusatival qualificators with rectioncusatival qualificators with rectioncusatival qualificators with rectioncusatival qualificators with rection    
 

In this chapter we will discuss syntagms composed of an adjective 
qualified by an accusative substantive which is not a direct object. What is 
more, these syntagms differ from the AQPossA in that they do not fulfil 
the condition we proposed in chapter 5.3.2. for a grammatical AQPossA. 
Let us recall this condition here: in order for a grammatical AQPossA to 
result, it should be possible to form a grammatical sentence in which the 
subject is the possessum-designating substantive qualified by the 
possessor-designating substantive in the genitive; as for the predicate, it is 
the adjective corresponding to that of the AQPossA. Thus e.g. the 
following example: 

 
raºul-u-n   qÀŒim-u-n     ŒikrÀmŒikrÀmŒikrÀmŒikrÀm----aaaa----nnnn   la-hÀ 
man.M.SI-N-I   standing:up.M.SI-N-I   honour.M.SI-A-I  for-3.F.SI  
‘a man standing up in her honour’ /233/ 

 
does not fulfil the condition for the AQPossA because a sentence like 
*ŒikrÀmu r-raºuli qÀŒimun ‘the honour of the man is standing up’ is non-
grammatical. 
 In the above example the qualificator of the adjective expresses aim: 
ŒikrÀman ‘in honour of...’. One can distinguish here other meanings 
expressed by accusatival qualificators ot this kind, e.g. cause, manner, and 
content. The qualificator expressing manner is exemplified in /234/: 
 

ºunÙd-u-n     hÀrib-Ùna    rak™rak™rak™rak™----aaaa----nnnn 
soldiers.M.PL-N-I    fleeing.M-PL.N.I   run.M.SI-A-I 

‘soldiers fleeing at a run’ /234/ 
 

In the following example, the qualificator expresses content: 
 

ºardal-u-n [...]  malÌŒ-u-n            ƒalºƒalºƒalºƒalº----aaaa----nnnn    
bucket.M.SI-N-I   full.M.SI-N-I   ice.M.SI-A-I        
‘a bucket full of ice’ (Li‰‰ 41) /235/ 
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Some of these constructions, such as those in /233/ and /234/, are rather 
infrequently used in MWA. They did not occur in the corpus and therefore 
examples had to be invented.  

Since the syntagms discussed here have synonymous syntagms with 
qualificators in prepositional phrases governed by the adjectives, their 
qualificators in the accusative will be interpreted as recta of the adjectives. 
By contrast, syntagms with qualificators having the accusatival form but 
no synonymous syntagms with qualificators in other cases, including 
prepositional phrases, thus showing a fixed morphological form, will be 
considered as syntagms based on lexical junction (see chapter 5.13.). 
 
 

 

5.11. Prepositional qualificators of non5.11. Prepositional qualificators of non5.11. Prepositional qualificators of non5.11. Prepositional qualificators of non----substantivized asubstantivized asubstantivized asubstantivized adjectivesdjectivesdjectivesdjectives    
 

Non-substantivized adjectives can be qualified by prepositional phrases. 
In contrast to antegenitivally and sufixally substantivized adjectives 
discussed in chapters 5.6.4. and 5.7.2., which allowed such a qualification 
only for elatives, a non-substantivized adjective can be qualified in this 
manner irrespective of whether it is an elative or a positive. Below, we 
provide only a short list of examples but their repertory is much larger.  

Examples with substantival qualificators in the PP: 
 
 mawÀdd-u     wadÙdwadÙdwadÙdwadÙd----atatatat----uuuu----n n n n         li li li li         llll----ŒÙzÙnŒÙzÙnŒÙzÙnŒÙzÙn----iiii    
    substances.NH.PL-N.I  friendly-NH.PL-N-I  to   D-ozone.M.SI-G  

‘ozone-friendly substances’ (ãayÀt 2/08/07, 14, Ma™Àrru Œaši¸¸ati...) /236/  
 
¸alÀ  l-®i†ÀbÀt-i   llll----muwaqqa¸muwaqqa¸muwaqqa¸muwaqqa¸----atatatat----i i i i     min min min min     wazÌrwazÌrwazÌrwazÌr----iiii    š-šabÀb-i 
on   letters.NH.PL-G  D-signed-NH.PL-G  by   minister.M.SI-G  D-youth.M.PL-G  
‘on the letters signed by the Minister of Youth’ (ŒAhrÀm 29/01/03, 28, ̂ u††atun li ŒinšÀŒi...) /237/ 
 
ŒÝrÙbbÀ  hiya llll----ŒaqdamŒaqdamŒaqdamŒaqdam----uuuu [...]  fÌ rawÀbi†fÌ rawÀbi†fÌ rawÀbi†fÌ rawÀbi†----iiii----nÀnÀnÀnÀ  s-sayyiŒ-i   min-hÀ  
Europe.F.N 3.F.SI. D-oldest.NG.NN-N   in ties.NH.PL-G-1.PL  D-bad.NG.NN-G  of-3.NH.PL 
wa  l-ªasan-i    
and  D-good.NH.NN-G        
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‘Our oldest ties, both bad and good, are those with Europe’ lit. ‘Europe is the oldest 
 [...] in [terms of] ties with us, [both] bad and good’ (RiyÀ™  24/4/04, 1, Li naktub 
 ¸aqdan ºadÌdan...)  /238/ 

 

Examples with adjectival qualificators in the PP: 
 
 al-Œamn-u    fÌ l-ŒUrdunn-i   ®a††-u-n   ŒakƒarŒakƒarŒakƒarŒakƒar----uuuu   min Œaªmarmin Œaªmarmin Œaªmarmin Œaªmar----aaaa    
    D-security.M.SI-N  in D-Jordan.M-G   line.M.SI-N-I  more.NG.NN-N.I  than red.M.SI-G.I  

‘security in Jordan is a line [which is] more than red’ (RaŒy 2, Lan yamurrÙ) /239/ 
 
Œanna  ¸ilÀqat-a   d-duktÙr-i [...] kÀnat  ŒakƒarŒakƒarŒakƒarŒakƒar----a a a a         min ŒÌºÀbiyymin ŒÌºÀbiyymin ŒÌºÀbiyymin ŒÌºÀbiyy----atatatat----iiii----n n n n     
that   relation.F.SI-A  D-doctor.M.SI-G  was   more.NG.NN-A.I  than positive-F.SI-G-I 

‘that the doctor’s relation was more than positive’ (ŒAhrÀm 29/01/03, 30, ŒAzmatu  
l-mina‰‰ati...) /240/ 

 

Examples with pronominal qualificators in the PP: 
 

kay ya¸iya  l-fard-u     Œanna  Œamn-a-hu                    munÀ†munÀ†munÀ†munÀ†----uuuu----nnnn    bibibibi----hihihihi 
that know   D-individual.M.SI-N  that   security.M.SI-A-3.M.SI  depending.M.SI-N-I on-3.M.SI  
‘that [every] individual knows that his security depends on him’ (¥azÌra 2, Æaymatu 

 l-Œamni...) /241/ 
 
nuºÙm-u  s-samÀŒ-i  ŒaqrabŒaqrabŒaqrabŒaqrab----u u u u         ŒilayŒilayŒilayŒilay----hÀhÀhÀhÀ   minminminmin----nÌnÌnÌnÌ    
stars.NH.PL-N  D-sky.F.SI-G  closer.NG.NN-N  to-3.F.SI   than-1.SI 

‘the stars of the sky are closer to her than I [am]’ (MÌr 208) /242/ 
 
li  ruq¸at-i   l-Œar™-i   llll----mawºÙdmawºÙdmawºÙdmawºÙd----iiii             fÌ fÌ fÌ fÌ----hÀhÀhÀhÀ  n-nabÀt-u 

 of  piece.F.SI-G  D-land.F.SI-G  D-existing.M.SI-G  in-3.F.SI  D-vegetation.M.SI-N 
‘of the piece of the land in which there is vegetation’ (¸ArabÌ  5/04, 124) /243/ 
 

The specialized preposition ŒiyyÀ is used in order to preserve the 
indefiniteness of the participle, especially in constructions with the 
participle used as secondary predicate, e.g.: 
 

hazzat  raŒs-a-hÀ    dÀ¸iydÀ¸iydÀ¸iydÀ¸iy----atatatat----aaaa----n n n n     ŒiyyÀŒiyyÀŒiyyÀŒiyyÀ----ya ya ya ya     ŒilÀ l-if‰Àª-i 
shook   head.M.SI-A-3.F.SI  calling-F.SI-A-I  PREP-1.SI   to D-frank:declaration.M.SI-G  
‘she shook her head, calling me to be frank’ (MÌr 213) /244/ 

    
Word order and linear contiguityWord order and linear contiguityWord order and linear contiguityWord order and linear contiguity    
Usually, the prepositional qualificator linearly follows its qualificatum. 

Yet, for stylistic purposes, in some cases the order is reversed, e.g.: 
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ma™at   ba©tatan  ŒilÀ  d-dÀ®il-i   wa l-ºamÌ¸-u bi †bi †bi †bi †----†arab†arab†arab†arab----i i i i         sakÀrÀsakÀrÀsakÀrÀsakÀrÀ  
she:passed  suddenly   to   D-inside.M.SI-G  and D-all.PL-N with D-joy.M.SI-G drunk.M.PL.N.I 

‘suddenly she went inside and [there] all were drunk with joy’ (MÌr 102) /245/ 
 

Although usually the qualifying PP immediately follows the qualified 
adjective, inserting one or more words between them seems to be always 
possible. As a result, the syntagm is made linearly discontiguous, e.g.: 
 

Al-ManÀwÌ   alalalal----muŒamuŒamuŒamuŒayyidyyidyyidyyid----uuuu  bi šiddat-i-n    li li li li         tttt----ta¸rÌbta¸rÌbta¸rÌbta¸rÌb----iiii    
Al-ManÀwÌ.M.N   D-supporting.M.SI-N  with strength.F.SI-G-I  PREP  D-Arabicization.M.SI-G 

‘Al-M., strongly supporting Arabicization’ (¸ArabÌ  5/04, 12) /246/ 
 
 

5.12. Passive participles of intransitive verbs (PPIV)5.12. Passive participles of intransitive verbs (PPIV)5.12. Passive participles of intransitive verbs (PPIV)5.12. Passive participles of intransitive verbs (PPIV)    
 

The syntagms involving passive participles of intransitive verbs (PPIV) 
to be discussed here derive their specific character from the nature of the 
intransitive verbs, which show prepositional rection with respect to their 
qualificators169. Passive participles derived from such verbs retain this 
prepositional rection. They always have neutralized gender and number. 

Since an intransitive verb has no direct object in the active voice, it has 
no subject in the passive voice. Cf. the active raªªabtu bi ™-™ayfi ‘I 
welcomed the guest’ and the passive ruªªiba bi ™-™ayfi, with the passive 
verb ruªªiba having no subject, not even an implied one. Let us remark 
here, too, that there are verbs which, at least in one of their meanings, have 
only the passive voice, e.g. ©ušiya ¸alay-hÀ ‘she fainted’, lit. ‘(it) was 
covered over her’.  

This lack of subject in passive verbal constructions is reflected in 
constructions with passive participles. Namely, passive participles derived 
from transitivetransitivetransitivetransitive verbs may be used as attributive or predicative qualificators 

                                                
169 Diem interpreted these constructions as a type of adjektivischer Satz (our ‘sententioid syntagm’) but 
this was criticized by Waltisberg (2005: 105f), according to whom the passive participle with a 
prepositional phrase “ist bloß eine komplexe nominale Konstituente in attributiver Funktion, die nur eine 
oberflächliche Ähnlichkeit mit den Typen 2.1. bzw. 2.2.1 des nominalisierten Relativsatzes aufweist. Die 
Konstruktion des Passivpartizips der Präpositionalverben entspricht alles in allem derjenigen der anderen 
passiven Partizipien” and should not be kept apart from normal passive participles, consequently, not 
treated as adjektivischer Satz (or SS, in our terminology). 
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of substantives corresponding to the subjects of the passive verbs from 
which they were derived. E.g. the passive participle mad¸uwwun ‘invited 
(M.SI)’ is derived from the passive verb du¸iya ‘[he] was invited’. 
Therefore it may be used as an attributive or predicative qualificator of the 
substantive ™-™ayfu ‘the guest’, which corresponds to the subject of the 
passive verb du¸iya in a sentence du¸iya ™-™ayfu ‘the guest was invited’. 
Thus, one can say a™-™ayfu mad¸uwwun ‘the guest is invited’ or a™-™ayfu 
l-mad¸uwwu ‘the invited guest’. By contrast, passive participles derived 
from intransitive intransitive intransitive intransitive verbs, cannot be used as attributive or predicative 
qualificators of substantives corresponding to the subjects of the passive 
verbs from which they were derived because such a subject does not exist. 
However, they can be used as attributive or predicative qualificators of 
substantives corresponding to the substantive in the prepositional phrase 
qualifying the passive verb from which they were derived. But in order to 
do this, they must be qualified by a prepositional phrase with the 
pronominal suffix representing the substantive.  

E.g.: 
In the sentence šukka fÌ t-taslÌfÀti ‘the credits were doubted’, more 

literally ‘it was doubted as to the credits’, the passive verb šukka is 
qualified by the PP containing the substantive t-taslÌfÀti ‘the credits’. The 
passive participle of šukka, viz. maškÙkun, can be used as an attributive or 
predicative qualificator of the substantive taslÌfÀtun ‘credits’, which 
corresponds to the substantive in the PP qualifying the verb šukka. But in 
order to do this it must be qualified by the prepositional phrase with the 
pronominal suffix -hÀ representing this substantive. The attributive use of 
this participle is exemplified in /247/: 

 
atatatat----taslÌfÀttaslÌfÀttaslÌfÀttaslÌfÀt----i i i i             llll----maškÙkmaškÙkmaškÙkmaškÙk----i i i i                 fÌfÌfÌfÌ----hÀhÀhÀhÀ    
D-credits.NH.PL-G   D-doubted.NG.NN-G   in-3.NH.PL 

‘[of] suspected credits’ lit. ‘credits [that it is] doubted about them’ (ãayÀt 2/8/07, 11, 
 Istiª™Àru ...) /247/ 

 
If the verb is qualified by a PP containing a substantive qualified by 

another substantive, let us refer to them as S1 and S2, respectively, then 
the passive participle derived from the verb can be used as an attributive or 
predicative qualificator of a substantive corresponding to S2, but only if 
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the participle itself is qualified by a PP containing a substantive 
corresponding to S1 to which the pronominal suffix representing S2 is 
attached.  

E.g.: 
In the sentence šukka bi taª‰Ìli d-duyÙni ‘the collection of the debts was 

doubted’, more literally ‘it was doubted as to the collection of the debts’, 
the verb šukka is qualified by a PP containing taª‰Ìli ‘collection’ as S1, 
which, in turn, is qualified by d-duyÙni ‘the debts’ as S2. The participle 
derived from the verb, viz. maškÙkun ‘doubted’, can be used as an 
attributive or predicative qualificator of the substantive duyÙnun ‘debts’, 
which corresponds to S2, but only if the participle itself is qualified by the 
PP containing the substantive taª‰Ìlun ‘collection’, which corresponds to 
S1, and to which the pronominal suffix -hÀ, representing S2, is attached. 
The attributive use of this participle is exemplified in /248/: 

 
adadadad----duyÙnduyÙnduyÙnduyÙn----i i i i     llll----maškÙkmaškÙkmaškÙkmaškÙk----i i i i             bi bi bi bi         taª‰Ìltaª‰Ìltaª‰Ìltaª‰Ìl----iiii----hÀhÀhÀhÀ    
D-debts.NH.PL-G  D-doubted.NG.NN-G  in   collection.M.SI-G-3.NH.PL  

‘[of] the debts the collection of which is doubted’ (ãayÀt 2.8.07, 11, Istiª™Àru ...) /248/  
 

Since, as we said at the beginning of the present chapter, the passive 
participles have neutralized gender and number, they agree with the 
substantive which they qualify attributively only with respect to state and 
case. When qualifying as predicative qualificators, there is no concord at 
all between them and their  qualificata. E.g.: 

 
Œanna  llll----yahÙdyahÙdyahÙdyahÙd----aaaa   l-lÌbiyy-Ìna   muraªªabmuraªªabmuraªªabmuraªªab----uuuu----n n n n         bibibibi----himhimhimhim    
that   D-Jews.M.PL-A  D-Libyan.M-PL.A   welcome.NG.NN-N-I   with-3.M.PL 

‘that the Libyan Jews are welcome’ (ãayÀt 8/4/04, 1, YahÙdu LÌbiyÀ...) /249/. 
 

Syntagms such as (l-yahÙda, muraªªabun) will be therefore characterized 
as nominativo-rectional.  

A PPIV should not be confused with a predicatoid of an SS. A 
superficial resemblance may occur if one is dealing with an SS with its 
subjectoid absent, as e.g. in /124/, which we repeat here as /250/: 

 
Œanna  l-kitÀb-a   yanba©Ì   Œan  yunqala [...] li  Œanna-hu  yuƒrÌ  
that   D-book.M.SI-A  it:is:needed  that  it:be:translated for  that-3.M.SI  enriches 
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l-lu©at-a       llll----manqÙlmanqÙlmanqÙlmanqÙl----atatatat----aaaa  ŒilayŒilayŒilayŒilay----hÀhÀhÀhÀ 
D-language.F.SI-A  D-translated-F.SI-A  to-3.F.SI  
‘that the book should be translated [...] because it enriches the language translated 
into’ (×aqÀfÌ 9/11/04, 4, Ad-duktÙr ŒAªmad...) /250/ 
 

In this SS, the passive participle is qualified by the PP ŒilayhÀ and agrees 
in state and case with the qualificatum of the SS170. However, the verb 
from which this participle is derived, i.e. naqala ‘to translate’, is transitive. 
The subjectoid l-kitÀbu ‘the book’, corresponding to the subject of a 
passive sentence, nuqila l-kitÀbu ‘the book was translated’, is conceivable 
in this SS, but it has been not explicitly mentioned. 

Let us observe here that if a PPIV is to be used as the predicate, 
sometimes there is a possibility of choosing one of two different con-
structions. One is a sentence with an impersonal subject and a predi-
catively used PPIV qualified by a PP containing a substantive, as in /251/: 
 

lam yakun        masmÙªmasmÙªmasmÙªmasmÙª----aaaa----nnnn   la-nÀ  bibibibi muwÀºahatmuwÀºahatmuwÀºahatmuwÀºahat----iiii----hihihihi    
not  was  allowed.NG.NN-A-I  to-1.PL  with opposition.F.SI-G-3.M.SI 

‘it was not allowed to us to oppose it’ (ŒAhrÀm 22.01.03, 13, ¸Amalu l-muƒaqqafi...) 
 [from the verb samaªa bi... ‘to allow something’]. /251/ 

 

The other possibility is a topic-comment construction, with the substantive 
functioning as the topic. The PPIV is then used as the predicate of the 
comment and is qualified by a PP containing a pronominal suffix 
representing the topic-substantive, as in /252/: 

 
muwÀºahatmuwÀºahatmuwÀºahatmuwÀºahat----uuuu----huhuhuhu   lam  yakun  masmÙªmasmÙªmasmÙªmasmÙª----aaaa----n n n n         bibibibi----hÀhÀhÀhÀ    
opposition.F.SI-N-3.M.SI   not  it:was   allowed.NG.NN-A-I  with-3.F.SI /252/ 
    

A PPIV may also function as a secondary predicate, e.g.: 
 

saqa†À   ma©šiyyma©šiyyma©šiyyma©šiyy----aaaa----n n n n         ¸alay¸alay¸alay¸alay----himÀhimÀhimÀhimÀ    
they:fell.DU  covered.NG.NN-A-I  over-3.DU 

‘they two fell down fainting’ lit. ‘being covered upon’ (Li‰‰ 162) [from the verb 
 ©ušiya ¸alayhi ‘to faint’]. /253/ 

                                                
170 In this example, the participle also agrees with it with respect to gender and number, which, as we 
said in chapter 5.4.6., is non-classical. However, in our corpus we have encountered no example of this 
kind of construction with classical concord which could be presented here as similar to a syntagm with 
PPIV. 
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In our corpus we encountered a construction related to that with PPIV, 
yet with a non-participial adjective, viz. the elative Œaªwaº,  qualified by a 
PP Œilayhi:  
 

Œa‰baªa [..] Œamr-a-n  ŒaªwaºŒaªwaºŒaªwaºŒaªwaº----a a a a         ŒilayŒilayŒilayŒilay----hhhhi i i i         min  Œayy-i  waqt-i-n  ma™À 
became   thing.M.SI-A-I needed.NG.NN-A.I for.3.M.SI  than  any-G   time.M.SI-G-I  passed 

‘[it] has become a thing [that is] more necessary [lit. ‘more needed to’] than ever 
 before’ (ŒAhrÀm 22/01/03, 10, ŒAyna l-ªaqÌqatu...). /254/  

 
It seems that the elative was used with a PP qualifying it in a way similar 
to a synonymous PPIV with a PP, muªtÀºan Œilayhi ‘needed’ lit. ‘needed 
to’ The elative Œaªwaºa is cognate to the PPIV muªtÀºan, therefore we 
will discuss it here. Since elatives are neutralized in terms of diathesis, and 
Œaªwaºa means both ‘more needed’ and ‘more in need’, such a qualifying 
PP was used in /254/ in order to remove ambiguity. 

A PPIV can be qualified by qualificators other than the obligatory PP. 
These qualificators include other PPs, e.g. the agent phrase, as showed in 
the following example: 
 

ŒiºmÀliyy-u qÌmat-i   l-¸uqÙd-i    t-ta‰dÌriyy-at-i   llll----mu‰arraªmu‰arraªmu‰arraªmu‰arraª----iiii  
total.M.SI-N  value.F.SI-G  D-contracts.NH.PL-G  D-of:export-NH.PL-G   D-permitted.NG.NN-G 

li l-¸IrÀq-i   bibibibi----hÀ hÀ hÀ hÀ             mina mina mina mina         llll----ŒUmamŒUmamŒUmamŒUmam----i i i i             l-Muttaªid-at-i    
to D-Iraq.M-G  with-3.NH.PL   from   D-nations.NH.PL-G  D-united-NH.PL-G 

‘the total value of export contracts permitted to Iraq by the United Nations’  [from 
 the verb ‰arraªa bi ‘to permit’] (ŒAhrÀm 22/01/03, 17, IrtifÀ¸u taklifati...) /256/ 

 
Finally, let us remark that PPIVs can be used in independent 

substantivization. Then, the pronominal suffix attached to the preposition 
is the only indicator of the gender and number of the designatum of the 
PPIV, e.g.: 
 

ŒilÀ  ¡awÌ     llll----maºniyymaºniyymaºniyymaºniyy----i i i i             ¸alay¸alay¸alay¸alay----himhimhimhim 
to   relatives.M.PL.G  D-harmed.NG.NN-G   on-3.M.PL 

‘to the relatives of the victims’ (ãayÀt 8/4/04, 2, QÀ™Ì ‰-Çadru...) [from the verb 
 ºanÀ ¸alÀ... ‘to harm someone’]. /257/ 
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Here, only from the pronominal suffix -him attached to the preposition is it 
known that the expression in bold designates more than two victims which 
are of masculine gender. 

 

5.13. A5.13. A5.13. A5.13. Adverbial qualificators with lexical junctiondverbial qualificators with lexical junctiondverbial qualificators with lexical junctiondverbial qualificators with lexical junction    
    

In this chapter we will present some adverbial qualificators which will 
be described as qualifying the adjectives in lexical junction. Treating them 
as lexico-junctional qualificators is justified by the fact that since they 
have no synonymous correspondents in other cases, including 
prepositional phrases, they should be considered uninflected. Although 
some of these qualificators are substantives, their meaning got detached 
from the original and became specialized. E.g.:  

 
Œanna-hu        qarÌbqarÌbqarÌbqarÌb----uuuu----nnnn   ºiddºiddºiddºidd----aaaa----nnnn    mina   n-na‰‰-i   lla¡Ì... 
that-3.M.SI  close.M.SI-N-I  gravity.M.SI-A-I   from   D-text.M.SI-G  which 

‘that it is very close to the text which...’ (ãayÀt 8/4/04, 1, ˆaddÀm li ŠÌrÀk...) /258/ 
 
bi   ‰iyÀ©at-i-n     fanniyy-at-i-n   mu®talifmu®talifmu®talifmu®talif----atatatat----iiii----nnnn  tamÀmtamÀmtamÀmtamÀm----aaaa----nnnn    
with  composition.F.SI-G-I   artistic-F.SI-G-I   different-F.SI-G-I   completeness.M.SI-A-I 

‘with a completely different artistic composition’ (×aqÀfÌ 9/11/04, 8, ãarakatu r-raq‰i...) /259/ 
 
fÌ  l-qÀnÙn-i   l-ºadÌd-i   ©ayr-i   llll----munºazmunºazmunºazmunºaz----iiii   ba¸duba¸duba¸duba¸du 
in  D-law.M.SI-G   D-new.M.SI-G  reverse-G   D-completed.M.SI-  yet 

‘in the new law, not completed yet’ (ŒAnwÀr 3/5/04, 2, %Çadmatun& rÀfaqat...) /260/ 
    

As it can be seen, these qualificators include modifiers of degree, viz. 
ºiddan ‘very’ and tamÀman ‘completely’, and time, viz. ba¸du ‘yet’. 
 
 

5.14. From adjectival syntagms to compound words5.14. From adjectival syntagms to compound words5.14. From adjectival syntagms to compound words5.14. From adjectival syntagms to compound words    
 

In the present chapter we will discuss some constructions which only 
with difficulty could be considered to be syntagms.  It seems justified to 
treat them as words, more specifically compound words, not syntagms. For 
this reason they will be not included into the typology of syntagms to be 
presented in the next part of our study.  
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That one is dealing with compound words here is visible in the syntactic 
behaviour of these units, which differs from that of adjectival syntagms. In 
examples /261/ and /262/ we show compounds in which the ‘substantival’ 
unit is the first component and the ‘adjectival’ unit is the second. As a 
result a new substantive comes to being. 
 

sikirtÌr#sikirtÌr#sikirtÌr#sikirtÌr#   ¸Àmm¸Àmm¸Àmm¸Àmm----uuuu?                muªÀfa²at-i  Ma†rÙª 
secretary.M.SI#  general.M.SI-N?   province.F.SI-G  Ma†rÙª.G 

‘the secretary general of the province Ma†rÙª’ (ŒAhrÀm 29/01/03, 31, ãaqqu r-raddi...) /261/ 
 
mudÌr# mudÌr# mudÌr# mudÌr#             ¸Àmm¸Àmm¸Àmm¸Àmm----uuuu?    l-Œabniyat-i   t-ta¸lÌmiyy-at-i 
director.M.SI#  general.M.SI-N?   D-buildings.NH.PL-G  D-educational-NH.PL-G 

‘the general director of educational buildings’ (ŒAhrÀm 22/01/03, 11, FÌ marªalati...) /262/ 
 

Parallelly, classical constructions in the form of regular syntagms are used, 
with a corresponding adjective functioning as the attribute, cf. the 
following example: 
 

as-sikirtÌr-u   l-¸Àmm-u   li   l-muªÀfa²at-i 
D-secretary.M.SI-N  D-general.M.SI-N  for  D-province.F.SI-G  

‘the secretary general of the province’ /263/ 
 

The components of constructions like these in /261/ and /262/ are unable to 
be inflected in accordance with Arabic grammar. The first component of 
the compound, e.g. mudÌr- in /262/, is rather uninflected, whence the sign 
#. If the whole mudÌr# ¸Àmm- were to be interpreted as a syntagm, the 
‘adjectival’ component of the entire construction would be qualified by a 
substantive in the genitive case, muªÀfa²ati, which normally is impossible 
since attributive adjectives qualified by substantives always result in an 
AQPossG. The ‘adjectival’ component could be considered inflected, then 
it should agree with the ‘substantival’ component, but this is little probable 
(hence the sign ‘?’)171. In pronunciation, no specific inflectional ending 
seems to be used in these places. Native speakers tend to be unable to 
provide an ‘explanation’ to this problem. Although such constructions are 
widely used, they are controversial from the point of view of normative 

                                                
171 Wehr showed that the compound word behaves like one word and can accept genitival qualificators 
(Wehr 1943: 38, from Blau 1973: 197). Note the vocalization of the example adduced by Blau: mudÌr(u) 
¸Àmm(u) l-lÀºiŒÌna ‘the general director of the refugees’ (1973: 197). Cf. also Badawi et al. (2004: 139).  
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grammar. Perhaps spoken language was not without influence on the 
origination of such constructions172. 

There are also examples without a genitive qualificator but showing no 
concord in state between the ‘substantival’ and the ‘adjectival’ 
components, e.g.: 
 

ŒilÀ  mudÌr-i    l-mu®ÀbarÀt-i   llll----farÌq#farÌq#farÌq#farÌq#    ŒawwalŒawwalŒawwalŒawwal----iiii?  Sa¸d ˆayr 
to   director.M.SI-G  D-intelligence.NH.PL-G  D-lieutenant.M.SI# first.M.SI-G  S.ˆ. 
‘to the director of the intelligence service, lieutenant general S.ˆ.’ lit. ‘first 

 lieutenant’ (Šarq 14/4/04, 1, Al-ŒUrdunnu yakšifu ¸an...)173 /264/ 
 
li  s-sayyid-i   llll----liwÀŒ# liwÀŒ# liwÀŒ# liwÀŒ#             mutaqÀ¸idmutaqÀ¸idmutaqÀ¸idmutaqÀ¸id----iiii?    
to  D-mister.M.SI-G  D-admiral.M.SI#  retired.M.SI-G-I?        
‘to Mr. Retired Admiral...’ (ŒAhrÀm 29/01/03, 33, obituary) /265/ 

    

This phenomenon concerns mainly words denoting titles and ranks. But 
also the following administrative term could be interpreted in the same 
way174: 

 
raŒÌs-u     maºlis#    maªalliyymaªalliyymaªalliyymaªalliyy----iiii?   l-muªÀfa²at-i 
president.M.SI-N   council.M.SI#   local.M.SI-G?    D-province.F.SI-G  
‘president of the local council of  the province’ (ŒAhrÀm 29/01/03, 28 ̂ u††atun li ŒinšÀŒi) /266/ 
 

Another non-canonical construction is a compound resulting from 
combining a substantive with an adjective and attaching to the latter the 
adjectival nisba-prefix -iyy-. As a result, a new adjective comes into being. 
If the adjective is definite, the article can be attached to both components 
as in /267/: 

 
fÌ  mašrÙ¸-i-hÀ    šššš----šarq# šarq# šarq# šarq#         alalalal----Œawsa†iyyŒawsa†iyyŒawsa†iyyŒawsa†iyy----iiii    
in  project.M.SI-G-3.F.SI   D-east.M.SI#  D-medial.M.SI-G 

‘in its Middle Eastern projects’ (MÌƒÀq 20/4/2004, 4) [from aš-šarqu l-Œawsa†u ‘the 
 Middle East’] /267/ 
 

 
                                                
172 I owe these remarks to Prof. Zaborski. 
173 Note the vocalization of the example adduced by Blau: al-farÌq(u) awwal(u) ‘the lieutenant general’ 
(1973: 197). 
174 For that matter, Krahl (1985: 73, fn. 101) gives the technical term rasm bayÀnÌ az-zaman wa Œ™-™a©† 
‘Zeit-Druck-Diagramm’ as an example. 
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However, the article may be attached only to the first component: 
 

al-¸ilÀqÀt-i    l-ŒamrÌkiyy-at-i  l-¸arabiyy-at-i  Œawi  šššš----šarq# Œawsa†iyyšarq# Œawsa†iyyšarq# Œawsa†iyyšarq# Œawsa†iyy----atatatat----iiii    
D-relations.NH.PL-G  D-American-NH.PL-G D-Arab-NH.PL-G   or   D-east.M.SI# medial-NH.PL-G 

‘[of] the American-Arab or Middle Eastern relations’ (MÌƒÀq 20/4/04, 6) /268/ 
 

There are also compound adjectives that seem to have been derived 
from genitival constructions, e.g.: 

 
miƒla [...]  n-numÙr-i   šššš----šarq# šarq# šarq# šarq#         ŒÀsiyawiyyŒÀsiyawiyyŒÀsiyawiyyŒÀsiyawiyy----atatatat----iiii    
like    D-tigers.NH.PL-G  D-east.M.SI#  Asian-NH.PL-G  

‘like East-Asian tigers’ (ŒAhrÀm 29/01/03, 30, Ad-duktÙru SurÙr...) /269/ 
 

with the adjective derived probably from šarqu ŒÃsiyÀ ‘the East of Asia’. 
However, it is also possible that the basis for this neologism was the 
adjective ŒÀsiyawiyyun ‘Asian’ to which the substantival component aš-
šarq- was prefixed. 

Finally, let us remark that also adjectives that are probably patterned 
after constructions used in European languages and could be considered 
loan translations, such as ŒanklÙ–saksÙniyy- ‘Anglo-Saxon’ (MÌƒÀq 
20.4.04,15), ŒÌ†ÀsÙriyy- ‘Italo-Syrian’ (MÌr 117) or sÙsiyÙ–tÀrÌ®Ìyyi- 
‘socio-historic’ (¸Ãlam al-fikr, 7) will be treated as words, not syntagms. 
In all examples, the article al- can be attached only at the beginning, i.e. to 
the first component. 
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PPPPART ART ART ART 6. T6. T6. T6. TYPOLOGYYPOLOGYYPOLOGYYPOLOGY    
 

 

In what follows we will present our proposal of a typology of 
biconstituent hypotactic adjectival syntagms in MWA. The typology is 
based on the nine syntagmal dimensions proposed in chapter 1.3. Every 
syntagmal dimension contains homogeneous syntagmal properties. Every 
syntagmal property specifies a type, i.e. a category of syntagms that show 
this property. The typology is presented in the form of a list of syntagmal  
types, i.e. categories, each of them being specified by one syntagmal 
property. Since it is impossible to list all syntagms belonging to a given 
type, only examples of them are presented. The types are arranged in 
accordance with the dimensions containing properties specifying them. 
The denomination of a syntagmal property is used to refer to the type 
specified by it.   

Examples of syntagms are given in brackets: (). The qualificatum is 
given first, the qualificator following it after a comma. This rule is 
observed also with Qr-fronted syntagms, which will therefore be marked 
by the sign ‘�’ after the qualificator, which indicates that the syntagm 
occurred as Qr-fronted in our corpus. Adjectives are printed in bold. Every 
example is followed by its English translation. The translation is not 
intended to reflect the grammatical structure of a syntagm, which has been 
already discussed in the descriptive part of the dissertation. The place 
where a syntagm occurred in the descriptive part is indicated after the 
translation within slashes: the first number is that of Part, the second 
number, after the dot, is that of the example. Some isolated cases have not 
been discussed in the descriptive part. Then, a cross-reference to a closely 
related syntagm is provided by a number within slashes preceded by “cf.”. 
Words between square brackets are not constituents of exemplified 
syntagms but are given in order to make them more comprehensible. 
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6.1. Dimension 1. Qualificational status of the adjective6.1. Dimension 1. Qualificational status of the adjective6.1. Dimension 1. Qualificational status of the adjective6.1. Dimension 1. Qualificational status of the adjective    
 
AdjectivoAdjectivoAdjectivoAdjectivo----qualificatality:qualificatality:qualificatality:qualificatality:    

{(ŒaºmaluŒaºmaluŒaºmaluŒaºmalu, kalimatin)      ‘the most beautiful word’      /5.169/, 
(ŒaqrabuŒaqrabuŒaqrabuŒaqrabu, ŒilayhÀ)       ‘closer to her’          /5.242/, 
(wÀsi¸atuwÀsi¸atuwÀsi¸atuwÀsi¸atu, n-ni†Àqi)       ‘wide-ranging’        /5.73/,...} 

 
AdjectivoAdjectivoAdjectivoAdjectivo----qualificatoriality:qualificatoriality:qualificatoriality:qualificatoriality:    

{(l-mumarri™Àti, llll----bul©ÀriyyÀtibul©ÀriyyÀtibul©ÀriyyÀtibul©ÀriyyÀti)   ‘[of] the Bulgarian nurses’      /3.1/, 
(kÀnat, siyÀsiyyatansiyÀsiyyatansiyÀsiyyatansiyÀsiyyatan)      ‘was political’          /5.25/, 
(NÌkÙl, ªÀmilunªÀmilunªÀmilunªÀmilun)        ‘Nicole is pregnant’        /5.19/, 
(minhÀ, mu†faŒatanmu†faŒatanmu†faŒatanmu†faŒatan)       ‘than [it being] extinguished’     /5.68/, 
(Œi¸lÀnuki, Œarwa¸uŒarwa¸uŒarwa¸uŒarwa¸u)�      ‘your declaration is stranger’    /5.24/, ...} 

 
BiBiBiBi----adjectivality:adjectivality:adjectivality:adjectivality:    

{(ºadÌdatunºadÌdatunºadÌdatunºadÌdatun, kulliyyankulliyyankulliyyankulliyyan)     ‘completely new’         /5.132/, 
(ŒakƒaraŒakƒaraŒakƒaraŒakƒara, min ŒÌºÀbiyyatinmin ŒÌºÀbiyyatinmin ŒÌºÀbiyyatinmin ŒÌºÀbiyyatin)    ‘more than positive’        /5.240/, 
(ƒÀnÌƒÀnÌƒÀnÌƒÀnÌ, Œahammi Œahammi Œahammi Œahammi [markazin])    ‘the second most important [centre]’ /5.155/,...} 
 

 

6.2. Dime6.2. Dime6.2. Dime6.2. Dimension 2. Partiorative membership of the consion 2. Partiorative membership of the consion 2. Partiorative membership of the consion 2. Partiorative membership of the co----constituent constituent constituent constituent 
of the adjectiveof the adjectiveof the adjectiveof the adjective    

 
CoCoCoCo----constituency with S:constituency with S:constituency with S:constituency with S:    

{(ŒaºmaluŒaºmaluŒaºmaluŒaºmalu, kalimatin)      ‘the most beautiful word’      /5.169/, 
{(l-mumarri™Àti, llll----bul©ÀriyyÀtibul©ÀriyyÀtibul©ÀriyyÀtibul©ÀriyyÀti)   ‘[of] the Bulgarian nurses’      /3.1/,, 
(al-ªubbu, ºamÌlºamÌlºamÌlºamÌlunununun)       ‘love is beautiful’       /5.18/, ...} 

 
CoCoCoCo----constituency with V:constituency with V:constituency with V:constituency with V:    

{(Œan nantaqidahu, maw™Ù¸iyyanmaw™Ù¸iyyanmaw™Ù¸iyyanmaw™Ù¸iyyan)  ‘that we criticize it objectively’     /5.128/,  
(turºimat, , , , ŒilÀ Œakƒari ŒilÀ Œakƒari ŒilÀ Œakƒari ŒilÀ Œakƒari [l-lu©Àti])   ‘was translated into most [languages]’  /5.177/,  
(raºa¸a, saksaksaksakrÀnarÀnarÀnarÀna)       ‘[he] returned drunk’      /5.50/, ...} 

  
CoCoCoCo----constituency with P:constituency with P:constituency with P:constituency with P:    

{(huwa, llll----masŒÙlumasŒÙlumasŒÙlumasŒÙlu)       ‘he is responsible’        /5.20/, 
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(munÀ†unmunÀ†unmunÀ†unmunÀ†un, bihi)        ‘depending on him’        /5.241/, 
(minhÀ, mu†faŒatanmu†faŒatanmu†faŒatanmu†faŒatan)       ‘than [it being] extinguished’    /5.68/, ...} 
 
CoCoCoCo----constituency with N:constituency with N:constituency with N:constituency with N:    

{(al-Œarba¸Ìna, llll----mÀ™iyatimÀ™iyatimÀ™iyatimÀ™iyati)    ‘the past fourty’         /3.49/, 
(mina s-sab¸ati, rrrr----rÀbiªÌnarÀbiªÌnarÀbiªÌnarÀbiªÌna)    ‘of the winning seven’      /3.51/, ...} 

  
CoCoCoCo----constituency with Adj:constituency with Adj:constituency with Adj:constituency with Adj:    

{(ºadÌdatunºadÌdatunºadÌdatunºadÌdatun, kulliyyankulliyyankulliyyankulliyyan)     ‘completely new’         /5.132/, 
(ŒakƒaraŒakƒaraŒakƒaraŒakƒara, min ŒÌºÀbiyyatinmin ŒÌºÀbiyyatinmin ŒÌºÀbiyyatinmin ŒÌºÀbiyyatin)    ‘more than positive’        /5.240/, 
(ƒÀnÌƒÀnÌƒÀnÌƒÀnÌ, Œahammi Œahammi Œahammi Œahammi [markazin])    ‘the second most important [centre]’ /5.155/,...} 
 

 

6.3. Dimension 3. Intracategory differentiation of the adjectival 6.3. Dimension 3. Intracategory differentiation of the adjectival 6.3. Dimension 3. Intracategory differentiation of the adjectival 6.3. Dimension 3. Intracategory differentiation of the adjectival 
constituentconstituentconstituentconstituent    

 
Elatival qualificatality: Elatival qualificatality: Elatival qualificatality: Elatival qualificatality:     

{(ŒaºmaluŒaºmaluŒaºmaluŒaºmalu, kalimatin)      ‘the most beautiful word’      /5.169/, 
(ŒaqrabuŒaqrabuŒaqrabuŒaqrabu, ŒilayhÀ)       ‘closer to her’          /5.242/,  
(ŒakƒaruhumŒakƒaruhumŒakƒaruhumŒakƒaruhum, wafada)�     ‘most of them came’      /4.38/,...} 

 
Positival qualificatality: Positival qualificatality: Positival qualificatality: Positival qualificatality:     

{(munÀ†unmunÀ†unmunÀ†unmunÀ†un, bihi)        ‘depending on him’        /5.241/, 
(wÀsi¸atuwÀsi¸atuwÀsi¸atuwÀsi¸atu, n-ni†Àqi)       ‘wide-ranging’         /5.73/,  
(sÀdisu sÀdisu sÀdisu sÀdisu [zawºÀtihi], dafanathu)�  ‘the sixth [of his wives] buried him’   /5.156/,  
( kabÌru kabÌru kabÌru kabÌru [l-Œamali], lanÀ)�    ‘we have great [hope]’      /5.46/, ...} 
 
Elatival qualificatoriality:Elatival qualificatoriality:Elatival qualificatoriality:Elatival qualificatoriality:    

{(turºimat, , , , ŒilÀ Œakƒari ŒilÀ Œakƒari ŒilÀ Œakƒari ŒilÀ Œakƒari [l-lu©Àti])  ‘was translated into most [languages]’  /5.177/, 
(¸alÀ l-qaradati, llll----¸ulyÀ¸ulyÀ¸ulyÀ¸ulyÀ)     ‘on the higher apes’         /3.4/,  
(Œi¸lÀnuki, Œarwa¸uŒarwa¸uŒarwa¸uŒarwa¸u)�      ‘your declaration is stranger’    /5.24/,...} 

 
Positival qualificatoriality:Positival qualificatoriality:Positival qualificatoriality:Positival qualificatoriality:    

{(l-mumarri™Àti, llll----bul©ÀriyyÀtibul©ÀriyyÀtibul©ÀriyyÀtibul©ÀriyyÀti)   ‘[of] the Bulgarian nurses’       /3.1/, 
(ta¸mÌru, rÀbi¸i rÀbi¸i rÀbi¸i rÀbi¸i [†ÀŒiratin])     ‘the repair of the fourth [plane]’     /5.7/, 
(minhÀ, mu†faŒatanmu†faŒatanmu†faŒatanmu†faŒatan)       ‘than [it being] extinguished’     /5.68/,  
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(al-ªubbu, ºamÌlunºamÌlunºamÌlunºamÌlun)       ‘love is beautiful’       /5.18/,...} 
 

 
Elatival qualificatality with elatival qualificatoriality:Elatival qualificatality with elatival qualificatoriality:Elatival qualificatality with elatival qualificatoriality:Elatival qualificatality with elatival qualificatoriality:    

{(ŒaºdaruŒaºdaruŒaºdaruŒaºdaru, bibibibi    Œaºmali Œaºmali Œaºmali Œaºmali [kalimatin])  ‘worthier of the most beautiful [word]’ 
 cf./5.239/, /5.169/ 

(Œašaddu Œašaddu Œašaddu Œašaddu [t-taŒƒÌri], lililili----ŒakbarihimŒakbarihimŒakbarihimŒakbarihim)� ‘the biggest of them has the strongest 
 [influence]’ cf. /4.35/, ...} 

 
Positival qualificatality with positival qualificatoriality: Positival qualificatality with positival qualificatoriality: Positival qualificatality with positival qualificatoriality: Positival qualificatality with positival qualificatoriality:     

{(fÌ ºanÙbiyyifÌ ºanÙbiyyifÌ ºanÙbiyyifÌ ºanÙbiyyi, , , , šarqiyyi šarqiyyi šarqiyyi šarqiyyi [ŒÃsiyÀ])  ‘in South Eastern [Asia]’      /5.150/, 
(sÀdisusÀdisusÀdisusÀdisu [zawºÀtihi], šÀbbatunšÀbbatunšÀbbatunšÀbbatun)   ‘the sixth [of his wives] is young’  cf. /5.156/ ...} 

 
Elatival qualificatality with positival qualificatoriality: Elatival qualificatality with positival qualificatoriality: Elatival qualificatality with positival qualificatoriality: Elatival qualificatality with positival qualificatoriality:     

{(ŒakƒaraŒakƒaraŒakƒaraŒakƒara, min ŒÌºÀbiyyatin min ŒÌºÀbiyyatin min ŒÌºÀbiyyatin min ŒÌºÀbiyyatin)    ‘more than positive’        /5.240/,  
(Œa©labuhÀŒa©labuhÀŒa©labuhÀŒa©labuhÀ, kÀminatunkÀminatunkÀminatunkÀminatun)     ‘most of them are hidden’      /4.42/,...} 
 
Positival qualificatality with elatival Positival qualificatality with elatival Positival qualificatality with elatival Positival qualificatality with elatival qualificatoriality:qualificatoriality:qualificatoriality:qualificatoriality:    

{(ƒÀnÌƒÀnÌƒÀnÌƒÀnÌ, Œahammi Œahammi Œahammi Œahammi [markazin])    ‘the second most important [centre]’ /5.155/, 
(sÀdisusÀdisusÀdisusÀdisu [zawºÀtihi] Œa‰©aruŒa‰©aruŒa‰©aruŒa‰©aru)    ‘the sixth [of his wives] is younger’  

cf. /5.155/, ...} 

  
 

6.4. Dimension 4. Kind of morphological indicators6.4. Dimension 4. Kind of morphological indicators6.4. Dimension 4. Kind of morphological indicators6.4. Dimension 4. Kind of morphological indicators    
 
PrepositionalPrepositionalPrepositionalPrepositional----rrrrectionality:ectionality:ectionality:ectionality:    

{(min Œabhaºiabhaºiabhaºiabhaºi, fÌ l-karami)    ‘most splendid in generosity’     /5.199/, 
(ŒakƒaraŒakƒaraŒakƒaraŒakƒara, min ŒÌºÀbiyyatinŒÌºÀbiyyatinŒÌºÀbiyyatinŒÌºÀbiyyatin)    ‘more than positive’        /5.240/, 
(l-maškÙkimaškÙkimaškÙkimaškÙki, bi taª‰ÌlihÀ)     ‘whose collection is doubted’    /5.248/, 
(ŒaqrabuŒaqrabuŒaqrabuŒaqrabu, ŒilayhÀ)       ‘closer to her’          /5.242/, 
(laysat, bi ŒaqallaŒaqallaŒaqallaŒaqalla)       ‘is not less’           /5.32/,  
(taŒƒÌrun, li Œakbarihimli Œakbarihimli Œakbarihimli Œakbarihim)�     ‘the biggest of them has influence’   cf. /4.35/, 
(Œašaddu Œašaddu Œašaddu Œašaddu [t-taŒƒÌri], lililili----ŒakbarihimŒakbarihimŒakbarihimŒakbarihim)� ‘the biggest of them has the strongest  

[influence]’cf. /4.35/, ... } 
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NominativoNominativoNominativoNominativo----rectionality:rectionality:rectionality:rectionality:    

{(NÌkÙl, ªÀmilunªÀmilunªÀmilunªÀmilun)       ‘Nicole is pregnant’       /5.19/,  
(Œi¸lÀnuki, Œarwa¸uŒarwa¸uŒarwa¸uŒarwa¸u)�      ‘your declaration is stranger’    /5.24/,  
(Œanna l-yahÙda, muraªªabun muraªªabun muraªªabun muraªªabun [bihim]) ‘that the Jews are welcome’   /5.249/, ...} 

 

AccusativoAccusativoAccusativoAccusativo----rectionality:rectionality:rectionality:rectionality:    

{(munaffi¡animunaffi¡animunaffi¡animunaffi¡ani, l-¸amaliyyata)   ‘carrying out the action’     /5.219/, 
(ªa¡iranªa¡iranªa¡iranªa¡iran, Œašadda Œašadda Œašadda Œašadda [l-ªa¡ari])   ‘extremely cautious’      /5.231/,...} 
 
GenitivoGenitivoGenitivoGenitivo----rectionality:rectionality:rectionality:rectionality:    

{(ŒaºmaluŒaºmaluŒaºmaluŒaºmalu, kalimatin)      ‘the most beautiful word’      /5.169/, 
((ƒÀnÌƒÀnÌƒÀnÌƒÀnÌ, Œahammi Œahammi Œahammi Œahammi [markazin])    ‘the second most important [centre]’  /5.155/, 
(©ayru, mašrÙ¸atinmašrÙ¸atinmašrÙ¸atinmašrÙ¸atin)       ‘illegal’            /5.1/, 
(wÀsi¸atuwÀsi¸atuwÀsi¸atuwÀsi¸atu, n-ni†Àqi)       ‘wide-ranging’        /5.73/,...} 

   
GenderGenderGenderGender----concordiality:concordiality:concordiality:concordiality:    

{(¸Àmani, llll----mÀ™iyatumÀ™iyatumÀ™iyatumÀ™iyatu)      ‘the past years’        /3.49/,...} 
   
StateStateStateState----, gender, gender, gender, gender----, number, number, number, number---- and case and case and case and case----concordiality:concordiality:concordiality:concordiality:    

{(l-mumarri™Àti, llll----bul©ÀriyyÀtibul©ÀriyyÀtibul©ÀriyyÀtibul©ÀriyyÀti)   ‘[of] the Bulgarian nurses’      /3.1/, 
(¸alÀ l-qaradati, llll----¸ulyÀ¸ulyÀ¸ulyÀ¸ulyÀ)     ‘on the higher apes’       /3.4/, ...}  

 
StateStateStateState----, gender, gender, gender, gender---- and  and  and  and numbernumbernumbernumber----concordiality:concordiality:concordiality:concordiality:    

{(al-ºusaymÀtu, taªta ¡taªta ¡taªta ¡taªta ¡----¡arriyyati¡arriyyati¡arriyyati¡arriyyati)  ‘subatomic particles’      /5.13/,...} 
 

StateStateStateState----, gender, gender, gender, gender---- and case and case and case and case----concordiality:concordiality:concordiality:concordiality:    

{(ša®‰an, ŒÀ®arÌnaŒÀ®arÌnaŒÀ®arÌnaŒÀ®arÌna)        ‘other persons’        /3.52/,...} 
 

StateStateStateState----, number, number, number, number---- and case and case and case and case----concordiality:concordiality:concordiality:concordiality:    

{(al-Œarba¸Ìna, llll----mÀ™iyatimÀ™iyatimÀ™iyatimÀ™iyati)    ‘the past fourty’        /3.49/,...} 

StateStateStateState---- and case and case and case and case----concordiality:concordiality:concordiality:concordiality:    

{(al-quwwatu, llll----Œa¸²amuŒa¸²amuŒa¸²amuŒa¸²amu)     ‘the most potent power’      /3.24/,  
(®u††atin,    †amÙªin†amÙªin†amÙªin†amÙªin)       ‘[of] an ambitious plan’     /3.16/,...} 
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GenderGenderGenderGender---- and number and number and number and number----concordiality: concordiality: concordiality: concordiality:     

{(sittata ¸ašara [ša®‰an], ŒÀ®arÌnaŒÀ®arÌnaŒÀ®arÌnaŒÀ®arÌna) ‘sixteen other [persons] ’      /3.52/, 
(wilÀyatuhu, llll----muntahiyatimuntahiyatimuntahiyatimuntahiyati)�   ‘whose term of office is ending’   5.114/,...}  

 
NominativoNominativoNominativoNominativo----rectionality with genderrectionality with genderrectionality with genderrectionality with gender---- and number and number and number and number----concordiality:concordiality:concordiality:concordiality:    

{(al-ªubbu, ºamÌlunºamÌlunºamÌlunºamÌlun)      ‘love is beautiful’        /5.18/, 
(Œa©labuhÀŒa©labuhÀŒa©labuhÀŒa©labuhÀ, kÀminatunkÀminatunkÀminatunkÀminatun)     ‘most of them are hidden’     / 4.42/, ...} 

 
PrepositionalPrepositionalPrepositionalPrepositional----rectionality with genderrectionality with genderrectionality with genderrectionality with gender---- and number concordiality: and number concordiality: and number concordiality: and number concordiality:    

{(wa‰fuhu, bi lbi lbi lbi l----hazliyyihazliyyihazliyyihazliyyi)     ‘its description as ridiculous’    cf. /5.40/,  
(yÀ laka, min min min min ©abiyyin©abiyyin©abiyyin©abiyyin)     ‘How stupid you are!’      /4.20/,...} 

 
AccusativoAccusativoAccusativoAccusativo----rectionality with genderrectionality with genderrectionality with genderrectionality with gender----concordiality:concordiality:concordiality:concordiality:    

{(ºÀŒa [r-riºÀlu], rÀki™ÌnarÀki™ÌnarÀki™ÌnarÀki™Ìna)    ‘[the men] came running’     /5.67/,...} 
 

AccusativoAccusativoAccusativoAccusativo----rectionality with genderrectionality with genderrectionality with genderrectionality with gender---- and number and number and number and number----concordiality:concordiality:concordiality:concordiality:    

{(bi wa‰fihim, ©Àmi™Ìna©Àmi™Ìna©Àmi™Ìna©Àmi™Ìna)     ‘by describing them as obscure’    /5.39/,  
(kÀnat, siyÀsiyyatansiyÀsiyyatansiyÀsiyyatansiyÀsiyyatan)      ‘[it] was political’        /5.22/,  
(al-madÌnatu, mu™ÀŒatanmu™ÀŒatanmu™ÀŒatanmu™ÀŒatan)     ‘the city illuminated’       /5.68/,  
(alalalal----mu‰annafumu‰annafumu‰annafumu‰annafu, ŒawwalaŒawwalaŒawwalaŒawwala)     ‘seeded first’          /5.35/, 
(minhÀ, mu†faŒatanmu†faŒatanmu†faŒatanmu†faŒatan)       ‘than it [being] extinguished’    /5.68/,...}  
 
LexicoLexicoLexicoLexico----junctionality:junctionality:junctionality:junctionality:    

{(qarÌbunqarÌbunqarÌbunqarÌbun, ºiddan}       ‘very close’         /5.258/, 
(llll----munºazimunºazimunºazimunºazi, ba¸du)       ‘[not] completed yet’      /5.260/, 
(ŒalwÀnuhÀ, mu®talifinmu®talifinmu®talifinmu®talifin)�     ‘multicoloured’       /5.124/,...}  

 

 
 

6.5. Dimension 5. Linear order of the constituents6.5. Dimension 5. Linear order of the constituents6.5. Dimension 5. Linear order of the constituents6.5. Dimension 5. Linear order of the constituents    
 
QmQmQmQm----frontedness:frontedness:frontedness:frontedness:    

{(ŒaºmaluŒaºmaluŒaºmaluŒaºmalu, kalimatin)      ‘the most beautiful word’      /5.169/, 
(l-mumarri™Àti, llll----bul©ÀriyyÀtibul©ÀriyyÀtibul©ÀriyyÀtibul©ÀriyyÀti)   ‘[of] the Bulgarian nurses’      /3.1/, 
(Œan nantaqidahu, maw™Ù¸iyyanmaw™Ù¸iyyanmaw™Ù¸iyyanmaw™Ù¸iyyan)   ‘that we criticize it objectively’     /5.128/,  
(wadÙdatunwadÙdatunwadÙdatunwadÙdatun, li l-ŒuzÙni)     ‘ozone-friendly’         /5.236/, 
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(NÌkÙl, ªÀmilunªÀmilunªÀmilunªÀmilun)        ‘Nicole is pregnant’        /5.19/, 
(huwa, llll----masŒÙlumasŒÙlumasŒÙlumasŒÙlu)       ‘he is responsible’       /5.20/, ...} 

 
QrQrQrQr----frontedness:frontedness:frontedness:frontedness:    

{(itta®a¡a, sarÌ¸ansarÌ¸ansarÌ¸ansarÌ¸an)�      ‘quickly [they] adopted’      /5.130/, 
(ŒakbaraŒakbaraŒakbaraŒakbara, ¸adadiyyan¸adadiyyan¸adadiyyan¸adadiyyan)�     ‘quantitatively the biggest’     /5.135/, 
(maºmÙ¸atun, qÀdimaqÀdimaqÀdimaqÀdimatantantantan)�    ‘a group, coming’        /5.65/, 
(sakÀrÀsakÀrÀsakÀrÀsakÀrÀ, bi †-†arabi)�      ‘drunk with joy’         /5.245/,  
(Œi¸lÀnuki, Œarwa¸uŒarwa¸uŒarwa¸uŒarwa¸u)�      ‘your declaration is stranger’     /5.24/, 
( kabÌru kabÌru kabÌru kabÌru [l-Œamali], lanÀ)�    ‘we have great [hope]’       /5.46/, 
(wilÀyatuhu, llll----muntahiyatimuntahiyatimuntahiyatimuntahiyati)�   ‘whose term of office is ending’   /5.114/,...} 

 

 
 

6.6. Dimension 6. Linear contiguity of the constituents6.6. Dimension 6. Linear contiguity of the constituents6.6. Dimension 6. Linear contiguity of the constituents6.6. Dimension 6. Linear contiguity of the constituents    
 
Obligatory Contiguity:Obligatory Contiguity:Obligatory Contiguity:Obligatory Contiguity:    

{(ŒaºmaluŒaºmaluŒaºmaluŒaºmalu, kalimatin)      ‘the most beautiful word’      /5.169/, 
(wÀsi¸atuwÀsi¸atuwÀsi¸atuwÀsi¸atu, n-ni†Àqi)       ‘wide-ranging’         /5.73/,  
((fÌ ºanÙbiyyifÌ ºanÙbiyyifÌ ºanÙbiyyifÌ ºanÙbiyyi, , , , šarqiyyi šarqiyyi šarqiyyi šarqiyyi [ŒÃsiyÀ])  ‘in South Eastern [Asia]’      /5.150/, 
(wilÀyatuhu, llll----muntahiyatimuntahiyatimuntahiyatimuntahiyati)�   ‘whose term of office is ending’   /5.114/,...} 

  
Optional Discontiguity:Optional Discontiguity:Optional Discontiguity:Optional Discontiguity:    

(l-mumarri™Àti, llll----bul©ÀriyyÀtibul©ÀriyyÀtibul©ÀriyyÀtibul©ÀriyyÀti)   ‘[of] the Bulgarian nurses’      /3.1/, 
(ŒaqrabuŒaqrabuŒaqrabuŒaqrabu, ŒilayhÀ)       ‘closer to her’          /5.242/, 
(al-ªubbu, ºamÌlunºamÌlunºamÌlunºamÌlun)       ‘love is beautiful’        /5.18/, 
(laysat, bi ŒaqallaŒaqallaŒaqallaŒaqalla)       ‘is not less’          /5.32/, ... } 
 
Obligatory Discontiguity:Obligatory Discontiguity:Obligatory Discontiguity:Obligatory Discontiguity:    

{(Œašaqqa Œašaqqa Œašaqqa Œašaqqa [ŒawqÀtin], ¸alaynÀ   ‘the most difficult [times] for us’   /5.198/, 
(bÀbu [ªuºratin], maftÙªunmaftÙªunmaftÙªunmaftÙªun)    ‘the open door [of the room]’    /3.41/, ...} 
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6.7. Dimension 7. Syntactic function of the adjective 6.7. Dimension 7. Syntactic function of the adjective 6.7. Dimension 7. Syntactic function of the adjective 6.7. Dimension 7. Syntactic function of the adjective in statu in statu in statu in statu 
qualifiqualifiqualifiqualificatoriscatoriscatoriscatoris    

 

QrQrQrQr----attributivity:attributivity:attributivity:attributivity:    

{(l-mumarri™Àti, llll----bul©ÀriyyÀtibul©ÀriyyÀtibul©ÀriyyÀtibul©ÀriyyÀti)   ‘[of] the Bulgarian nurses’       /3.1/,  
(¸alÀ l-qaradati, llll----¸ulyÀ¸ulyÀ¸ulyÀ¸ulyÀ)     ‘on the higher apes’         /3.4/, 
{(ta¸mÌru, rÀbi¸i rÀbi¸i rÀbi¸i rÀbi¸i [†ÀŒiratin])    ‘the repair of the fourth [plane]’    /5.154/,  
(©ayru, mašrÙ¸atinmašrÙ¸atinmašrÙ¸atinmašrÙ¸atin)       ‘illegal’           /5.1/, ... } 
 
QrQrQrQr----basic predicativity:basic predicativity:basic predicativity:basic predicativity:    

{(al-ªubbu, ºamÌlunºamÌlunºamÌlunºamÌlun)      ‘love is beautiful’        /5.18/, 
(Œarwa¸uŒarwa¸uŒarwa¸uŒarwa¸u, Œi¸lÀnuki)       ‘your declaration is stranger’    /5.24/, ...} 

 
QrQrQrQr----extended predicativity:extended predicativity:extended predicativity:extended predicativity:    

{(laysat, bibibibi ŒaqallaŒaqallaŒaqallaŒaqalla)       ‘is not less’           /5.32/,  
(kÀnat, siyÀsiyyatansiyÀsiyyatansiyÀsiyyatansiyÀsiyyatan)      ‘was political’         /5.25/, ... } 
 
QrQrQrQr----secondary predicativity:secondary predicativity:secondary predicativity:secondary predicativity:    

{(raºa¸a, sakrÀnasakrÀnasakrÀnasakrÀna)       ‘[he] returned drunk’       /5.50/,  
(minhÀ, mu†faŒatanmu†faŒatanmu†faŒatanmu†faŒatan)       ‘than [it being] extinguished’    /5.68/, ...} 

 
QrQrQrQr----excexcexcexclamative predicativity:lamative predicativity:lamative predicativity:lamative predicativity:    

{(yÀ laka, min ©abiyyinmin ©abiyyinmin ©abiyyinmin ©abiyyin)     ‘How stupid you are!’      /4.20/, ...} 
 
QrQrQrQr----predicatoidity:predicatoidity:predicatoidity:predicatoidity:    

{(wilÀyatuhu, llll----muntahiyatimuntahiyatimuntahiyatimuntahiyati)�   ‘whose term of office is ending’   /5.114/,...} 
 
QrQrQrQr----direct objectivity:direct objectivity:direct objectivity:direct objectivity:    

{(lam yu¸†ihÀ, kabÌrakabÌrakabÌrakabÌra [¸inÀyatin])  ‘did not paid much [attention] to it’   /5.153/, 
(yušakkilu, Œakbara Œakbara Œakbara Œakbara [da¸min])   ‘[it] constitutes the biggest [support]’  /5.172/,...} 

 
QrQrQrQr----indirect objectivity:indirect objectivity:indirect objectivity:indirect objectivity:    

{(turºimat, , , , ŒilÀ Œakƒari ŒilÀ Œakƒari ŒilÀ Œakƒari ŒilÀ Œakƒari [l-lu©Àti])  ‘was translated into most [languages]’  /5.177/,  
(li tu¸riba, ¸an fÀŒiqi ¸an fÀŒiqi ¸an fÀŒiqi ¸an fÀŒiqi [taqdÌrihÀ])   ‘to express her highest [esteem]’   /5.151/,...} 
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QrQrQrQr----internal objectivity:internal objectivity:internal objectivity:internal objectivity:    

{(ta‰mudu, Œarwa¸a Œarwa¸a Œarwa¸a Œarwa¸a [‰umÙdin]) ‘[it] shows the most marvellous defiance’ /5.170/,...} 
 

QrQrQrQr----adverbiality:adverbiality:adverbiality:adverbiality:    

{(yadda¸Ì, dÙna kaƒÌridÙna kaƒÌridÙna kaƒÌridÙna kaƒÌri [mubÀla©atin]) ‘[he] claims without much [exaggeration]’    
/4.33/, 

(kÀnat, ¸alÀ ŒašaddihÀ¸alÀ ŒašaddihÀ¸alÀ ŒašaddihÀ¸alÀ ŒašaddihÀ)      ‘[they]were at their strongest’    /4.40/, 
(Œan nantaqidahu, maw™Ù¸iyyanmaw™Ù¸iyyanmaw™Ù¸iyyanmaw™Ù¸iyyan)  ‘that we criticize it objectively’   /5.128/, ...} 
  
  
 

6.8. Dimension 8. Syntactic function of the adjective 6.8. Dimension 8. Syntactic function of the adjective 6.8. Dimension 8. Syntactic function of the adjective 6.8. Dimension 8. Syntactic function of the adjective in statu in statu in statu in statu 
qualificati qualificati qualificati qualificati     

 
QmQmQmQm----attributivity:attributivity:attributivity:attributivity:    

{([ŒidÀnatan] wÀsi¸atawÀsi¸atawÀsi¸atawÀsi¸ata,    n-ni†Àqi)   ‘wide-ranging [condemnation]’    /5.73/, 
([fi l-Œa†fÀli] llll----ŒaqalliŒaqalliŒaqalliŒaqalli, ªaºman)   ‘[in children] with the smallest bodies’  /5.102/,  
([ta¸mÌru] rÀbi¸irÀbi¸irÀbi¸irÀbi¸i, †ÀŒiratin)     ‘[the repair] of the fourth plane’   /5.154/,...} 
  
QmQmQmQm----basic predicativity:basic predicativity:basic predicativity:basic predicativity:    

{([Œanna l-yahÙda] muraªªabunmuraªªabunmuraªªabunmuraªªabun, bihim) ‘[that the Jews are] welcomed’    /5.249/, 
([l-mÀddatu] qarÌbatuqarÌbatuqarÌbatuqarÌbatu, š-šabahi)  ‘[the substance is] close in resemblance’  

/5.82/, ...} 
  
QmQmQmQm----extended predicativity:extended predicativity:extended predicativity:extended predicativity:    

{([yakÙnu] muwºabamuwºabamuwºabamuwºaba, š-šaªnati)  ‘[it may be] positive in charge’     /5.79/, 
([kÀna] ŒaºhalahumŒaºhalahumŒaºhalahumŒaºhalahum, bi funÙni)   ‘[he was] the most ignorant of them in the arts 

 [of]’ /5.218/ 

  
QmQmQmQm----secondary predicativity:secondary predicativity:secondary predicativity:secondary predicativity:    

{([ar-risÀlatu] muƒamminatanmuƒamminatanmuƒamminatanmuƒamminatan, al-ªir‰a) ‘[the letter] appreciating the concern’ /5.48/,  
([qÀla] multa¡¡anmulta¡¡anmulta¡¡anmulta¡¡an, bi l-ªadÌƒi)  ‘[it said,] taking pleasure in conversation’ /5.62/,...} 
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QmQmQmQm----predicatoidity:predicatoidity:predicatoidity:predicatoidity: 

{([n-nabÀtu] llll----mawºÙdimawºÙdimawºÙdimawºÙdi�, fÌhÀ)   ‘in which there is [vegetation]’  /5.118/,...}  
  
QmQmQmQm----direct objectivity:direct objectivity:direct objectivity:direct objectivity:    

{([yušakkilu] ŒakbaraŒakbaraŒakbaraŒakbara, da¸min)   ‘[it constitutes] the biggest aid’   /5.172/, 
{([lam yu¸†ihÀ] kabÌrakabÌrakabÌrakabÌra, ¸inÀyatin)  ‘[did not paid] much attention [to it]’ /5.153/, ...} 

  
QmQmQmQm----indirect objectivity:indirect objectivity:indirect objectivity:indirect objectivity:    

{([turºimat]    ŒilÀ ŒakƒariŒilÀ ŒakƒariŒilÀ ŒakƒariŒilÀ Œakƒari, l-lu©Àti)  ‘[was translated] into most languages’ /5.177/,...}

  
  
QmQmQmQm----internal objectivity:internal objectivity:internal objectivity:internal objectivity:    

{([ta‰mudu] Œarwa¸aŒarwa¸aŒarwa¸aŒarwa¸a,    ‰umÙdin)   ‘[shows] the most marvellous defiance’ 

/5.170/, cf. /5.231/,  
([ªa¡iran] ŒašaddaŒašaddaŒašaddaŒašadda, l-ªa¡ari)    ‘extremely cautious’       /5.231/,...} 
  
QmQmQmQm----adverbiality: adverbiality: adverbiality: adverbiality:     

{([yadda¸Ì] dÙna kaƒÌridÙna kaƒÌridÙna kaƒÌridÙna kaƒÌri, mubÀla©atin) ‘[he claims] without much exaggeration’   
/4.33/, ...} 

  
QmQmQmQm----subjectivity:subjectivity:subjectivity:subjectivity:    

{(sÀdisu sÀdisu sÀdisu sÀdisu [zawºÀtihi], dafanathu)�  ‘the sixth [of his wives] buried him’  /5.156/,  
( kabÌru kabÌru kabÌru kabÌru [l-Œamali], lanÀ)�    ‘we have great [hope]’      /5.46/, ...} 

 
QmQmQmQm----subjectoidity:subjectoidity:subjectoidity:subjectoidity:    

{(wilÀyatuhu, llll----muntahiyatimuntahiyatimuntahiyatimuntahiyati)�   ‘whose term of office is ending’   /5.114/,...} 

 

6.9. 6.9. 6.9. 6.9. Dimension 9. Degree of Dimension 9. Degree of Dimension 9. Degree of Dimension 9. Degree of the requiredness of the qualificator the requiredness of the qualificator the requiredness of the qualificator the requiredness of the qualificator 
of the adjectiveof the adjectiveof the adjectiveof the adjective    

 
Optional qmOptional qmOptional qmOptional qm----qualifiednessqualifiednessqualifiednessqualifiedness::::    

{([lu©atun] ºadÌdatunºadÌdatunºadÌdatunºadÌdatun, kulliyyankulliyyankulliyyankulliyyan)  ‘[a] completely new [language]’    /5.132/, 
([kÀna] ªa¡iranªa¡iranªa¡iranªa¡iran, Œašadda Œašadda Œašadda Œašadda [l-ªa¡ari]) ‘[he was] extremely cautious’    /5.231/, 
([©ayru] llll----munºamunºamunºamunºazizizizi, ba¸du)    ‘[not] completed yet’       /5.260/, 
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([kÀna] ŒaºhalahumŒaºhalahumŒaºhalahumŒaºhalahum, bi funÙni)   ‘[he was] the most ignorant of them in the arts  
[of...]’ /5.218/, ...}  

 

Obligatory qmObligatory qmObligatory qmObligatory qm----qualifiedness:qualifiedness:qualifiedness:qualifiedness:    

 
{([ŒidÀnatan] wÀsi¸atawÀsi¸atawÀsi¸atawÀsi¸ata,    n-ni†Àqi)   ‘wide-ranging [condemnation]’    /5.73/, 
([yadda¸Ì] dÙna kaƒÌridÙna kaƒÌridÙna kaƒÌridÙna kaƒÌri, mubÀla©atin) ‘[he] claims without much [exaggeration]’   
 /4.33/, 
([n-nabÀtu] llll----mawºÙdimawºÙdimawºÙdimawºÙdi�, fÌhÀ)   ‘in which there is [vegetation]’    /5.118/, 
([Œanna l-yahÙda] muraªªabunmuraªªabunmuraªªabunmuraªªabun, bihim)‘[that the Jews are] welcomed’    /5.249/,...} 
 

 
 

6.10. Discussion6.10. Discussion6.10. Discussion6.10. Discussion    
 
With respect to each of the nine dimensions every syntagm is 

characterized by exactly one property. The all nine syntagmal properties 
that a syntagm shows with respect to the all nine syntagmal dimensions 
will constitute its syntagmal characterization. As examples, below we 
present the syntagmal characterizations of three biconstituent hypotactic 
adjectival syntagms. 

 
Ex. 1.:  (ŒaºmaluŒaºmaluŒaºmaluŒaºmalu, kalimatin) ‘the most beautiful word’.  

in:    hiya Œaºmalu kalimatin ‘It is the most beautiful word’. 
 

Dim 1:   Adjectivo-qualificatality. 
Dim 2:  Co-constituency with S. 
Dim 3:   Elatival qualificatality. 
Dim 4:  Genitivo-rectionality. 
Dim 5:  Qm-frontedness. 
Dim 6:   Obligatory contiguity. 
Dim 7:  Indefinibility. 
Dim 8:  Qm-basic predicativity. 
Dim 9:  Obligatory qm-qualifiedness. 
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Ex. 2.:  (wilÀyatuhu, llll----muntahiyatimuntahiyatimuntahiyatimuntahiyati)� ‘whose term of office is ending’.  
in:in:in:in: li r-raºuli l-muntahiyati wilÀyatuhu ‘for the president whose term of 
office is ending’. 

 
Dim 1:  Adjectivo-qualificatoriality.   
Dim 2:  Co-constituency with S. 
Dim 3:  Positival qualificatoriality.  
Dim 4: Gender- and number-concordiality. 
Dim 5:  Qr-frontedness. 
Dim 6:   Obligatory contiguity. 
Dim 7:  Qr-predicatoidity. 
Dim 8:  Indefinibility. 
Dim 9:  Indefinibility 

 
Ex. 3.:   (wilÀyatuhu, muntahimuntahimuntahimuntahiyatunyatunyatunyatun) ‘his term of office is ending’ 

 
Dim 1:   Adjectivo-qualificatoriality. 
Dim 2:  Co-constituency with S. 
Dim 3:   Positival qualificatoriality. 
Dim 4: Nominativo-rectionality with Gender- and number-concordiality. 
Dim 5:  Qm-frontedness. 
Dim 6:  Optional discontiguity. 
Dim 7:  Qr-basic predicativity. 
Dim 8:  Indefinibility. 
Dim 9:  Indefinibility. 

 

Syntagms can be compared with one another with respect to their 
syntagmal characterizations. For instance, all three syntagms exemplified 
above are similar to one another with respect to Dim 2, since all of them 
belong to the type ‘Co-constituency with S’. However, each of them is 
different from the others with respect to Dim 4.  

The syntagm of Ex. 2 is similar to the syntagm of Ex. 3 with respect to 
Dimensions 1, 2, 3, 8 and 9 (the two latter properties being Indefinibility) 
but it differs from it with respect to Dimensions 4, 5, 6 and 7.  

It seems that the similarity of syntagmal characterizations of any two 
syntagms may be used in order to speak of a syntagmal distance between 
them. Such distance can be calculated in terms of the number of 
dimensions with respect to which these two syntagms differ from each 
other. Thus, for instance, the syntagmal distance between the syntagm of 
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Ex. 2 and the syntagm of Ex. 1 is 7777, while the syntagmal distance between 
the syntagm of Ex. 2 and the syntagm of Ex. 3 is 4444. Consequently, we can 
say that, with respect to the dimensions we have proposed, the syntagm of 
Ex. 2 is more similar to the syntagm of Ex. 3 than to the syntagm of Ex. 1. 

What is more, the distinguishing of syntagmal characterizations allows 
us to speak of combinability of syntagmal properties belonging to different 
dimensions into one syntagmal characterization. It seems that one can 
speak of the grammaticality or the non-grammaticality of a syntagm in 
terms of such combinability. A necessary, but not sufficient, condition for 
every syntagm to be grammatical is that its syntagmal properties must be 
combinable with one another into its syntagmal characterization. It seems 
that in order to present such a sufficient condition, a more thourough 
syntagmal characterization, i.e. involving more dimensions, is needed for 
every syntagm. 

As an example, let us discuss the non-grammaticality of the syntagm 
*(yaduhu, ††††----†ÙlÀ†ÙlÀ†ÙlÀ†ÙlÀ) exemplified in the  *li r-raºuli †-†ÙlÀ yaduhu, intended to 
mean ‘to the man whose hand is very long’, which is non-grammatical. Its 
syntagmal characterization would be as follows: 
 

Dim 1:  Adjectivo-qualificatoriality. 
Dim 2:  Co-constituency with S. 
Dim 3:   Elatival-qualificatoriality. 
Dim 4: Gender- and number-concordiality. 
Dim 5:  Qr-frontedness. 
Dim 6:  Obligatory contiguity. 
Dim 7:   Qr-Predicatoidity. 
Dim 8:  Indefinibility. 
Dim 9:  Indefinibility. 

 

The non-grammaticality of the syntagm in question can be spoken of in 
terms of non-combinability of the above syntagmal properties. Since there 
are syntagms, such as (wilÀyatuhu, llll----muntahiyatimuntahiyatimuntahiyatimuntahiyati) of our Ex. 2, which 
differ from the non-grammatical *(yaduhu, ††††----†ÙlÀ†ÙlÀ†ÙlÀ†ÙlÀ) only with respect to 
Dim 3, it may be said that the property ‘Elatival-qualificatoriality’ is not 
combinable with the remaning properties included in the syntagmal 
characterization of (wilÀyatuhu, llll----muntahiyatimuntahiyatimuntahiyatimuntahiyati)�. 
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Finally, let us make some remarks concerning the coherence of 
syntagms reflected in their morphological indicators. The syntagms 
showing the weakest coherence are those based on lexico-junctionality. 
The strongest coherence is showed by syntagms with both rection and 
concord. These are syntagms showing (i) Nominativo-rectionality with 
gender- and number-concordiality, (ii) Accusativo-rectionality with 
gender- and number-concordiality and (iii) Prepositional-rectionality with 
gender- and number-concordiality. These syntagms are those with the 
qualificators in the form of basic predicates, extended predicates and 
secondary predicates. Thus, it can be generalized that the most coherent 
syntagms are syntagms which are predicative.  
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7. C7. C7. C7. CONCLUSIONSONCLUSIONSONCLUSIONSONCLUSIONS    
 
 

 
The typology presented above is based on theoretical concepts 

introduced by us in the course of this work. In order to make it possible, 
we have proposed a definition of the adjective as a class of words 
distinguished from non-adjectival nouns by virtue of their syntactic 
properties, although morphological and semantic properties also played a 
part in the definition. This definition permitted us to identify a 
homogeneous set of adjectives and to distinguish an adjective from a 
substantive in any construction encountered in the text. The repertory of 
adjectival syntagms was enlarged by assuming that what is traditionally 
analysed as adverbs (de-adjectival adverbs) is only one of the syntactic 
functions of the adjective. Another enlargement was caused by including 
antegenitivally substantivized adjectives into our typology. 

Along with the definition of the adjective, another important 
prerequisite for this typology was the use of the concepts of morphological 
indicators and that of the relation of qualification. In some instances, 
identifying the latter was not easy. It should be stressed here that assuming 
other solutions for the problematic cases we have discussed would have 
lead to a differently shaped typology. It is also evident that the results of 
the typology would be different if the theoretical assumptions made at the 
onset of the work had been changed. For instance, a different set of 
syntagmal types would be obtained if rection concerning the categories of 
state and gender (e.g. for the adjectival adverbials) had been assumed. 

In order to be able to characterize syntagms in a systematic manner, we 
have proposed a class of syntagmal properties, which can be assigned to 
syntagms. On the grounds of their homogeneity, the syntagmal properties 
are classed in syntagmal dimensions. For the purpose of our typology, we 
have proposed nine such syntagmal dimensions.  

The next step on the way towards the typology was the description of 
biconstituent hypotactic adjectival syntagms (Part 5). The description 
made with the use of the theoretical apparatus including the concept of 
qualification made it possible to formulate some new questions concerning 
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the grammar of MWA and to look at some old of them from a new 
perspective. From the practical point of view, not only does the descriptive 
part of this work represent in a systematic way the state of a fragment  of 
MWA in its most recent stage of development, but it also includes a 
description of some, not necessarily new, grammatical phenomena which, 
as it seems, have not been duly treated in grammars of MWA or scholarly 
works. Here we can mention the problem of numerals qualified by 
adjectives (chapter 3.1.1.1.4.), non-classical gender and number concord in 
the sententioid syntagm (exs /5.123/ and /5.124/) or the elatival 
construction described in 5.6.2.3. 

In our proposal of a typology of biconstituent hypotactic adjectival 
syntagms in MWA presented in Part 6 we have distinguished 60 syntagmal 
properties grouped in 9 dimensions. These properties specified 60 
syntagmal types, which we have exemplified with syntagms belonging to 
them. Next, we have discussed the possibility of characterizing every 
syntagm by assigning to it one syntagmal property from each of the 9 
dimensions, thus presenting its syntagmal characterization. The latter 
permits syntagms to be compared with one another and to be characterized 
in terms of syntagmal distance between them. Finally, we have briefly 
discussed how syntagms differ from one another with respect to their 
coherence reflected in their morphological indicators. 
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